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A STUDY OF CONCEPTS OF THE NATION 
IN POSTWAR JAPAN

by

Takeo Uchida

Submitted to the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy on 
August 14, 1909, in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the 
degree of Doctor of Philosophy.

ABSTRACT

This is a case study of the foundations of nationalism, a major 
force in contemporary world politics, with special emphasis on the 
attitudinal aspects of tile nation. It analjw.es the nature of various 
concepts of tiie nation, investigates socio-economic conditions that 
formed and sustained such concepts, and examines some of the character
istic factors in postwar Japanese nationhood.

Japan's defeat in the Second World War marked the collapse of 
ethnocentric ultra-nationalism. Tlie theory of "peaceful" and "demodratic" 
patriotism during the Occupation was manifested in the popular support 
for the total negation of the hitherto deified prewar nationalism. As Japan 
resumed her independence, however, the idealistic nationhood formed 
under the Occupation faced the hard realities of the domestic and the 
international political situation and gradually lost its initial appeal.
Instead, efforts by the government and the conservatives, especially 
through school education, became the primary issue of the late 1950's.
Tlie conservative majority, as distinguished from the rightist and tradi
tionalist group of conservatives, does not necessarily advocate prewar- 
type nationalism, but neither has it been successful in presenting a now 
national vision. High economic gro'.vth under the Ikeda Government has 
contributed greatly to the restoration of confidence among the Japanese 
people and has produced a kind of economic nationalism which is still 
the basis of Japanese nationalism. The present Sato policy of stressing 
the need for a willingness on the part of the people to support national 
defense is the first indication since the war that the government 
advocates national self-defense as the key to nationalism. This, para- 
doxically, has widened the gap between the ''conservatives" and the 
progressives" concerning a desirable Japanese nationhood.
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Based on this historical analysis of varying concepts, this 
thesis examines conflicting views of national security, the question of 
nationalism in education, and the imperial institution, in order to shed 
light on the nature of postwar nationalism.

The Socialist Party's policy of unarmed neutralism is diametri
cally opposed to the prevailing Liberal-Democratic Party's policy of 
maintaining self-defense forces and the security treaty with the United 
Stated. The Communist Party advocates neutralism as a tactical step 
toward Communization of Japan. Unarmed neutralism is also supported 
by a considerable segment of the population from an anti-war or pacifist 
viewpoint. Thus, it is important to distinguish motives and philosophies 
in the same policy by the Marxist-leftists and the pacifistic general 
public. However, the security policy that enjoys the greatest popular 
support is presented by the Komei-t5. This Party urges limited 
armament and gradual dissolution of the present security treaty. High 
support for this pragmatic and middle-of-the-road policy indicates the 
people's tendency to avoid any drastic change in the present situation.

Education has been a prime instrument of the government for 
enhancing nationalism. By means of centralization of the education 
system and the tight control over textbooks, school education has begun 
to call the attention of the younger generation to the question of the nation. 
However, textbook descriptions of the nation and nationalism are moderate, 
rational, and balanced, thus weakening the leftist criticism that the 
government is attempting to restore militaristic prewar nationalism.

The imperial Institution, which played the decisive role in prewar 
nationalism, has experienced a drastic change by the qualitative trans
formation of the family system from Confucian paternalism to the 
so-called my-homism, ' as well as the changes in its Constitutional 
status. The present "symbolic" imperial institution has enjoyed over
whelming support of the people and has remained, and will remain, an 
important element in Japanese concepts of the nation.

The Meiji Centenary provided an occasion for re-examining concepts 
in a historical perspective. A conflict was inevitable between the tradition
alist-conservatives and the Marxist-leftists concerning the evaluation of 
Japan's modernization.

Despite the splitting and conflicting concepts advocated by both 
political and literary leaders, there exists an agreement among the 
general public with respect to some of the controversial issues including 
the maintenance of both the present scale of self-defense forces and the 
symbolic imperial institution. The characteristics of the concepts 
supported by the general public is, above all, pragmatic and nonideological, 
and is domestic and beneficiary-oriented. People are interested primarily 
in domestic affairs and economic well-being. 'This popular agreement, 
backed up by the often neglected but important ethnic homogeneity of the 
Japanese, tends to mitigate the split in national concepts of the leadership.
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If the present dominant priority on private affairs, as expressed 
in "my-homism, ".can be guided to and balanced with individualistic 
citizenship and positive responsibility, the trends in the popular nationhood 
such as limited armament and social welfare will lay the foundations for 
a desirable future Japanese nation and nationalism.

Because the theme concerns a very contemporary and up-to-date 
question, this thesis employs a method of content analysis of the primary 
source materials which are the press, magazine articles, public opinion 
surveys, and personal interviews by the writer.

In contrast to the abundant studies on the Meiji Restoration and 
prewar ultranationalism, there hardly exists a comprehensive academic 
study of postwar Japanese nationhood and nationalism. This is an attempt 
to contribute to filling this gap.
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PREFACE

The Japanese people listened to the Emperor's broadcast at twelve 
o’clock noon on August 15. 1945, in which the Emperor declared his 
decision to surrender to the Allied Powers and, in addition, his conviction 
that Japan could succeed in maintaining kokutai, or the fundamental 
national polity of Japan. According to the Outline of Japanese History, 
prepared by the Ministry of Education in 1943, kokutai meant something 
as follows:

The Great Empire of Japan is ruled by a line of 
Emperors unbroken for ages, in accordance with the 
divine will of Amaterasu-Ohmikami. This is 
national polity unchanged for ages. Millions of people 
in one mind as a large family-state observe the holy 
decree, and express the virtue of loyalty and filial 
piety based on this great polity. This is the essence 
of kokutai. 1

our

The Melji Constitution stipulated: "The Empire of Japan shall be reigned 
over and governed by a line of Emperors unbroken for ages eternal. The 
Emperor is sacred and inviolable."

In a New Year's Message to the People in 1946, however, the 
Emperor denied his divinity and proclaimed:

We stand by the people and we wish always to share 
with them in their moments of joys and sorrows. The 
ties between us and our people have always stood upon 
mutual trust and affection. They do not depend upon

1. Ministry of Education, ed.. Kokushi Geisetsu (Outline of Japanese 
History), vol.l, 1943, p.l.
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mere legends and myths. They are not predicated on 
false concepts that the Emperor is divine and that the 
Japanese people are superior to other races and fated 
to rule the world.

The new Japanese Constitution that was promulgated in May 1947 makes 
the following stipulation concerning the status of the Emperor:

The Emperor shall be the symbol of the State and of 
the unity of the people, deriving his position from the 
will of the people with whom resides sovereign power 

“(Article 1). . . The Emperor shall perform only such 
acts in matters of State as are provided for in this 
Constitution and he shall not have powers related to 
government (Article 4).

A simple comparison between the Meiji Constitution and the 
Constitution, and between the theory of kokutai and tlie so-called human 
declaration of the Emperor, is sufficient to indicate that "the maintenance

new

of kokutai" as expressed in the Emperor's broadcast accepting the Potsdam 
Declaration was a mere illusion. To be more specific, there was no 
for doubt that Japan's defeat in war brought an end to the continuation of 
absolute monarchy. It was claimed, however, by many wartime and 
prewar leaders that Japan still maintained the same national polity, 
despite fundamental changes in the Emperor's status. For example. 
Premier Higashikuni was reported to have said in a press conference on

room

August 30, 1945:

The maintenance of kokutai is our firm belief that 
transcends reason and emotion. It is a kind of belief 
that runs in our blood from our ancestors. I believe 
this faith is not to be eroded by the surrounding situation, 
or by wind and rain. At the present time, it is the 
maintenance of kokutai to observe the Emperor's decree 
that was given the other day. In addition to this, we must 
faithfully follow orders from foreign countries, for this 
is the only way to restore and increase our national
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confidence and pride... The Japanese people have devoted 
all their energy to the pursuit of war. If we can divert 
our mind [from the war] and devote all our might and 
wisdom to the development of man and his culture, I am 
convinced that our country' s future will be bright like 
the gentle light after a storm. [Emphasis added. ] 2

In this statement, we can find the deep attachment of the ruling class to 
kokutai, and its illusion that the principle could be secured by a blind

following of the Occupation orders. There is a deeper psycho-political 
attitude of a hierarchy which can be preserved if a new intrusive authority 
can be te.nporarily accepted.

The defeat and subsequent occupation caused various reactions 
from the people. For the Communists, defeat was an indispensable oppor

tunity to bring down the Emperor system and to establish a People's 
Republic based on the '.'People's Will. For some of the young officers of 
the army, defeat was clearly unacceptable, leaving them recourse only to 
coup d'etat or to suicide.^ For the majority of the people, however, 
defeat meant an end to the war: it meant emancipation from air-raids 
and other horrors of war. In the midst of ruins, the masses of the people 
accepted this day with both anxiety and relief, with both excitement and 
despondency. ®

2. The Mainichi Shimbun. August 30. 1945, as quoted in Hldaka Rokuro, 
ed., Sengo Shiso no Shuppatsu (Departure of Postwar Thought)
(Tokyo: Chikuma Shobo, 1968), pp. 53-58.

3. Tokuda Kyulchi, Shiga Yoshio and others, "Jimmin ni Utaeru" (Appeal 
to the People), Akahata (Red Flag), October 1945.

4. Cf. William Craig, Fall of Japan (New York: The Dial Press, 1967), 
Chapter 13.

5. Royama Masamichl, Yomigaeru Nippon (Resurgent Japan), (Nippon 
no Rekishi, vol.26. Tokyo: Chuo Koron Sha, 1967), p.27.
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War and defeat brought about both economic dislocation and mental 
dislocation. The supreme power of the State was under the Supreme 
Commander of the Allied Powers (SCAP) while the Japanese Government 
governed the people in compliance with Occupation directives and, therefore, 
was nothing but an agent of the victorious powers. The Japanese people

were forced to realize that Japan as a sovereign nation had disappeared, 
to say nothing of the "maintenance of kokutai. " Militarism and statism, 
so highly regarded and praised one day were condemned the next as being 
responsible for the reckless war. In a word, the value system that 
prevailed until the defeat began to fall steadily and rapidly. General 
Douglas MacArthur as SCAP described the mental status of the Japanese 
people right after the defeat with considerable accuracy;

A spiritual revolution ensued which almost overnight 
tore asunder a theory and practice of life built upon 2. 000 
years of bistory and tradition and legend. Idolatry for 
their feudalistic masters and their warrior class 
transformed into hatred and contempt, and the hatred and 
contempt for their foe gave way to honor and respect.
This revolution of the spirit among the Japanese people 
represents no thin veneer designed to serve the purpose 
of the present. It represents an unparalleled convulsion 
in the social history of the world."

was

The Emperor's "maintenance of kokutai" and MacArthur's 
"spiritual revolution" provided strange contrast. How has postwar 
Japanese history responded to this? I have written that the national 
polity underwent a complete change. Has MacArthur been proven correct, 
then, in pointing out that the spiritual revolution erased 2, 000 years of 
history and tradition?

6. Douglas MacArthur, Reminiscences (New York; McGraw-Hill Co.. 
1964), p.310.
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This paper purposes to study Japanese concepts of the nation in the 
postwar period by examining the awareness and attitudes of the Japanese 
people toward the nation and by analyzing institutions and policies of the 
government. The overall question has three aspects: first, an examina

tion of concepts of the nation presently held by the Japanese people; 
second, the question of cause, or "why" the Japanese people have such 
concepts; and third, the question of institution and policy, or "how" such 
concepts have become prevalent among the Japanese.

Any nation consists of objective factors such as common language, 
government, and territory, and subjective factors such as a sense of 
sharing a common past and future and national consciousness. As many 
scholars have pointed out, subjective factors play an important role in 
cementing objective factors to a solid unit of community. A study of the 
concepts of a nation is primarily a study of the subjective side of a nation, 
as is seen in the fact that patriotism and nationalism, which are manifesta

tions of national ideas, are aspects of social consciousnesses and are best 
understood in terms of psychology. This is particularly true in an 
examination of what the concepts of a nation are. For the question of "why" 
and "how!' the reciprocal relationship between the more objective environ

ment and consciousness has to be studied thoroughly. Basic environmental 
change, such as the one Japan experienced by the defeat, has a penetrating 
impact on human minds. Economic and political elements are bases of an 
environment, and education and propaganda in a broad sense usually reflect 
those elements. This paper, therefore, discusses communication channels 
or institutional settings that combine basic environmental factors and 
human consciousness.
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When we define nationalism as a common state of mind, we must 
also ask when and how it became common at all? Karl W. Deutsch's 
Nationalism and Social Communication (1953) is a pioneering work and an 
attempt to find an answer to this question. He and other interested 
scholars have contributed to filling the gap between the traditional study of 
the subjective side of nationalism and the more objective factors that have 
formed a nation.

This study confines its scope, however, to ideas and attitudes 
toward the nation and does not cover the process of national integration, 
or nation-building. The primary justification for this approach is that the 
period to be examined here is a post-nation-building era. In other words, 
the Japanese nation as a solidly unified socio-economic and political unit 

existence beyond doubt throughout the period of study. Only the 
transitional period from Tokugawa to Meiji periods will provide rich 
resources for a study of a modern nation-building or modernization process, 
but not a nation in a broader sense that can include Tokugawa Japan; it is 
only a contradiction.

Discussion first will focus on the meaning and role of nationalism 
in contemporary international politics. And the process of Japanese 
nationalism from the end of the Tokugawa period to the ultra-nationalist 
era of the 1930's and 1940's will be examined as a prelude to a study of 
postwar Japan.

In Part I, arguments and controversies concerning the nation in 
postwar Japan will be analyzed by dividing the past two and a half decades 

"Peaceful" and "Democratic" Patriotism (1945-1951), 
Priming for Nationalism by the Conservatives (1952-1960),

Nationalism (1960-1964). and Concern over National Security (1964-1968).

is in

into four periods:

Economic
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Part 11 examines and analyzes several important issues which 
characteristic to concepts ot the nation in present Japan.

The sixth chapter will examine the confrontation of views 
national security and defense in present Japan.

Seventhly, the paper will deal with the question of nationalism in 
education, which was and is a major institution in forming national 
consciousness.

are

on

Eighthly, a unique question of the Emperor system will be analyzed 
with special reference to the changing family system.

Finally, the paper examines differing evaluations and arguments 
over the Melji centenary and attempts to establish a base by which the 
often-sought national consensus could possibly be reached.

I wish to thaiik Professor Allan B. Cole, my Thesis Director, for 
his valuable guidance and suggestions. I would also like to express my

deep appreciation to Professor Harold R. Isaacs of the Department of 
Political Science of Massachusetts Institute of Technology for his initial 
suggestions for the topic as well as his assistance and advice.

I am grateful to the Asia Foundation, the Yoshida International 
Education Foundation, and the Nomura Gakugei Foundation for the 
generous financial support that has made this study possible. I also wish 
to express thanks to Mr. Matsumiya Kazuya, Director of the Yoshida 
Foundation, for his kind advice and the arrangement of my interviews in 
Tokyo.

Finally. I am deeply indebted to my wife, Kyoko, for her help and 
patience throughout this study.
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CHAPTER 1

patterns of nationalism in the making

A. Nationalism in Contemporary International Politics

1. Problems of Definitions of the Nation and Nationalism

The Nation is a group of people bound together by a 
common sense of solidarity and primarily denotes those persons who 
compose a political community. On the other hand, the State is the 
ultimate possessor of physical force in the name of sovereign power. ^ 
The foliovlng. Max Weber's famous definition of the State, confirms 
this point.

A state is a human community that (successfully) 
claims the monopoly of the legitimate use of physical 
force within a given territory. ^

The term Nation is often used in the meaning of the State as described 
above — for example, "The League of Nations" and "The United Nations, " 
international organizations based on the sovereign nation-state. In this 
paper, however, the word State is to be used to designate the Nation as a 
political association. A distinction has to be made also between the State 
and the Government that is an agency of the State. The Government 
consists of a group of people who exercise the sovereign power in the 
name of the State. So far as the Government exercises this power, for all

1. Cf. A Report by a Study Group of Members of the Royal Institute of 
International Affairs, Nationalism (London: Oxford University Press. 
1939), p. xvii.

2. Max Weber, "Politics as a Vocation, " in Gerth and Mills eds.,
From Max Weber (New York: Oxford University Press, 1958), p. 78.
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intents and purposes, loyalty to the Nation is loyalty to the State, and 
loyalty to the State means nothing other than loyalty to the Government 
in power. When these three loyalties are consciously distinguished or 
perceived as mutually contradictory, the legitimacy of the Government 
in power is questioned and, in the final analysis, revolution is a probable 
outcome. Max Weber discussed three types of legitimacy: traditional, 
charismatic, and legal dominations. These are forms of legitimization. 
Their effectiveness is determined by the degree to which the State (and, 
therefore, the Government) successfully represents the Interests of the 
majority of the people. When Voltaire wrote about patriotism, he was 
indeed pointing out this problem. He noted that:

Only he who has a share in the national soil or other 
property under secure protection of the law, and a share 
in political rights, forms a member of the community 
and only he has a fatherland. ^

A Japanese Confucian scholar, Nishimura Shigeki, 
expressed the same view in his book Son-n? Aikoku Ron (The Theory of

Imperial Reverence and Patriotism), published in 1891. He wrote:

The idea of patriotism that is currently used in our 
country is not of Chinese origin, but a translation of a 
Western word, petorotismu.. . . Reading Japanese and 
Chinese classics, 1 have found no equivalent word to 
patriotism in the Western sense and no one who practiced 
patriotism.’

3. Quoted in Friedrich Hertz, Nationality in History and Politics: A Study 
of the Psychology and Sociology of National Sentiment and Character
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1944), p. 317.

4. Ishida Takeshi, "Ideologie to shiteno Tenno-sei, " (The Imperial System 
as an Ideology), Shiso, June 1952, p. 538.
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The absence of patriotism in the Western sense in the late nineteenth 
century Japan indicates indirectly the tradition of the feudal Tokugawa 
and the absolute political system of the early Meiji Japan where common 
people did not share true economic and political rights. In this connection, 
it should be remembered that communism successfully theorized the 
problem of the Government-for-whom to one end. The Communist 
Manifesto declared that modern State power was nothing but a committee 
to administer the common affairs of the bourgeois.class. Lenin maintained 
in his book. The State and Revolution, that the State was a tool of oppression 
for the ruluig class, and would therefore wither away after the successful 
communist revolution.

It is appropriate now to examine some of the definitions of 
theNation that help to clarify the complicated phenomenon of a human 
group. Benjamin Akzin makes a distinction between the State and the Nation 
by means of a "political-vs.-ethnic standard, " claiming that the State is a 
political phenomenon whereas the Nation is an ethnic phenomenon. Nation

alism is, according to him, "attachment to the nation. " and patriotism is 
"attachment to the state." In a mono-ethnic state, like Japan, the two 
attachments tend to merge, and can be expressed in the following formula:

.. .while in the mono-ethnic State the intensity of 
cohesion is represented by the sum total of patriotism and 
nationalism, or C = P + N, in the poly-ethnic State the 
intensity of cohesion for all but the dominant ethnic group 
represents the difference between the two, or C = P - N."

5. Benjamin Akzin, State and Nation (London: Hutchinson, 1964), p.Bl .
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The origin of the Japanese people has not yet been decisively 
determined, but in a broad socio-anthropological sense the Japanese can 
be regarded as a homogeneous ethnic people. Thus, the above formula 
suggests that the intensity of cohesion among the Japanese is very high. 
However, Japanese nationalism has undergone various phases with 
different degrees of cohesion in the past century, during which time the 
Japanese people have remained unchanged as an ethnic group. The 
reasons for different manifestations and different degrees of nationalistic 
intensity, therefore, have to be sought elsewhere. Akzin's formula is 
helpful tool in understanding the general characteristics of nationalism 
as well as the relation between State and Nation, but it cannot explain why 
nationalism — an ethnic response — can capture the people's loyalty and 
devotion at a certain moment and not at another moment in a mono-ethnic

a

setting.

Leonard W. Doob makes a distinction between nationalism and 
patriotism by judging whether the particular phenomenon can result in an 
action or a movement. According to him:

Patriotism: The more or less conscious conviction of 
a person that his own welfare and that of the significant 
groups to which he belongs are dependent upon the preserva
tion or expansion (or both) of the power and culture of his 
society.

Nationalism: The set of more or less uniform demands 
(1) which people in a society share, (2) which arise from 
their patriotism, (3) for which justifications exist and can 
be readily expressed, (4) which incline them to make 
personal sacrifices in behalf of their government's aims^ 
and (5) which may or may not lead to appropriate action. °

6. Leonard W. Doob, Patriotism and Nationalism: Their Psychological 
Foundations (New Haven: and London: Yale University Press, 1964),
p. 6.
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Are these distinctions commonly accepted? Let us examine 
some of the major definitions of nationalism and find out what really are 
the essential qualities of the Nation and nationalism. Nationalism is:

A consciousness, on the part of individuals or groups, 
of membership in a nation, or of a desire to forward the 
strength, liberty, or prosperity of a nation, whether 
one's own or another.'^

A state of mind, in which the supreme loyalty of the 
individual is felt to be to the nation-state.°

Nationalism centers the supreme loyalty of the over
whelming majority of the people upon the nation-state, 
either existing or desired.®

Sentiment unifying a group of people who have a real 
or imagined common historical experience or a common 
aspiration to live together as a separate group in the 
future.

As far as these definitions can demonstrate, the distinctions made by 
Akzin and Doob are not commonly accepted. Nationalism is, above all, 
a question of human psychology, as is seen in the use of words such as 
"consciousness," "state of mind, " and "condition of mind. " Secondly, 
nationalism is a manifestation of an individual's identification of self

and interest with a nation-state, either existing or desired. Thirdly,

7. The Royal Institute, op. cit. ■ p. xviii.

8. Hans Kohn, Nationalism: Its Meaning and History (Revised edition, 
Princeton, N. J.: D. Van Nostrand Co., 1965), p. 9.

9. Hans Kohn. "Nationalism, " International Encyclopedia of Social 
Sciences.

10. BoydC. Shafer, Nationalism: Myth and Reality (New York: Harcourt, 
Brace and Company, 1955), p. 10.
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this psychological element can only become politically meaningful by 
bringing about or developing into an action or movement.

It is appropriate to mention here the Japanese terms that 
correspond to the English words Nation. State, Patriotism, and Nationalism. 
When the sovereign power is the question, kokka (State) is usually used. 
Kokka is a compound noun made of koku (country) and Im (family). Kokka- 
shugi (Statism) is a derivative of kokka. Kuni roughly corresponds to the 
Nation, but it also means one's home town or prefecture. It is common 
to ask "Where is your kuni? " to a friend, referring to his home town.

On the other hand, it can mean the State, such as in a slogan. "For the 
sake of kuni.'" Nationalism is translated into Japanese in three ways; 
minzoku-shugi, kokka-shugi, and kokumin-shugi. Minzoku-shugt is
usually adopted when the major emphasis is given to an ethnic phenomenon 
of the Nation, whereas kokka-shugi denotes the Nation as a political 
association. This distinction, however, is not very strict and the two are 
often used interchangeably. The last word, kokumin-shugi. places more 
emphasis on l-ie rights of the people as opposed to kokka-shugi. Thus, 
"ultra-nationalism" is usually translated cho (super) kokka-shugi since it 
was a government-directed nationalism rather than a popular nationalism. 
Nationalism is often used directly in Japanese and is written nashonarisumu. 
Patriotism is aikoku or aikoku-shugi and signifies the more or less 
sentimental aspects or feelings of unorganized individuals toward the Nation.

2. Nationalism in International Politics

Emergence of the multi-faceted nation had to wait for the 
French Revolution that stimulated reorganization of old political entities. 
Nationalism, in this early stage, played an important role by consolidating 
common ethnic groups in the hope of establishing their own nations.
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Since then, it has manifested different characteristics, functions and

forms. For example, Carlton Hayes, writing in 1S31. distinguished five

kinds of nationalism: Humanitarian, Jacobin, Traditional, Liberal and

Integral. In his celebrated work Nationalism and After, E. H. Carr

wrote at the close of the Second World War that the climax of nationalism

occurred during the interwar years. Concerning nationalism in Asia,

where the cry for liberation from colonialism was a gathering force, he

merely stated: . .the demand for self-determination bay still be heard,
1,12though perhaps more faintly and less confidently than of late, 

is Asia and in Africa has been, however, the greatest force in bringing about

Nationalism

national independence. This caused membership in the United Nations to 
rise from 51 in 1945 to 125 in 1968. Nationalism is still the most powerful 
political ideology and movement in contemporary international politics.

It is necessary, therefore, to examine how nationalism came to be what it 
is today.

As is often pointed out, the French Revolution and ensuing 
Napoleonic Wars marked an end to one era and the beginning of another in 
European politics. Hayes wrote:

The French Revolution promulgated to Europe and then 
to the world the dogma of national democracy. It asserted 
the right of individuals not only to determine their form of 
government but also to choose the state to which they 
belong. In other words, it enunciated both the doctrine 
of popular sovereignty 
determination.

and the doctrine of national self-

12. E. H. Carr, Nationalism and After (London: Macmillan & Co. Ltd,, 
1945), pp. 36-37.

13. Carlton Hayes. Essays on Nationalism (New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1926), p.44.
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The Industrial Revolution brought about birth of the national 
economy and, by means of education and propaganda (made increasingly

effective by the development of technology), brought about a mass national 
movement. German Romanticism injected a mystique into nationalism 
and by the middle of the nineteenth century nationalism declined as an

emancipative movement, became increasingly irrational, and finally
14plunged the world into its first global conflict. Hayes had good reason 

to be pessimistic about nationalism when he wrote that "Nationalism is 
woven and inextricably interwoven with militarism. He noted also, in 
his other work, that:

Nationalism in one form or another has almost certainly 
conferred innumerable blessings on many people. Inter
national peace, however, is not one of the blessings 
nationalism has conferred upon the world,

which

When the world experienced the first total war in which nationalism 
demanded and, at the same time, eased people's sacrifices, it could not 
have been viewed otherwise than from a viewpoint of world peace.

In the same manner, the domestic role of nationalism as 
a challenger to the ancien regime had also changed. With the development 
of the Industrial Revolution, nationalism began to be associated with those 
who wished to maintain the status quo. By the latter half of the nineteenth 
century:

14. Hayes, op. cit., p. 52.

15. Ibid., p. 189.

16. Hayes, Historical Evolution of Modern Nationalism, p.304.
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1I It [nationalism] stood In sharp and repressive opposi
tion to socilaism, an international movement that included 
the industrial workers and landless peasants, who 
generally felt excluded from the national society, 
expressed their oppositions.^'^

and;s

In this connection, we are reminded again of the Communist view of the 
state as a tool of opporession for the ruling class. Friedrich Engels 
developed his theory of the state in Anti-Duhring and completed the 
original model in The Origin of the Family. Private Property, and the

. ■■4

-s
state. This was later adopted by Lenin in The State and Revolution. 
Engels claimed that the state came into being in the interest of the ruling 
economic class in order to check the class struggle against it. By 
controlling the state mechanism, the dominant economic class could also 
be the ruling political class, and exploit the oppressed class. Engels 
made the famous prediction that with the proletarian revolution and the 
abolition of classes;

•i

1
;

The state inevitably falls with the classes. The 
society organizes production anew on the basis of 
free and equal associations of the producers and 
will put the whole state machinery where it will then 
belong — into the museum of antiquities, next to the 
spring wheels and the bronze ax. 1^

'3

This Marxian view of the state has a unique significance with respect to 
contemporary Japanese politics, for, as will be discussed later, it 
enjoys a very strong and tenacious influence in the political thought of 
Japan. Therefore, it is important fully to understand these concepts.

I

3*.

■K

17. Hans Kohn, "Nationalism, " International Encyclopedia.■•a

18. Friedrich Engels, The Origin of the Family, Private Property 
and the State (New Yorki International Publishers), p. 158.

■:x

I
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The changing nature of nationalism indicates that nationalism 
varies with factors such as political thought, tradition, history and the 
particular international situations of the moment. It is both irrelevant 
as well as impossible to determine a priori whether nationalism is a vice

19or a virtue.

The Second World War unquestionably brought about 
several developments in international politics. First, the emergence of 
nuclear weapons; second, the emergence of newly developing countries 
and the accompanying "north-south" problem arising from different levels 
of economic development; and third, the process of multi-polarization 
from bi-polarized world politics. The emergence of nuclear weapons as 
ultimate weapons had made the United States and the Soviet Union "Super 
Powers" for only they have succeeded so far in exploiting nuclear weapons 
with effective delivery systems. However, the other two aspects — newly 
independent nations and multi-polarization of world politics — confirm the 
growing intensity of nationalism in world politics today. After the First 
World War application of President Wilson's principle of national self- 
determination was largely confined to Eastern Europe; after the Second 
World War it was extended to include the whole world for the first time. 
Carr saw the climax of nationalism in the interwar years, and he was 
perhaps right as far as Europe was concerned, but certainly the climax 
of Afro-Asian nationalism did not come until after the conclusion of that

war. The nationalism of Asia, Africa, of the ex-colonies in particular, 
is dlnstinguishable from its European predecessor. What MacMahon Ball

19. Cf. Hans Kohn, The Age of Nationalism (New York; Harper and 
Brothers. Publishers, 1962), p. 12.
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wrote about the nature of Aslan revolution is largely true of Afro-Asian

nationalism. He named three characteristics;

(1) a revolt against foreign political control, against 
colonialism, against imperialism, and claim for self 
determination; (2) resentment against economic 
inequalities; and (3) a revolt of the East against the

These points explain external relationships between the colonized and the 
colonizers, but at the same time, nationalism in Asia meant emancipation 
from or liberalization of pre-modern domestic political institutions. 
Several innovative movements and efforts at the end of the Ch'ing Dynasty 
in China are cases in point. The fall of the Ch' Ing Dynasty can be 
explained to a large extent by the fact that the old system finally crumbled 
under the pressure of encroaching European power. Awakening Chinese 
nationalism called, first of all, for overall change in the old fashioned 
political system.

Anti-colonialism seems to provide a common goal and a 
common policy for the developing countries in Asia and Africa, thus 
uniting them on the North-vs.-South question against more developed 
nations. When countries undergo the process of fundamental and radical 
change, as these countries are now, nationalism plays an important role

of asserting the continuity of the nations by re-evaluating their history, 
21culture and tradition.

We have seen that nationalism, both as an idea and as a

movement, originated in European political culture in the late eighteenth

20. MacMahon Ball, Nationalism and Communism in the Southeast Asia 
(2nd and revised ed., Melborne University Press, 1953), p. 1.

21. Cf. David E. Apter, The Politics of Modernization (Chicago and 
London: The University of Chicago Press, 1965), p. 340.
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century. It is often pointed out that many Afro-Asians became nationalists 
through contact with this Western political philosophy of national self- 
determination. Some of those educated in Europe became champions of 
nationalism against the West. We have also seen that nationalism meant 
emancipation from the anclen regime during the French Revolution and the 
Napoleonic Wars in Europe, and the same is true in Asia, particularly 
when it was a challenger to the traditional despotic governments, 
be remembered, however, that in many newly developing nations in Asia 
and Africa intense nationalism has not adopted the Western parliamentari- 
anism, but has given supreme power to the one-party dictatorship with the 
military'playing a major role in government. This fact demonstrates

It must

that the struggle for national self-determination, however democratic it 
may seem in international politics, does not in itself guarantee democracy 
in domestic politics. As we have discussed, the same can be said of the

Rousseau'srelationship between nationalism and democracy in Europe, 
idea of nationalism that had such a great impact on the course of the French 
Revolution and ideals at the beginning of the Revolution certainly stood for

Nonetheless,liberty and equality of individuals against the ancten regime, 
the nationalism that sought for freedom, equality and dignity of the individual 
deteriorated in a short time to an expression of the exclusive egoism of

Hayes ' "Jacobin Nationalism" and "Integral Nationalism" aregroups.

good examples of this process. The relationship between nationalism and

the political systems is not fixed, but changes depending upon the configura

tion of other variables. In this respect attention should be duly paid to the

World Politics of Our22. Cf. John G. Stoessinger, The Might of Nations:
Time (New York: Random House, 1965), p. 72.

23. Cf. Hayes, Historical Evolution, especially the chaptei on Humanitarian 
Nationalism. Also see, Hans Kohn. Nationalism: Its Meaning and 
History, pp. 22-27.
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political cultures of the newly independent nations of Asia and Africa for, 
as we have seen, many of them have adopted authoritarian political 
systems despite principled cries for democratic governments. Here again, 
political culture alone is not responsible for the form of government. The 
external environment and the dynamics of a nation' s domestic politics have 
to be examined closely along with political culture.

Generally speaking, the function of nationalism differs 
during the movement towards independence during the actual period of 
independence, and in the post-independence era. David Apter, after 
discussing two strong ideologies — nationalism and socialism — in newly 
independent developing countries in the process of modernization, argues 
that nationalism reaches its peak in the period of dependence to independence 
and that it is gradually caught up by socialism which, in turn, completely 
replaces nationalism in the post-independence period. After a certain 
period of time, nationalism begins to rise again as an antithesis of

In the stage of struggle for independence, nationalism will 
absorb the most primordial passions of the colonial people and often will 
become an objective in itself. With independence, the former 
enemy is ousted, which has the effect of changing the nationalist movement 
from revolutionary to evolutionary in nature. The immediate task of the 
newly independent people will become the establishment, maintenance and 
development of their own political and social systems for which they fought. 
Above all, economic development is usually the primary objective, and 
socialism can make a strong appeal as a means of its realization. The 
ideology of socialism, expressed sometimes as "national socialism, " is

socialism.

common

24. Apter, op. cit., pp. 337-339.
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not necessarily a universal theory when applied to concrete situations. 
On the contrary, it is a "nationalized ideology" and is not contradictory 
to nationalism, but rather compensatory. This compatability of the two 
ideologies is due to a large extent to the flexible nature of nationalism. 
The following descrption by Apter may serve as a good summing up of 
the nature of nationalism as an ideology:

Nationalism incorporates primordial loyalties in a 
readily understandable synthesis, taking up the slack 
in Identity and solidarity left by the failure of socialism. 
Diffuse enough to encompass all specific forms of loyalty 
and tradition, it elevates them to a national inheritance. 25 
The value of nationalism lies in its functional flexibility.

A Case in JapanB.

From Nationalism in Embryo to "Ultra-Nationalism" 
The End of the Tokugawa Period1.

In the middle of the nineteenth century, shortly before 
nationalism came to be attacked by Marxists as an ideology of the ruling 
class, China experienced her first and shocking blow by losing the Opium 
War against the British in 1839-42. The Chinese defeat was a blow not 
only for the Chinese, but for the Japanese as well; they knew they were 
a small nation and regarded China as their teacher of civilization. Thus, 
Japanese nationalism made its first cry in the face of advancing Western 
powers whose strength had been demonstrated in the defeat of China. 
Although it is true that Japan, as a nation, had been a unified political 
entity for more than ten centuries by the time the Western powers tried 
to break the isolationist policy of the Tokugawa Shogunate, it is difficult

25. Ibid., p. 381 .
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to compare Japan under the Tokugawa government with Western powers 
which had become modern nation-states. As Maruyama Masao claims, 
in late Tokugawa "Japanese thought only of divine country and national 
pride since ancient times. This did not develop into any popular 
consciousness of political solidarity, or Idea of national unification.

He continues:

..26

The Tokugawa feudal society was clearly split into 
two parts. On the one hand, the warrior class shouldered 
all political responsibilities to the common people; for 
they regarded themselves as primarily political 
constituents. On the other hand, the common people, who 
comprised more than 90 % of the population, were passively 
brought into a given political order primarily as objects of 
political control. How can one talk about the existence of 
the unified "nation, " when the rulers and the ruled are 
socially fixed? 2?

In addition to the fixed division of the ruler and the ruled, the identity of 
the Japanese (and we can refer here only to the politcally conscious 
samurai class) did not transcend the clans they belonged to. Samurai 
loyalty meant loyalty to their feudal lords, who in turn provided them 
with land and rice. The situation at the end of the Tokugawa period did 
not satisfy conditions for a modern nation-state. For the Tokugawa leaders, 
Chinese defeat in the Opium War brought with it a realization of Western 
military strength, and thus of danger. Battle between the Satsuma Clan 
and the British fleet in 1863, and a war that broke out between the

26. Maruyama Masao, Nihon Seln Shiso Shi Kenkyu (Study of History of 
of Japanese Political Thoughts) (Tokyo: Todai Shuppan-kai, 1952)
p. 325.

27. Ibid., p. 327.
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Choshu Clan and the four Western Powers at Shimonoseki in 1864 kept 
alive the impression of the overwhelming military power of the West. 
Sakuma Shozan, for example, did not hesitate to criticize the Tokugawa 
Shogunate for its maritime defense policy on the ground that the question 
involved more than the Interest of the Tokugawa family. He write in his 
famous Kaib5 Hassaku (Eight-Point Program of Maritime Defense):

It is truly gracious that a humble man like me should 
make comments on the Shogunate's policies. However, 
the question of foreign invasions is different from that of 
civil wars and can possibly threaten the peace and 
safety of the ever-lasting line of Emperors, unparalleled 
in the world. Thus, it concerns not only the prosperity 
of the Tokugawa family, but also the joys and sorrows of 
the entire divine country. I humbly submit, therefore, 
that it is a duty for all of us who were born in this divine 
country, Irre^ectlve of rank, to worry and think about
this question.™

As early as 1791, and in a different political setting than Sakuma Shozan's 
Eight-Point Program, Hayashi Shihei published Kaikoku Heidan (War Story 
of the Maritime Country). The time was premature for the Tokugawa 
government to take his advice seriously. It hoped, perhaps, that by banning 
the book the danger might be avoided. The sense of urgency and concern 
over security problems felt by political leaders and intellectuals after the 
Opium War was different in quality from that in the time of Hayashi's 
publication.

Naramoto Tatsuya sums up the impact of the Chinese defeat

in the Opium War upon the Japanese intellectuals in the following words:

28. Cf. Ueyama Shumpei, ed., Nihon no Nashonarisumu (Japanese 
Nationalism! (Tokyo: Shisei-do, 1965), p. 110.
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The defeat of Ch'ing was certainly a great blow to 
the Japanese intellectuals who had been adopting Chinese 
study and culture as supreme human products. Patriotic 
activities of Sakuma Shozan did originate in a reaction to 
this state of affairs. “

The government of the Shogunate established a "defensive" coast guard 
in 1845, veiling the order to attack foreign vessels so as not to offend the 
Western powers. However, in face of the overwhelming Western military 
power, nationalism of the Japanese ruling class found its expression in 
the slogan of "Expel the Barbarians" or jyoi. The reason why we need the 
qualification, "of the ruling class, " is that nationalism was still a 
monopoly of the samurai class; commoners were virtually prohibited 
from participating in the political question of nationalism. The theory of 
jyoi in Aizawa Seishisai's Shinron (New Theory) and that of the Mito School 
was "contrary to the modern nationalism (kokuminshugi) that tries to 
defend the country from an external aggression with the mass of the people.. .. 
They were fearful of their own people's move." These facts do not 
necessarily mean that there was no effort to arrive at a nationalism in the 
true sense of the word — including the ruler and the ruled. Ando Shoeki 
is a case in point. He was one of the first few sharply to criticize the 
feudal system, giving expression to Japanese nationalism in its embryonic

form. Ando demanded a complete abolition of the feudal system of status
31as well as the so-called Bakuhan Taisei or Shogunate-clan system.

29. Naramoto Tatsuya, "Shlshi-teki Kodo no Genri " (The Principles of 
Patriotic Action), Meiji Ishin-ron (The Theory of Meiii Restoration) 
(Tokyo: Tokuma-shoten, 1968), p. 307.

30. Maruyama, op. cit., p. 352.

31. Cf. Inoue Kiyoshi, "Nihon ni Okeru Minzokushugi no Rekishi to Dento, " 
(History and Tradition of Nationalism in Japan), Shiso, no. 335,
May 1952, p. 2.
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He was, however, rather exceptional in his argument for a true nationalism. 
At that time the national consciousness of intellectuals and samurai was 
based on a self-righteous and exclusive theory of divine country as opposed 
to barbarous nations of the West. Their final and immediate goal was to 
expel the barbarians. As the Shogunal government was not considered 
effective for this purpose, they wished to be reinforced by the spiritual 
authority of the Imperial throne. Thus, the slogan was coined, "Expel 
the Barbarians and Revere the Emperor.' " "Revere the Emperor" was 
later used as a justification for overthrowing the Shogunate, which, in the 
minds of the intellectuals and samurai, had failed faithfully to execute the 
will of the~Emperor. Such reasoning demonstrated the widely accepted belief 
that the Imperial throne was superior to the Shogunate as far as political 
legitimacy and symbolic appeal was concerned. Some of the antirTokugawa

patriots believed that unification of the country was possible only with the
32assistance of Imperial authority. The theory of Imperial rule was 

advocated by some Confucian scholars, especially the Mito School as 
symbolized by Fujita Yukoku, and the kokugaku, or the study of national 
classics. For the latter, achievement of the ideal Imperial rule lay in a 
return to the good old days when Japan had not yet been influenced by the

Chinese culture. Such a view was implicitly and potentially anti-Shogunate
33and became an important factor in Japanese nationalism. Motoori 

Norinaga, for example, claimed that the Shogunal government should be

32. Sakata Yoshio,"Meiji Zenppanki ni okeru Setfu no Kokkashugi" (Statism 
of the Government in the First Half of Meiji), Meiji Zenppanki 
Nashonarisumu (Nationalism in the First Half of Meiji) (Tok^ 
Miraisha, 1958), p. 11.

33. Cf. D. M. Earl, Emperor and Nation in Japan (Seattle: University of 
Washington Press, 1964), p. 217.

no
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respected as an Imperial deputy, but no more than that. The sole source 
of legitimacy of government consisted in the Imperial throne, he wrote. 
Theoretically speaking, therefore, the Shogunate would become an 
illegitimate ruling junta when the Emperor decided not to entrust his 
ruling power to it. The historical shift from "Revere the Emperor" to 
"Down with the Shogunate" was thus prepared for in the minds of patriots, 
many of whom dared to cut their ties with their feudal clans. Emergence 
of a political power determined to overthrow the Tokugawa regime had to 
wait until the mid-1860's, however. Saigo Takamori, for instance, 
accepted the idea of overthrowing the Shogunate only in 1865, after having 
played a major role in the Shogunal attack against the Shoshu Clan in the . 
previous year.^^

It was indicative of the future course and the attitude of

the Meiji government that the main burden of fighting and overthrowing 
the Shogunate was shouldered by the two clans, Satsuma and Choshu, 
which had undergone the bitter experience of losing engagements against 
the Western powers. These clans, sensitive to and appreciative of 
superior , Western military technology, had overcome narrow anti- 
foreignism. It was also fortunate for Japan that the Meiji Restoration was 
carried out chiefly by young low-ranking samurai, for their relative 
youthfulness made drastic political and social changes easier. As of 1863, 
the year of the Satsuma-British confrontation, Saigo Takamori was 37; 
Ohkubo Toshimichi, 34; Kido Koin, 31; Kusaka Genzui, 24; Takasugi 
Shinsaku, 25; Ito Hirobumi, 23; Nakaoka Shintaro, 26; and Sanjo

34. Konishi Shiro, Kaikoku to Jyoi (Opening of the Country and Expulsion 
of Barbarians) (Nihon no Rekishi vol. 19. Tokyo: Chuo Koren-sha, 
1966), pp. 346-347.
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35Saneml only 27. The ronin, or lordless samurai, such as Sakamoto

Ryoma and Nakaoka Shintaro, added a new national flavor unrestricted 
36by clan interest. The national consciousness of a group of intellectual 

samurai was destined in the end to oppose a feudal system that divided 
the Japanese nation into some 260 clans — a division hindering the idea of 
a strong, unified Japan. On the other hand, the national consciousness

in this transitional period was never deeply formed nor systematically 
theorized. This was due to the fact that the Tokugawa Shogunate came to 
an end with unexpectedly little resistance, and the new leaders were 
fundamentally influenced and directed by the sense of common external 
threat and situation rather than by their own voluntary conviction about the 
ideal Japanese nation. However, even with these qualitlfacions, it can be 
concluded that Japan, by the end of the Tokugawa period, had all the 
factors of a nationalism potentially effective enough politically to unify 
the Japanese nation, although lacking mass participation as Maruyama 
has pointed out. The nationalistic education of the general mass of the 
people was left to the Meiji leaders.

Before we turn our attention to the post-Meiji Restoration 
period, brief motion should be made of a rather prophetic statement about 
Japan's expansionism. Recognition of an outside threat first took the form 
of advocating maritime "defense" and then of a strong unified government 
supported by a strong army. External expansionism, one of the natural 
outcomes of the policy of Fukoku KvShei (Rich Nation and Strong Army),

35. Ibid., pp. 229-230.

36. Cf. Mauris B. Jansen, Sakamoto Rydma and the Meiji Restoration 
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1961),
Chapters, "The Restoration. " especially
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had already been urged by a strategist and agricultural economist,

Sato Nobuhiro, in his book, TJdai KondS Tairon (Outline of Foreign and 
Domestic Policies), published in 1823. He argued that Japan should 
first take Manchuria, an easy target geographically, and then China and 
Korea, weakened by the loss of Manchuria, and then, finally, Tibet and

Thailand. In his words:

Upon conquering Manchuria and China, all that is 
possible must be done to increase production, to rid 
the pains and hardships of all peoples, to establish 
shrines to celebrate various great gods of the Imperial 
ancestors and to build schools and educate the talented 
in all fields. If we remain diligent, day and night, and 
expand our ancestors' enterprises for our descendents 
under our Emperor, all the world will become the 
Emperor's countries and prefectures, and all chielfs „„ 
and kings of the world will come under Imperial rule.

2. From the Mei.1l Restoration to Defeat in War

In the first two decades of Melji, the political system of 
Japan as a new modern nation was largely completed. The central 
government stabilized its foundation by the abolition of clans and the 
establishment of prefectures in 1871, and it successfully gained control 
over the military through the national conscription law of 1872. The 
school education law of the same year marked the beginning of Japanese 
national education, which later became a major instrument in fostering 
intense nationalism among the people. Economic centralization was also 
on the way with the national tax law of 1873 and the establishment of the 
first national bank that same year. The Tokugawa feudal system thus 
gradually but steadily gave way to a modern nation-state under the

1

37. Sato Nobuhiro, Udai KondS Tairon (Outline of Foreign and Domestic
Policies). Shimada Keikichi, ed., (Tokyo: Daisokan shobo, 1937), p. 65.
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absolute monarch, the Emperor. It must be remembered that all these 
drastic changes were carried out not through the shattering blood of 
revolution, but on the basis of compromise and, at times, of limited 
civil war. Existing national identity among some of the leading figures 
of the day remained largely intact; "The new was built upon the founda

tions of the old. ,.38

We have discussed the important, and perhaps the only, 
unifying role of the Imperial throne in the fall of the Tokugawa Shogunate. 
However, to achieve a balanced picture, it is necessary to examine what 
the Emperor really meant for the leaders of the Meiji Restoration. In 
short, this amounts to a modification of the Imperial role. The Emperor's 
sacred and inviolable image.such as we find in the Meiji Constitution, was 
a product of the mid-Restoration years. Such an image was first 
sanctioned by the Imperial Rescript on Education of 1890. For the shishi. 
or patriots, who worked for the Restoration, the Emperor was above all 
a convenient tama, or instrument of legitimization. For the general 
masses of the people, he was a remote object of folk-worship and an 
existence of little immediate concern. Fujita Shozo evaluates the realism 
of the leaders concerning the Emperor in the following sentences:

Those who took part in the political side of the Meiji 
Reformation did not do so because of their loyalty to the 
Emperor. ' On the contrary, they manipulated the tama 
as an "instrument of conspiracy'^' in a most disloyal 
fashion. We find there a quite distasteful Machiavellianism

38. J. W. Hall, "The Nature of Traditional Society: Japan," in
Robert E. Ward and D. A. Rostow, eds.. Political Modernization 
in Japan and Turkey (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1964), p. 39.
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on the one hand, but also the independence of the State 
frona the traditional value and commonly accepted prestige 
on the other. ”

Fukuzawa Yukichi, one of the greatest thinkers of modern Japan, described 
relations between "the people" and "the Crown" as follows:

Our people did not know for several hundred years 
that they had the Emperor. The existence of the Imperial 
throne was handed down only by tradition. Although they 
claim that the political institution was restored to that of 
several centuries ago by the act of the Bestoration, it does 
not mean that there now exists a close emotional relation
ship between the Imperial throne and the people. The 
r jlationship is only political at best. When it .comes to 
the question of emotion and attachment, the present people 
cannot but feel more attached to their former feudal lords, 
as they were governed by them ever since the Kamakura 
era. In theory, we have now only one great lord, but this 
is not always true in practice. Judging from the present 
trend of affairs, the people may easily lose their 
attachment to their feudal lords. It is very difficult, or 
almost impossible, however, to create the deep sense of 
attachment to the Imperial throne and make the people feel 
as if they were babies before the Emperor, when we 
observ^jhe minds of the people and the pattern of civili-

In this connection, an interesting episode is recorded in 
the diary of a German doctor, Toku Berlz, about how Japan's first Prime 
Minister regarded the Emperor. Ito made a frank statement on his view 
of the Emperor at an official conference where discussion focussed on the

39. Fujita Shozo, Ishin no Seishin (Spirit of the Restoration) (Tokyo: 
Misuzu-shobo, 1967), p. 20.

40. Fukuzawa Yukichi, Bunmeiron no Gairyaku (Outline of the Theory of 
Civilization). Fukuza Yukichi Senshu vol. 2 (Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 
1951), pp. 237-238.
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wedding of crown prince Taisho, later to be Emperor. He is reported 
to have said: "It is really unfortunate to be born a crown prince, As 
soon as he is born, he gets all tied up by a chain of etiquette and as he 
grown he has to dance to a flute played by his close attendants.

As time passed, however, efforts to deify the Emperor 
turned out more fruitful than Fukuzawa anticipated. The process was 
greatly eased after promulgation of the national ethical code, the 
Imperial Rescript on Education. Several factors other than national 
education contributed to the deification of the Emperor. The personality 
of Emperor Meiji and his self-disciplined manner could certainly be 
among the major factors, especially when he started to make contact with 
the people at large by traveling over the country. There were also 
instilutional elements such as establishment of the property of the Imperial 
Household, creation of the system of nobility, and independence of preroga

tive of the supreme command of the armed forces as stipulated in the
40

Constitution. The following letter of Ito Hirobumi to Ito Myoji on 
September 14, 1881, expresses Ito's anxiety to establish a peerage to 
bolster the Imperial system.

I believe that this [ the creation of a peerage] is an 
absolutely indespensable instrument for fortifying the 
position of the Imperial House. .. We are both worried about 
the recent tendency of both the government and the people 
to slip unknowingly into the spirit of republicanism. If we 
do nothing about it, and it finally reaches an irredeemable 
situation, no matter how good a plan we have, it will be

41. Toku Berlz, Beruzu no Nikki (Diary of Berlz) (Translated by 
Suganuma Ryutaro, Tokyo: Iwanami-shoten, 1952), p. 19.

42. Kano Masanao, Meiji no Shiso (Thought of Meiji). (Tokyo: Chikuma 
Shobo, 1964), pp. 110-112.
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useless. Therefore, I hope to find a way to save the 
situation by taking advantage of the fact that as yet the 
after glow of the feudalistic pro-Empercr sentiment has 
not completely died down [ and create a peerage] even 
though this is contrary to the spirit of the times and 
goes against the feeljngs of the people. I hope you will 
support me in this.

Granted that the Meiji political system was absolutist, there existed 
nonetheless a national orientation for a modern nation-state, which 
should be clearly distinguished from Tokugawa feudalism.

The popular right movement in the early Maiji period was 
an effort to form a true "national" identity and consciousness. Had it not 
been for this movement, "nationalism that can be appropriately called 
national patriotism would never have been formed, having broken through 
the hitherto narrow regionalism of the village community. In 1874 
Itagaki Taisuke organized the Aikoku Koto, a Patriotic Public Party, whose 
platform read in part that "to secure heavenly gifts by insisting on the 
people's rights is the way to love the lord and the country." This new 
concept of patriotism is fundamentally different from that of loyalty to the 
feudal lord. And despite decline of the Freedom and Popular Rights

Movement, this concept of the nation was "an epoch-making event for the
t>45Japanese history of national consciousness.

43. Ito Hirobumiden (The Biography of Ito Hirobumi) Tokyo: Shunbo Ko 
Tsuisho Kai, II, p. 218, quoted in Ike Nobutaka, The Beginnings of 
Political Democracy in Japan. (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press,
1950), p. 172.

44. Irokawa Daikichi, Kindai Kokka no Shitsugen (Emergence of a Modern 
State). (Nihon no Rekishi vol. 21, Tokyo: Chuo Koren-sha, 1966), p. 468.

45. Inoue Kiyoshi, Meiji Ishin (The Meiii Restoration). (Nihon no Rekishi, 
vol. 20, Chuo Koronsha, 1966), p. 386. Cf. also, Nobutake Ike, 
"Political Leadership and Political Parties, " in Robert E. Ward and 
D. A. Rostow eds., op. cit.. p. 394.
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Leaders of the early Maiji, whether they were in power or 
out of power, were in general agreement as to the desirable goals of 
Japan's modernization. Recognition of the stronger state power on the 
part of the advocates of popular rights deprived them of some of their 
sharpest attacks against the government, but the political philosophy of 
popular rights was never really silenced until the military takeover in the 
1930's. Tokutomi Soho, in ShSral no Nippon (The Future Japan), published 
in 1886, expressed his view on the relation between the state and the people.

We are those who are desirous for the prosperity and 
peace of the Imperial tlirone, of our nation's prosperity, 
and of our government's stability. In sincerely desiring 
these, we are second to none. The people dwell, however, 
in a straw-covered hat and if the state fails to give such 
a people safety, freedom, and happiness, it cannot exist 
for a single day."*®

Nippon, the newspaper published by Kuga Katsunan, and 
Nippon-Jin, by Miyake Setsurei and Shiga Jyuko, were instrumental in the 
advocacy and expression of popular nationalism; they urged a voluntary 
and internal awakening of individuals to the need for nationalism and 
political integration as opposed to a national integration imposed by the 
central government under the authority of the Emperor. They made a 
distinction between "the domestic state power and the state's right of 
independence in foreign relations and tried to insist that the interest of

46. Tokutomi Soho, Shorai no Nippon (Future Japan) as quoted in 
Yoshimura Takaaki ed., Nihon no Nashonarisumu (Japanese 
Nationalism). (Tokyo: Chikuma shobo, 1964), p. 256.
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the state was not always in harmony with that of the Japanese people.

Kuga Katsunan made severe attacks on the absolutism or bureaucratic 
statism and wrote; "It is most distasteful for me to hear the mistaken 
argument of extreme monarchists that absurdly claims the expansion of 
the monarchical power and that oppresses any political movement based 
on the popular will or power.

Before these two confronting arguments for state power 
and the people's rights saw any real settlement or solution, Japanese 
nationalism — absorbing the above two theories — experienced one of 
its peaks during the interwar years of 1894-1905 when Japan won two wars 
againsLher. powerful neighbors, China and Russia. National sentiment was . . 
complex: it was joy and pride over the victories on the one hand, and 
anger and resentment for what they had expected and could not get due to 
the Three Power Intervention and the unsatisfactory treaty of Portsmouth. 
This deep national enthusiasm was proof of the high degree of identification 
the Japanese people felt for the nation, whatever it might mean for them. 
Delmer Brown accurately pointed out this situation and the state of 
popular minds when he wrote:

,.48

. .. the expressions of national consciousness, between 
1895 and 1905, not only were indicative of a more definite

47. Motoyama Yukihiko, "Meiji 20-nen dai no Seiron ni Arawareta 
Nashonarisumu, " Sakaguchi ed., op. cit., p. 43

48. Quoted in Maruyama Masao, "Kuga Katsunan to Kokuminshugl" 
(Kuga Katsuna and Nationalism) in Meiji Shiryo Renraku Kai, ed., 
Mlnken-ron kara Nashonarizumu-e (From Theory of People's 
Rights to Nationalism) (Meiji Shiryo Kenkyo sosho vol.4, Toyko: 
Ochano-mizu shobo, 1957), p. 199.
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identification with the nation but represented the thoughts 
of a far larger segment of the Japanese nation. ^

Temporary frustration of the people was more than compensated for 
by the victories themselves, and by the abolition of extra-territoriality 
in 1899 and the restoration of tariff autonomy by 1911. Beginning with 
the Treaty of Kanagawa with the United States in 1854, the Shogonal 
government concluded the so-called unequal treaties with the Western 
powers by which Japan ceded the right of tariff autonomy and granted 
extraterritoriality. After the Maiji Restoration, the treaty revision 
naturally became the most pressing issue in the foreign relations of 
Japan. Chitoshi Yanaga of Yale University described the situation as 
follows:

new

Except for some of the problems of internal develop
ment, there was no issue of greater importance in Japanese 
politics than treaty revision during the first twenty-five 
years of the Maiji period.... Successive Cabinets devoted 
their energies to the removal of stigma of unequal treaties. 
Many a foreign minister was forced to resign for the 
failure in treaty negotiations.

The restoration of these sovereign rights, therefore, gave great satis

faction to the proud Japanese people.

49. Delroer Brown, Nationalism in Japan: An Introductory Historical 
Analysis (Berklejc University of California Press, 1955), p. 146.

50. Chitoshi Yanaea, Japan Since Perry, (New York, Toronto, & London:
— ------------- ^949), p. 176. Cf. alsoMcGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 

pp. 191-197.
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The value of the State began to dominate other values.

(Together with progress so defined) a. note of devotion 
and service to country dominated the language, and no doubt 
the thought, of the Meiji period.... Everywhere In Meiji 
Japan one is struck by the stress on dedication andmesponsi- 
bility to what is described as the national interest.

The second version of the national history textbook, 
published in 1907, proudly declared that "Japan has gradually manifested 
her national prestige abroad and has now reached a position of equality 
with the major world powers." The last paragraph of the textbook was 
devoted to a highly nationalistic "preparedness of the people." Such a 
nationalistic education was also called for to reinforce the national mores 
of "loyalty and filial piety, " for it had become questionable whether

loyalty to the state and filial piety were harmonious at a time when the war
52casualties brought dissolution and hardship to so many families.

In addition, the rapid process of domestic industrialization 
began to reveal its impact on the old order. In William W. Lockwood's 
words:

New values had begun to erode old loyalties and solidarities, 
especially in the cities. A new class consciousness bred 

called into doubt the old authoritariansocial interest and < 
concept of order.

51. Marius Jansen, ed.. Changing Japanese Attitudes Toward Moderni
zation (Princeton, N.jTi Princeton University Press, 1965), p. 67.

52. Cf. Sumiya Mikio, Dainippon Teikoku no Shtren (Challenge to the 
Great Empire of Japan) (Nihon no Rekishi vol. 22, Tokyo: Chuo 
Koron sha, 1966), pp. 354-355.

53. William W. Lockwood, "Economic and Political Modernization, " in 
R. E. Ward and D. A. Rostow, eds., op. cit., p. 133.
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It was the concept of the family-state that was emphasized

as the official view of the nation in order to overcome contradictions 
between the state and the family or individuals. The Japanese word for 
state, kokka, is a compound'of state and family. It is not hard, therefore, 
to see how familial structure and order could be used as a handy model of

Direct source for theexplanation for the state from time immemorial, 
ideology of the. family-state is, however, to be found in Inoue Tetsujiro's 
work on the Imperial Rescript on Education. He explained;

The Emperor for the people is like the parents for 
children. That is to say, the nation is an expansion of 
the family and the directions and orders of the sovereign 
to the people are analogous to Ae benevolent guidance of 
the parents for Aeir children.

Rapid transformation of the feudal system to a strong

unified nation-state made some Important compromises inevitable; the

in point. It was especially usefulideology of the family-state is a case

linking concept between the pre-modern community consciousness 
and modern national consciousness. In the beginning, the Emperor's
as a

prestige as head of the family was emphasized, but as socio-economic 
contradictions deepened, more emphasis was given to the image of the 
Emperor as a benevolent father. "In order to reach Ae people from an 
emotional side, they [ Meiji leaders] tried to attract Ae familial 
affection of the people to the state by creatmg the concept of one family — 
one state based on the harmony of the theory of social organism and

54. Quoted m Karasawa Tomitaro, KySkasho no Rekishi (History of 
Textbooks) (Tokyo: Shobunsha, 1956), p. 164.
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By 1911 the concept of the family-state became the

Since the concept of the

coretradition.

concept of the nation in school education, 
family-state was the crux of prewar Japanese nationhood, it is proper 
and necessary here to examine the relationship between familialism and

Imperial rule. The prototype for the family-state had existed in the 
traditional community, the mura (village), although on a much smaller 
scale. This meant that familialism did not have to jump to the state level 
without an intermediary to pave the way. Kamishtma Jiro, for instance, 
claims in his book, Kindai Nohon no Seishin K5zo (The Mental Structure 
of Modern Japan), that "the legitimate source of the Imperial system in 
modern Japan consisted fundamentally in the order of the natural village.

The order was composed of five principles: Shintoism; gerontocracy;

Indeed, familialism..57familialism; feudalism; and mental autocracy.

important factor in the natural village order. In the family-state 
ideology it was, as Ishlda Takeshi pointed out, a Confucian one and 
primarily the prescription of the samurai class rather than of the majority 
of the commoners. Until Meiji. Japanese familialism consisted of two 
different principles and ethics: one was the Confucian familialism of the 
samurai; the other was that of the peasants and fishermen. The civil 
code of Meiji did not purport to maintain the existing familial orders.

was an

but

55. Ishida Takeshi, "Kokkashigi no Shiso to Kodo, " (Thought and Behavior 
of Statism) in Maruyama Masao, ed., Nihon no Nashonarisumu (Japanese 
Nationalism) (Tokyo: Kawade Shobo, 1953), p. l32. See also 
Ishida Takeshi. Meiji Seiji Shiso shi Kenkyu (Historical Study of the 
Meiii Thoughts) (Tokyo: Miraisha, 1954), Chapter 1 passim.

56. Ishida, Historical Study of the Meiji Thoughts, p. 29.

57. Kamishima Jiro, Kindai Nihon no Seishin Kozo (Mental Structure 
of Modern Japan) (Tokyo: Iwasami shoten, 1961). pp. 22-24.
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aimed at transforming them into a more authoritarian order. This, the 
leaders of the time expected, could serve as "a training agency to 'subject 
personality under absolutism, 
for where all family members worked for their livelihood, the authority 
of the family head had to decrease proportionally. What dominated among

„58 The objective was not quite successful,

the masses, as far as familialism was concerned, was the atmosphere of
59 The familialism of the people wascooperation rather than authority, 

familialism in "the order of the natural village" as Kamishima noted. It

was to this kind of familialism that the government endeavored to appeal 
by shifting emphasis to a more emotional aspect from the power aspect 
of former familialism. As Confucian familialism owed much to "external" 
restrictions and regulations for its existence, the institutional contra

diction could easily erode and weaken the internal values and the system 
itself. The family-state concept emphasized in early twentieth-century 
Japan was actually a shift of emphasis from one aspect {Confucian) to the 
other aspect (popular) of dual familialism in Japan.

The Taisho period witnessed Japan's rise to one of the 
Five Great Powers of the world. The Versatile Treaty of 1919 and the 
Washington Conference of 1922 amounted to a de facto recognition of 
Japanese power in Asia. In domestic politics. Japan experienced her 
first parliamentary democracy, however limited it may have been. 
National education began to pay more attention to internationalism, and

58. Kawashima Takenori, Ideologie to shiteno Kazoku Seido (The Family 
System as an Ideology) (Tokyo: Iwanami-shoten, 1957), p. 10.

59. Kawashima Takenori, Nihon Shakai no Kazoku-teki K5zo (Familial 
Structure of Japanese Society) (Tokvm Nihon Hyoronsha, 1950),
pp. 14-15.
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There ran. however.nationalistic propaganda became relatively moderate.

currents of so-called ultra-nationalism under the cover ofdangerous
democracy and glory as world power. In foreign relations, Japan's Asian 
policy - and her China policy in particular - symbolized the root of 
Japan’s future expansionism. Domestically, the same trend is 
observable in the strong policy taken toward the labor movement, which

had become active under the stimulus of the Russian Revolution.

Expansionism during the transition from the Tokugawa 
period was represented by Saigo Takamori's argument in 1873 for 
with Korea. In 1885 Fukuzawa Yukichi, resenting the world powers' 
misconceived impression of Japan's position, wrote in Datsua Ron (O^ 
of Asia) that Japan should out off emotional attachment to her fellow Asians 
and treat them as Westerners would treat them. He continued:

war

To make a policy today, we cannot afford to wait for 
the enlightenment of neighbouring countries to raise Asia 
together. Rather, we should get out of their group and 
act in line with the Western civilized countries. We 
don't have to pay special consideration in dealing with 
China and Korea, merely because they are our neighbours: 
we should treat them as Westerners do. If you are a 
friend of bad companions, you cannot escape being called 
a bad fellow. We are those who reject the bad companions 
in the East in our mind.t>0

Ten years after the publication of Fukuzawa's article in Jiji Shimpo, 
Japan defeated China. With the victory over Russia, Japan annexed 
Korea in 1910 and served an ultimatum containing 21 demands on China 
in 1915 during the First World War. As Fukuzawa argued, Japan paid no 
"special consideration" to her neighbours and the way Japan dealt with

60. Jiii Shimpo, March 16, 1885 as quoted in Keio Gijiku ed._, Fukuzawa 
Yukichi Zenshu (Complete Works of Fukuzawa Yukichi) (vol. 10. 
Tokyo: Iwanami-shoten, 1960).
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her fellow Asians put the Western powers on their guard. Anti-Japanese 
sentiment in China, together with the strong policies of Western powers 
toward expansionist Japan, aroused a kind of morbid fear about foreign 
relations, which somewhat resembled the Japanese reaction to the first 
encounter with Western power at the end of the Tokugawa era.

In domestic politics, emergence of the Kara Cabinet 
marked the success of party politics, and the universal suffrage law of 
1925 was often regarded as a symbol of Taisho Democracy. With 
reference to the concept of the nation, however, the picture was not all 
bright. The Law for Maintenance of Public Peace was put into force to 
deal with radical movements of the working class. Article One of that 
Law stipulated that "those who organize associations for the purpose of 
changing the national polity or denying the private property system 
shall be condemned to a period of less than ten years. " This law 
eloquently demonstrated that the new bourgeois class had found comfortable 
shelter in kokutal. Oppression of the labor movement intensified as it 
began to show some characteristics of syndicalism and Bolshevism.®^

The right wing was not yet an influential power as compared with the 
leftist movement in this period. Kita Ikki's celebrated book, Kokka 
Kaizo An Genrl Taik5 {Outline for National Reconstruction), was published 
in 1919 and stimulated the rightist group of young military officers. We 
cannot forget that an "ultra-nationalist" trend was already present in 
the most internationalistic phase of the Taisho. Kita Ikki was not an 
exception in holding the view that war was holy. He said that "those who

61. Cf. Imai Seiichi, Taisho Demokurashy (Taisho Democracy) (Nihon no 
Rekishi, vol. 23, Tokyo; Chuo Koronsha, 1966), pp. 282-309.
Cf. also, R. P. Dore, "Education in Japan, " in Ward and Rostow, eds., 
op. cit., p. 148.
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detest the armament of the state are children in their wisdom." He 
also spoke of "national competition" and of the "gospel of the sword." 
An interesting point about this document by a well-known rightist is that 
it was a revolutionary plan for the reconstruction of Japan rather than 
merely a rightist self-indulgence. In addition to his introduction of 
socialism, or more correctly national socialism, to his theory, he 
advocated a change from "the people for the Emperor" to "the Emperor 
for the people. ... The Emperor is the representative of all people and 
the central pillar."

Tne democratic movement of the Taisho period was, from 
a different viewpoint, an expression of the awakened labor force and the 
economic development that demanded a broad base of workers. Tension 
was increasing in the society and, with monarchical nationalism still 
young and vigorous, there was a trend toward reassertion of this 
authority to hold together the existing orders. This became more 
pronounced when Japan became seriously affected by economic depression. 
The Taisho period was no longer a period of great transition such as the 
Meiji, and this had the effect of lowering the consciousness and ideal of 
state power. A poet, Yoshimoto Takaaki, described the situation as 
follows:

Nationalism of the masses of the people during the Taisho 
period evidently lost the central theme of the political ideal 
of 'for the sake of the country' and the social principle of 
'personal advancement. '

62. Yoshimoto Takaaki, ed., op. cit., p. 26.
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Such an indifference of the people toward the affairs of the state prepared, 
in an ironical manner, for the more aggressive and militant nationalism

of the following period. Culminating in the Manchurian Incident of 1931, 
the supreme power of the state gradually fell into the hands of the mili-

and, as a result, Japanese nationalism began to be directed by thetary

government to an unprecedented degree.

National history textbook revision in 1934 expanded a short 
paragraph on the preparedness of the people to a chapter. Creation of 
the chapter was decided in consideration of the post-Manchurian situation 
and was designed to enhance the spirit of the Imperial subjects.

Increasing emphasis on national spirit was more directly expressed in the 
moral textbook. The first national textbook of moral teaching, published 
in 1883, devoted its first chapter to the teaching of unlimited obligation,

. to the parents and its second chapter to "brotherhood." Only in 
its third chapter did it discuss "the Imperial Throne." After promulgation 
of the Rescript on Education, the order was changed and "loyalty to the 
Emperor" appeared in the first chapter, "the parents" in the second. As 
we have discussed, a benevolent Emperor image came to the front after

64

or on

63. For a discussion about how the military succeeded in controlling 
the civilian government, cf. Samual P. Huntington. The Soldier 
and the State: The Theory and Politics of Civil Military Relations, 
New York: Random House. 1957), pp.134-138.

64. Cf. D. Brown, op. cit., p.236.

65. Nihon KySkasho Taikei: Kindai-hen jOutline of Japanese Textbooks: 
Modern Period) vol.20 (Tokyo: KBdanSha, 1962), p. 896.
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the Russo-Japanese War. The war in China and economic depression in 
the early 1930's spurred this trend for national mobilization around the 
Emperor. The fourth revised edition of the moral textbook of 1936 — the 
year of the February 26 Incident — recognizing the split and conflict 
between state and family, taught that it was a virtue to sacrifice the 
individual and family for the state.

Our country was created by the Imperial ancestors. 
The people have protected this wonderful country by 
assisting the Imperial cause since our ancestors' time. 
When the country was in danger, all people of one mind
followed the wav of loyalty-patriotism disregarding
their own and their families ' lives" It goes without 
saying that our country is one of the oldest in the world 
and her prestige has never been damaged by foreign 
powers. She has also been prosperous. This fact -■ 
much to the authority of the Imperial Throne, but 
equally important is the fact that the people have had a 
strong sense of solidarity.[Underlined by the present 
writer. ]

owes

Generally, national education has contributed significantly to the inculca

tion of national identity, to the formation of national unity, and to the 
popularization of nationalism in all nations of the world. This was 
especially true in Japan where the national school system developed 
and diffused education with surprising rapidity.®'^ In 1903, a year before 
the Russo-Japanese War, elementary school attendance was 94%; in 1923, 
99%: and in 1933, 99.58%. Achievement of an almost perfect system of 
compulsory education made the relations between education and nationalism

66. Jinivo Shbgakko Shushin-sho, kan 5 (Moral Teaching Textbook for 
Fifth Grade), vol. 5

67. Cf. Chapter VII, "Nationalism in Education, " of this paper.
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i
68inseparable and significant, 

skillfully used to inculcate nationalism.... 
national education as a mass media in prewar Japan was 
enhanced as it occupied a relatively more powerful position than it does 
today. In 1924, for example, about one in ten obtained a daily paper as 
compared with one in two and a half in 1959. The diffusion ratios of

In Japan, "elementary education was 
1,69 The significance of

even more

radio and TV sets and the so-called boom of monthlies and weeklies 
have qualitively changed the volume of information.'^*' Moreover, the

freedom of the press that postwar Japanese are enjoying was funda

mentally absent in prewar Japan, except possibly for the early Meiji 
days before the central government was in firm control. The absence 
of freedom of speecn and press meant that other private information

could only supplement and assist the government policy towardsources

nationalism.

Japanese nationalism after 1937 became more and more 
intensified only to be condenoned as "ultra-nationalism, " the enemy of 
world peace, by the victors of the war. Kokutai no Hongi (Essence of the 
National Polity) was circulated in 1937, and "The New Order in East Asia" 
was declared by Premier Konoe Fumimaro in 1938. Kokutai no Hongi was

68. Cf. Herbert Passin, Education in Japan, " in James Coleman, ed.. 
Education and Political Development (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1965), p. 276.

69. R. P. Dore, op. cit., p. 204.

70. Kato Shunichi, ' 
op. cit.. p. 237.

"The Mass Media in Japan, " in Ward and Rostow, eds., 
Cf. also. Brown, op. cit., pp. 212-215.
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a crystallization of "Japanism” which rejected all Western culture and 
values; the humble and open attitude of the Five Articles of the Imperial 
Oath was totally neglected. This document described selfless loyalty:

.. .offering our lives for the sake of the Emperor does 
not mean so-called self-sacrifice, but the casting aside of 
our little selves to live under this august grace and the 
enhancing of the genuine life of the people of the State.

As to the relationship between the Emperor and the people, the document 
read:

Our relationship between sovereign and subject is by 
no means a shallow, horizontal relationship such as 
implies a correlation between ruler and the citizen, but 
is a relationship springing from a basis transcending this 
correlation, and is that of 'dying to self and returning to 
[the] one, ' in which this basis is not lost. This is a 
thing that can never be understood from an individualistic 
way of thinking.

The road to Pearl Harbor was short after the reopening of 
hostilities in China in 1937. The Spiritual Mobilization Act was enforced 
in 1939, to be followed by the dissolution of all political parties and the 
establishment of the Imperial Rule Assistance Association (IRAA). Publi

cation of Shinmin no Michi (The Way of the Subject) in 1941 prepared for 
the coming hardship of war. Richard Storry, who studied the ideas and 
activities of Japanese nationalist associations and groups during the period 
1931 to 1941, called the extreme nationalists of this decade "the double 
patriots. " He commented on nationalistic fever after the Manchurian 
Incident as follows:

71. Ivan Morris, ed., Japan 1931 -1945: Militarism, Fascism, 
Japanism? (Boston: D. C. Heath and Co., 1963), p. 47.
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.. .what must be considered significant is the way 
in which violent nationalism, like some deep-sea 
cuttlefish, was able to emit a fluid that would stain 
and darken and, finally, blacken the surrounding waters.

Brown concludes that the activities of individuals and 
nationalist societies became secondary in importance since the ruling 
class controlled and promoted "ultra-nationalism" after 1936.

Now the whole nation was to be subjected continuously 
to the influence of nationalist propaganda disseminated 
through various public channels and by means of all 
publ'c information and entertainment media. The state 
shrines, the schools and the police system were far

lized and standardized than they had been inmore centra; 
earlier days.

The reasons why Japanese nationalism between the 1930's and 1945 was 
labeled ultra-nationalism and had to be distinguished from previous forms 
were four-fold. First, the simple fact that it was stronger than the rest — 
as Storry put it; "A double whisky is stronger than a single tot. " Second, 
it was consciously promoted by the ruling class and the government 
through systematic nationalistic education and propaganda. Third, the 
name was given by the victorious powers of the war to a nationalism of

the defeated that was troublesome, annoying, and perhaps, incomprehensible 
To christen it ultra-nationalism was designed politically to 

denounce and nullify such a nationalism as vicious and immoral. The 
fourth reason concerns the different values of the Japanese nation as

to them.

72. Richard Storry, The Double Patriots: A Study of Japanese 
Nationalism (London: Chatto and Windus, 1957), p. 229.

73. Brown, op. cit., p. 235.
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%
compared to those of modern Western nation-states. To demonstrate, 
Maruyama Masao claims that the modern Western nation-state is 
ein neutral Staat whose characteristic he defined as follows:

i

.. .the State adopts a neutral position on internal values, 
such as the problem of what truth and justice are; it leaves 
the choice and judgment of all values of this sort to special 
social groups (for instance, to the Church) or to the 
conscience of the individual. The real basis of national 
sovereignty is a purely 'formal' legal structure, 
divorced from all questions of internal values.

:■

On the other hand, following the Meiji Restoration period in Japan;

.. .when the country was being rebuilt as a modern 
State, there was never any effort to recognize the technical 
and neutral aspect of national sovereignty. In consequence 
Japanese nationalism strove consistently to base its control 
on internal values rather than on authority deriving from 
external laws.

As Maruyama's comparison touches the fundamental nature of the 
Japanese nation, it is worth examining critically. His comparison 
between the neutral Western state and the non-neutral Japanese state is 
in a higher historical stage. More importantly, his is not a comparison 
in a strict sense of the word, for, in fact, he is making a comparison 
between an idealized European state and the real Japanese state. Does 
the European state take a neutral position with respect to "internal values"? 
Does it really keep away from private affairs of its nationals and devote 
all its attention and interest to public affairs in a formal and technical 
fashion? Ultimately, is it possible to draw a demarcation line between

74. Maruyama Masao, "Theory and Psychology of Ultra-Nationalism, " 
Thought and Behavior in Modern Japanese Politics (London:
Oxford University Press, 1963), pp. 3-4.
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the value and the non-value fields and between internal and external affairs 
as he describes? The state is a place of high politics. And, if politics 
is a struggle of different values for their realization, how is it possible 
for a state to be neutral about values? The Marxist view of the state 
runs counter to Maruyama's argument. Harold J. Laski criticized the 
argument that the typical modern state (especially a democracy) being 
a Rechtstaat founded on the rule of law, favors neither the rich nor the 
poor. His following criticism of the theory of the rule of law applies to 
the theory of ein neutral Staat.

.. .the idea of a Rechtstaat is a purely conceptual 
notion; it is a category of essence and not of real ity. 
It makes the rulers of a state bound by the law they 
make; but it still leaves them free, through 
the appropriate organs, to make the law.'^5

the use of

With all these modifications, however, Maruyama’s point is well taken. 
Value-neutrality of the state was rejected in principle in Japan and the 
state was regarded as an embodiment of morality. In modern Europe, 
on the contrary, the rule of law or a Rechtstaat held it an ideal to be 
neutral concerning social values affecting the spiritual and intellectual 
environment of citizens. Another question that arises, if one accepts 
Maruyama's argument, is that Japanese nationalism throughout the past 
century would qualify as ultra-nationalism, which seems to contradict 
the commonly held view of Japanese nationalism as ultra-nationalist only 
during its most militant phase. The present writer submits that the 
relationship between value and the state is only one of the necessary

75. Harold J. Laski, The State in Theory and Practice (New York; 
The Viking Press, 1935), p. 154.
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conditions, but not the sufficient condition of ultra-nationalism. When a 
government-supported nationalist movement and thought is more aggressive 
and more expansionistic relative to the rest of the world, it can be labeled 
ultra-nationalism. It will be easier for a people to be more aggressive when 
they believe that their nation personified superior morals and is fighting 
for higher ideal than when they believe that their nation is only fighting 
for power. In this respect, Maruyama's point is well taken.

Japanese history during the 80 years from the Metji 
Restoration to the end of the Second World War was a process of moderni

zation with heavy emphasis on "the rich country and the strong army."

Rapid modernization was promoted by the strong central government. 
Cultivation of national consciousness and inculcation of nationalism were 
left primarily to education and other policies of government. Inevitably 
there was a tendency to make light of what the masses of people actually 
felt and thought under such a strong central government. An undue and 
disproportionate emphasis on official government policies and publications 
could easily distort the concept of the nation that was held by the majority 
of the relatively voiceless masses, if they held one at all. With this in 
mind, the legitimacy of our discussing primarily the nationalism of the 
elites in this chapter lies in the 'fact that nationalism of the leaders - the 
ruling class and the government — was the most typical and most 
representative nationalism in Japan during this period. Such a nationalism 
was tied with power and therefore enjoyed a decisive influence on the 
course of Japanese history. It also follows that this kind of nationalism 
was fated to collapse as war brought defeat to its power base, 
words, the nationalism of kokutai was to share the destiny of kokutai itself.

In other
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Japan's nationalism after the 1930's could be extreme only when 
supported by a totalitarian government mechanism that crushed all 
opposition.

The sudden disappearance of Japanese ultra-nationalism 
is a phenomenon more natural than surprising when we examine its nature. 
The confusion and psychological shock of defeat, however, gave the 
impression that the Japanese had lost even a minimum of national 
consciousness, which was an astonishing change for those who experienced 
and knew something about Japanese ultra-nationalism. The present 
writer shared this astonishment. Study of postwar Japanese nationalism 
demands a thorough examination of the entire Japanese postwar period of 
two and half decades. The issue of concepts of the nation has been a 
popular and widely discussed one. The literature on patriotism and 
nationalism is abundant. Almost all of it, consciously or unconsciously, 
has reflected the prewar concepts of the nation like a mirror of the past.

It has therefore been necessary to review prewar concepts of the nation 
in order to examine their counterparts in the postwar time, to which we 
now turn our attention.



I•'j

PART I

ANALYTICAL, HISTORY OF JAPANESE POSTWAR NATIONHOOD

Part I undertakes to discuss and analyze critically the literature 
on the question of patriotism and nationalism in postwar Japan. In 
order to grasp concepts of the nation held by the people at large, data 
will be sought through statistical data such as public opinion polls. 
Postwar ideas and attitudes toward the nation can be divided into four

periods. This may be somewhat arbitrary but corresponds roughly 
to changing tones in expression, including literature. The first period 
covers the Occupation years, 1945-1951. The second, 1952-1960, can 
be called the period of priming for nationalism by the conservatives. 
Then came a period of economic nationalism under the Ikeda Govern

ment, 1960-1964. The last period for this study, 1964-1968, is 
characterized by special concerns with problems of national security 
and defense.
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CHAPTER 2

"PEACEFUL" AND "DEMOCRATIC" PATRIOTISM (1945-1951)

The argument on nationalism during the Occupation period under- 
v/ent some changes in emphasis due to the initial shock of defeat 
change of Occupation policy. Generally speaking, however, 
time when the hitherto praised value of "loyalty-patriotism" (Chukun- 
Aikoku) fell from grace when people started

and the

it was a

to search for new ideas of 
the nation and patriotism to fill the vacuum left by the sudden fall of

prewar concepts. The new patriotism, according to general agreement 
of the time, had to be democratic and internationally-oriented 
to be built upon a complete denial of the old patriotism, 
ment

if it was

Such an agree-
reflected partly the Occupation situation which logically demanded

a kind of internationalism as opposed to anti-foreignism. 
The ruling class*devoted all its energy to the maintenance of 
.vis-a-vis the Occupation authority, but was not able to preach 

patriotism to the people. The immediate postwar phenomenon appeared 
to be one totally lacking in patriotic or nationalistic sentiment.

Nobuyuki described such a state of mind as follows:
Ohkuma

Imperial worship ceased under the unprecedented 
defeat; the ideological system of national morality 
fell; and national pride and consciousness for 
national unification disappeared to be replaced by 
self-contempt and regret. It seemed that patriotism 
in any sense of the word had gone. ^

"Nippon no Aikokushin Ronso. "1. Riso, no. 224, 1952, pp. 42-43.

.iST", £.f“S.r
as distinguished from the proletariat in the strict Marxian usage.

* "Ruling Class!'
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Ironically it was Nosaka Sanzo, the Communist emigre, who, returning 
to Japan from Yenan in January 1946, made the first appeal for 
patriotism to the Japanese people under such circumstances. It 
symbolically set one extreme line of controversy over the question of 
the nation. In his article, "Appeal for the Democratic Front, " Nosaka

claimed:

Fascists have called Communists "non-Japanese" 
and condemned them as "traitors. " It has been 
proved, however, throughout the last war in every 
country that it was the Communists who really loved 
then people and their country.^

Thus, he rejected "fascist patriotism" of "the bourgeois-landlord class"

and argued that patriotism of the free and friendly people "will never
3stand against the peaceful international spirit.

Although Nosaka did not make his view on the Emperor clear in 
the article quoted, the other Communist leaders, Tokuda Kyuichi and 
Shiga Yoshio, released from prison by the Occupation directive of 
October 4, 1945, called for the overthrow of the Imperial system in 
their first statement, "Appeal to the People. " Tokuda, in the same 
magazine that carried Nosaka's article, asked "if it is possible to 
construct democracy and socialism under the Imperial system." 
Answering his own question, he declared that "without overthrowing the 
Imperial system, construction of a democratic and socialistic nation is 
impossible."^

i

2. Nosaka Sanzo, "Minshu Sensen no Teisho, " (Proposal for a 
Democratic Front) Shakai Hyoron, February 1946, p. 3.

3. Loc. cit.

4. Tokuda Kyuichi and Shiga Moshio, "Jimmin Ni Utaeru, " (.Appeal to 
the People), Akahata, no. 1 (October 1945).
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As for other views on the Imperial system, the Socialist Party 
urged only "the re-arrangement and curtailment of the Emperor's 
prerogatives" and transformation of "the absolute monarch" to "the 
constitutional monarch. " The Japan Liberal Party and the Japan 
Progressive Party were still insisting on the maintenance of kokutai.

The Japan Communist Party (JCP) was most consistent in its oppostion 
and rejection of the idea of kokutai and nationalism of "loyalty- 
patriotism." It could not, however, get general support from the people. 
According to the Mainichi Shimbun polls of May 1946, only 11% 
supported abolition of the Imperial system, as opposed to 86% support

ing continuation of the Imperial system in one form or another. Readers' 
contributions to Asahi Shimbun during November 1945, concerning the 
Imperial system and its future were subdivided as follows: 136 for 
protection of the Imperial system; 21 for abolition; and 12 without 
clear ideas. These figures are probably representative of the people's 
general attitude toward the Emperor and the Imperial system.^' The 
question was not given thorough reflection aid reconsideration by the 
intellectuals, politicians and the people in general, despite its funda

mental importance for the nation. It became a temporary issue only 
when the Communists determined to overthrow the Imperial syst 
The essentially dualistic loyalty pattern of Chukun-Aikoku (Loyalty and 
Patriotism) was conveniently switched to the monolithic loyalty of 
Aikoku (Patriotism). It was hoped that, by dropping the Chukun (Loyalty) 
side of nationalism, a "democratic" and "internationalist" nationalism 
would automatically follow.

em.

5. Shinobu Seisaburo, Sengo Nihon Seiji-Shi (Political History of Postwar 
Japan), vol. 1 , (Tokyo: Keiso-Shobo, 1965), pp. 227-228.
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In this period of the Occupation, few statements or remarks on 
the question of the nation were made by statesmen in power. Most of 
the arguments were carried on by those outside of state power, mainly 
the Communists. The Communists were not always leading the 
discussion on the issue of patriotism during this period, for which the 
change in Occupation policy from reform to stability was chiefly 
responsible. As far as the present writer has been able to find, the 
first serious discussion of patriotism in a major newspaper appeared 
in Tokyo Shimbun, August 10, 1948. Katayama Tetsu. Abe Yoshinari. 
Tarubashi Wataru, and Horiuchi Kensuke took part in a discussion of 
"Patriotism for Reconstruction. " It began with an introduction by Fukuda, 
vice-president of the Tokyo Shimbun Company, who claimed "the absolute 
necessity of U.S.-Japanese cooperation" and "anti-Communism. " This 
article symbolized the emergence of a non-left and anti-left cry for a 
new nationalism. The discussion dealt with: (1) awareness of a 
statesman's responsibility as leader; (2) the role of education; and (3) 
institutional reforms with respect to the question of patriotism. 
"Patriotism" to them was "something humanistic and internationalistic. " 
"The love for our country is the love for the world of man" (Tarubashi).

"A new nation should not be the same as the old one. A nation of the 
people by a new system, that is, a peaceful, cultural and democratic 
nation that the masses of the people can love" (Katayama, emphasis 
by the present writer). On the other hand, there was reaction against 
the extreme anti-Westernism of prewar days. A novelist, Nagao Yoshio, 
expressing his lost confidence in things Japanese, wrote:
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Except for a part of our culture which we can be 
proud of (it is, in a word, the field of art), Japan 
should be swiftly internationalized and the united with 
the world. It is the only way for Japan's survival to 
endeavor to find a place for self that is worthy of 
existence.*’

Such a view was not new. Mori Arinori, the first Minister of Education, 
once preached the Westernization of Japan before becoming a more 
rigorous nationalist. Being too extreme, this kind of view has 
become a majority opinion. The favored adjectives for "a new 
patriotism" were "democratic. " "peaceful. " and "international. "
Aikoku no Hiso to Minshu-shugi (Ideal of Patriotism and Democracy) 
compiled by Yanagita Kenjuro and Yokota Kisaburo in 1948 is representa

tive of this immediate postwar viewpoint. Yanagita maintained that 
democracy and socialism based on the awakened individual would be 
never militaristic but always concordant with world peace and human

7
love. Yokota, a prominent scholar of international law, distinguished 
state-egoism from international cooperation and argued that the latter 
could be perfectly compatible with true nationalism, 
those who insisted that the construction of socialism should be the basis 
of a new patriotism, and others claimed the Importance of democracy 
in forming a new nationalism.

never

8 There were

9

6. The Tokyo Shimbun, September 26. 1948.

7. Yanagita Kenjuro and Yokota Kisaburo, eds., Aikoku no Riso to 
Minshushugi (Ideal of Patriotism and Democracy) (Tok^ 
Bunri Shoin, 1948, p. 34.

8. Ibid., pp. 41-63.

9. Ibid., p. 110.
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There were a few people who regretted what appeared to them to 
be a swing-over to "de-nationalization. " Yanaihara Tadao thought that 
the hatred of the word "patriotism, " and the disappearance of 
attachment to national holidays and the national flag was "an unhealthy 
situation of a defeated people and an extreme reaction." He drew 
attention to the necessity for international cooperation and understanding 
in a period when people seemed to indulge themselves in their private

daily affairs, neglecting everything beyond their-immediate interest, 
including international affairs and politics.^® His argument is also 
interesting as the first criticism of the so-called "my-homism, " which 
will be discussed later. Koizumi Shinzo went one step further by 
reasserting and rescuing some of the attitudes of past merits. He

warned against the prevailing atmosphere to make light of affairs of the 
state.

Indeed, we cannot forget that we have renounced the 
war and that we are under the Occupation. We must 
correct our mistaken attitude not to recognize anything 
from the past; however, 1 believe the question of 
patriotism must begin with a re-evaluation of the right 
values and character that our nation possesses.

Challenges to nationalism and patriotism from the leftist view

point had only a very limited effect precisely because they were 
challenges from a well-defined class to the amorphous emotion of 
nationalism with which many people tended to identify, regardless of

10. The Asahi Shimbun, March 27, 1949.

11. Ibid. Cf. also, Koizumi Shinzo Zenshu (Complete Works of 
Koizumi Shinzo) (Tokyo: Bungei Shunjyu-Sha, , p.

.. - ■
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social or economic class. Tokyo Shimbun of November 25, 1949, in its 
editorial "To Love the Country, " proclaimed that "the postwar stupor of 
loyalty to the state was clearly a mistake" and warned against the foolish

ness of "A burnt child dreads fire" reaction. It regretted "the tendency 
to fear that the hoisting of the national flag can lead to militarism. .. .

It seems to us that the Japanese people have little love for their country.

We believe that we should think more frankly about our country and our 
19" These statements were increasingly frequent after the change 

of Occupation policy around 1947 and 1948. The national flag was 
permitted in April 1948 by SCAP. Three months earlier to this, Japan 
was already being regarded as a defense-wall against Communism in 
Asia. Purge of the Communists had begun, whereas amnesty for former 
war criminals prepared for a new conservative party politics. Kishi 
Nobusuke, a war criminal of A class, was released from Sugamo Prison 
in December 1948.

The new Constitution promulgated in May 1947 stipulated the 
Emperor as symbol of the State and the unity of the people. This so-called 
"symbolic Emperor" system found overwhelming support in the”people, 
which forced the Communist Party to withdraw its slogan to overthrow 
the Imperial system. This seemingly national consensus on the Emperor, 
however, did not mean that the new concepts of the nation should or would 
be established centering around the Emperor. The truth was that the 
people were too busy to think about the high ideal of the state or the 
nation; they simply were not interested in a radical change in socio

political structure, and the "symbolic Emperor" system appeared to

people.

1

12. The Tokyo Shimbun, November 25. 1949.
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meet their mood of moderate reformation. Their lack of interest in

affairs of the state can be demonstrated by the results of a public 
opinion poll in February 1950 concerning the national flag. Of those 
investigated, 27% did not own national flags and 43% of those who 
possessed flags did not hoist them on national occasions. Less than 
one-third replied that they would hoist flags. As a reason for not 
hoisting the flag, 44% answered that "it seems strange to do so when 

These answers reveal two facts; (1) that there was 
a general atmosphere of hesitation to hoist national flags; and (2) the 
people were following the "others" without making up their own minds 
whether the flag should be hoisted or not. The second point is 
particularly important in indicating the general attitude of the people 
toward the question of the nation during this period.

By the end of 1950, the leftist theory of nationalism had left its 
initial sharp criticism and attack of the wartime idea of patriotism behind 
and was largely on the defensive against the resurgent anti-class-oriented 
theory of nationalism. The reasons were two-fold: practical and 
theoretical. Escalation of the cold war was obviously a disadvantage 
for the Japanese Communists under the American dominated Occupation. 
The "red purge" and suspension of the Communist Party newspaper, 
Akahata (The Red Flag), were only the conspicuous aspects of the 
difficult Communist situation. When the Communists resorted to 
physical violence after accepting the Cominform criticism of the Japan

14
Communist Party in January 1950, they lost support among Japanese 
generally. The theoretical weakness of the Communist theory of and

1,13others do not.

1

13. The Asahi Shimbun, -February 27, 1950.

14. Cf. R. Scalaptno, The Japanese Communist Movement, 1920-1966, 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1967), p. 61.
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appeal to nationalism was that, although it was effective in denouncing 
the wartime nationalism, it failed to offer an attractive alternative to

the non-class-conscious Japanese masses.

Attitudes of the Japanese toward the peace treaty of 1951 were 
indicatiyje of their views on Japan's position and role in world politics. 
There existed a very interesting contrast between the intellectuals as 
a whole and the masses of the people with respect to the treaty. The 
Asahi Shimbun survey of 86 opinion leaders in December 1949, concerning 
the peace treaty, found that 59% (51 persons) chose a peace with all nations

as opposed to 21'% <18 persons) for a peace with the majority of the 
nations.^® This latter group, supporters of the so-called one-sided 
peace, believed that the earliest possible termination of the Occupation 
was desirable in itself, especially when they felt peace with all ex-enemies 
was impossible in the existing cold war. On the contrary, supporters of 
the so-called all-out peace argued that such a "one-sided" peace would 
subjugate Japan to the United States and exacerbate international tension.

On the other hand, a public opinion poll demonstrated that the 
majority of the people sided with the Intellectual miraority on this issue. 
The turnouts were:^^

For all-out peace 21.4'%

For partial peace 45.6%

Undecided 33.0%

Toyama Shigeki, a Marxist-oriented progressive, expressed the frank 
anxiety of a leftist intellectual on the defensive about the issue of

nationalism. He wrote:

15. The Asahi Shimbun. December 15. 1949.

16. The Asahi Shimbun, November 15, 1950.
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We. intelligentsia, are watching with a thrill of 
horror the recent trend where national consciousness 
"patriotism" or "defense" are loudly nreached. Our 
honest reaction will be: "Again.' ?

A brief comment on the connotations of the word "patriotism" 
is in order. For most of the "progressive" intellectuals, "patriotism" 
was taboo because of its prewar association with the oppressive Imperial 
State. They were puzzled when a Communist from Yenan started to cry 
for "patriotism" right after the defeat. They preferred to use "nation

alism" — usually romanized but not translated ~ because it had a 
connotation of anti-colonialism and by using the word they thought they 
could enjoy a spiritual association with the Afro-Aslan people who were 
fighting against imperialism. Nationalism, they argued, was based

the positive and voluntary involvement of the people in "national" 
thought and movement, whereas "patriotism” was too closely woven 
with "loyalty to the Emperor."^® The prewar usage of "loyalty- 
patriotism" indeed subordinated patriotism to loyalty to the Emperor. 
Even after patriotism became institutionally free from loyalty after the 
defeat, its former relationship and association with the Imperial system 
bears definitely a negative tone, especially among the Senchu-Ha 
(wartime generation) who experienced compulsory wartime patriotism.

more on

17. Toyama Shigeki, "Futatsu no Nashonarizumu no Taiko; Sono 
Rekishi-Teki Kosatsu, " (Confrontation of Two Nationalisms: 
Historical Study) Chuo Koron. vol. 66, no. 6, (June 1951), p. 33.

18. Hoyama Masamichi, "Futatsu no Sekai to Azia no Kadai, " (Two 
Worlds and the Problems of Asia), Chuo Koron, vol. 66, no. 6. 
(June 1951), p. 249.
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Finally, a few words are In order, before we turn our attention 
to the post-Occupation era, concerning a theoretical work by Maruyama 
Masao, Professor of Tokyo University, on the structure of Japanese 
nationalism. As we have discussed in Chapter 1 of this paper, Japan's 
rapid modernization after the Meiji Restoration caused serious imbalance 
and contradiction in her social and economic development. It was not 
conducive to the healthy growth of democratic forces and helped lead 
Japan on a military-expansionistic course. The-nationalism of kokutai 
was a result of central government manipulation and was not deeply 
rooted in the minds of the people, at least among the educated people.

There was

the tendency to symbolize the State as the direct 
extension of the primary group (family or village) 
in which the individual is submerged; secondly, 
love of fatherland, expressed pre-eminently as love 
of one's native place whi(jh in turn is an aspect of 
love of the environment. “

This thesis of Maruyama on the characteristic of Japanese nationalism 
was written in 1950 and became a base for any further study of the 
subject. As the ideology of kokutai was an integral one in Japanese life, 
its fall left a big mental vacuum. However, Maruyama went on to state

that

... it would not be quite right to say that the old 
nationalism had either died out or qualitatively 
changed. It would be more precise to say that it had

19. Maruyama Masao, "Nihon no Nashonarizumu" (Japanese Nationalism) 
(as translated by David Titus, in Maruyama, Thought and Behavior 
in Modern Japanese Politics (edited by I. Morris, Oxford;
Oxford University Press, 1963), p. 114.
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vanished from the political surface only to be inlaid 
at the social base in an atomized form.

He further concluded that Japanese nationalism could be democratized 
"only by destroying the tenacious family structure in Japanese society 
and its ideology.

and proceed to the second period in poshvar Japanese nationhood.

1,21 We will refer to this point later in our discussion

20. Ibid., p. 151.

21. JWd., p. 152.

'V'l “



CHAPTER 3

PRIMING FOR NATIONALISIM BY THE

CONSERVATIVES (1952-1960)

” -----THi^ section covers the period from Japan's resumed independence - ■

in April 1952 to the revision of the U.S. -Japan security treaty in I960.

With independence, the U.S. forces in Japan were limited to those based 
on the security treaty between the two countries. May Day of this year 
turned out to be "Bloody May Day. " the first confrontation between the 
radical and violent Japanese Communist Party and the first independent 
conservative government. While the JCP's appeal of "Anti-Americanism- 
Nationalism" was not successful due to reasons already discussed, the 
conservatives were successful only in defending their pro-American 
policies and were unable to offer any attractive national goal and purpose 
around which nationalism was to be formed. Despite all this, restoration 
of independence demanded a national consensus on the concept of the nation. 
The basic weakness of both the opposition and the government on this

question was that neither gave a proper place to the people who were to
To make the situation worse, the cold1be the holders of nationalism.

at large began to influence directly divisive concepts of the nation 
at home. The Occupation had formerly cushioned the external power 
struggle to some extent. But now, Sakamoto Yoshikazu states, "The

war

international cold war was reproduced and intensified in the domestic

1. Royama Masamichi, Yomigaeru Nippon (Resergent Japan) 
(History of Japan, vol. 26. Tokyo: Chuo Koron Sha, 1967), 
pp. 157-158.
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cold war, thus promoting bipolarization at home and abroad. " The 
ruling hierarchy tried to win nationalism to its side by identifying Japan 
with the West, the United States in particular, in the formula of 
"independence-nationalism." Opposition and progressive intellectuals 

[-"nationalism by neutralism, " at the same time associating 
Japan with Afro-Asian nationalism. In a strict theoretical sense, it is 
harder to find disagreement than agreement in these claims, but the 
real difference layin their emphases and practice. It should be borne 
in mind that whatever the opposing sides argued, there were clear

3
intentions to win the symbol of nationalism to their respective sides.

It was perhaps unfortunate for Japan that "nationalism" was first used 
as a political tool to justify a partisan view and interest. The outcry

of Communists that "patriotism in present Japan must first of all be 
could appeal only to those who held the Marxian 

view of history and the nation. Since nationalism has an irrational 
element — expressed in the famous phrase, "My country, right or wrong. ” 
— a political platform of overthrowing the existing government by force

anti-imperialism

will produce negative effects unless the situation is regarded as desperate 
by the majority of the people. The political-and economic situation of 
Japan in the early 1950's was far from such a revolutionary situation.

2. Sakamoto Yoshikazu, "Nihon ni okeru Kokusai Reisen to Kokunai 
Reisen, " (International Cold War and Domestic Cold War in Japan), 
in Reisen (Cold War), (Iwanami Koza Reisen: Seijigaku teki Kosatsu 
(Cold War: A Political Study) (Iwanami Koza. Tokyo: Iwanami- 
Shoten, 1963), pp. 346-347.

3. Ibid., p. 347.

4. Awa Tokusaburo, "Kyosan shugi to Aikokushin, " (Communism and 
Patriotism) Riso, no. 224, (January 1952), p. 14.
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In Bismarck's Germany, France, Italy, Spain, and Russia during the 
latter half of the nineteenth century, nationalism was regarded as 
"the political doctrine of the upper classes, of the rights in the political 
spectrum of the age.

..attacking all non-Communist theories of "nationalism" as if.they. were 
the same as the "nationalism" of Bismarck's Germany. If the Marxist 
view of the state as an oppressive tool gave Japanese Communists a 
strong weapon with which to attack the government in power, it also 
deprived them of a "national" appeal that transcends "class" conscious

ness. If the Japanese government were a dictatorial regime without 
popular support and depended on foreign assistance for its survival, the 
Communists would be able to combine "class" and "national" through 
"national liberation front" under the name of "revolutionary nationalism. " 
The fact is, however, the political situation in Japan does not justify 
such a Communist claim.

Meanwhile the peace treaty settled the dispute over "one-sided" 
vs. "all-out" peace as a living political issue. The focus of arguments 
shifted to the question of defense in relation to Article Nine of the 
Constitution. The official government interpretation concerning the 
status of the Self-Defense Forces underwent a clear change from faint 
and puzzled political justification to positive and confident constitutionality. 
Opposition forces were again on the defensive in protecting the Constitution 
against an accumulation of fait accompli by the government. A public 
opinion poll indicated that more people shared the government view on 
this issue:

Japanese Communists were mistaken in

5. Hans Kohn, "Nationalism" in International Encyclopedia of Social 
Sciences.
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"Q. Do you think we need to build an army in . 
Japan or do you think it is not necessary? "

32%Necessary

Necessary depending on conditions . . . 24%

Not necessary 26%

Undecided 18%

The presence of U.S. bases in Japan ignited popular resentment, 
if not national emotion, against their existence. Involvement of opposi

tion parties and radical labor unions in the Nada anti-base struggle in 
Ishikawa Prefecture and the Sunagawa Incident in the early 1950's had 
the effect of turning what originally were non-ideological, localized 
conflicts into a more widespread, highly anti-American movement. But 
as long as these anti-base struggles were manipulated and used by a 
group of politically-oriented people for the benefit of their particular 
interests, they cannot be called expressions of nationalism in the true 
sense of the word, although nationalistic elements were not altogether 
absent. The JCP's call for nationalism was not regarded with full credit 
because it was too closely associated with the guidance.and directive 
from the Cominform, the Soviet Russia and Communist China. The

situation of split nationalism was summed up by Fujiwara Hirotatsu in

the following:

The pattern of movement that is now under way 
in Japan is far from touching the (naive) sentiment of the 
masses of the people. It is carried out as a leftist and

6. The Asahi Shimbun, March 2, 1952.
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rightist movement directed by rigid (togmatisms and 
neglecting the realities of the nation.

The first direct remark by a key governmental leader that 
emphasized patriotism was Prime Minister Yoshida Shigeru's statement 

... of-September 1952. After .rejecting, the view that the Police Reserve Force 
constituted rearmament, he stated:

We must start building our army from both spiritual 
and material aspects. As to spirit, we must cultivate 
patriotism by teaching Japan's incomparable history 
and our beautiful country in history and geography 
courses in school. It is patriotism, after all, that is 
the base of rearmament. °

The government and conservatives recognized the potential of education 
in cultivating and enhancing national consciousness and attempted to 
reform the educational system to suit their purpose. After resigning 
from the office of Education Minister. Amano Teiyu published Kokumin 
Jissen Yoryo (Outline of People's Practice) in v/hich he proposed a 
prototype of Kitaisareru Ningen-zo (The Ideal Image of Man). He 
maintained: "national life becomes possible where the Individual contri

butes to the state (kokka), and the state to the individual. The state 
should not, therefore, make light of the dignity and happiness of the 
individual and the individual must lost lose love for the state."® This 
outline of national ethics remained ambiguous and merely stated the

"Minzoku Bunretsu no Kiki to Uyoku, " (Danger7. Fujiwara Hirotatsu,
of National Disintegration and the Right Wing), Kaizo, vol. 34. no. 10, 
(October 1953), p.36.

8. The Asahi Shimbun. September 2, 1952.

'Kokumin Jissen Yoryo, " (Outline of National Practice)9. Amano Teiyu,
Kokoro. January 1953.
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reciprocity between state and individual. Patriotism was heavily 
emphasized because "the rise and fall of the nation depends upon 
wJiether the people are patriotic or not." It was not made clear why, 
as contended, "true patriotism coincides with love for mankind." As to 
the Emperor, Amano had this to say;

To have the Emperor is our unique national character. 
The Emperor is the symbol of the unity of the people. 
Therefore, we must love the Emperor and respect our 
national character.

Thus, the conservative logic goes, since the Emperor is the symbol of 
the people as stipulated in the Constitution, those who love the country 
have to love the Emperor. It was clear that the way for the once- 
praised "loyalty-patriotism" was paved and needed a shift of emphasis 
from "the country" to "the emperor." We will examine this question in 
our discussion of the Kitaisare Ningen-zo (The Ideal Image of the Japanese).

The second important remark by a key governmental figure on 
this issue was made by Ikeda Hayato, then Chairman of the Party's 
Policy Research Committee, after the Ikeda-Robertson Conference in 
October 1953, on Japan's security. The memorandum on this U.S.- 
Japanese conference referred to the ideological education of the Japanese 
people with respect to defense.

1

Unless and until the Japanese people hold firmly 
the conviction that their country can only be defended 
by themselves in the final analysis, the hurried 
adaptation of a number of young people to the Hoan-tai 
(Peace Reservation Force) will only serve to create a 
kind of mob. Education is primarily responsible for

10. Ibid.
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giving the people such an attitude (toward the defense 
problem). This is a question of reorientation and 
cannot be rectified in a short time. ^

The process of centralization of education was carried out at an increasing 
speed. Political activities of teachers were banied in 1954. and the 
previo’usly elective boards of education were made appointive in 1956.

The government also started a vigorous and strict investigation of 
textbooks by setting up a group of investigators to rule on textbook 
authorization. Moral education was introduced in the spring of 1959.

We can safely conclude that institutional reorganization and centralization 
of education was completed during this period. In 1954 the conservative 
Democratic Party, joining the attack on textbooks, circulated a pamphlet, 
XJreubeki KySkasho (Deplorable Textbook), which criticized four of the 
high school social studies textbooks. It was charged that the textbook

' entitled Akarui Shakai (Bright Society) and edited by Hidaki Rokuro and
12others, was prejudiced in support of leftist ideas.

Inoki Masamichi pointed out that these governmental leaders
itl3keenly aware of "the danger that Japan faces today." 

the danger? And to what kind of Japan? For those who felt on the 
defensive vis-a-vis the government, the new movement for tightening

What iswere

11. Cf. The Asahi Shimbun, October 25, 1953.

12. Minshuto, Ureubei Kyokasho Mondai (Deplorable Textbook Question), 
1954. Cf. also, Marius B. Jansen, "Education, Values, and 
Politics in Japan, " Foreign Affairs, vol. 36, no. 4, (July 1957, p.670.

13. Inoki Masamichi, "Nihon no Hoko: Minzoku Shugi to Kokusai Rental 
Shugi, " Course for Japan: Nationalism and International Cooperation) 
Chuo Koron, vol. 67, no. 4 (April 1952), p. 10.
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textbook investigation and the introduction of moral teaching constituted 
the "danger" to their image of "Japan." Munakata Masaya's following 
comment expresses the general reaction of the so-called progressive 
intellectuals to the government offensive in education:

The government is not seriously thinking about 
neutrality of education when it insists on the mainten
ance of educational neutrality. The neutrality the 
government speaks of means an agreement with the 
government or at least no opposition to it.*’

Whatever the case may be, it must be borne in mind that the question 
of patriotism and najonalism became an important political issue 
through this period of priming for nationalism by the government and 
conservative parties. This reminds us of the fact that it through the 
state-controlled national education system that the Japanese were raised 
as a highly nationalistic people. The contents of nationalism held by 
these postwar leaders seem to resemble the prewar "loyalty and 
patriotism" in a slightly modified fashion. The degree of effectiveness 
of these policies and appeals depended largely on how the people regarded 
them with reference to their war experiences and their understanding of 
defeat and Occupation.

The necessity for a stronger national consciousness was also 
felt by non-governmental journalists. The following citation is from 
Tokyo Shimbun's editorial in December 1952.

14. Munakata Masaya, "MSA to Aikokushin Kyoiku, " (MSA and 
Patriotic Education) Kaizo, vol. 35. no. 3, (March 1954), p. 10.

15. Mashita Shinichi, "Aikokushin no Tsuite, " (On Patriotism). 
Chuo-Koron, vol. 69, no. 4, (April 1954), pp. 142-145.
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We believe patriotism can be changed by education. 
If so, the repulsion to patriotism among the young 
people demonstrates the mistake of present Japanese 
education. Postwar education has emphasized too 
much that patriotism would lead to militarism, and to 
war. Such a view is historically significant in that it 
is a confession to war. At the same time, however, 
it neglects the importance of kokka which is a fence 
to protect our happiness. Theory Jumps from.human 
dignity to service tor man.*®

Japan's restoration of independence in 1952 demanded some kind of 
national consensus as to the nature and function of the sovereign nation.

Yet, the question seemed not so urgent as Japan remained relatively 
isolated until her admission to the United Nations in 1956. The problem 
is that theories of the nation were presented from two sharply confronting 
ideological camps of the Communist-oriented and anti-Communist-oriented, 
making a constructive dialectical development of theories impossible. In 
addition to Japan's particular political situation, difficulty was Inherent 
in the subject of the nation itself. For example, among those who recog

nized the importance of patriotism, some regarded it as an attachment to 
one' s own home town or village; it was nothing but "love for environ

ment. " Others thought it was an expression of devotion and sacrifice to 
the state {or the central government). The first view of patriotism will 
not produce much of a problem, for it hardly is political and "national." 
Ohkuma Nobuyuki, one of the supporters of the second view, defined the 
core of patriotism as "loyalty-obligation to the state. The state.

16. The Tokyo Shimbun, December 19, 1955.

17. Cf. Ohkuma Nobuyuki, "Aikokushin to Chusei Gimu no Mondai, " 
(Patriotism and the Question of Loyalty Obligation) Chuo Koron, 
vol. 68, no. 6 (June 1953).
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according to him, is "violent, the expression of which is war. ... The

state is an evil in domestic political relations, as well as in international 
However, he was not as clear in his evaluation.of,,18. ....politicaXrelations.

patriotism, or the obligation of loyalty to such a state, as his theory of

■ the-state.raay indicate. He gave three reasons why the Japanese people- 
lost their patriotism: the Occupation policy; non-existence of the army; 
and insufficient analysis of the question of war responsibility. He further 
maintained that "the essense of loyalty-obligation to the state is best 
manifested in the military order, and therefore in a country without an 
army, there is no problem of loyalty that demands devotion and sacrifice 

Ohkuma was not alone in pointing out the effect of the 
Occupation on Japanese national consciousness. Analysis of the Occupation's 
impact was characteristic of theories of the nation during this period.

Inokl described the psychology of the defeated as they came to experience 
Occupation. He wrote:

„19of the people.

[Since] grand and magnificent attitudes of the 
Americans in both spiritual and material aspects were 
so distinctive, the majority of the Japanese were caught 
by an overwhelmingly strong inferiority complex. This 
inferiority comples, together with despondency in defeat, 
completely dissolved our nationalism. We were, in a 
way, completely disarmed in a spiritual sense.

The question of the nation and nationalism remained as popular 
as ever in Japanese journalism. Kaizo devoted its October 1953 issue to

18. Ohkuma Nobuvuki, Kokka Aku (State Evils) (Tokyo: Chuo Koron Sha, 
1957), p. 209.

19. Ohkuma, "Aikokushin. " op. cit., p. 249.

20. Inoki, "Nihon no Hoko, " op. cit., p. 5.

...
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"Fear and Resistance — Contemporary Problems of Nationalism. "
Eguchi Bokuro, evaluating the attitude of the masses regarding nationalism,

wrote that they "are no longer weak nor easily guided by the ideology of
21the leaders. . .. They are now restricting the restless leaders. "

..... "mas.sesEguchi meant the class.--Conscious workers rather than, the

people in general. Another contributor to this special issue on nationalism, 
Fujiwara Hirotatsu, claimed there existed no common ground where the 
"nation" could share joys and sorrows, and thereby move toward a kind 
of "community of destiny." He stated that this lack of common identity 
among the Japanese was "one of the greatest tragedies of today's Japan. 
The change of tone or undercurrent in these argunients was clear. The 
almost morbidly negative attitude toward "ultra-nationalism" previously 
evident was now seldom observable. References were not made to hurt 
or destroy the naive but natural affection of the people to their country

By

,r22

(kuni).

Formation of the Hatoyama government in December 1954 v/as 
welcomed by the majority of the people as being more independent of 
the United States as well as a change of mood after the long period of 
governments led by Yoshida.

With respect to nationalism, the most important policy of the 
Hatoyama government was the restoration of diplomatic relations with 
the Soviet Union in 1956, done at some risk of displeasing the United 
States. Although a complete peace was impossible due to the uncompro

mising views of the parties concerned on the northern territory, partial 
rapprochement with the Communist camp made Japan a full member of

21. Eguchi Bokuro, "Nashonarizumu no Atarashi Kadai" <New Problems 
of Nationalism), Kaizo, vol. 34, no. 12 (October 1953), p. 34.

22. Fujiwara Hirotatsu, "Minzoku Bunretsu no Kiki to Uyoku, " (Danger 
of National Disintegration and the Right-Wing), Kaizo, op. cit., p.35.
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of the international community, with subsequent admission to the United 
Nations that same year.

U.S. bases in Japan were sources of friction throughout this 
period,uniting some segments of the Japanese population on one side

and.4he*U.S. and Japanese gov,ernments on the other. The.Nadannti-........

base struggle continued until 1957 when the base was returned to Japan. 
Struggle against expansion of the Sunagawa base resulted in some blood

shed and finally the issue was brought before the Supreme Court. The 
Court overruled the so-called Date judgment, a previous ruling that the 
presence of U.S. bases in Japan was unconstitutional, on the grounds 
that the case was a political one and therefore not within the jurisdiction 
of the Court. The decision left the issue to politics, and the conflict 
remained unresolved. The "Girard Case" and other base incidents 
naturally caused widespread popular resentment — resentment the 
government found difficult to combat as the people's reaction, if not 
entirely desirable for the convenience of the government, was in line 
with the national consciousness it wished to foster.

Another development, and perhaps a more important one with 
respect to concepts of the nation in this period, was the peace movement, 
particularly as directed to nuclear weapons. Pacifism has been a strong 
emotion and conviction of the Japanese people since the war. The over

whelming support for Article Nine was one of the expressions of this 
pacifist disposition. It was not, however, until 1954 that the popular 
pacifist "mood" developed into a mass peace movement. This was 
sparked by the incident pf the "Lucky Dragon, " a fishing vessel caught 
in the "dead ash" fall-out of an H-bomb explosion, and the resulting death

■•-‘7 ••
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of one of its crew members, Kuboyama Aikichi. The significance of 
this movement lies in the fact that it started as a spontaneous signature

seeking campaign led by housewives in Tokyo's Suginama Ward to ban 
the testing of nuclear weapons. It was a grass-roots peace movement 

, thai derived its main driving force from their war experiences in 
Hiroshima and Hagasaki. As the movement grew, it fell victom to 
political ideologies and party struggles between the JSP and the JCP, 
which alienated the original supporters and participants. The split of 
this people's pacifist movement did not mean, however, that the pacifist 
tendency of the people itself was on the decline.



CHAPTER 4

PERIOD OF ECONOMIC NATIONALISM (1960-1964)

The material destruction caused by war cut the Japanese economy 
dow.mto one-half its prewar scale. Net national income in 1946 was only 
57% of the prewar level (1934-1936). Net per capita income dropped to 
52% of the prewar counterpart. Export and import levels immediately 
after the war marked only 10 - 20% of those before the outbreak of war 
in China. Japan's economic recovery, however, was rapid after 1950. 
Let us look at the following table. 1

Prewar (%) 
(1934-1936) 1946

Postwar (%)
1955 1966

Recovery of Prewar 
level(year)

Industrial
Production 1951 (115%)100 29 189 703

Net National 
Income 1951 (107%)57 144 529100

Net Per Capita 
Income 108 1955 (108%)100 52 384

Agriculture 
& Fishery 1950 (100%)78 135 173100

Consumption
Standard

1953 (106%)100 115 193

7.2Export
(volume)

1959 (107%)100 72 353(1948)

18.2
(1948)

Import
(volume)

1956 (114%)388100 90

1. Tsuchiya Kiyoshi and Hirayama Yuji, Handobukku Nihon Keizai. 
(Handbook: Japan's Economy) (Tokyo: Nihon Hyoronsha, 1968),
p. 24.
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Except for foreign trade, Japan's economy was restored to its 
prewar level by the mid-1950's. Economic growth rates in terms of 
net national product were high: during 1956-1960 the average was 9.8%, 
and 9.7% during 1961-1965. Growth rates in Gross National Product (GNP) 

— for tho rcapective periods were 12.5% and 14.8%. During these two 
periods, the economic growth rate in Germany was 6.4% and 4.8%, and 
in the United States 2.2% and 4.7%.

Although, as these figures show, Japanese economic growth was 
not limited to the period 1960-1964, the reasons we shall emphasize for 
the economic aspects of these years are three: (1) economic growth 
in the latter half of the 1950's is only meaningful when considered in 
relation to the high growth rate during the Ikeda government 1960-1964;

(2) the Ikeda government consciously put primary emphasis on economic 
rather than political policies; and (3) liberalization of trade and foreign 
exchange was rapid after 1960, and by 1964 approximately 90% was 
liberalized, resulting in closer contact and competition with foreign 
industries.

In domestic politics, the Ikeda government made efforts to avoid 
confrontation with the opposition as did its predecessor, in order to 
force ratification of the revised U.S.-Japanese security treaty in May-June 
1960. Ikeda Hayato's motto was KanyS to Nintal (Tolerance and Patience), 
and his primary goal was the celebrated "Income Doubling Plan in Ten 
Years. " Prime Minister Ikeda's principle of "Economy First" was the 
chief theme of his address to the 12th Party Convention in 1962. He 
stated:

One of the tasks that deserves our closest attention 
is hito-zukuri (human development), in addition to
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economic prosperity. Only by educating people of 
rich culture, high personality and of action, are the 
eternal developments of the nation (minzoku) and 
prosperity of the national economy achievable.”^

The Ikeda government's economic priority did not mean, however, that 
during this period remained silent or Inactive 

concerning the questions of the nation and of nationalism. Prime 
Monister Ikeda once emphasized the necessity of patriotic education in 
his memorandum following the conference on Japan's defense in 1953. 
Also, it was his decision -- and the first of its kind after defeat — to 
decorate the war dead. It was rather in posture and method that he 
differed from his predecessors as far as the essential concept of the 
nation was concerned. He spared no effort in building up among the 
people the kind of national image he held himself. The characteristic

of nationalism under his government can be appropriately called 
i3"economic nationalism."

Most arguments by the political opposition paid only a marginal 
or practically no attention to Japan's resurgence as a great economic 
power. Even those arguments which referred to this fact hastened to 
dismiss it as insignificant to their theory of nationalism or as a govern

ment propaganda of self-glorification. In the following pages we shall 
discuss the general trend of the press, public opinion, and special 
issues relating to concepts of the nation during this period.

rw

2. Ikeda Hayato's speech at the 12th Party Convention as included in 
Wagato no Kihon Hoshin (Basic Policies of the Party), 1963, p. 17.

3. Statement by Maruyama Masao in Umemoto Katsumi, and others, ed., 
Gendai Nihon no Kakushin Shiso, (Progressive Thoughts in 
Contemporary Japan) (Tokyo: Kawade Shobo. 1966), p. 15.
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The anti-treaty movement in 1960 mobilized a greater number 
of workers, students and citizens than any other after the war. Everybody 
was not in agreement as to the reasons behind this movement, but demo- 
cracy and nationalism were both crucially involved. It is not difficult 

-tctodmagine that this massive movement had an important impact on 
people's images of the nation. From a study conducted in May-June 1960, 
Arase Yutaka concluded that the old cliche of the hierarchy, "To be 
always with the people, " was no longer believed by the people — a develop

ment to which the anti-treaty movement greatly contributed. It seems 
quite difficult, however, to separate the actual effect of tlie movement 
from the effect of defeat and postwar Japanese history prior to the 
movement, since Arase does not deal with the question in a comparative 
manner. The merit of his study consists in an examination of images 
of the nation as of mid-1960. For example, a peasant in Tohoku region 
was reported to have mentioned his distrust of leaders in general.

Leaders in both Free and Communist camps seem to 
forget the general will of their people. They are too 
much concerned with interests of their parties and 
countries. I believe that the true politics are guided by 
people's will. ^

Arase drew the following interesting conclusions:

National consciousness among a considerable segment 
of the people has changed in two respects. First, kokka 
(state) is separated from kokumin (people). And, these

4. Cf. George Packard, Protest in Tokyo (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton 
University Press, 1966) Passim and~also, Robert Scalapino. The 
Japanese Communist Movement, op. cit.. p. 116.

5. Arase Yutaka, "Nihonjin no Kokka Kan, " (Concepts of the Nation) 
Shiso, no. 434 (August 1960), p. 43.
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people agree in demanding leaders who are responsible 
to the people, and not kokka that leads kokumtn. Second, 
there is an assumption that kokumin is no longer a group 
of homogeneous people but embodies heterogeneity. °

The split in concepts of the nation previously discussed was 
pr-imamly a split between opposing .political leaders. Her e_a mew .element 
of alienation appears between the leaders and masses. The conflict 
pattern may be diagramed as follows;

(The arrows show direction of conflicts; the 
broken arrow shows a weak or potential 
conflict.)

elites

/ih

conservativBradical

\/\ / >< masses

The Mainichi Series on "Patriotism"

The question of patriotism again became a burning issue due to 
an incident which, at least in terms of increasing debate, was fortuitous.

A 17-year old rightist boy, Yamaguchi Otoya, assassinated the Socialist 
Party Chairman, Asanuma Inejiro, during a public campaign speech. 
Imprisoned, the boy committed suicide, leaving as his last message a 
view of himself as a patriot who had sacrificed his life for the sake of the

the prison wall, drew public attentioncountry. His will. Inscribed on

6. Ibid., p. 43,
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anew to the never-settled argument of patriotism. Mainichi Shimbun 
16-day serial "On Patriotism" commencing October 26, 1960.put out

General reaction to the young rightist's view of patriotism was adverse

and sometimes severly critical.'^ Some of the critics denounced such

" to use Dr. Samuelpatriotism as "the last refuge of a scoundrel,

Johnson's phrase.
We will discuss what "patriotism" meailt to the Japanese as 

indicated by the Mainichi Shimbun special serial. ■ This series brought 
to light a difference between the Teachers' Union and the Education 
Ministry on this subject. The Minister of Education. Araki Masuo, was 
interviewed:

Q. Is it necessary to teach "patriotism" in school?
Will patriotism disappear if no change is made?

Araki: When the new education curriculum is put 
into practice, the young generation, who are lacking 
any national character or personality, will acquire a 
clear character as Japanese. It is mere Communist 
propaganda to claim that patriotism appears [only] if 
the country is worthy of it. It's no use to be in Japan 
if you don't have consciousness of right and responsibility 
to improve things that you deem bad. I believe it is natural 
to teach such a thing in compulsory education. I am not 
saying this to be snide, but isn't it partisan to teach only 
the bad aspect of Japan?

The Chairman of the Japan Teachers' Union, Kobayashi Takeshi, 
patriotism in the following answer:expressed his view on

We have never denied the good aspects of Japan or the 
good tradition. You can recognize how much we have 
labored to make students understand the merit of Japanese

7. The Mainichi Shimbun. October 26, 1960.

8. Ibid., October 27, 1960.
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culture just by looking at our teaching of the Japanese 
language. If we do not love our country, we would not 
be doing the Teachers' Union activities. I must say, 
however, that our patriotism is different from the 
patriotism expressed in the Imperial Rescript on 
Education, and aims at constructing a peaceful and 
cultural nation as prescribed in the Constitution and 
the Fundamental Law on Education. There seems to 
be a danger of Japan's being drawn into war by the 
U. S.-Japanese security treaty. The real question is 
why does the Minister of Education have to preach 
patriotism under such a circumstance? Because the 
Minister is demanding the kind of patriotism that makes 
the people ready to die in war for the state. In China, 
for example, they distinguish "just war" from "unjust war. " 
We, however, take the view that all wars are evil. Our 
patriotic education consists in making the Japanese 
respectable fo: foreigners, in making the people highly 
capable, and in building a peaceful cultural country. ®

I

1
}

i

i

Both Insist on their recognition of the importance of patriotism and its 
inclusion in education. The similarity ends here. What is more distinct 
is the deep mutual distrust, self-justification and self-righteousness on 
both sides. Naturally, doubts were raised about these theories of 
nationalism in the opposing political camps. Tsuru Shigeto's criticism 
is an example in case. He stated that value-judgments on patriotism 
should be free from the political level and labels such as "pro-govern

mental" or "anti-governmental." "just as the peace movement is anti

power and apolitical and transcends political struggle, patriotism must 
be united with eternal peace.

During this period, the debate on patriotism was not a monopoly 
of the government, the opposition and articulate intellectuals. Members

mIO

9. Ibid., October 27, 1960. Kobayashi Takeshi was elected to the House 
of Representatives in 1962. He discussed patriotism in an article in 
Shin Shukan, July 31, 1962, pp. 30-33. Cf. also. The Asahi Shimbun, 
October 2, 1960.

10. Shin Shukan, August 21, 1962, pp. 31-33.
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of the general public participated in the discussion by contributing to 
newspapers. ■ The following quotations are from Mainichi Shimbun in
1960.

An old man in Niigata Prefecture wrote that "the restoration of

patriotic loyalty to the Emperor is distressing.__ Once under the

beautiful name of 'respectable Japanese' many people had to die. I 
suspect that the Education Minister's view is dangerously prejudiced 
and nearsighted." On the other hand, a citizen in Chofu City argued 
that correct patriotism was necessary. He went on;i

i
What will be the result of an education that does 

not teach pupils to love the country? We try to 
defend the peace of Japan, for we love Japan. In sum, 
patriotism is quite necessary. It was the prevalence 
of militarism that was wrong. The two must be 
distinguished. A just patriotism is necessary. I 
admire those who lead Japan to be a truly peaceful 
country.

(
i

J

The old man in Niigata Prefecture pointed out also that patriotism could 
be cultivated by teaching respect for human dignity and freedom and a 
warm consideration for peace arid international cooperation. He then 
concluded that "patriotism must not be used for the purpose of accomplishing 
selective [political] goals."

Although the opinions of these two men appear to be quite different, 
we must bear in mind that neither was against "patriotism" as he himself 
saw it. Both were in complete agreement as to the necessity of "just" 
patriotism. The real difference lay in whether or not the educational laws 
should be changed in order to emphasize patriotism in the schools.

11. The Mainichi Shimbun. October 28, 1960.
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Two 18-year old high school students wrote In on the subject. 
One, a student ih Fukushima Prefecture, expressed resentment toward 
his education and said:

Throughout my six years in middle school and high 
school, I have never heard of the word patriotism. 
Needless to say, I have never heard about the ideal of 
the national foundation. What we learned at school are 
only the bad aspects of Japan. Only recently, however, 
I have come to realize the good aspects of the Japanese.

The other student in Fukoka Prefecture wrote;

I have no memory of reading Japanese history in 
which I can take pride. Consequently, I am not very 
proud of being a Japanese. I have learned, however, 
some fine merits of Japan. I can now love Japan in 
my own way. I wish I had learned Japanese 
earlier when I was little.

merits

Beplying to these contributions by students, a housewife in Tokyo frankly 
expressed her surprise at the neglect in teaching things in which the 
Japanese people could take pride. A company employee in Fukushima 
Prefecture showed his anger at such an education, saying that it was 
suicidal for the nation. However, one of the contributors indicated that 

forced patriotism from above would become "ideological and intolerant 
resulting in a state of fanaticism.

In all these opinions there exists an agreement as to what consti

tutes an undesirable patriotism, but no agreement in a positive way as to 
a desirable patriotism. It is easier to get an agreement about what is not 
humane, than to get an agreement about what ^ humane. The problem

a

12. Ibid.

13. Ibid.

14. Ibid.
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of patriotism originates to a large extent from the same kind of difficulty 
of arriving at a positive agreement on its content.

The two contributions by high school students are indicative of 
the general reaction of thc.;p who sought for some kind of national 
identity but were not encouraged to do so by their school education. It 
was an expression of resentment and frustration over their late discovery 
of what they wanted. As these boys were 18 in 1960. they were born in 
1952 and were only three years old at the time of the Defeat. They were 
completely products of the postwar era with little knowledge of war and 
its hardships. These facts lead to the question whether postwar education 
has been successful in providing students with food for thought on the 
question of the nation, nationalism and patriotism, even if leading 
teachers insisted they did not neglect the problem as Secretary Kobayashi 
of the Teachers' Union claimed. The typical understanding of "patriotism" 
held by junior and high school students was that "patriotism" is the same 
as "love for man, " that to love peace and patriotism are one and the same 
thing, and that patriotism is also a natural emotion.*^ 
such an image of patriotism is of the ideal patriotism. The real questions 
in present international politics must be: Is it always possible? What 
should we do when "patriotism" and "love for man" seem incompatible? 
What happens if the "peace" and "security" of the country appear contra

dictory?

1

In other words.

15. Cf. Naikaku Kanbo Chosa Shitsu, ed., Sengo ni okeru Aikokushin 
rongt no Tembo. (Review of Postwar Patriotism Argument) 
(Shakai Fucho Chosa Shiryo no. 12, Tokyo: 1962), pp. 22-23.
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We will continue our discussion based on the same special serial 
in Mainichi Shimbun during October-November 1960. The following 
excerpts,from men of all walks in life help suggest some of the prevailing 
ideas about the character of the nation. Kuwabara Yoshikichi, president 

. nf theXhamber of Commerce in Gifu Prefecture, had this to,say: .

The idea of patriotic loyalty and dying for the Emperor 
seems no longer acceptable. It is also true that postwar 
Japan lacks a spiritual backbone to replace the prewar 
patriotism. Japan has to make contributions to the whole 
world in the field of economics, not in military competition. 
In order to carry this out, the Japanese people must have 
the spirit of pe.-.r e and coordination. Our foreign policy, 
once decided, should be pursued in a bi-partisan way.lv

Suginome Harusada, president of Hokkaido University, expressed the 
following view:

All nations of the world have their own history, manners 
and customs, and traditions. Patriotism is the effort to 
develop good aspects of things Japanese (for Japan), by 
improving what is to be improved, with the ultimate goal 
of contributing to world peace and the happiness of mankind. 
Our growth and development should be accompanied by 
love for the larger community.

These opinions, the second one in particular, resemble the views 
expressed by high school students in their idealistic tone and generality. 
The real problem arises when attempts are made to turn this high 
principle into concrete educational and other policies for the nation. 
Many of the debates on the nation stop at this level of generality — which 
has the effect of avoiding the real and burning issues at the core of

16. The Mainichi Shimbun, November 18, 1962.

17. Ibid.
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nationalism. Nosaka Sanzo, who had the distinction of starting the 
controversy over patriotism right after the war, departed from an 
abstract ideal of patriotism to a concrete but partisan view when, after 
pointing out that "kuni" meant nothing but "kokumin, ■" he claimed:

The most important patriotism today is to fight 
voluntarily for the emancipation of the people half 
occupied by the security treaty and to win our 
independence.

Nosaka's view on patriotism remained intact as far as his anti-govern

mental position was concerned. The change came in his view of the U.S. 
as a liberator in 1946.

Japanese people from 1950 on.

A rightist leader, Akao Bin, expressed his view that

and then as an imperialist oppressor of the

. . .there is no difference between the prewar and 
postwar years as far as patriotism is concerned.... 
We must create a new democracy built upon Japanese 
tradition and history. That is, to have the Emperor 
as our head, and the Emperor and the people living 
together like a family. It is an integration of the 
monarch and the subject.

For Akao. the assassin of Asanuma was a patriot and hero. "Mr. Asanuma

was not a patriot. Mr. Yamaguchi killed him in order to save the life line
„20of the nation. This was an act of self defense.

Another rightist, Kojima Motoyuki. expressed his regret that 
the Japanese national consciousness had been badly hurt by the Occupation

18. Ibid.____ He added in another interview that "the JCP is against any
aggression to Japan. We shall fight if the Soviet Union or Communist 
China should invade Japan. But it is absolutely impossible for them 
to invade Japan. " Shin Shukan. July 24, 1962, p. 35.

19. Shin Shukan. August 14, 1962, pp. 26-27.

20. Ibid., p. 29.
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policy and the postwar progressive intellectuals. He was content,

however, only to emphasize "particularities of Japan" in his support

for an mtegrat ion of democracy and national consciousness,^^

In summing up the trend of journalism 
period of "economic nationalism, "

on this issue during the 
Ohkuma's essay serves as a good 

indication of progress, or lack of progress, in the development'of the 
long argued subject. Ohkuma repeated his theory that patriotism 
loyalty. Loyalty includes institutionalized obligation

means

as well as personal 
emotion toward the state. And, he argued, "loyalty of the Japanese 
people to world peace is loyalty to the Japanese Constitution. This
understanding is based, as have discussed previously, on his assump

tion that the state is essentially evil. Many of the Japanese found his

we

theory too simplified, but few argued back that the 
a force for virtue. Hayashi Kentaro's criticism of Ohkuma's theory 
advocated a more balanced

state was essentially

sense for the majority of the 
Japanese. He maintained that the evil of the state only "arises 
particular circumstance and is not unconditional.

common

under a

A high school
teacher, Ohi Kai, warned against the tendency to treat the question of 
patriotism as being synonymous with democracy and peace. Recognizing

21. Kojima Motoyuki, "Yugamerareta Minzoku Ishiki" (Distorted 
National Consciousness) Shiso no Kagaku. April 1961, pp. 55-59.

22. Cf.,TvTn article and also his article, "Sokoku Soshitsu no
Nihonteki Jyokyo" (Japanese Situation of "Lost", State) Gendai 
vol.4, no. 7 (July 1962), and "Aikokushiri towa Nanika" 
Patriotism?) Monbu Jiho, no. 1023, November 1962.

no Me,
(What is

23. Hayashi Kentaro, ’’Aikokushin no Riron to Jissen, " (Theory and 
Practice of Patriotism) Jiyu, vol.4, no, 10 (October 1962), p, 12.

... ..
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that there had been efforts to plant democracy, pacifism, ideal of the 
nation, disarmament and universal ideal of man in the core of Japanese 
nationalism, he stated;

Nationalism cannot be formed on the universal 
ideal of the human-being only, because it is the . 
sentiment which tries to display the uniqueness of the 
people and is usually based on the consciou^sn 
pecularities of their history and tradition. ^4

ess of the

The interesting point of the above statement is that such a common sense

view of nationalism, rather than being evident to all, had to be expressed 
at that time in Japan.

Opinion Sm-vevs

Now we will-turn our attention from journalism to the concepts 
of the nation held by the people in general as revealed in public opinion 
surveys. First, most Japanese people believed they had a general 
feeling of "patriotism" without specifying what it meant to them. In one 
survey carried out by Yoshimura Yuzuru of Saitama University and others 
in 1963, 80.5% answered that they felt patriotism: 3% dented it; 15.6% 
found difficulty answering either way; and 3% were undecided.A 
majority of the people (77%) recognized a change in the Japanese people's 
ideas and attitudes toward "patriotism" before and after the war.^® The 
word "patriotism, " however, still was closely associated with war in 
people's minds. One out of every four confessed that they had bad

24. Ohi Kai, "Nippon Nashonarizumu no Keisei, " (Formation of 
Japanese Nationalism) Chuo Koron. vol.78, no. 7 (July 1963), p.36.

25. Yoshimura Yuzuru, "Nihonjin no Aikokushin, " (Patriotism of the 
Japanese) Jiyu, vol. 7, no. 3 (March 1965), pp. 23-24.

26. The Yomiuri Shtmbun, September 7. 1964.
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feelings for the word. Indeed. 42% of those in their thirties expressed 
a sense of hatred for the word.^'^

As to the symbols of the nation, the national flag and the national 
anthem were endorsed by an overwhelming majority of the people. Eighty- 
seven percent thought the Japanese flag (hinonaru) was good and eighty- 

percent supported the national anthem (kimigayo). 28four Thus, together
with stable support for the Imperial system, symbols of the nation 
received steady and firm support from the majority.^® An interesting
survey of 1961 is also available concerning the concepts of "patriotism. " 
To the question, "To love Japan is to love what? " the following are

30answers.

People 39.1%
Land and Nature 28.7%

10.9%Emperor

Tradition . 10.4%

Others 2.1%

No opinion 8.8%

These fugures indicate that the base for old "loyalty-patriotism" has to 
a large extent been replaced by the new concept of "people's patriotism. " 
This tendency is confirmed by another question in the same survey.

27. Yoshimura, op. cit., pp.24-25.

28. The Asahi Shimbun, January 1, 1963.

29. Naikaku Soridaijin Kanbo Kohoshitsu, Koshiki-Sei do ni Kansuru 
Yoron Chosa, (Public Opinion Poll concerning the Official System). 1962.

30. Naikaku Kanbo, Aikokushin, op. cit., p. 12.
31. Ibid., p.9.
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or Uve for^ rewarded when you work for

Parents 1.23a.
Emperor. . . 
State or Nation

0.7%

1.4°t,

Society . . . . 
Husband or wife

5.8%

3.2%

41.5%
i Children

Family .

Sweetheart
22.8%!
0.5%

Mankind 0.6%
Yourself 15.0%
Class 0.3%

Others and no opinion 7.0%

To the first question approximately 10% answered that "patriotism" was 
to love the Emperor. " When we consider that less than 1% answered 

they felt most rewarded in working for the Emperor, there seems little 
left of the old concept of patriotism, or Chukun Aikoku.

The definitions of patriotism differ considerably according to age 
One survey item, tabulated according to age and education, 

offered two alternatives with special emphasis on the individual vs. state 
issue:

and education.

Choose one of the following two views of the 
state that is closer to your own opinion.

A. Patriotism is to sacrifice the individual 
national for the sake of the whole

The most important thing in patriotism 
is to value each individual.

country.
B. No.

''-‘v ..
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The number choosing sacrifice of individual for country (View A) increased 
with age level as follows: 5.6% of those in their twenties; 8.4% of those 
in their thirties: 13.9% of those in their forties; and 21. 5% of those in 
their fifties. On the other hand, support decreased as education level 
Increased. Of those with only a compulsory education, 14.1% chose View A, 
as opposed to 11.8% of those with professional and university education. 
Support for "the individual" thesis (View B) drops off by age as follows:

76.0% of those in their twenties; 61,4% in their .thirties; 56. 9% in their 
forties; and 47.3% of those in their fifties. And by educational level, 55.8% 
of those with a compulsory education; 66.1% of those with secondary edu

cation; and 70.4% of those with professional or university education.

Is the tendency for privatization of interest and concern peculiar 
to japan or a world phenomenon? An interesting international comparative 
study on patriotism carried out during November 1957 to February 1958 is 
available although it is not completely reliable due to its inadequate 
sampling and other difficulties. It serves, however, as a good indication 
of the general understanding in the countries examined.

International Comparison of "Patriotism" of Youth^^

Do you think it is always ridiculous to sacrifice 
priceless human life for the cause of the country?

Great Britain 
(15 - 18 yrs)
79 samples

Germany 
(15 - 20 yrs) 
115 samples

Japan
(17 - 18 yrs) 
2321 samples

France 
(16 - 18 yrs) 
48 samples

Yes 32.4
41.5 
26.1

36.0
42.0
22.0

14.5 
73.9
11.6

8.3
No 25.0

66.7Undecided

32. Cf. Tamura Eiichiro, "Aikokushin wa Duo Kangaerarete Iruke, "
(What People Think About Patriotism) Kyoiku no Jidai, (Age of 
Education), June 1964, pp. 24-26.

33. Ushijima Yoshitomo, Seio to Nihon no Ningei Keisei (Human Formation 
in the West and Japan) (Tokyo: Kaneko Shobo, 1961), pp. 295-297.
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Which of the following do you choose when your 
country becomes a billigerent against her will?

Japan Germany Gr. Britain France
Willingly Participate 

-UnwilUngly Participate 
Absolutely No Participation

15.9 
_ A3.6 

48,7

33.4
44.6
14.9

86.1
17.4
13.0

83.3
12.4
2.1

In the case of Japan, 32.4% answered that it is ridiculous to sacri

fice the life of the individual in any circumstances. About half of those 
who answered "undecided" presumably in the last group of "Absolutely 
No Participation" in the second question. The answers to the second

are

question are more or less expressions of desire or ideal. Answers to the

following third question demonstrates the realism of Japanese youth.

In case of (2), which of the following do you 
think your countrymen will take?

Japan Germany Gr. Britain France
Willingly Participate 
Unwillingly Participate 
Absolutely No Participation

9.7 135.1
56.0

72.5
24.6

47.9
33.366.7

15.9 1 .0 1 .5 2.1

It is clear that Japanese youth are the most unwilling to participate

in their country's defense activities. Of the Japanese who answered in 
the positive concerning defense, 9.7% are in contrast to the 35.1% of 
German young people who also experienced War and defeat. This survey 
of youth must be qualified by introducing all age groups in order to get a

balanced view of the Japanese attitude toward defense in case of external

34. Ibid., p. 295.
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aggression. The following table shows results 
out in Nagoya City and Gifu Prefecture

of opinion polls carried 
concerning the reactions of the 

people toward external aggression in 1960. 1961, 1964, and 1967.^^

aVun9^ aggressions, do you stand up with
if fhey a?e -Jap°L°se 3^011“ """"""""

1960 1961 1964 1967

1. Fight against 
any aggressor

2. Fight against particular 
aggressor only

3. Not fight against any 
aggressor

4. Wrong to fight with 
guns

5. There will be no 
aggression

6. Undedided

43.4 32.6 44.4 47.1

1 .3 1.1 3.0 1 .7

15.3 18.3 13.0 14.8

12.2 16.5 11.2 8.7

8.6 8.9 11.5 6.0

19.2 22.6 16.2 21.7

Nationalism is manifested in its most extreme and simplest form 
external aggression. The 

willing to fight

survey previously quoted showed 
5% of the Japanese clearly answered that they felt "patriotism 

This leads to the conclusion that at least

in relation to defense of the nation against 
above figures show that less than half of the Japanese

against any and all aggressors. The

an

are

that 80.

of some kind. "
one out of two

35. Naikaku Kambo, Aikokushin. op. cit.. p. 10.
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thinks that armed defense against external aggression is not a necessary

condition for being a patriot. Those who answered that they would fight 
only against a particular aggressor can be better identified with those

who rejected fighting in toto, for their compliance with foreign domination 
runs counter to our definition of nationalism as a demand for self- 
government.

In the following section of the third period of "economic 
nationalism" we will discuss several issues that deserve separate treatment. 
They are Eda Saburo's theory of patriotism, Hayashi Fussao's history of 
the Greater East Asian War, and the Tokyo Olympic Games.

Eda Saburo's Theory of Patriotism

Eda Saburo, then Chief of the Organization Bureau of the Socialist 
Party, provided one of the focal points for the patriotic argument of this 
period. We have mentioned that the word "patriotism" was unpopular 
among the progressive intellectuals and among those who were in their 
forties and fifties because of its association with war. The previously 
quoted remark by the leader of the Teachers' Union was one of the rare

statements by the non-Communist left. One can therefore understand 
why the Eda statement of May 1964 on patriotism, made by such an 
eminent man of the left, created quite a sensation. Eda's statement

aroused opposition within the Socialist Party because many of its members 
considered it to be pro-government. It read in part as follows:

It is certain that patriotism and morality are necessary, 
but the reformist camp has so far avoided any reference to 
these questions. The avoidance on our part has been 
restricting our reform movement. We have resisted the 
use of words such as patriotism and morality because 
these words are being used by the conservatives for moral 
education. Such opposition has given the world 
impression that the reformist camp has neither patriotism

an
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nor morality. Moreover, our position on this matter 
has been made use of by the conservatives and 
reactionaries. It must be the reformist camp that 
begins to preach patriotism and morality ciearly and 
courageously and launch the first attack on the 
conservatives.

Sasaki Kozo, an opponent of the Eda faction, criticized Eda for attempting 
to seek publicity for himself. Furthermore, an ex-Teachers' Union 
leader and Diet member condemned it as inopportune at a time when 
the Education Ministry was promoting "official moral'education. To 
these criticisms, Eda endeavored to explain his true intention in 
Mainichi Shimbun, May 23, 1964. He further stated:

We believe that to love the country means to make 
Japan a country where the Japanese people can really 
enjoy a comfortable, peaceful, cultural and rich life.
In this sense, we may say that our party platform 
itself is an expression of this principle of patriotism.... 
We must admit that some of us, in the progressive 
camp, have been afraid of, or tried to avoid, words 
such as "moral education" and "patriotism" because 
these words were once used by the prewar ruling class. 
Or, they are afraid of fighting against the present 
ruling class over the issue of nationalism. I believe 
that we should not only oppose the backward-looking moral 
education and patriotism claimed by the conservatives, 
but also vigorously advocate to the public the true 
patriotism and moral education according to our belief.^"

Eda's idea of patriotism is not new: such a view has been presented and 
discussed by many progressive intellectuals. Eda was the first responsible 
man of the Socialist Party to insist that the party propose its own version 
of patriotism in order to cope with the conservative offensive. The

36. The Sandei Mainichi, June 7, 1964, p. 22.

37. Ibid., p. 23.

38. The Mainichi Shimbun. May 23, 1964.
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Teachers’ Union took the view that there was no need to teach patriotism 
itself as a separate theme; it maintained the conventional view that 
courses in history and other social studies could deal with the question 
better. Little attention was paid to Eda's warning that the Socialists

:eneral public that they, did not 
care for patriotism. Thus, Eda's statement was successful only in 
temporarily stimulating argument on the question of patriotism and 
education. This demonstrates how difficult it was among the "progressives" 
to talk about patriotism during that period.

Discussion of the Nature of the War

About the same time, there appeared a self-assertive, rightist, 
and nationalistic interpretation of the war by an ex-Communist novelist 
who had been "converted" to a rightist position during the war. This man.

), rejected the commonly used terminology 
of "the Pacific War" and called the war Daito-A Senso (The Greater East 
Asia War), the terminology used by the militarists. The title of his 
series in Chuo Koron was a rather provocative one: Daito-A Senso KStei 
Ron (Affirmative Theory of the Greater East Asian War). He claimed 
that the so-called Daito-A Senso began with the jyot (Expel the Barbarians) 
movement at the end of the Tokugawa period, and ended with the surrender 
on August 15, 1945. It was, furthermore, his contention that this century- 
long war was primarily a v/ar for the liberation of Asia from aggression 
by the Western powers. It was Japan's tragic destiny to be the principal 
protagonist in this struggle. The 100 years war was, however, supported 
by the national passion of the people rather than government compulsion 
and manipulation. Since August 1945, Ilayashi wrote, Japan had retired

Hayashi Fusao (b. 1902 -
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from a leading position in Asia;, the war against the United States in the
39Pacific was only the last part of a greater war.

Sometimes a man has to fight even when he knows 
that he will lose. There are unavoidable things for 
the nation, as well as for a man. That war [Pacific 
war] was such a situation^^O_____________

However, for at least the next 100 years, there will be no war in which

He disclosed his motive for writing this41Japan takes a major part, 
controversial essay in the postscript of his book.

I resolutely resist the interpretations of Japanese 
history which are distorted by the "progressive" 
intellectuals of Japan since defeat. History must be 
written as it was and as it is. The history of Japan is 
as beautiful as those of other countries. Our history 
contains something that is not beautiful, but is also is 
valuable for us Japanese.

Hayashi's theory of the Daito-A war was written as an antithesis to the 
historical view of "the Pacific War." Although he was the first man who 
attempted to restore the wartime historical justification in toto, he was 
not the first to criticize the so-called "Pacific War" theory which 
denounced all justifications of Japanese efforts and policies with respect 
to the Daito-A war. For example, Takeuchi Yoshimi proposed to make

Hayashi Fusao, Daito-A Senso Koteiron (Affirmative Theory of 
the Greater Fast Asian War) (Tokyo: Bancho Shobo. 1964).

Hayashi Fusao, Nippon Seishin no Shinzui (Essence of Japanese 
Spirit) (Tokyo: LDP. 1967), pp. 14-15.

Hayashi Fusao, "Daito-A Senso Koteiron. " (Affirmative Theory 
of the Greater East Asian War) Chuo Koron, vol.79. no. 4 
(April 19G4), p. 185.

Hayashi Fusao, Daito-A Senso, op. cit., p.2G2.

39.

40.

41.

42.
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a distinction between war against the developed countries and war against 
underdeveloped countries. He argued that;

The Daito-A War was a war against imperialism 
as well as a war of colonial aggression. It was 
integrated in practice, but, theoretically, this dis
tinction must be maintained. Japan did not intend 
to invade the United States and Great Britain. Japan 
took Dutch colonies, but not the Netherlands itself. 
Imperialism cannot overthrow imperialism, 
can imperialism judge imperialism.’^

Neither

Ueyama Shumpei wrote an article. "Philosophical Significance of the 
Daito-A War" for Chuo Koron in 1961 based on Takeuchi's essay.

Ueyama emphasized the imperialist aspect of the war, calling it an 
imperialist war for the re-distribution of colonies. Thus, he rejected 
both "the Pacific War" theory and the wartime ideology of "the Daito-A 
War. " He argued that, as long as one accepts the concept of the 
"sovereign nation, " no "sovereign nation" can judge another, since war 
is itself an expression of the rights of the "sovereign nation. " Ideals, 
such as "democratic nationa" and "peace-loving nations, " cannot be 
universal as long as they are combined with "state power. "

In order to put Japan on an equal footing with the Allied Powers, 
Hayashi eliminated one aspect of Takeuchi's theory that was not consistent 
with his own and skillfully introduced Ueyama's relativistic view. Hayashi 
cautiously avoided the word "justification" and adopted the more neutral 
work "affirmation." However, it is obvious that he justified the 100 years

43. Takeuchi Yoshimi, "Kindai no Chokoku" (Conquest of Modernity) 
in Yoshimoto Takaaki, ed., Nashonarizumu. (Nationalism)
(Tokyo; Chikuma Shobo, 1904).

44. Ueyama Shumpei, "Daito-A Sense no Shiso shi teki Igi " (Ideological 
Significance of the Greater East Asian War) Chuo Koron, vol.76. 
no. 9 (September 1961).
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a defensive war by Asians against the encroaching Western powers.

As Nakase Jutchi pointed out concerning Hayashi's view of war, the fact

that the Japanese desire to justify "that war" prepares the base for such 
45

In an article by a rightist. The Daito-A War is described

War as

an argument.

as follows:

The Greater East Asian countries have achieved 
their independence through the course of this war.
The conquest of the white people ended... Japan had 
to resort to wars in order to defend herself against 
white aggression. The Greater East Asian War was 
the inevitable destiny of Japan as a newly born nation...

Quite expectedly, historians were highly critical of Hayashi's theory. 
Inoue Kiyoshi, for example, indicated that Hayashi was inaccurate in his 
presentation of the historical facts. He questioned the view that Japan's 
annexation of Korea could be justified as part of a war to liberate Asia.

On the other hand, Ueyama sa\v some validity in Hayashi's point that 
Japanese had dreamed of liberating Asia, although few of these 

held high bureaucratic or military positions. According to Ueyama, 
Hayashi's view is a natural reaction to the one-sided interpretations of 
the Second World War held by progressive intellectuals and historians.

The general reaction of the critical ivorld was not. however 
favorable to Hayashi's interpretation. Indeed, Hayashi appeared partisan 
and dogmatic in his conclusion even to those who generally agreed

some

45. Nakase Juichi, Daito-A Senso Koteiron no Shisoshi-tei Keifu " 
(Ideological Genealogy of the Affirmative Theory of the Greater 
East Asian War) Gendai no Me. vol.5, no. 10 (October

46. Muto Teiji. "Daito-A Senso Koteiron ni Kangekisuru " (Impressed
by the Affirmative Theory of the Greater Asia War) Hikari, 
October 1964. -----------

1964).
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with his sentiment concerning the war. In the concluding chapter, this 
controversy will be discussed again in relation to different interpretations 
of-J-apama^century after the Meiji Restoration.

The Olympic Games

The third and last topic concerns the Tokyo Olympic Games in 
October 1964. They formed the first large-scale international gathering 
to be held in Japan after the war — a gathering which was to attract the 
attention of the people to an unprecedented degree. The Games provided 
a good opportunity for Japan to boast of her economic recovery and 
progress. Aida Yuji of Kyoto University wrote in Asahi Shtmbun 
concerning Japanese "Olympic fever: "

Passw'ords such as "Until the Olympics" and "By the 
Olympics enjoy tremendous authority as everything 
seems to be rushing toward completion under these 
passwords. Construction works in Tokyo are continuing 
in a half-cra2ed manner. Anything that has no relation 
to the Olympics appears to have been temporarily 
abandoned.

With the opening of the Games, newspapers carried many contributions 
from their readers. Many pointed to an increased awareness of nationality 
resulting from the Olympics. A housewife in Tokyo write in Mainichi 
Shimbun on October 27, 1964, that her husband watched the Olympic 
programs on TV every day and quoted him as saying: "l seem to have 
patriotism. I am glad of it." A middle-aged company employee in Tokyo 
confessed that he had not liked the idea of spending so much money on the 
Olympics until he saw them: "The Olympic Games helped us greatly to

47. The Asahi .Shimbun, May 23, 1964.
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recover our national consciousness. A critic, Okuno Takeo, valued 
the Games highly: "Unconsciously, the Japanese people seem to have 
objectively expressed both nationalism and internationalism. They have 
been liberated from an unfounded national and racial inferiority complex.' 
A student in Tokyo expressed a similar view. He wrote that the Japanese 
people, having been defeated, were caught up by a feeling of inferiority.

„49

However, Japan is now sponsoring these great 
Olympic Games and our champions are making fine 
records. Without hesitating, they proudly demon
strate "the Nippon spirit. " The Japanese have risen 
again overcoming dei ;at. I am grateful to the 
Olympic Games for dispelling the defeatism of the
Japanese.

A lady critic, Sakanishi Shio, recognized the Games' contribution to the 
awakening of Japanese national consciousness:

First of all, we learned that we are Japanese and 
live in a country called Japan. .. we were obsessed by 
the strange illusion that it was desirable to lose our ^ 
national character and become internationalists. We^ 
thought that those who discarded our national flag and 
anthem were liberated internationalists... in the 
Olympic Games, every time a gold medal was won by 
a Japanese, our national flag was raised to our national 
anthem. We w'ere told, even against our will, that we 
are Japanese after all. The two-week-long Olympic 
Games cultivated the Japanese national consciousness 
among the people.

48. The Mainichi Shimbun, October 25, 1964.

49. The Yomiuri Shimbun, October 14, 1964.

50. The Tokyo Shimbun, October 21, 1964.

51. The Asahi Shimbun, October 26. 1964.
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As the medals were announced and the winner's national anthem played, 
the Japanese were naturally compelled to compare themselves with other 
"foreigners" and "foreign" countries. They recognized "japan's place 
in the world, " for the Olympics are games in which "state power" is 
inconspicuous. The government made a survey on the impact .of the 
Olympics on the national consciousness of the Japanese people in December

cp
of the same year.

Did you feel anew' that you were a Japanese during 
the Tokyo Olympic Games? «

Yes 34%

No 35%

No Opinion 31%

The breakdown of those who answered "yes" is as follow-s:

Those who felt Japan's power, etc. . .

Those who felt patriotism..............................

Those who felt Japanese were lacking in 
physical structure............................................

Those who felt need for more vigorous 
efforts on the part of the Japanese . . .

Those who felt more friendliness tow'ard 
foreigners................................................................ •

Those who felt Japanese behavior was 
good..........................................................................

Those who felt Japan was recognized by 
foreigners...................................................... ;

13%

4%

4%

4%

3%

1%

1%

Others 5%

52. SSrifu Kohoshitsu, Olimpikku Tokyo Taikai ni Tsuite (On the Tokyo 
Olympic Games), 1964. ^
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About 20% answered that their feelings toward the national flag were 
changed by the Olympic Games. Thus, the Games gave the Japanese 
an opportunity to re-evaluate and reconsider "japan" and "Japanese" 
free from a close association with war. However, in the final analysis, 
it was "Japan' s economic growth that made this international sports-event 
possible. This was "economic nationalism" even if it was not publicly 
discussed as such. The Japanese people knew what it was that they 
could take pride in at that time.



CHAPTER 5

CONCERN OVER NATIONAL SECURITY

AND DEFENSE (1964-1968)

The fourth period, 1964-1968, is the period when government 
policy shifted from Ikeda's economic emphasis to Sato's emphasis on 
national security and defense. The government began openly to demand 
an awakening to the necessity of having a strong national consciousness 
and will to defend the country.

National Foundation Day

The Sato government restored and legalized the old holiday, 
Kigensetsu (Day of Emperor Jimmu's Enthronement), which symbolized 
the prewar concept of the nation under the name of Kenkoku Kinenbi 
(National Foundation Day). The question of Kigensetsu had been an issue 
ever since the Occupation era. According to government research on 
national holidays, conducted in 1948, Kigensetsu was ranked third in 
in popularity, following New Year's Day and the Emperor's Birthday. 
Backed by public support, the Japanese government had planned to 
continue Kigensetsu under the Occupation. The Occupation authorities, 
however, took the view that this particular national memorial day was a 
product of Japanese statism, established to fortify government prestige. 
Although the Occupation powers were not against setting a national 
foundation day other than February 11, the Japanese government chose not 
to include Kigensetsu at all among the national holidays in the hope that

1

1. Naikaku Yoron Chosa Shitsu, Shikusaibi ni Kansuru Yoron Chosa 
(Public Opinion Polls Concerning the National Holidays), 1948, p. 2.
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it could freely set the date after independence.^

Yoshida Shigeru declared his intention to "restore Kigensetsu after 
. independence, " but an actual legislative move had to wait until 1957 

when a bill to amend national holidays was presented by Liberal- 
.Dempcratic Party members to the Diet. The bill did not become law due 
to a strong Socialist opposition, and conservative efforts to restore 
Kigensetsu continued unsuccessfully in 1958. 1961, and 1963. Then, under 
the Sato government, the bill was presented to the Diet as a governmental 
bill, rather than as a bill sponsored, as previously, by members of the 
Diet.

In 1951, Prime Minister

Prime Minister Sato made his view clear on this issue at the 
Gubernatorial Conference in Tokyo on February 3, 1965. He said that 
he favored Fabruary 11 as the date for national foundation day and 
continued:

There are a great many different ideas as to when 
national foundation day should be observed. Some 
people seem to oppose February 11 for the date. 
However. I don't think we should argue too much about 
such a matter. J think the best plan is to hold it 
February 11, the day people know as the day of 
observance of Kigensetsu in prewar years

on

In that same address to the conference, Sato referred to the question 
of patriotism:

I have made it clear also that when the people lose 
their sense of responsibility and mission toward the 
state (kokka), and when the people lack the spirit for 
construction and the will for progress, society 
stagnates and the state declines. In order to avoid

2. Nihon-Shi Kenkyukai, ed., Nihon no Kenkoku (National Foundation 
of Japan) (Tokyo: Aoki Shoten, 1966), pp. 212-2T37

3* The A,sahi Shimbun, February 4. 1965.
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such a misfortune, a new patriotism is needed: true 
patriotism that loves Japan's traditions and culture, 
contributes to the prosperity and progress of our 
country, and strives for world peace and the welfare 
of mankind.'*

Emphasis on the necessity of responsibility to the state and re- 
evaluation of Japanese culture and traditions gradually led to a more 
clear-cut and louder cry for the awakening of a defense consciousness.

As we have seen, the people supported Kigensetsu immediately 
after the war. This support, however, did not continue throughout the 
postwar years, thereby lessening the Sato government's justification 
for restoring Kigensetsu. A public opinion poll carried out by the 
government in 1960 indicated that only 40% favored the establishment of 
a national foundation day as compared to 80% in 1948. Thirty percent 
felt no need of setting such a day. The survey also disclosed that only 
18% supported February 11 as the date.^

The opposition parties strongly opposed Sato's speech. A large 
group of historians joined in opposition by submitting a petition to the 
Diet against restoration of Kigensetsu on the grounds that such a move 
would restrict the people's freedom in thinking about history.® Members 
of the general public took part in the arguments, but the opposing minority 
remained the most articulate. As an indication of how widespread this

4. The Mainichi Shimbun, February 3, 1965.

5. Cf. The Mainichi Shimbun, February 11, 1965.

6. Nihon Rekisi Kenkyukai, op. cit. . p. 238.
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argument was, during the month of February 1965, 550 readers' contri

butions to Asahi Shimbun concerned Kigensetsu. Sixty-five percent of 
these-were against its restoration as opposed to thirty-one percent in 
favor. Seventy-four percent of those opposed did not reject the idea of 

■ -a.iiational:foundation day itself if the date were other than February 11. 
Opposition in the Diet resulted in the setting up of a commission in 
July 1966 to study the date for the national foundation day. The commission 
reported in December that February 11 was the most appropriate date for 

Thus, the first national foundation day was observed 
February 11, 1967. The Ministry of Education sent a notice to the boards 
of education in January which read in part as follows: "On the occasion 
of the National Foundation Day, it would be most significant for us to 
think of the prosperity and development of the nation." Generally speaking, 
however, most primary and secondary schools were not prepared to 
celebrate the day and little observance was reported throughout the 
country except at shrines and several cities such as Kashiwabara where, 
according to tradition. Emperor Jimmu was enthroned some 2, 600 years 
ago.

8observance. on

9

We will examine the reasons for and against the restoration of 
Kigensetsu on February 11 relying on readers' contributions to newspapers.

7. The Asahi Shimbun, February 28, 1965.

8. The other parties proposed different dates for the national foundation 
day. The Socialist Party, May 3 (The Constitution Memorial Day); 
The Democratic Socialist Party, April 30 (Day when Shotoku Taishi 
announced his 17-article Constitution; and the Komei-To. April 28 
(Day when the San Francisco Peace Treaty came to power.

Jiji Nenkan, 1968 edition (Tokyo: Jiji Shimbun-sah, 1968), p. 155.9.
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But first we will perhaps best discuss the question of the Kigensetsu 
controversy by quoting from a discussion televised from the TBS network 
on February 8, 1965. The participants on the panel discussion were: 
Nagayama Tadanori (67). LDP member; Watanabe Izo (80), Free Asia 
Association; Oda Makoto (32), novelist and critic; and Takahaslii. 
Shinichi (53), historian. The first two favored establishing the national 
foundation day on February 11. while the other two were opposed. After 
relatively calm presentations by the panel members, the discussion 
became rather heated.

Watanabe: Ever since defeat in war, some of the 
Japanese people have been caught by defeatism and 
they jabber and protest that the date of Kigensetsu 
is wrong or something of this wort. I am sure,that 
those fellows never discussed the spirit of Kigensetsu.

Takahashl: (Interrupting) 1 don' t quite agree with you.

Oda: (Interrupting) Do you mean to say all of us who 
were born after the war are captives of defeatism?

Watanabe: The Japanese people were forced to adopt 
the Constitution before they decided their national 
holidays.

Oda: (Interrupting) Mr. Watanabe, do you. . .

Watanabe: Shut up! (Oda said something that was not 
understandable.) You, shut up!

Oda: (Interrupting) Even if you are speaking, I...
Watanabe: You are uncouth to interrupt!

Oda: Uncouth? What do you mean?

Moderator: Please come back to the point.

10. Sandei Mainichi, February 21, 1965.
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This rather unusual televised discussion indicates how highly emotional, 
and prohibitive to rational, calm discussion the Kigensetsu issue was.

A typical view opposing Kigensetsu was expressed by a 55-year 
old company employee in Tokyo.

The people have not forgotten the miseries of war 
brought about by militaristic thought which was 
reinforced by hinomaru, kimtgayo, and Kigensetsu. 
No, we cannot forget even though we may want to. 
What on earth are the views of the government and 
the LDP about this sorrowful memory that is deeply 
engrained in the minds of the people? Many people 
fear the return of the rnilitaristic age because of this 
series of restorationr.

The main reason for the opposition was psychological repulsion to 
Kigensetsu and mistrust of the government's intentions in restoring such 
a suspect event. Other reasons seem secondary in importance, but 
among these are: (1) February 11 is historically inaccurate as the day 
of Emperor Jimmu's enthronement; (2) To observe such a day would 
be to teach a mistaken view of history and a false concept of the nation.

On the other hand, a typical supporting view was contributed by 
a middle-aged company employee in Kyoto.

Those who oppose Kigensetsu seem to accept 
uncritically postwar society and education without 
recognizing the abnormality of being under the 
military occupation of the victorious powers. I 
wonder if independent politics and education existed 
at all in Japan at that time when, owing to defeat, 
a servile mood prevailed among the people. We 
cannot help but recognize the value of these ancient 
myths beyond their historical truth.

11. The Asahi Shimbun, February 7. 1965.

12. The Asahi Journal, vol.7, no.8 (February 21, 19G5), p. 13.
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Many who favored restoration of the national foundation day reasoned 
that nations, like individuals, should have their birthdays. February 11 
seemed the natural day for such an observance because the people had 
once been accustomed to it. There were also those who demanded

restoration chiefly because the holiday had been abolished by the Occupation. 
These supporters were expressing simple, naive nationalism in their 
identification with an historical Japanese image, even when it was opposed 
by others from universal viewpoints such as peace, democracy, human 
dignity, and historicity.

The Ideal Image of the Japanese

The conservatives who launched their first challenge to the postwar 
education system, with "The Deplorable Textbooks, " never spared their 
efforts to bring education under their control by means of centralization 
of the educational system itself. By 1965 they had gene beyond criticizing 
education negatively, and were rigorously presenting their own ideas 
about what education should be. Even under the so-called "low posture"

of the Ikeda government, the Education Minister took a "high posture" in
13his struggle against the Teachers' Union.

Special Committee of the Central Council of Education published an interim 
report on "The Ideal Image of Man" in Japanese society (Kitai Sareru 
Ningen-Zo). The final report was made available in October 1966 with

1

In January 1965, the 19th

some organizational and terminological modifications. However, the two 
reports are essentially one and the same. Publication of the interim

13. Cf. Araki Masuo, Watakushi wa KySiku o kou Kangaeru, (My View 
on Education) (Tokyo: Yoyo-sha, 1961), passimT^
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report "caused active national controversy and more than 1, 000 articles 
and essays were'published in newspapers and magazines both for and 
against the report.

In an effort to discover the reasons behind and the issues involved 
in-this .controversy, an e.xamlnation of the final report is warranted. 
Under the title "Questions for the Japanese People, " one section of the 
report analyzed the contemporary situation in Japan:

.,14

Postwar Japanese economic recovery is one of the 
miracles of the world. At the same time, however, it is 
unfortunate that along w-th economic prosperity there is 
a tendency toward egoism and epicurism among some of 
the people. In addition, the spiritual vacuum and 
confusion of defeat still remain present. If material 
desire persists alone, without spiritual idealism, we 
cannot expect long-range economic prosperity nor 
advancement of true human life.

The miserable fact of defeat, in particular, caused the 
illusion that all Japanese past ways and values were 
wrong — an illusion resulting in neglect of Japanese history 
and national character. New ideals have filled this gap 
but they have not paid much attention to the significance of 
the fertile Japanese cultural soil. Some have even failed 
to see chagacteristics that the Japanese people have so far

Under the section "As a National. " the ideal Japanese is described as 
follows:

To Have Correct Patriotism
There is no individual nor nation that does not construct 

a state or belong to a state in the present world. The state 
is the most organic and the strongest grouping .in the world. 
Happiness and security of the individual greatly depend on 
the state. Usually, the way to contribute to the world is

14. Monbusho, Kitaisareu Ningen-Zo, (Ideal Image of Man) 
Tokyo, 1966, p. 42.

15. Ibid.. pp. 9-11.
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through the state structure. To love the state correctly 
is loyalty to the state. Correct patriotism leads to love 
for mankind.

True patriotism is the mental preparedness and effort 
to enhance the value of one's country. To remain indifferent 
to the existence of one's own country and to make no effort 
to enhance that country's value may lead to hatred of one's 
country. We must have correct patriotism.

To Respect the Syrnbol
To respect and love the Emperor is. In the final 

analysis, to respect and love the Japanese nation. For 
to respect and love the Emperor, who is the symbol of 
Japan, means to respect and love the Japanese nation 
symbolized by the Emperor. The special characteristic 
of the Japanese nation is to have the Emperor above us.^®

The report is not clear as to what "spiritual vacuum and confusion"mean.

What are the "good aspects" of Japan and the people? Despite difficult 
phraseology, mere generalities rather than concrete policy were 
proposed. The report was a product of the old concept of the nation held 
by the older generation. It is interesting that this old Chukun Aikoku 
patriotism survived and reappeared, though in a slightly different fashion, 
and that it was published by the government. The fundamental line of this 
report coincides perfectly with Prime Minister Ikeda's understanding of 
the postwar situation and its causes. He once stated that "educational 
reforms and destruction of our tradition and culture after the war caused 
the deterioration of patriotism and moral degeneracy. "

Naturally, the report is critical of the Fundamental Law of Education — 
the real foundation of postwar education. Kosaka Masaaki, chairman of 
the committee that published the report, wrote to the Asahi Journal on 
this point as follows:

16. Ibid.. pp. 36-39.
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Various opinions were presented to the Committee 
concerning the Fundamental Law of Education. None of 
us found any bad points in the Law. At the same time, 
however, the international and domestic situations have 
changed from those when the Law was promulgated. We 
should pay attention to this fact. It should also be 
admitted that there is little consideration of how to 
accomodate the Law to the Japanese mentality. 
Negligence of Japapese history makes this accomodation 
impossible. We considered this point seriously.

The report actually amounted to a catalog or criticisms of postwar educa

tion. This criticism was skillfully developed into a proposal for revising 
laws enacted during the Occupation period in order to suit the "present" 
needs of Japanese society and the state.

Public reaction to_the Kitaj Sareru Ningen-zo report can be 
broadly categorized into the following four attitudes: all-out support: 
support for the general contents with reservations on several points; 
opposition to the contents; and opposition to the government's undertaking- 
of such a report. The first attitude was expressed by a 39-year old 
schoolteacher. _. ,

Many critical opinions have been expressed by 
of the intellectuals concerning the "ideal Image of Man. "
As a school teacher I wish to give my support to the 
pronouncements and ideas of the report. The problem 
confronting teachers was that the ideal image of the 
Japanese was presented by the present educational world 
from a national viewpoint. Therefore, lacking a concrete 
image, I found it difficult to teach patriotism in my moral 
education course. Since this report was announced, however, 
we have had discussions on the question and I feel more 
confident in carrying out my educational activities.^"

some

17' The Asahi Journal, vol.7, no. 8 (February 24, 1965). 
18. The Mainichi Shimbun. January 15, 1965.
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Another reaction appearing in the Asahi Journal was that of Kudo 

Shohachiro, permanent member of Nikkeiren (Japan Federation of 

Employers' Association) and head of the Tokyo Metropolitan Bank.

It is merely a statement of the obvious. What I want 
to know are the means of attaini^r^ such an image, but 
no concrete approach is shown.

Hayashi Kentaro shared this feeling when he wrote:

What kind of people are they thinking of? The image 
is not clear. . . I do not oppose the underlying idea of 
the report, but I do think it would have been-better if 
they had included historical data to demonstrate the 
ideal Japanese.

Opposition to the report in toto was expressed by a young novelist,

Ohe Kenzaburo, who particularly criticized the idea of linking the 

Emperor with patriotism. A young company employee in Tokyo reacted

strongly to what he saw as an attempt by the older generation to impose 
21a value judgment. Many others questioned the Committee's under

standing of "spiritual confusion" in postwar Japanese society.

The fourth group was opposed to the fact that the government 

dared to undertake such an enterprise as the establishment of an "ideal 

image" of the Japanese. They felt that this was a subjective matter which 

should be left to the individual. For instance, an artist. Okamoto Taro.

stated:

19. Ibid. , January 11, 1965.

20. Ibid.

21. The Asahi Shimbun, January 11 and 15, 1965.
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It is beyond government competence to direct and 
establish a moral standard and an ideal image of 
We cannot morally forgive it. The report emphasizes 
individuality and liberty in order to make its appearance 
acceptable. It rests, however, with our independent 
judgment to decide what is right and what is the ideal 
image of man. We should alienate this right to 
What do liberty and individuality mean when they are 
set from above? We ought not to repeat the prewar mis
take of allowing the government to direct our thinking. 22

man.

no one.
’Tl « -

The Socialist Party, predictably opposed to the report, issued 

the following statement:

The Party claims that the repoi t not only presents an 
improper image of the man who shoulders the new Japan, 
but also embodies reactionary statism as well as 
conservatism. The Party is especially against the view 
that loyalty to the Emperor and to the state should be 
the foundation of education. Such a view threatens the 
spirit of the Constitution and the Fundamental Law of 
Education.

It is interesting that the Socialist Party, unlike the last group mentioned 

above, did not object to the government's undertaking of such a moral 

enterprise. To the contrary, a group of Party members attempted to 

propose its own image of the ideal Japanese to counter the conservative 

proposal. The Teachers' Union, however, was more vehement in 

criticizing and denouncing the report, calling it a step toward militarism.

The controversial report takes the view that "the world, is divided 

a group of free nations and a group of totalitarian nations. " And, 

as the "happiness and security of individuals owe much to the state" as the

in two:

22. The Shukan Asahi, January 29, 1965.

23. Cf. The Mainichi Shimbun, January 15, 1965.

24. The Asahi Shimbun, October 31, 1966. The leftist reaction to the 
report can be summarized as "a blue-print for reactionary education 
and cultivating militarism. " Cf. Miyanohara Tadamitsu, ed., Kyoiku 
KokQsho (Black Paper on Education ) (Tokyo: Rodo Jumposha, 1968), p. 66.
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most powerful unit in such a divided world, education must awaken the 

people's consciousness of being members of the Japanese nation. To 

all intents and purposes, the report is an attempt to shift emphasis 

from internationalism to nationalism through teaching the "ideal image 

of man."

An education making no mention of "Japan" and the "Emperor"

-- as prescribed in the Fundamental Law -- undoubtedly appeared very 

unsatisfactory to some of the older generation. The report's concern 

with and emphasis on the integral nature of the Emperor and the 

Japanese nation are expressions of the prewar concept of the nation in 

which the two were held inseparable. (Under the present Constitution, 

however, the formal status of the Emperor rests with the general will of 

the people and can be altered or abolished by a two-thirds vote in the 

Diet and by a majority vote in a popular referendum.) The report 

neglects the possibility of the people's loving Japan, the substance, 

without "respecting and loving" the Emperor, the symbol.

The question of the Imperial institution is seldom discussed in 

relation to the concept of the nation despite its important prewar role as 

the ruling force and its postwar role as symbol of Japan. This is partly 

because the majority of the people support the present Imperial institu

tion.

Concerns Over National Security

Since November 1964, the policy and approach of the Sato govern

ment concerning the question of the nation can be characterized by its basic 

concern with security problems. Restoration of Kigensetsu and publication 

of Kitaj Sareru Ningen-Zo were preliminary steps by the government 

designed to foster confidence in and devotion for Japan. This, in turn.
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hopefully would prepare the people for the possible need of national 

defense. The first direct appeal for such an awareness was included in 

Prime Minister Sato's address to the extraordinary session of the Diet 

in December 1967. He stated;

I firmly believe that we can expect a better position 
in the world and also can contribute to the stability of 
Asia only when all the people have the will to defend 
Japan by their own hands and ponder realistic policies 
(for national defense). . . .Frankly speaking, 1 do not 
think the people are paying enough attention to this 
most important question of securing the safety of their 
country by their own hands.

Nadao Hirokichi, Minister of Education, stressed the need for "defense 

education" at a press conference that-saTwe'month.

In postwar education it has been regarded as taboo 
to take up the question of national security and 
consciousness for national defense. We should be 
getting over this tendency by now.

The LDP Convention in January 1968, adopted a highly defense- 

oriented platform which defined 1968 as the year of defense controversy.

It is indicative of great progress in terms of 
national security that defense problems have been 
publicly discussed. . . Dogmatism of the leftist forces 
is responsible for much of the present division in 
national views. In our march for the common national 
goal, we endeavor not to allow the leftist forces to 
sacrifice national prosperity and national interests.

our

25. Prime Minister Sato Eisaku's speech at the House of Representatives, 
December 5, 1967.

26. The Asahi Shimbun, December 28, 1967.
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Since the war, Japan has been protecting her security 
by the small armed self-defense forces and the strong 
U.S.-military forces set up under the U.S.-Japanese 
security treaty. If we are at all an independent people, 
we must have the spirit and will to defend our country by 
our own hands. It is regrettable, however, that many 
of the Japanese remain rather indifferent to the defense 
of the country owing to the despondency of defeat, 
resistance to the restoration of militarism, the habit of 
depending on the U.S., and ideological attacks by a group 
of agitators.

During 1968 we shall continue our vigorous campaign 
to achieve a better understanding of the U.S. -Japanese 
security treaty and to enhance the people's defense 
consciousness based on the awareness of Japan 
independent nation.

as an

When the LDP members attempt to attribute the major responsibility for 

the division over security matters to "the dogmatism of the leftist forces 

that sacrifices national prosperity and national interests, " they are 

choosing to appeal to the people directly concerning security and defense 

problems, bypassing or abandoning possible discussions with the leftist 

opposition. The Socialist Party's reaction to the LDP program confirms 

the depth and width of the gap that lies between the two major parties in 

Japan. The Socialist Party described the Sato government as "the most 

reactionary regime among the postwar conservative governments" and 

criticized its defense policy in the following words:

The Sato government attempts to develop a theory 
of national interest and reactionary nationalism in order 
to destroy the peace and democracy of the people and to 
cultivate defense consciousness and statism. It has also 
launched ideological offensives such as the restoration 
of Kigensetsu, the publication of Kitai Sareru Ningen-Zo, 
and the Meiji centenary. The government attempts to 
infuse the young people with reactionary thoughts by means

27. The LDP, 1968 Nen Undo Hoshin (Activity Program for 1968) 
(Tokyo, LDP., 1968), pTliT: --------- --------^------------------
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of state controlled education and other mass-communication 
measures including the TV networks.

We must recover the initiative in the struggle and win 
the offensive smuggle against the "Strategy for '70 of the 
Ruling Class.

-------- . =.The first test of these two antagonistic platforms came with the

visit of the U.S. atomic aircraft carrier, the "Enterprise, " to Sasebo 

in January 1968. A subsequent public opinion poll showed that less than 

10% of the people favored future visits by the carried. 

seemed not to have overcome the so-called "nuclear allergy" which the 

government had previously dismissed as an unfounded fear.

The second test resulted from a statement by the Minister of 

Agriculture and Forestry in the following month. Minister Kuraishi Tadao, 

while discussing the fishery problem in the northern sea, is reported to 

have said:

The people

We cannot hope for effective foreign policy without 
having warships and guns. The Constitution is too 
dependent on others in entrusting (its security) to the 
sincerity and good will of other countries. Japan, with 
such a constitution, looks like a U.S. concubine. She 
has no ground to stand on. We must defend our country 
by our own hands. If we have atomic bombs and an 
army of 300, 000.. .

He later argued in the Diet that this report was exaggerated, embellished 

and did not convey his true intentions. However, he recognized and 

emphasized again the limits of foreign policy without armed forces.

28. The JSP., 1968 Nendo Undo HSshin (Activity Program for 1968) 
in the Gekan Shakaito no. 131, March 1968.

29. The Sukan Asahi, April 5, 1968, pp. 22-23.
Minister Kuraishi's reply to the Budget Committee of House of 
Representatives, February 7, 1968.
The Asahi Shimbun, February 7, 1968.

30.

31.
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The Socialists, feeling challenged and provoked by this statement, 

persistently demanded Kuraishi'.s resignation and blocked discussion of 

all other subjects in theDiete—Thes^-raain reasoning was that he denied 

the spirit of peace embodied in the Constitution. Also, his remark that 

htrre-^ "insults the Japanese people andunarmed Japan was a "U.O 
„32nation.

•The Komei-To also reacted strongly. The February 10 editorial 

in Ko.mei Shimbun dealt with "The Kuraishi Statement and the Real Nature 

of the LDP, " reading in part as follows:

The contents of the Kuraishi staternent denies the 
spirit of the peace^Constitution and has-disclosed the 
intention of restoring militarism under the name of 
independent defense. It is a grave situation when a 
man who holds such a dangerous idea and speaks 
lightly of the Constitution holds the post of Minister of 
Agriculture as well.

The Democratic Socialist Party at first showed a different reaction 

when a party member stated that "Mr. Kuraishi's affection for the 

farmers and fishermen was honestly and frankly expressed. 

three opposition parties decided to act together in demanding a reply 

from the government on the following points: the threat to the Constitution 

posed by the Kuraishi statement; dismissal of Kuraishi and the Cabinet's 

apology; and basic principles concerning fishery rights in Japanese waters.

The

32. Question by Yanagita Shuichi (JSP) at the Budget Committee of 
House of Representatives, February 7, 1968.

The Komei Shimbun, February 10, 1968.

34. Sasaki Ryosaku's Question at the Budget Committee of House of 
Representatives, February 7, 1968.

35. The Asahi Shimbun, February 8, 1968.

33.
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The government rejected these demands and the Secretary-General 

of the LDP stated that the government and the LDP would not accept the 

demand.for Mr. Kuraishi's dismissal. "Even if Minister Kuraishi should 

offer his resignation. Prime Minister Sato would never accept it.

the opposition coalition.remained firm, stalling_progress in 

the Diet for 17 days. The government finally capitulated, and decided 

on Kuraishi's dismissal because "there has been no progress on the 

budget deliberation so crucial to the people.

Solidifying the opposition coalition were severe criticisms of 

Kuraishi's statement and of the Sato government which, according to the 

coalition, over-reacted in his defense. An editorial in the Asahi Shjmbun, 

for example, criticized the government's attitude and policy;

„36

.>37

Judging from the characteristic and recent shift to 
the right of the Sato government, we cannot dismiss our 
suspicion that the theory of Constitutional revision has 
been developed as an organized movement, and not 
through a mere slip of the tongue. We believe the easy
going manner of the Prime Minister and the executives 
of the LDP toward the Constitutional question is primarily 
responsible for the suspension of the Diet session.^®

As far as the Diet was concerned, this issue was officially resolved by 

the resignation of Minister Kuraishi. It is clear, however, that the issue 

never satisfactorily settled and that the controversy left a wider.was

36. Ibid., February 9, 1968.

37. The LDP Statement, February 23, 1968.

38. The Asahi Shimbun. February 24, 1968.
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deeper gap between the conservatives and the progressives.^^ 

debate brought out the basic differences bebveen the conservative and 

progressive camps on the role of the military in international politics, or, 

more specifically, the role of the SeK-Defense Forces and the U.S.- 

' Tapanes^-^ecurity Treaty. The conflicting views concerning "the state" 

with respect to those concerning "the armed forces" were based on 

different war experiences and different concepts of how national security 

could be achieved in the nuclear age. The government and LDP approach 

this question in an "inductive" manner based on realities of present 

international politics, whereas the Socialists tend to take a "deductive" 

approach based on the Constitutional principle of peace — which is still 

the exception rather than the rule at this stage of human development. 

Therefore, the oft-discussed comparison between the "realistic approach 

of the conservatives" and the "idealistic approach of the progressives" 

has some truth as far as their attitudes toward the defense problem

"realistic" policies are supported by the 

hard realities of world politics but are unable to offer the people a future 

vision of Japan or a sense of national mission. On the contrary, the 

Socialists' approach has been attractive idealistically, but fails to show 

the people how their ideals can be realized or how Japan's security can be 

guaranteed unless the world becomes secure for unarmed nations.

The Kuraishi

are

concerned. The conservatives

* * *

39. This point was fully recognized by the leading party members. 
Cf. the above-mentioned LDP statement of February 23 
and Horigome Seido, "Kuraishi Mondai to Goken Undo, "
(The Question of Kuraishi and the Constitution Protection 
Movement) Gekkan Shakai-To, no.133, May 1968, pp. 94-101.
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The reaction following the war was one denying completely the 

prewar concept of the nation. Although some of the leftists advocated

the-overthrow of the Imperial system and establishment of a people's 

republic, they were soon forced to drop these demands in face of over-

whelming,support for the new "symbolic Emperor system. ", Tbexsncept

of the nation during the Occupation may be characterized as "peaceful, "

"cultural, " and one which did not contradict the "idealistic" 

a-political state. Indeed, the "Japanese state" during that period did 

possess sovereignty and the government acted as a mere agent of the 

Occupation in domestic politics, as well as in international relations.

The ideal of an a-political state was not, therefore, a complete illusion.

A valid question is whether such a "state" can really be called a state 

in the normal sense of the word.

"democratic, "

not

For the Japanese people, who had 

deeply felt the influence of state power, the fall of kokutai was a total

liberation from that power. It is also true that for the Japanese who had 

experienced and known only kokutai, the fall of Japan meant the fall of the 

state in general. When the necessity for a new state was recognized 

during this period, such a state had to be created. The predominant 

thinking of the time was that there were given absolute values such as 

peace and democracy, and that the state had to be created in concordance 

with these values.

With the enforcement of the San Francisco peace treaty, 

that was not yet "created" suddenly emerged. The traditional concept 

of the state, silenced during the Occupation, began to assert itself again. 

The government and conservative parties started implanting their concept 

of the traditional state ~ supported by the state power which was in their

a state
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control -- by means of correcting "the excesses of Occupation policy" to 

suit what they held to be the realities of Japan. The educational system, 

considered primarily responsible for the anti-power concept of the state, 

their first target. Centralization of educational institutions 

forcefully carried out during the second period. The "roll-back" policy, 

or return to traditional concepts, quickly weakened the concept of the 

idealized state built up during the Occupation. The conservatives made

was was

good use of "the realities of international politics, " and skillfully avoided 

direct confrontation with the "ideal" concept of the nation simply by 

distinguishing between the idealism and the reality of the nation, 

reality of the nation gradually drove out the idealism, resulting in a 

wider gap between the two concepts of the nation. The anti-treaty revision 

movement in 1960 marked one climax, and the gap remained.

Economic growth since the latter half of the 1950's reached an 

astonishingly high level under the Ikeda government. The conservatives, 

who had dealt a grave blow to the idealized conceot of the nation, shifted 

emphasis to nation-building" from the non-ideological viewpoint of 

economic development. They attempted to gain the people's support by 

focusing on material gain, rather than a mere ideal.

The

In sum, this was

"economic nationalism, " successful in developing Japan into a major

economic power in the world. As the second period ended in keen 

political struggle, the third period symbolically came to an end in the 

'national" festival of the 1964 Olympic Games in Tokyo.

Under the Sato government, an awakening of the national conscious- 

has been called for with renewed vigor. The conservatives 

consider the people ready, both spiritually and materially, for

ness now

more
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vigorous and greater demands by the government for the sake of the 

nation. The war in Vietnam and Communist China's political offensive 

backed by nuclear weapons are used by the conservative government in 

order to emphasize external threats, and the need for national defense

and security^. :^rmerly veiled arguments for national defense have 

emerged as. a new "realist" school in journalism and other

This realist" school of relatively young 

scholars has begun emphasizing the necessity of the U.S. - Japanese 

security treaty and of rearmament with conventional

now

mass-
communication media*

weapons, and thus 
is shifting the general tenor of discussion by Japan's articulate public 

opinion leaders on the question of national-security. The Diet session 

iti 1967-1968 was callejli'the Diet of the national security and defense

controvers^y. " The opposing attidues of the conservative and

progressive camps have become increasingly entrenched in anticipation 

of conflict when the present security-treaty with the United States 

up for review in 1970.

Thus 

of the nation.

comes

, a quarter of a centurT"after defeat, Japanese concepts 

with varying degrees of intensity, have come to focus on 

the question of national security and defense - an issue which lies as 

the core of nationalism as often pointed out by scholars in this field.

Postwar Japanese concepts of the nation have undergone various 

drastic changes: complete denial of the prewar concept; 

ideal concept; "roll-back"
proposal of an

or return to the conventional concept; an

economic-oriented concept; and, finally, a security-oriented concept. 

We treated these concepts as they occurred rather than attempting to 

discuss a single concept throughout the postwar period. At the same time,
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however, it is possible to extract several relatively continuous 

found in these concepts. The second part of this thesis discusses 

elements in detail. In discussing them, it is important to bear the 

following three reference points in mind in order to locate these elements 

properly in the complex and contradictory concepts of the nation.

The first frame of reference is the "left" vs. the "right" in the 

spectrum of political ideology. This refers not only to the pro

mental and anti-governmental power struggle . It means the conflict 

between Marxist philosophy and anti-Marxist creeds 

struggle for state power.

elements

these

govern-

as well as the

The second frame of reference is generational - particularly 

important to consider when people experience such a drastic experience 
as the Defeat was for Japan. As we have repeatedly indicated, it makes

a great difference whether 

thirties, forties, or sixties,

(Prewar Generation), Senchu-Ha (Wartime Generation),

(Postwar Generation) are significant subdivisions in any characteristic 

of these national issues.

a man experienced the war in his twenties.

or not at all. The so-called Senzen-?Ia.

and Sengo-Ha

The third frame of reference is the conflict between the "idealist" 

or "pacifist" and the "realist. " Although this third reference point 
overlaps somewhat with the first two, it must be clearly distinguished 

from them. The pacifist attitude is often expressed in anti government
action, but it differs in motives and goals from the Marxist-oriented

anti-government movement. The leftist anti-government movement, 
with its slogan of peace, must be carefully examined.

even

I



part II

FOCI OF CONTROVERSY

Part II examines some of the controversial issues that symbolize 

the nature of postwar Japanese concepts of the nation. The various views 

of national security signify the depth and the width of conflicting concepts 

of the nation in contemporary world politics. Education, the prime 

instrument for enhancing nationalism and the focus of the heated contro

versy between the "conservatives" and the "progressives, " has been 

tightly centralized and has begun to contribute to the awakening of 

national consciousness among the younger generations. The imperial 

institution which played the key role in prewar nationalism has experienced 

a drastic change both in its basic structure and in its legal status. This 

institution, however, constitutes a uniquely Japanese view of the nation. 

The occasion of the Meiji Centenary provided an opportunity to reflect 

and re-examine Japan's past century from different historical viewpoints. 

This chapter, together with the chapter on the imperial institution, 

examines continuity and discontinuity between prewar and postwar concepts 

of the nation.

a new
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CHAPTER 6

CONFRONTATION' OF VARIOUS VIEWS 

ON NATIONAL SECURITY

A. Question of Principles: Article Nine of the Constitution and 
Rearmament “ ' ^------------- --------------

This chapter examines one aspect of the concepts of the nation 

by analyzing the ideas and policies behind the question of Japan's security 

and defense. Along with the view of the state held by the people, the 

leftist attitude toward national security provides a uniquely Japanese

concept of the nation in its relation to other sovereign states. To some 

extent, the optimistic view of an unarmed nation surviving and thriving 

in the world today is a direct extension of the distrust toward state power

prevalent in domestic politics. This leftist distrust frequently appears 

coated by a highly idealistic view of the world as a peaceful community 

— often to such an extent that the genuine ideal and the distrust are no

longer distinguishable. In any case, the real question for a student of 

international politics is whether or not complete unilateral disarmament 

would jeopardize the security of the nation.

We will first discuss the problem posed by Article Nine of the 

Japanese Constitution with reference to the de facto and expanding Self- 

Defense Forces of Japan. The Preamble of the Constitution proclaims 

the high ideal of peace as follows;

We, the Japanese people, desire peace for all time 
and are deeply conscious of the high ideals controlling 
human relations. We have determined to preserve 
security and existence, trusting in the justice and faith 
of the peace-loving peoples of the world. . ..! emnhasis 
added]

our
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The famous Article Nine reads:

Aspiring sincerely to an international peace based 
on justice and order, the Japanese people renounce 
war forever as a sovereign right of the nation, and the 
threat or use of force as means of settling international 
disputes.

In order to accomplish the aim of the preceding 
paragraph, land, sea, and air forces, as well as other 
war potentials, will never be recognized. The right 
of belligerency of the state will not be recognized.

We will not discuss legal interpretations concerning the question of a

It suffices here to know that the majority view of scholars 

holds that the article renounces all kinds of war, including defensive 

as well as the use of force to settle international disputes, 

for.us to study is the impact of this war renunciative clause on Japanese 

concepts of the nation.

The Constitution-Making Process

The first question is: who was responsible for this article?

This has special relevance for those who advocate constitutional revision. 

They urge revision on the grounds that the Constitution was formed under 

the Occupation and, therefore, has not been an expression of the free 

will of the Japanese people. "Nationalism" seems to favor this reasoning. 

According to the most authoritative study of the Constitution, carried out 

by the Kempo Ch5sa-Kai (The Constitution Research Committee),

Article Nine came into being under strong pressure from the Occupation 

authorities. To summarize the committee's agreement on this point:

defensive war.

war.
1 The issue

1. Cf, Miyazawa Toshiyoshi, Nippon Koku Kemp5 (The Constitution of 
Japan) (Tokyo: Nippon Hyoron Sha, 1955), p. 165^ “

—
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On the following grounds it is sufficiently justifiable 
to say that the Constitution was forced on the Japanese 
people by the Occupation authority: the undeniable fact 
that the draft, in English, was handed to the Japanese 
government; even if accepted willfully by the Japanese, 
the Constitution was formed under the Occupation, which 
could order virtually anything based on the Pitsdam 
Declaration. In particular, it is an incontestable fact 
that the major reason for accepting it was to maintain 
the Imperial system,"^

The fact that Japanese leaders at that time accepted the revolu

tionary concept of an unarmed nation primarily because they wished to 

maintain the Imperial system leads to the core of the second question: 

that the concept of the nation held by the ruling circle right after the war

was the same as the wartime principle of kokutai, and possessed 

for a democratic nation.
no germ

Ashida Hitoshi, one of the Shidehara Cabinet 

members who drew up the draft of the Constitution, later mentioned the

atmosphere in which the Constitution was formulated. According to this 

account, his group felt that acceptance of the MacArthur draft was the

only way to save the Emperor. He further maintained that publication 

of MacArthur's draft would encourage journalistic support, and that if 

the Shidehara Cabinet had resigned, avoiding responsibility for the 

Constitution, the succeeding Cabinet would have accepted the entire

American draft. The prevailing mood of the Cabinet
O

a quid pro quo.
was to accept it as

As to who initiated Article Nine, opinions diverge: 

some claim that it was Prime Minister Shidehara; others attribute the 

primary responsibility to General MacArthur, MacArthur himself

2. Kempo Chosa-Kai Jimukyoku, ed., Kemp5 Seitei no Katei ni Kansuru 
Hokokusho (Report on the ConstitutFon Establishing Processl 
Tokyo; Jiji Tsushinsha, 1961), p. 499. ---------------

3. Jushi Kemp5 Kisei D5mei, ed., Imano KempS o Kou Omou. (Views 
^ the Present Constitution) (Tokyo: Jushu KempS Kisei Domil 
Shuppanbu, 1958), pp. 5-7.
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testified that the renunciation of war clause was the Prime Minister's
4

Dr. Takayanagi Kenzo, Chairman of the Research Committee, 

shared the same opinion. Former Prime Minister Yoshida Shigeru, 

the other hand, believed the MacArthur 

stated:

idea.

on was chiefly responsible. He

In my opinion, this [Article Ninej was added by
Needless to say. Prime Minister 

bhidehara shared the conviction and perhaps he said 
something about it when he met with the General. I can 
not believe however, that Premier Shidehara proposed 
to include this kmd of stipulation in the Constitution. 5

The report by the Constitution Research Committee 

a conclusion as to who was the actual initiator of the
did not draw 

article. Some

contended that it was useless to inquire into this particular question as 

the Committee recognized that the whole Constitution 

under Occupation pressure. Nakasone Yasuhiro, for instance, claimed 

that Japanese will prevailed only within the framework of Occupation 

policy, and that SCAP "recommendations"

was established

were utilized to maneuver

Japan to act supposedly under the guise of her voluntary will.® 

more critical members of the Committee, such as Kamikawa Hikomatsu,

To the

4. Cf. Douglas MacArthur

5. Kempo Ch5sa-Kai, op. cit., p. 262.
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Article Nine was tantamount to an American conspiracy. Although this 

was an extreme opinion in the Committee, it signifies the anti-American 

feeling-of-4he older conservatives concerning the constitutional question. 

This elderly professor emeritus of Tokyo University maintained:

Fundamentally, Article Nine is an application of the 
American policy of disarmament and demilitarization 
that aimed to place Japan under the permanent control 
of the United States by prohibiting Japan from having all 
kinds of armaments including those with war potential.

In order to camouflage this policy, the Preamble and 
Article Nine are veiled by beautiful phrases. In this 
sense the Preamble and Article Nine are deceptions.

Now, it is clear that the conservative ruling circle felt compelled by: 

Occupation pressure, but accepted the MacArthur draft in order to 

the Emperor and the Imperial system. The primary and gravest 

was how to save the Emperor and kokutai. Little consideration was given 

to the implications of the article. Only the Communists voiced doubts 

and opposed the renunciation of defensive war. Amid the confusion and 

despondency of defeat, desire for peace and disarmament was a "national" 

emotion ~ among the ruling circle as well as the people. The sublime 

ideal of world peace was an honest reflection of the time. Prime Minister 

Shidehara stated his view on 

in the following words:

save

concern

peace in the Privy Council on March 20, 1946,

. . .1 believe Article Nine has no counterpart in the 
world. I do not believe that Japan's renunciation of 
war will induce other countries to follow our example 
immediately. The renunciation of war is a just cause.

7. Kemp5 Chosa-Kai Dai Ichibukai, ed., Zembun, Tenno. Senso no 
Hoki, Kaisei, Saiko Hoki ni Kansuru Hckokusho (Report on the 
Preamble, the Emperor, Revision, and Supreme Law) “
(Kempo Chosa-Kai, Appendix no. 7), pp.145-146.
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Japan shall march along in the wild field of inter
national society, upholding the banner of her ideal.
With or without followers for our cause we shall dare 
to go on because it is right to do so.. . It is regrettable 
that a policy of military might prevails today. However. 
I believe that 20 to 30 years from now nations of the 
world will come to ponder deeply the necessity of 
renouncing war. My great pleasure will be to look over 
my shoulder from my grave at the nations of the world 
following this great cause. ^

Shidehara was not alone in supporting the ideal of peace as prescribed in 

There was general agreement among the Japanese 

the United Nations' role in providing security for Japan. ^ Although this 

a consensus of wish, there were many who pointed out the UN 

inability of any such guarantee of security. There'was strong Japanese 

willingness to sacrifice part of its own sovereignty to the UN, but, 

ironically, victor and other nations were known to be unwilling, 

discussion on whether or not the article renounced defensive war 

indication of agreement that it did. Prime Minister Yoshida took this 

view in his reply to those who justified defensive wars. Addressing the 

House of Representatives in 1946, he stated:

the Constitution. on

was s

Lack of

was an

Although this clause concerning the renunciation of 
war does not deny the right of self-defense directly, it 
does renounce war as an execution of the right of self- 
defense through prohibition of any kind of armament 
and of the right of belligerency in paragraph two. Many 
wars have been fought in the name of defensive wars. 
The Manchurian Incident and the Pacific War are cases
in point.. . You seem to imply that defensive war is 
legitimate, but I beli 
is harmful.

that this kind of recognitioneve

8. Kempo Ch5sa-Kai, ed., Kempo Seitei no Katei, op. cit., p. 357.

9. Ibid., p. 339.

10. Kobayashi Naoki, Nihon ni Okeru Kempo Dotai no Bunseki (Analysis 
o£.Constitutional Dynamics in Japan) (Tokyo: Twanami RhniPn IPTiTi 
pp. 201-202.
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Government interpretation has undergone drastic changes since 

Before we-discuss this issue, it is 

factor,a. that led ^n gimti an

then. appropriate to examine the

^nd made it acceptable to the majority 

s war experiences:of the Japanese people. First, the people 15 years
ofJiardgJlIjLdaiing ,from the .Manchurian Incident to the Pacific .W_ar and

the disasters in Hiroshima and Nagasaki have made rearmament and the

military emotionally repulsive to the Japanese. Second, as previously 

discussed. the initial American policy of demilitarization of Japan induced 

or at least reinforced the article. Third, although the cold war

just starting in 1946-1947, Japan's military position in Asia
was

was not

considered as important as tha^of Chiang Kai-shek's China.

-there was stiU some after-^low-of-hope of an effective concert of powers 

supporting and utilizing the UN and its agencies. Fourth, the primary 

concern of the Japanese ruling circle at that time was the Imperial system. 

And, finally, Japan's situation as a defeated nation under the Occupation 

contributed to relative negligence of her security problem. _ However, 

all these factors can be regarded as passive factors. If only 

of getting through a complicated situation, it became one of the "given" 

factors for the Japanese. But none of these reasons suggested gave 

active Japanese impetus to an anti-war clause.

In addition.

as a way

n. For example, according to the United States Initial Post-SnrrPnHor- 
Policy for Japan (August 29, 19451; one of the ultimate objectives 
oi the United States in regard to Japan, to which policies in the 
initial period must conform is "to insure that Japan will not again 
become a menace to the United States or to the peace and security 

a purpose, "Japan will be completely disarmed
and demilitarized. The authority of the militarists and the influence 
of militarism will be totally eliminat ed from her political,economic 
and social life. Institutions expressive of the spirit of militarism 
and aggression will be vigorously suppressed. " The SCAP ed. 
Political Reorientation of Japan, p. 423.
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Despite this initial passive acceptance of the ideal of peace,

postwar education in a broad sense has been successful in diffusing and

impliaatifl^-the spirit of the Constitution. The young writer, Ohe Kenzaburo, __

is a good example of those who internalized this ideal into their own value

bt^-Ohe was twelve whe-n-he-^aw the Constitution promulgated..-

He later wrote that "the people's sovereignty and the renunciation of

became fundamental ingredients, along with my body and spirit, of my

moral sense as a man of the postwar generation. " For Ohe, who regards

the renunciation of war as part of his moral awareness, criticisms

against the Constitution appear as denials of his own personality and 
13

disturbJumj.^__The expanding armed forces and the louder outcries

for censtitutional-revioion have-caused him despair and frustration. He 

reaches the conclusion that "Japanese politics is practiced beyond

war

our

reach. .. Japan is under American control and it is a fact that what moves 

Japan is not the will of the Japanese. His attribution of all faults to 

"American imperialism" is grossly oversimplified and incorrect. It

resembles the dogmatic leftist creed, yet must be distinguished from 

that creed because Ohe's argument is based on his personal morality 

rather than on the systematic social theory of Marxism. If Ohe does 

not represent the opinion of the majority of the postwar generation, he is a 

typical representative of the "purely cultivated" product of postwar 

education.

12. Ohe Kenzaburo, Genshuku na Tsuna-Watari, (Serious Rope-Walking) 
(Tokyo: Bungei .Shinjusha, 1965), pp. 133-134.

13. Ibid., p. 135.

14. Ibid., p. 113.
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Today, when all but the first of the above-mentioned 

i.e., war experience, for the acceptance of the Constitution have
reasons,

disappearved, it is remarkable that we still find strong support among 

the people for the renunciation of war clause. As shown in repeated 

^opinion ^oUs, the people's war .experience alone is not able to.aeeount

for the present pacifist tendency. Part of its strength derives from the 

fact that this experience was institutionalized in the form of the Constitu

tion, and this, in turn, has made it possible to transmit the war experience
to the postwar generation, as well as to keep it alive among those who

experienced the war. This "institutionalization" may also involve the 

widespread Japanese attitude toward laws once they are enacted, 

to erase the "nuclear allergy" by conservatives indicate their 

of the above fact.

Efforts

awareness

Changes in the Government's Interpretation of Article Nine and the

Move for Constitutional Revision

Gmeral MacArthur delivered a New Year's Message to the 

Japanese people on January 1, 1950, in which he referred to Article Nine 

in the following way:

Some contemporary cynics deride us visionary Japan's 
constitutional renunciation of the concept of belligerency 
and armed security. Be not overly concerned by such 
detractors. A product of Japanese thought, this provision 
is based upon the highest of moral ideals, and yet 
constitutional provision was

no
ever more fundamentally sound 

and practical. While by no sophistry of reasoning can it be 
interpreted as complete negation of the inalienableright of' 
self-defense against unprovoked attack, it is a sinking 
affirmation by a people laid prostrate by the sword, of 
faith in the ultimate triumph of international morality and 
justice without resort to the sword. [Emphasis added]

15. The Nippon Times. January 1, 1950.
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It became clear that the Occupation's interpretation of the article did not 

renounce defensive war. The conservative government lost no time in

follow example, ^ut-with caution and reservation, until the-establish

ment of the Self-Defense Forces in 1954.^^ Government logic was that the 

Forces did not constitute

war power as prohibited in the Constitution. By government contention, 

they were not "armies" and therefore not unconstitutional.^'^

With the establishment of the Self-Defense Forces the government 

adopted the interpretation that "armament for self-defense is 

tutional. "
not unconsti-

Public opinion sunveys-indicated popular support for the_ 

governmejit:s interpr_etatiom. Prime Minister Hatoyama Ichiro proclaimed 

that "the-governHvent-defeftse-pe4i«y-is-+e-establish defensive 

order to realize the position of independent self-defense 

possible.

power in

as soon as

In 1957 Prime Minister Kishi Shinsuke announced the
.,18

govern

ment view that "possession of nuclear weapons is possible as long as they 

are within the scope-of the right of self-defense. „19 And to hostile 

"Criticism that the government interreactions the government replied:

pretation changes and expands constantly is unfounded. . . . There has only 

been a change in nuance. „20
A summary of the government's interpreta

tion, as reported by the Committee in 1961, reads as follows:

16. Kobayashi, op.cit.. pp. 209-211.

17. Yamauchi Kazuo, Seifu no Kemp5 Kaishaku (Government' s Inter- 
£retation of the Constitution) (Tokyo: Yushindo. 19~65), p. 31.

18. Ibid. , pp.31-32.

19. Prime Minister Kishi's reply at the Internal Affairs Committee of 
the House of Councilors, May 7, 1957.

,20. Kempo Chosa-Kai, ed., Kemp5 no UnyS ni tsuite (On the Practice 
of the Constitution) Appendix no. 5, p.244.
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Right of Self-Defense and Defensive Action
iraragraph one oi Article Nine does not'deny Japan 

the inherent right of self-defense as an independent 
nation. ... As long as we have the right of self-defense 
we are entitled to take necessary actions in order to 
repel external attacks to the land and the people, or any 
necessary measures for self-defense.

War Potential
Force short of "capability to prosecute modern ' " 

warfare or the maintenance of '\he minimum power 
necessary for self defense" is not unconstitutional.

Nuclear Weapons
As to present government policy, the Self-Defense 

Forces will not be

Thus, official interpretation of the Constitution does 

weapons. The renunciation of 

government policy to such an extent that for 

ment has been determined to abolish Article Nine.

not prohibit "defensive" 

war clause, however, has been restricting 

more than a decade the

The first concrete

govern-

move for constitutional revision was the establishment of the Liberal 

Party's Constitution Research Committee in 

camp had organized the National Federation for

March 1954. The progressive 

the Protection of the 
Constitution in January of that same year, with the purpose of "consoli

dating the people's opinion for the protection t>22of the Constitution, 
the general election to the House of Representatives in February 1955, 

the Constitution was the primary ~ if not the sole - issue. 

election results were as follows:

In

The

21. Ibid. , pp. 248-251.

22. Kempo Ch5sa-Kai, ed., K^po Kaisei Mondai no Snii
Constitutional Revision HroN^n^) (Tokyo: KempS'Chosa

° Jyakkan no Kosatsu" {SomeStudies Concerning Article Nine), Sekai, no. 235 (June 1965), p. 44.

-Kai,
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Parties Previous No. Total New Seats Total

Democratic 124 185 297304
(loss of 7)Liberal 180 112

Socialist
(left) 74 89

156135
(gain of 21)Socialist

(right) 61 67

R o n o 5 4

Communist 1 2

Other 10 6

The so-called "Constitution Protecting" forces won more than one-third 

of the Diet seats, making revision impossible. Stalemate in the Diet 

deprived the constitutional issue of its sense of urgency and the movements 

for and against revision have been more or less dormant since then. The 

only controversial step toward revision was the establishment of the Consti

tutional Research Committee "under the Cabinet" in 1957 for the purpose 

of "studying the Constitution of Japan and related problems, and reporting 

the findings to the Cabinet and to the Diet through the Cabinet. " The 

Constitution Research Committee Law of 1956, which set up the Committee, 

stipulated that it be composed of 30 Diet members, 20 qualified academics, 

and others, but owing to the Socialists' refusal to participate, the 

Committee was originally composed of the following members;

24. Cf. Kempo Chosa-Kai, ed., Kempo Ch5sa-Kai HSkokusho no Gaiyo 
(Outline of the Report by the "Constitution Research Committee)
(Tokyo: Kempo Chosa-Kai, 1961), pp. 2-3.
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Diet members belonging to the LDP................... 18

Ryokufu-Kai...........................................

Scholars and other qualified people

2

19
39

Although the Committee's purpose was to study the Constitution in its 

entirety, the focal point was Article Nine as the following paragraph of 

the Committee's report demonstrates:

We may say that the central issue in the question 
of Constitutional revision is whether Article Nine 
should be revised or not. The whole argument 
revision originated in the controversy over this same 
article. It is also because of Article Nine that the 
issue of constitutional revision is marked by strong 
political confrontation.^^

over

The question of Article Nine has immediate relevance to the status of the 

Self-Defense Forces and the U. S.-Japanese Security Treaty, but funda

mentally it is a question of Japan's national security and the understanding 

of Japan's position in world politics. Committee members from the LDP 

publicized their suggestions for revision of the Constitution in a report 

entitled. The Direction of Constitutional Revision. According to their 

report, "struggle over the interpretation of Article Nine has aroused 

deplorable phenomena" as follows:

25. Ibid., p. 40. Other issues of Constitutional revision as advocated 
by the conservatives includes: (1) strengthening of the position of the 
Emperor as the head of the state; <2) articles concerning rights and 
duties of the people (Chapter III) should be simplified and ordinary 
laws should determine them in detail; (3) reformation of the National 
Diet, including appointive members; (4) reformation of the Cabinet, 
especially its control of the armed forces; (5) reformation of the 
Court, including the establishment of e.xtraordinary courts; and (6) 
reformation of the local government for further centralization.
Cf. Miyazawa Toshiyoshi and others, Kempo Kaisei (Constitutional 
ReyisionHTo'^yo; Yuhikaku, 1956), pp.230-245. Cf. also lenaga 
Saburo, "Kaikenron wa Nanio Mezashiteiruka" (What Does the Theory 
of Constitutional Revision Aim At? ) SekaL no. 222 (June 1964), pp. 35-41.
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(1) Through distrust with regard to the government 
and the governmental party, distrust and dissatisfaction 
are now prevailing among the people with regard to 
politics in general, rule of law and parliamentary 
government -

(2) Division in national opinions.

(3) The undesirable influence of struggle and suspicion 
over interpretation of Article Nine on the people's 
psychology. This is a grave obstacle to the establish
ment of a national defense system. For example, it 
virtually prohibits us from possessing any kind of nuclear 
weapons, improving cooperation with the United States 
(i.e., the question of the atomic submarine), and increasing 
our own defense forces by our own will. It is obvious that 
these limitations arise primarily from Article Nine (or 
from the fact that interpretation of the article is not without 
controversy). In particular, it has a grave influence on the 
morale of the Self-Defense Forces.^®

The report proposed as an amendment to the article that "japan shall

renounce all aggressive wars and shall not resort to war
„27

as a means to

The revisionists desired a Kellogg- 

Briand type of declaration, denying the whole spirit of the epoch-making 

provision of the Japanese Constitution. One can argue that "the

settle international disputes.

renunciation of aggressive wars" and "war as a means to settle inter

national disputes" are duties of United Nations members and need not 

be prescribed in the Constitution. The above-mentioned report by the 

LDP members of the Committee reveals the real purpose behind the 

proposed revision of the Constitution.

Public Opinion

•With respect to our theme of concepts of the nation, the Constitu

tion ~ especially Article Nine — presents two questions that should be

26. Yagi Hideji, ef al,, Kemp5 Kaisei no Hoko (Direction of the Consti- 
tutional Ecvision) (Tokyo: Jiji Tsushinsha, T96'3), p. 51.

27. Ibid., p. 51. ‘
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theoretically distinguished but are mutually interdependent, 

fact that establishment of the Constitution under pressure from

One is the

the

Occupation,has produced a naive nationalism which demands "an independent 

Constitution. " The other is the fact that, through controversy over Article 

. - .-Nine,.^the.Constitution has provided the people with much food for thought 

on the question of national defense. The majority feeling of the Committee 

- that the Constitution was not a product of Japanese will and that revision

was necessary — is not widely shared by the people in general. Moreover, 

this feeling has been diluted recently. For example, the feeling 

shared by 31% of the people in 1958, but only by 21% in 1985.^® 

recent survey by the government posed a rather leading question:

was

A more

The present Constitution was established based on 
the SCAP draft when Japan was under the Occupation 
of the Allied Powers such as the United States and 
Great Britain. Do you think this is a grave fault of 
the Constitution, or do you think it is a question that 
you don't have to be overly concerned with?

Among those who could identify some of the characteristics of the Consti

tution in the previous questions of the survey, or 64%, only 20% answered 

in the affirniative; 49% in the negative; 16% answered that a simple, 

unqualified reply was impossible; and 15% were undecided. Twenty 

practice of the Constitution has given the people the feeling that 

it is now their Constitution even if its "birth certificate" is somewhat

years

28. Naikaku Soridaijin Kambo Koho Shitsu, ed., Kampo ni Kansuru 
yoron Chosa (1-10) Sogo HSkoku (General Beport on the PubUF 
Opinion Polls Concerning the Constitution, 1-1^1967

29. Naikaku Soridaijin Kambo Koho Shitsu, ed., Kempo ni Kansuru 
Yoron ChSsa (Public Opinion Survey on ConsTitution), 1967j7~p. 14.

p. 21.

?
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in question. This means that the theory of Occupation pressure held by 

the conservative revisionists was not seen -- by this poll sample — as a 

sufficient or convincing argument, even as an appeal to the national 

sentiment of the people. There is also opinion on the Left that revision 

of.Article Nine would open broader possibilities of revision, and-that 

more time is needed for younger political leadership to emerge before 

there might be serious undertaking of Constitutional revisions. Also, 

there have been some strong interested groups who have gained by the 

1947 Constitution and they are not eager to see ambitious revision.

It is important to know, as far as we can, the general understanding 

of the people concerning the Constitution before we proceed in more detail 

to their specific reactions to the constitutional problems with regard to 

national defense and security. According to a poll carried out in 1967, 

about 40% of the people have read the Constitution either in its entirety

was

It is notable that one out of five are unaware 

that a totallynew Constitution was drawn up after the war. 

approximately two-thirds are aware of the war renunciation clause, as shown
O 1

by the following survey results.

or in part. Eighteen percent do not know that the Constitution 
established after the war.^*^

However,

Do you know that there is an article that renounces 
war in the Constitution?

1961 1962 1963 1965

Yes • 73% 76% 76%. 65%

24% • 35%No 27% 24%

30. Ibid., pp. 12-13.

31. Ibid., p. 33.
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Now, as to interpretation of Article Nine: 31% interpret it to 

renounce "all kinds of armament; " 42% believe that it does not renounce
32no opinion. On the contrary,

in a poll taken in 1963, a majority of scholars and legal experts expressed

less than 10% supportad .the.

maintenance of defense forces through amending the article. 

clear, therefore, that the majority view of these constitutional scholars 

and public figures has formed the main current in the world of education 

and the press, although it is a minority view among the people-at-large.

Public Opinion surveys indicate that, as far as the Constitution 

is concerned, the people stand in the middle of the road ~ between the 

eon&erva-Wve revi&ionists and the progressive intellectuals and the 

Socialists. That is, the survey majority opposes the revision of Article 

Nine and does not believe that it renounces defenseive

It is

war.

Three Concepts of National Security

These various views on the Constitution and the people's reactions 

to them can be grouped into three concepts of national security. They 

are:

32. Eemarkable differences are reported according to ages. Those who 
are in their twenties support the view of renunciation of defensive 
war with 47% to 39% (male and 36% to 33% (female). More support 
the idea of self-defense among those who are in their thirties, and 
among those older than 60, 55% (male and 25% (female) take the view 
that the Constitution does not renounce defensive war, as opposed 
to 19% (male) and 18% (female) who consider it has renounced all 
kinds of war. Ibid., pp. 19-20.

33. Cf. Horitsu Jiho, November 1963, carried out a survey by mailing 
to 286 scholars and practitioners of public law; 161 persons 
answered (56.3%).
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1. Security through complete disarmament and 
reliance on international agencies;

2. Security through limited armament and 
alliance with the U-S.; and

3. Security through unlimited armament and 
complete independence or basically 
reconsidered alliances.

The first concept of national security finds support among those

who consider defense forces unnecessary for Japan's security. The 

latest survey on this matter (November 1968) disclosed that about 15% of 

the people hold this view. However, this Hgure needs to be qualified 

by the answers to a more direct question: "What do you think we have 

to do in order to protect Japan?" As many as 28% answered that Japan's

security could be realized by "complete disarmament and neutralism. " 

These figures seem contradictory, but the conflict is resolved 

discover the reasons why the majority of the people support the Self- 

Defense Forces:

as we

The Self-Defense Forces are necessary in order to: 

Guard against external aggression . . . .17% 

Secure public order 

Cope with natural calamity or accident . . 27% 

Attain equality with other armed nations. .

Other .................................................

. 31%

6%

19%

Those who consider defense forces necessary in time of "natural calamity 

or accident" may also believe that the best way to secure Japan's safety

The Mainichi Shimbun, November 25, 1968. 

35. The Mainichi Shimbun. July 1, 1968.
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is through complete disarmament without realizing the contradiction — 

namely, that the Self-Defense Forces are not intended to meet events 

such as natural disasters or accidents. Moreover, the fact that only 5%

of the people interpret Article Nine as a renunciation of all wars, including 

defensive, demonstrates the inconsistency and further contradiction in 

the people's attitudes toward defense problems. The size of support for 

the first concept of national security varies depending upon whether 

decides on 5%, 15%, or 28% as the indicator.
one

The Socialist Party's platform calling for an end to the Self- 

Defense Forces represents the 5% of the people rather than the 28% who 

favor the policy of unarmed neutralism in their tenacious attitude toward 

the question. The Way for Disarmament and Neutralism of the Socialist 

Party describes Japan's security in the following pacifist terminology:

Article Nine of the Japanese Constitution does not 
deny the right of self-defense which is recognized in 
international law as a right of an independent nation, 
but, at the same time, it is based on the spirit of 
absolute pacifism supported by positive action against 
war. The means of executing the right of self-defense 
must exclude any militaiy 
to peaceful ones alone.

measures and be confined

The same document discusses "abolition of the U. S.-Japanese Security 

Treaty, " "declaration of neutralism, " "reinforcement of the United 

Nations, " and "conclusion of peace treaties with the Soviet Union and 

Communist China. " As a domestic measure for disarmament and 

neutralism, it maintains that the Party "shall promote institutional 

democratization, by abolishing reactionary laws and organizations such 

as the Self-Defense Forces, backed up by the wide support of the people.

36. The Mainichi Shimbun, November 25, 1968.

37. The Shakai Shimp5. January 1, 1969.
38. Ibid.
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We will discuss the Socialist Party's policy of national security in the 

latter half of this chapter. Let it suffice here to note that more than

-consider defense forces necessary 

and less than one out of five express positive opposition to them.^^

iiLupt^-tkat of'-limited armament, enjays-majority 

support. In this connection, we are reminded of the middle-of-the-road 

attitude of the people on defense problems. In addition, the relative 

apathy of the people toward this question seems to drive them to choose 

this concept" simply because it reflects the reality of Japan's position. 

There are at least three conditions that distingaish the second (limited 

armament) from the third concept .(unlimited armament). First,

. Second, armament must be limited 

to conventional weapons. And, third, self-defense is recognized in the

-helf of-tho&e

narrowest sense of the term. Lack of any one of these three conditions

will put the argument into the third category. According to one of the

previously quoted surveys, 58% of the people support the Self-Defense
40Forces as they stood in 1968. Maintenance of the "present" forces is 

again misleading as they are constantly growing and are better equipped 

each year. It is true that in Japan "annual increase in the military 

budget is the highest in the world. 

can be resolved by the fact that the original allowance for the military

However, some of the contradiction

39. Naikaku Soridaijin Kambo Shingishitsu, Kokubo Ishiki ni Kansuru 
Yoron Chosa, (Public Opinion Survey Concerning Defense 
Consciousness) (Tokyo: Sorifu, I960), p.31.

40. The Mainichi Shimbun, July 1, 1968.

41. Asahi Shimbun Sha, ed., Nihon no Boei to Keizai (Defense and
Economy of Japan) (Tokyo: Asahi Shimbunsha , 1964), p. 78.
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force was quite modest, and also ratios of the military budget have 

remained about the same during the past decade or so. The following 

table shows the ratio of the military-budget (A) to the Gross National 

Product (C), National Income (D), and the National Budget

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967

A/C (%) 0.97 0.961.01 1.00 o.g'o 0.93

A/D 1.24 1.24 1.24 1.22 1 .20 1.17

A/E 8.34 8.10 8.41 8.16 7.71 7.70

A recent Mainichi Shimbun survey of September 1968 indicates that 

a little more than one-half of the people are content with the 1968 military

budget (7.25%); 16% answered that it should be increased, and 17% favor

its decrease. The question remains, however, whether those who are 

satisfied with the "present" Self-Defense Forces and with the "present"

military budget are really aware of what these are and what they were. 

There is more evidence that the people misunderstand the relevant facts. 

This is one reason that poll data are so often dubious in value and have 

to be quoted with care and caution. For example, a government survey 

in 1962 investigated the people's knowledge of the weapons possessed by 

the Self-Defense Forces. Only 25% answered that they were knowledgeable, 

and the remaining 75% said they knew very little about the kinds of weapons

42. Asahi Shimbun Sha, ed., Jieitai (The Self-Defense Forces) 
(Tokyo: Asahi Shimbunsha, 1968), p. 262.

43. The Mainichi Shimbun. November 25, 1968.
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44possessed. The basis for the people's judgment on this question of the 

present status-is, therefore, quite uncertain. There are pitfalls in a 

as Maruyama Masao has pointed out. The first£asual_"realism, "

pitfall is that "reality" is often mistaken for fait accompli, despite the
fact that-"reality" is formed daily and is ever-changing, 

pitfall is the tendency of
The second ,

-simplification which results from empha

sizing only one aspect of a complex phenomenon. The third pitfall is 

that the direction chosen by the ruling power of the time is

over

considered
realistic" and the opposing directions tend to be labeled " 

"non-realistic.
idealistic" or

This third pitfall has a Significant impact in Japan 

where the hierarchy vigorously attempts to pile up faits accompli to

justify its own concept of the nation. The people s support for the

present status of the Constitution and the Self-Defense Forces amounts

recognition rather than positive and calculated support. 

Among the political parties, the Democratic Socialist Party (DSP) 

and the Komei-to belong to this second group supporting limited 

Since the Komei-to's final goal is the abolition of all 

Democratic Socialists' view is the most representative of this

to ex post facto

armament.

armaments, the

group.

Their platform emphasizes the necessity of a "minimum measure" to

protect the "valuable tradition of national culture and the security 
national community from external aggressions."'^® Another document

our

of the

of the DSP gives the Party's interpretation of Article Nine of the Constitu

tion:

44. Naikaku Soridaijin Kambo Koh5 Shitsu, Jieitai ni kansuru Yoron
SSfo, iferUu! ?C)° Concer,'SBTfc Silf-Detens. Forces)

45. Maruyama Masao, "Genjutsu-Shugi no Kansei" (Pitfalls of Realism) 
Sekai, no. 77 (August 1952), p. 124.

The Platform of the Democratic Socialist Party, 1966.46.
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We hold the view that Article Nine prohibits Japan 
from resorting to war as a means of settling inter
national disputes, but does not deny the power of self- 
defense in all forms. We believe that a minimum 
self-defense force is permitted and that we should 
have it.'*' ------ - - - .

Such an interpretation is criticized by some as constituting an actual 

amendment, for it recognizes the Self-Defense Forces 

However, the DSP's position toward the Constitution as a whole can be 

grouped with other Constitution-protecting forces.

The third position with respect to national security seeks to 

establish defense forces unrestricted by the Constitution. Those who 

subscribe to this view regard the Constitution as their greatest obstacle 

and attempt to amend or abolish Article Nine in expectat ion of Japan's

as constitutional.

pos,session of nuclear weapons and some future need to dispatch troops

This concept of national security, supported by only 20% of the 
49

is especially significant because it is the official government 

attitude and the LDP's longer

abroad.

people.

policy. It is necessary here to 

examine the policy of the LDP. We have discussed The Direction of

run

Constitutional Revision, written by the LDP members of the Constitution

Research Committee, which holds that military power is an indispensable 

component of a sovereign nation. The weak support for this security 

view among the people is than compensated for by the fact that the 

view is in the main current of political thought in world politics.

more

The

purpose of armed forces from the viewpoint of the LDP is not only to

48. Kempo Chosa-Kai, ed., Kempo Kaisei. op. 

49- The Asahi Shimbun. January 5, 1969.

cit., p. 86.
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defend the country from external aggressions; military power is also 

needed to meet possible "indirect aggressions" from the leftist fifth 

column within the country. Nippon no Anzen to Boei (Security and 

Defense of Japan), edited by the LDP's Research Council on Security 

Affairs in 1966, specifically refers to this point:

It is regrettable that followers of Marxism in 
Japan have considerable power which is not compatible 
with the above-mentioned national tradition, spirit of 
national harmony, and the spirit of the Constitution.. .. 
As such, 
security.

^hey are fundamental threats to Japan's

The conservatives maintain that the "class state" view of the left wing 

aims "to change the present political and social system" and, therefore, 

they conclude, "it is natural that the Japanese Socialists should retain 

close ties with other Socialist countries such as the Soviet Union and 

Communist China in order to construct a Socialist system in our country. 

The same report further contends that "the Socialist Party regards the

m51

Japanese state as bourgeois-controlled machinery to oppress the 

proletariat. „52 It is indeed true that the Socialists, the left Socialist 

group in particular, speak in Marxian terminology, but this does not 

necessarily lead to the conclusion that all Socialists desire to overthrow

the present political system by extra-constitutional means. A symplistic

50. Jiyu Minshu To, Anzen Hosho Chosa-Kai, ed., Nippon no Anzen to 
B5ei (Security and Defense of Japan), (Tokyo: Kara Shobo, 196^ 
p. iii.

51. Ibid., pp. iii-iv.

52. Ibid., p. 310.
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but definitive conclusion such as this one held by the LDP makes 

structive effort in search of a national consensus on this issue 

impossible. Or, is it perhaps futile to expect such a joint effort at all? 

The revolutionary Marxian terminology and flavor must be balanced by 

the fact that the Socialist Party, although it has cooperated in united 

fronts which were intended to topple governments, has never attempted 

or resorted to physical violence to overthrow the existing system. The 

LDP image of the JSP needs to be qualified, especially with respect to 

the rightist faction of the Socialist Party.

The security policy of the Communist Party remains most 

undefined and ambiguous among the political parties. The Party pro

claims, however. Constitutional revision and abolition of the "present" 

Self-Defense Forces. Opposed to the Socialist "unarmed neutralism, " 

the Communists urge "necessary and minimum defensive

con-

measures

within the conventional weaponry in order to cope with the new domestic 

and foreign situation" under Communist Japan.

The conservatives maintain that Japan is threatened by the Soviet 

Union and Communist China, both of which aim to communize Japan 

through their superior military power. The security treaty with the 

United States is therefore necessary and indispensable as Japan alone 

cannot withstand them. The conservatives' orientation to judge things 

primarily on the basis of military comparisons often blurs the distinction

between conventional and nuclear weapons — generally regarded in Japan 

as an almost sacred demarcation line. For example, the LDP tenaciously

53. The Asahi Shimbun, April 24, 1969.
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opposed a Diet resolution which declared that Japan shall not "produce, " 

"possess, " nor "bring in" nuclear weapons (labeled the three principles

of non-nuelearization), in the hope of keeping open options for future 

exploitation of nuclear weapons. As a counter-proposal to the resolu- 

■tiott?:?4he-LDP proposed the so-called four pillars of nuclear policy:

(1) the three principles of non-nuclearization; (2) efforts for nuclear

disarmament; (3) dependency on the U-S. nuclear deterrent against

international nuclear threats; and (4) peaceful exploitation of nuclear 
55

To the question of possible total annihilation by nuclear 

warfare, the LDP report answers quite plainly that "if there is

.energy.

some

prospect of victory... short of a literally scorched earth and suicidal 

strategy, " it is necessary to "take a self-denial strategy in order to 

stagger the enemy's attack and 'find life in death. !i56 The report

continues, "in a case where there is no hope of victory, it is better to

make compromises, suspending defensive action, than to be totally

The scorched earth and suicidal policy makes our comeback 

impossible, whereas surrender leaves room for comeback.

The question is: how can we judge the "prospect of victory" in 

nuclear warfare? History has proven that it is almost impossible to

annihilated.

54. The LDP gave two major reasons for not supporting the Diet Reso
lution for the Non-Nuclear Declaration. They are: (1) such a 
resolution will bind the people for ever; (2) consideration must 
also be given to U.S. will in this matter.

55. Yomiuri Shimbun Sha, ed., Kiroku: Kokai Ampo Ronso I (Diet 
Discussion on the Security Problems I) (Tok^: Yomiuri 
Shimbun sha, 1968), pp. isO-lSl.

56. Jiyu Minshu-To, op. cit., p. 263.

57. Ibid., p. 264.
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suspend actions during war, especially for the Japanese who never found 

a chance to do so after 1931. This LDP.report shows that nuclear war 

- is regarded in a similar manner as a conventional war that lasts for 

years. Prime Minister Tojo Hideki also made a memorable statement 

when he^aid, "SometimeSTOne has-t-.o decide, knowing that his decision 

is tantamount to jumping off the stage of the Kiyomizu Temple. " The 

previously discussed Kuraishi statement points to the continuity of the 

conventional war concept held by the majority of the people who subscribe

to this third concept of national security. To these people, others with 

different opinions on nuclear warfare appear merely to be victims of 

"nuclear allergy" and lack the proper consciousness as to defense of 

the nation. They should be re-oriented and educated in matters of 

national defense — a task especially urgent as the present U.S. -Japanese 

Security Treaty comes up for review in 1970.

We have examined the contending concepts of the Japanese on 

national security with special reference to Article Nine of the Constitution. 

Fully to understand concepts of the nation in their relation to national 

security and defense, we need now to examine how these concepts 

manifested in actual security policies.

are

B. Question of Policy: Neutralism and Collective Security

Neutralism as it is discussed here must be distinguished from

"neutrality" in international law. Neutrality in a legal sense exists only 
59in relation to war. A neutral nation owes abstention and impartiality

58. Jiju Minshu-To, Waga To no Kihon Hoshin, (Basic Policy of the 
Party), 1968, p. 94.

Cf. Hans J. Mongenthau, Dilemmas of Politics (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1958), pp. 188-189.

59,
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vis-a-vis billigerents. This concept of neutrality received a grave 

challenge through the emergence of cold war, which has blurred the 

conventional demarcation line between war and peace, and by the develop

ment of the so-called collective security systems headed by the United 

■ States^rid the Soviet Union, as-i^'-eil-as- the collective security-s-ystem-of 

the United Nations. Neutrality and collective security are mutually 

exclusive concepts. Neutrality requires a nation to refrain from v/ar, 

abstain from military action, and remain impartial to belligerents, 

whereas collective security requires the member nations to fight against 

the common aggressor.

It is obvious. . .that neutrality and collective security 
are mutually exclusive. Collecti security, implying 
the universalization of war by virtue of an abstract 
legal principle, and neutrality, seeking the localization 
of war for reasons or expediency, cannot co-exist.

The reason Switzerland stayed out of the United Nations was primarily in 

recognition of this mutual exclusiveness of neutrality and collective

However, due to the fact that the military arrangement of 

Article 43 of the UN Charter has not been realized, and that the member

61security.

states are not in fact compelled to engage in either military or non-military 

actions because of the veto of Article 27, the probability of a neutral 

nation's membership in the United Nations has greatly increased.

Austria's entrance to the United Nations was chiefly based on this
R 9practical compatability of the two theoretically exclusive concepts. “

60. Ibid., p. 192.

61. Cf. The United Nations Conference on International Organization, 
Doc. Vol. VI, pp. 459-460.

62. Cf. Takano Yuichi, "Kokuren to Churitsu" (The United Nations and 
Nautrality) in Kokusai Mondai Kenkyujo, ed., Churitsu-Shugi no 
Kenkyu (Study on Neutralism) (Tokyo: Kokusai Mondai Kenkyujo, 
1196), pp. 290-291.
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One further clarification is in order concerning the concept of 

collective security. Collective security was originally considered to 

be the antithesis., of ."alliance" for the potential enemy was seen as coming 

from within the membership. In other words, whereas "alliance" 

-^rescr-ibes-soine. kind of-joint-actinn against an externaI.eaerQy^_Jfcollective 

security" prescribes such a measure against the enemy within. The 

following description of collective security by Inis Claude points out this 

difference:

The world is concerned f in collective security systems] 
not as a we-group and a they-group of nations, engaged in 
competitive power relations, but 
in which danger.may be posed by 
met by "all of the rest of us. "

as an integral we-group 
"one of us^' and must be

The United Nations security system is most comprehensive and 

universal in its purpose and membership. Other regional collective 

security systems based on Article 54 of the Charter, such as the North 

Atlantic Treaty Organization, the Warsaw Pact and other bilateral 

security arrangements, bear more characteristics of an "alliance" than 

of "collective security" in the true sense of the term.

"collective security" was used after the Second World War to denote 

"good alliances" or "defensive arrangements, 

collective security will be used in the latter looser

The term

i>64 In this paper,

sense.

Neutralism in the bipolarized world in the early 1950's, such as

Nehru's "non-alignment," Nasser's "positive neutralism, " and Tito's 

"active co-existence. ii65
meant an independent "third way." However,

63. Inis L. Claude, Jr., Power in International Relations, (New York-
Random House, 1962),' p, 114. ~~ “

64. Cf. Ibid., p. 115.

65. Cf. Hamilton Armstraong, "Neutrality: Varying Tunes, " Foreign 
Affairs, vol.35, no.l, (October 1956), pp. 59-60.
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the emergence of the newly independent nations which have adopted 

"neutralism" by exploiting a new middle ground left by loosening 

bipolarization changed the meaning of "neutralism" significantly. -- 

Neutralism in the 1960's amounts to abstention from formal alliance.

Former noutralist countrtes-also shifted their policies. India, for example, 

has clearly sided with the United States and the Soviet Union against 

Communist China after the Sino-Soviet split and border conflicts. Egypt 

is aligned with the Soviet Union as main source of military strength 

against Israel. As for characteristics, neutralism is: (1) a concept

espoused primarily in times of peace, as opposed to neutrality that

presupposes war; (2) a political concept whereas neutrality is a legal 

concept; and (3) "an attitude of individuals"®^ as well as a national 

policy.

The question of neutralism can be treated from different levels 

First, it can be examined at the top state level, or with 

regard to national policy. Second, it can be approached as a popular

of power.

movement. Lastly, the question can be studied at the individual level 

of political consciousness and attitude.®"^ Theoretically speaking, the 

most stable neutralism can be achieved, other things being equal, when 

positive feedback between the level of policy and the level of individual

consciousness functions smoothly. This point is especially important in 

the case of Japanese neutralism, for a wide gap seems to exist between 

these two levels in politics.

66. Denis Healey, Neutralism (London: Ampersand Ltd., 1955), p. 11.

67. Cf. Sakamoto Yshikazu, " 'Heiwa Kyozon' to Churitsu-Shugi"
('Peaceful Coexistence" and Neutralism), Shiso, no.447 
(September 1961), p. 2.
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Background and Public Opinion

Japan has never taken a policy of neutralism as her national 

-policy and-has, since 1952, been under the bilateral security treaty 

with the United States. Japan, therefore, cannot be classified 

—^^weuteaiists'-according to the frame-.of reference of international politics. 

Nevertheless, an examination of Japanese neutralism is essential for 

a study of national security concepts precisely because, according to 

poll data, a large segment of the people subscribe to neutralism despite 

the government's strong commitment to a regional security arrangement. 

Again, the people's war experiences and postwar social education 

the mainsprings of this tendency toward neutralism. At a certain period 

during the Occupation, neutralism was encouraged as the best means for 

Japan's security. In an interview with J. P. McEvoy, General MacArthur 

Should Japan be rearmed? " He is quoted as answering;

as a

are

was asked.

Japan cannot possibly raise any army or air force 
large enough to protect herself. Besides, the raising 
of armed forces would attract rather than dissuade 
aggression. Japan should be the Switzerland of the 
Far East, and neutral for the same reasons that 
Switzerland is neutral — no matter which side she 
might join she would inevitably be destroyed. ^8

As one critic wrote, "These words of General MacArthur, who ruled 

Japan as her practical sovereign, had a tremendous influence on the 

despondent and humiliated Japanese people. ,.69 Also, the Constitution

68. J. P. McEvoy, "General MacArthur Reports on Japan. " Readers"
Digest, May 1950, p. 15. —-----------

69. Sugiyama Shigeo, "Nihon ni okeru Churitsu-Ron" (Theories of 
Neutralism in Japan) in Nihon Kokusai Mondai Kenkyujo, ed. ,
Churitsu-Shugi no Kenkyu. vol, 2. (Study on Neutralism)
(Tokyo: Nihon Kokusai Mondai Kenkyujo. 1961), p. 395.
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of Japan, in renouncing war, exerted a great influence on the thinking

of the people. Ah Asahi Shimbun editorial (March 3, 1949), for example, 

wrote that "there is no way other than neutralism for a Japan that has 

proclaimed its renunciation of war. t.70
Yomiuri Shimbun (April 9, 1949) 

echoed this'tone and maintained-tha^t '-'neutralism is the only possible choice 

for a peaceful nation that has abandoned weaponry. Thus, renunciation 

of war and neutralism were considered as being two sides of the same

The Socialists' Basic Policy Concerning the Peace Problem (1950)coin.

was the first document to state neutralism 

political party. The document reads in part:

the clear policy of a major1 3

Japan has declared non-armament and peace in her 
Constitution, the spirit of which naturally dictates a 
neutral position in international disputes, to say nothing 
of the voluntary renunciation of war on our part.

The important point to note is that "a neutral position in international 

disputes" is primarily justified by the Constitution and political reality 

of the world is given little attention to. The same was true in the non- 

Socialists' appeal for neutralism. By 1950, neutralism had become a 

center of Japanese politics as the peace treaty was imminent at that time.

the peace treaty of San Francisco mentioned the possibility 

of the "stationing or retention of foreign armed forces" in Japan. The

Article Six in

"^0. The Asahi Shimbun, March 3, 1949. 

The Yomiuri Shimbun. April 9, 1949.

72. Shakai-To, Kowa Mondai ni taisuru Kihon Hoshin (Basic Policv 
Toward the Peace Problem), 1950. ------------------ ^
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security treaty between the United States and Japan, signed

day as the peace treaty, stipulated the exclusive right of the United States 

to station-its troops in Japan.

on the same

The peace treaty was in. effect an • 
integral component of the regional collective security system, 

.conflict-over the "one-sided" and "all-around
The

peace was one-between 

advocating neutralism and those advocating a regional collectivethose

security system. As discussed in the second chapter of this paper, 

intellectuals' attitudes favoring all-around peace influenced 

and journalism strongly.

the

education

We have also discussed how the attitude 

of the general public was different from the intellectuals' view. On the 

issue of the treaties, the conservative parties supported both the peace
and security treaties, while the Socialists were split between the rightist

group which supported the peace but not the security treaty and the 

leftists who opposed both treaties. Generally the security treaty 

never enjoyed as much support as the peace treaty. For example, in

answer to a nation-wide opinion survey conducted by the Asahi Shimbun 

in December 1949, the following preferences were given to the question 

of security policies:

73. Article Two of Security Treaty Between the United States of America 
and Japan (September 8, 1951).

74.

Chosa Shiryo no. 14), 1963, passim. Also, Cf. Allan B. Cole ed 
Japanese Opinion Polls with Socio-Political Significance. vn1. .8 
(Medforci, Mass.; Fletcher School, 1959), p, 658-----------

Japan
and pp. 200-202. Yale University Press, 1966), pp. 32-36

76. The Asahi Shimbun. December 15, 1949.
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Permanent Neutrality . . . 

Membership in the U.N. . . 

Kegional Collective Security

. 39%

. 36%

7%. ...

Military Pact with a Particular Nation ... 8%

No Simple Answer . . .00%-

The second peak in the controversy over neutralism came with 

the anti-treaty movement in 1960. It is interesting to note that the 

impetus for neutralism was again external, coming this time from 

Communist nations. The first message callh.g for Japan's neutralism 

came from Ch'en Yi, Foreign Minister of Communist China,

November 19, 1958. He broadcasted:

on

The Chineae.people consistently support the 
Japanese people's struggle for independence, peace 
and democracy, and expect Japan to be a peaceful, 
neutral nation. The way to a glorious future for the 
Japanese people will be achieved only if an independent, 
democratic, peaceful and neutral Japan established 
equal and reciprocal relations with the nations of the 
world, and, above all, if she develops, prospers and 
peacefully coexists with the nations of Asia. '7

The Soviet Union immediately echoed Peking's appeal when Andrei 

Gromyko, Foreign Minister, stated on December 3, 1958:

The security of Japan is best guaranteed through 
resolute observance of her Constitution that stipulates 
renunciation of v,mr and armament, and offers the 
possibility for Japan to be neutral. No way other than 
this way — Japan's neutrality and independent, peaceful 
policy — will bring about her real independence and her 
true national security. The Soviet Government believes 
that Japan's neutral policy will be an important and

77. Gaimusho, Ajia Kyoku, Chukyo Tainichi Jyuyo Genron Shu
(Collections of Important Statements by the Communist Chinese 
to Japan), vol.4, 1959, p. 105. --------
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constructive contribution to the enterprises of peace 
and security in the Far East and to the development 
of an international cooperation founded on the world- 
famous Five Principles of Peace. It goes without 
saying that the Soviet Union is prepared to undertake 
the sacred obligation to respect Japan's neutrality.

The Communist Party of Japan was the first to respond to these appeals, 

despite the fact that the Party severly criticized the theory of neutralism 

at the time of the peace treaty, claiming that "there is no third way. " 

The Party's resolution of February 1951 declared that there were only

"One is the way of 'war andtwo ways open for the Japanese people: 

slavery' under the rule of the international monopoly of capital, and the

other is the way of 'peace and independence' that links the democratic,
„79peace-loving forces of the world. The Communist Party announced, 

however, in December 1958 that "the only way for Japan to escape from 

the present national crisis would be to transform the Japanese foreign 

policy of submission to the United States into a neutral policy. " In the

following month, the JCP made another similar appeal for neutralism.

Today, as the Soviet Union and Communist China 
voluntarily recognized Japan's neutralization, we the 
Japanese can establish an independent Asian country 
that carries out a policy of peace if we struggle to 
transform the present policy of submission to the 
United States to an independent and neutral policy. 80

78. Chunichi Kokko Kaifuku Kokumin Kaigi, "Nichu Koko Kaifuku Nyusu" 
(News of the Restoration of Chinese-Japanese Diplomatic Relations) 
no.162, pp.6-8. Cf. also. The Japan Times, December 4, 1958.

79. Nihon Ky5san-To, Nihon Ky5san-To 50-nen Mondai Shirybshu 
(Documents Concerning the Problems of 1950 for the JCpYv'ol. 3, 
(Tokyo: Shin Nippon Shuppansha, 1950), p.5,

80. Nihon Kyosan-To, ed. . Nihon Kyosan-To Ketsugi Ketei Shu 
(Collection of Resolutions and Decisions by the JCP), vol.4 
1959, pp. 106-107.
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The first and most important step toward Japan's neutralization would 

obviously be abolition of the U.S. - Japanese Security Treaty. We will 

discuss later in=this^et^ie«-te«-the JCP's plan for Japan's "neutrali

zation" is only one step toward Japan's eventual "communization. "

■——- The Sociaiis-t-Eiui::^ i the other hand, has insisted on "positive
neutralism" ever since the merger of the leftist and rightist Socialist 
parties in October 1955.^^ Achievement of the so-called "Far East 

was first considered "as parallel with" abolition of
>.82Locarno Plan

the security treaty in terms of priorities. However, under the hegemony 

of the leftists^, the majoF emphasis-came-to-be placed exclustvely-on the 

aboli4ion^^.of_thmtreaty,—ThisTeftist-domination with the Socialist 

T^arty caused some rightist members to withdraw from the Party to 

establish ttre-Democratic Socialist Party (DSP)Tn-1^0.-just-befar 

anti-treaty movement began to gather momentum.

Public opinion concerning treaty revision at this time was also

split into three major groups; -stjpporters of the revision^ 29%; • 

and undecided, 40%.®^opponents, 25%; As to the means of securing 

Japan's security, neutralism still enjoyed the greatest support (35%),

follov/ed by a second choice of reliance the United Nations system (24%).on

Only 14% chose "reliance on the United States.

81. Cf. A. B. Cole, et al. op- cit., pp. 203-205.

Locarno Plan envisages the cooperation among the 
U.S., the Soviet Union, Communist China and Japan on the basis 
of non-aggression and collective security in the Far East. The 
participating members are obliged to take a joint-action for the 
agressor from outside and within.

83. The Asahi Shimbun. January 18, I960.

84. Ibid.
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In the academic world, neutralism was as popular as ever. A 

common point among the various rationales for neutralism was that

partWipa«©n-in=a-iHil:itary=ai-lrance would abligate Japan to participate in 

. and that neutralism is the only way to avoid 

—^uotattomt-pcrm an an

85war The following 

is typical

war.

of this way of thinking:

Since the essence of an alliance is to share a common 
destiny in time of war, those who protect the U.S.- 
Japanese Security Treaty must be prepared to be 
annihilated in the end with America. Neutralism cannot 
save us 100% from the disaster of a totax war either. 
Nevertheless, there is a decisive difference between 
these two. That is, as long as we continue to maintainthese two. ‘
the Ih.-S.-Japanese-Secnritry-Treaty airis'hopeles^s" "
whereas hope remains should we decide upon a neutral 
policy.

"To Criticize the Government's Security Plan," by Ukai Nobushige, 

Saito Makoto and others, is representative of the intellectuals' view on 

neutralism. The document (October 1959) maintains that the "first 

condition of our national security is neutrality from any military

. . Positive neutralism, together with the reinforcement 

and utilization of the United Nations. " alone can guarantee Japan's 

security. Furthermore, "when the government says neutralism is an 

impossibility, it only means that anything the government does not have 

the will to attempt is unrealistic.

alliance. .

85. ^ikaku Kambo Chosa Shitsu, Sengo Churitsu Ron to Churitsu Ishiki
(Postwar Theories of Neutrality and Neutralist Conscinnsncscji--------- ’
(Shakai Fucho Chosa Shiryo, no. 14) 1963,"crhapTerTL--------------

86. Sakamoto Yoshikazu, "Churitsu Nihon no Boei Koso " 
for Neutral Japan) Sekai, no. 164 (August 1959), p. 38.

87. Ukai Nobushige, cl.al. "Seifu no Ampo Keitei K5s5 o Hihan suru"
(To Criticize the Government Plan of Revising the Security Treaty) 
Sekai, no. 166 (October 1959), pp. 15-42.

(Defense Plan
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The third period marked by increased controversy over the 

question of neutralism is taking place currently (1969), spurred on by 

'anticipation of the security treaty review in 1970. 

recent

j

First, let us examine

public opinion surveys concerning the national security problem. 

--T^t-he^qu^estion (July 1968), ''What-policy do you think we should futio-w 

in order to defend Japan? " preferences were given as follows;

Self-Defense Forces and the U.S.-Japanese 
Security Treaty.........................................................

Neutralism with strengthened Self-Defense 
Forces ......................................

21%

38%

Neutralism without armament . .

Alliance with the Soviet Union and 
Communist China.............................

. . 28%

. 2%

Other and Undecided . . . 11%

Another poll (January 1969) offered two alternatives: 

United States" or "To maintain a neutral position."

"To rely on the 

The answers were: 89

To Rely on the United States 

To maintain a neutral position 

Other ......................................

24%

. 58%

. 6%

Undecided . . . 12%

Nautralism, including both armed and unarmed. receives 58-66% support 

according to these two polls. A collective security system with the

88. The Mainichi Shimbun. July 1, 1968. 

89. The Asahi Shimbun. January 5, 1969.
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United States has the support of 21-24% of the respondents ~ considerably 

less than half that of neutralism. It goes without saying that this 

preference of the_Japanese people for neutralism is not realized in their

government's national foreign policy. Does it, then, have any effective 

-Channels of expression in Japanese politics? The JSP represents only 

one brand of neutralism, that is, unarmed neutralism, 

that "armed neutralism"

We have seen

enjoys even greater support among the people 

It is the Komei-to that vigorously pursues 

thisjyaria.tion of neutralism.^^JiUth em_ergence of the Komei-to (1964),

than "unarmed neutralism. "

supporters of armed neutralism joined the political scene in Japan for 

the first time. The Komei-to, more flexible in its attitude toward the 

attainment of neutralis,m than ttie_Socialists, proposes "gradual dissolution 

of the present security treaty" aa-opposedTo the Socialistsl_,callJor its 

immediate "abolition." Members of the Komei-to call their brand of 

neutralism "perfect neutralism" (Kanzen Churitsu). 

of perfect neutralism are described as follows:

The basic principles

(1) Firm Will to Carry Out Perfect Neutralism: 
Non-intervention and non-assistance in time of war 
or similar military disputes; complete disavowal of 
all expansionist policies; non-participation in military 
alliances; for the time being, gradual dissolution of 
the U. S. - Japanese Security Treaty.

<2) Consideration for Concerned Nations:
Not to give other countries reason to regard Japan as 
a threat; not to allow other countries to find any 
to attack Japan; to make other countries aware of the 
disadvantage of attacking Japan.

(3) Guarantee for Attaining Neutral Policy:
To foster an international situation in which an Asian- 
Pacific Non-Aggression Pact can be established; 
to promote and reinforce the United Nations; to possess 
the minimun necessary defense capability that is 
threat to neighboring nations. ^0

excuse

not a

Koniei-To, Chudo-Shugi niyoru Sekai Ileiwa e no Michi (Way for 
World Peace by the Middle-of-the-Road-ism). 1968.

90.
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The Komei-to policy of neutralism, through its relative flexibility and 

moderate call for armed forces, has given the Japanese people an outlet 

for their pride of independence. As a compromise plan, it has captured 

substantial public support of the people, as we will show in the following 

section.

Three Brands of Neutralism

Japanese neutralism can be distinguished by various dimensions.

It can be divided into the "unarmed neutralism" of the Socialists and 

"armed neutralism" of the Komei-to on the policy level, 

and attitudes are of interest, it is possible to classify neutralism as 

"pseudo-neutralism, " "sentimental neutralism, " and "tough-minded 

neutralism" according to the distinctions of Ivan I. Morris.®^ 

paper, however, we will examine the relationships between the underlying 

attitudes and actual proposed policies of neutralism under three different, 

although related, headings.

Or, if motives

In this

"Anti-war, Pacifist Neutralism"

The first type of neutralism is "anti-war, pacifist neutralism."

This roughly corresponds to the "sentimental neutralism" in Morris' 

classification. Mori'is maintains that the basis for "sentimental neutralism 

is a

Japan's actual position in the world, 

horrors of a future war" shared by the Japanese, he seems to underrate

refusal or inability [ on the part of the Japanese] to look clearly at
.>92 Although he refers to the

91. Ivan I. Morris, "Japanese Foreign Policy and Neutralism, " 
International Affairs, vol.36, no. 1 (January 1960), pp. 16-19.

92. Ibid., p. 17.
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the Japanese people's deep-rooted antipathy toward

pacifism appears to be more than an individual faint and passive disposi

tion for-peae^ "I't'TC au Liit-ui iksJized value-attitude cultivated among the 

people during the past two decades or so, and is so strong that it has 

greatly helped=prevention of a^iynattempt to amend the Constitution, 

numerous peace movements are only the more conspicuous manifestations

The orientation of Japanese anti-war pacifism 

toward neutralism is a logical and natural one since collective security,

■ by definition, presupposeS'Vmi'T'or at least combined deterrence and

"Anti-warwar.

The

of this state of mind.

possible belligerency. The prototype for this allegiance-is expressed in - - - - 

Three Principles of Peace, drawn up by the Peace Problem Discussion 

Group in 1949. The principles ■ all-around peace, neutrality and 

intef-ventioTi, and opposition'to rmlitary bases. Anti-war pacifist

are^ non

neutralism is based on rejection or distrust of war, and "power, " 

executer of war.
the

War-rejection is backed up by the war experience and 

fear of nuclear warfare, while power-distrust is manifested in criticism 

of state power.

War experience i.s by fai’ the most complex and drastic compared 

with peace-time ordinai-y life: war experience in the military, 

non-combatant civilian, as a youth, as an elder, as the ruler, and as 

the ruled. The collapse of the fictitious goals of war, accompanied by 

the collapse of kokutal itself, left all Japanese with a deep, negative 

feeling toward v.-ar. War experiences have been transmitted to the postwar 

generations by memoirs such as Kiko Wadatsumi No Koe (Herald the Voice 

of Soldiers) and Senbotsu Nbniin Ileishi No Tegami (J.etters from the 

War Dead Peasant Soldiers), as well as by education and numerous other

as a
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writings. The hardship of war was more than doubled for those who 

could not believe in the officially advocated war goals. The following 

quotation expresses a view by-nu means exceptional among the educated

people. A law student of Tokyo Imperial University, Kikuyama Hiroo,

October 11, 1943
Do I take up this gun for the Emperor. . .? Or for the 

fatherland? Or for love for my own family? Or do I 
take up this gun to preserve the essence of Japan? Or. 
perhaps, for some of these things — or all? I have not 
yet solved this question of sacrificing my life.^^

The ideology of the Daito-A war is totally absent here, 

experience must be distinguished from that of Western democracies who 

had at least agreed upon a war goal among themselves. What is important 

here is the kind of war one was forced to take part in, rather than war 

in general.

This kind of war

The instinctive yet rational fear of nuclear weapons is an 

important part of the Japanese war experience. It is fear projected to 

the future, while the hardship of war remains a concrete and bitter

memory from the past. The Japanese people, who have experienced 

three nuclear disasters, including the "Lucky Dragon" Incident of 1954, 

within a decade, naturally hold the view that any future war will be 

nuclear. This tends to make the Japanese view of war more realistically 

pessimistic than that of other peoples. Neutralism is widely considered

the only way to avoid such a disaster and annihilation. Japan's leading

93. Nihon Senbotsu Gakusei Kinenkai, ed.. Kike Wadatsumi no Koe
(Hgrald the Voice of the Soldiers) 3rd ed*77 (Tokyo: Kobundo, 1959).
p. 88.
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nuclear physicists, including Nobel Prize winners Dr. Yukawa Hideki

and Dr. Asanaga Shinichiro, issued a statement (1962) calling for peace

at any cost.

Japan should be able to make a special contribution 
to world .peace since she suffered .fEoxaJiie::iiisaster-s of 
nuclear weapons and has a constitution that clearly 
stipulates the renunciation of war. We wish to emphasize 
our responsibility to peace and confirm the fact that 
Article Nine of the Japanese Constitution has a new and 
greater significance today when the danger of human 
annihilation by nuclear warfare is increasing. ^4

The controversy over "nuclear allergy" was initiated in-1968 by the 

government in an attempt to calm the people's fear of nuclear weapons. 

However, the controversy ended at the original point; Who is normal; —

those who fear or those who do not? And, who is to decide the standard

of "reasonable" fear? The government's theory of U.S. nuclear 

deterrence was rejected by overwhelming majority of the people in 

the belief that the so-called "nuclear umbrella" of the United States

an

would drag Japan into a nuclear war rather than keep Japan out.

According to _Asahi Shimbun polls (1969), 12% have faith in nuclear 

deterrence as opposed to 67% who find it dangerous.®^ Although some 

fear of nuclear power may derive from ignorance, the government is 

not justified in attributing all or major opposition to the people's ignorance 

on the subject. Theoretically, nuclear deterrence has many limits and

94. Yukawa Hideki, et al, Kakuiidai o Koeru (Beyond the Nuclear Aae)
(Tokyo; Iwanami Shoten, 1968), p. 175, ^

95. The Asahi Shimbun. January 5, 1969.
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J works only when certain conditions 

theory of U.S

96are satisfied. In addition, the
I

niiclear deterrence preached by the government and the 

conservative party "lacks serious reflection on the fact that Japan [ in the 
eyes of others] has chosen a hostile relation by taking one of the unclear

m97umbrellas.

Next in our examination of neutralism comes the question of
"distrust of power. " Those who maintain anti

share a
war, pacifist neutralism

strong negative judgment of state power. Sakamoto, one of the
theoreticians of this group, divides "popular 

power" into: (1) the relative anti
movements in relation to

power movement that aims at replacing 

power, for example, independence and 

revolutionary movements; and (2) the absolute anti

a particular power by a new

-power movement 
that denies power in general, for example, peace and democratic

98
Anti-power" conviction is often expressed by distrust 

toward the "super powers" of the world.

movements.

In fact, if the majority of the

Yokushi Seisaku no Mujun" (Contra-

^ potential aggressor must understand the decision to
hriSs^^rp'^n opponent must be rational, that is,
aL^jf in wJ- V his self-interest in a manner which is predictable;

"^o^ghing his self-interest, the potential aggressor must 
reach the conclusions the deterrer" is seeking to induce.
The Necessity for Choice. (New York;

97. Sakamoto Yoshikazu, "Kaku o meguru Kokumin no Sentaku, " 
of the People Concerning the Nuclear Weapon)
(May 1968), p. 53. ^

98. Sakarnoto Yoshikazu, "Heiwa Und5 ni okeru Shinri to Ronri, " 
(^Psychology and Logic in Peace Movement), Sekai, no. 200 (August 1962)

Kentaro, Heiwa Undo no Shinri to Ronri" 
(Psychology and Logic of Peace Movement) Jiyu, September 1962

as a

Doubleday &• Co. , 1962), p.42.

(Choice
Sekai, no. 270
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Japanese people felt that they could actually trust in U.S. protection in 

time of danger or crisis, neutralism would lose much of its appeal. In 

this.connection, the following opinion survey results indicate 

for the popularity of the type of neutralism

one reason

have been discussing:we

Do you think the United States would protect Japan 
whole-heartedly in time of danger: ^9

Yes 24%

No 51%

This neutralism is a sophisticated attitude toward "war" and "power" and 

the merit of attempting to project future international politics through 

critical analysis of defects of the present international political situation. 

The weakness in this view is in the impatience of its followers to transform 

the "correctness" of their assumptions directly into practical policy. As 

is often pointed out, they neglect or tend to make light of the 

difficulties hindering the formulation of an ideal, practical policy, .^t the 

same time, however, their critics tend to over-emphasize the difficulties 

and to dismiss neutralism as a mere utopian view, failing to perceive the 

fallacies of their own theory of deterrence.

It is interesting to discover that the Japanese pacifists 

"particularists" rather than "universalists, " or they are nationalists 

rather than internationalists, despite their universalistic creed of peace. 

First of all. they tend to regard the question of Japan's security as being 

somewhat different from the question of security as related to other 

nationa. They regard Japan's rearmament and security in the limited 

context of a small cosmos called Japan that is isolated from the rest of

has

numerous

are

99. The Asahi Shimbun. January 5, 1969.
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the world, rather than in the broader context of the surrounding military 

and political situation. Japan is, to them, a "sacred place of experiment"

where no armament is permitted, and larger armaments in other nations 

are of little concern. In this context, they seem to advocate pacifism and 

neutralism partly from a desire for a more independent status and policy, 

or from a nationalistic reason. Nationalism in this variation of

neutralism is a "defensive-isolationist nationalism" 

"expansionist nationalism" of the 1930's.
as opposed to the

The underlying tone of this 

neutralism corresponds to the typical idealism defined by John Herz.

"Political idealism" according to him is:

.. .characteristic of that type of political thinking 
which in the main does not recognize the problems 
arising from the security and power dilemma, or if 
it does, takes notice of them only in a perfunctory 
way, and concentrates its interest iipon "rational" 
conditions or "rational" solutions. 1^0

"Marxist-Oriented Neutralism"

The second brand of neutralism is Marxist-oriented neutralism, 

the neutral policies of the JSP and the JCP must be distinguished. 

Although the strong Marxian influence in the JSP tends to blur the line, 

a distinct difference does exist between the tivo parties concerning 

The "pseudo-neutralism" in Morris' terminology 

sponds to that of the JCP. .Advocation of neutralism by the JCP is only 

a tactic to increase Communist power at home and abroad by bringing 

Japan out of the U.S. sphere of influence and into that of the Communist 

countries, or primarily Communist China after 1963 when the JCP

Here,

neutralism. corre-

100. John II. Ilerz, Political Realism and Idealism: 
and Practices (Chicago and London- 
1951), p. 18.

________ -A Study in Theories
The University of Chicago Press.
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!. decided to side with CPR. Neutralism, for the JCP, means "non-1
participation in all military alliances, " but at the same time the Party 

that there can be no real neutrality between a "war power" 

and a "peace power. " Ideally, the Communists believe, it is better to 

"ilp^eeace and Socialist forces" than to stay "neutral. " 

neutralism is actually dependent on the Socialist forces as they break 

down imperialist plans to wage war.

n

Furthermore.

"Generally speaking, neutral 

countries are passive in the sense that they do not take aggressive 

actions within the framework of collective security, and depend 

neutral nations that possess capability to take military sanctions. 

The following description (September 1961) by Fuwa Tetsuzo, JCP

on non-
„101

theoretician, reveals the Party’s frank attitude toward neutralism;

Neutrality is neither the sole form nor the supreme 
form of peace policy that nations withdrawing from 
military blocks can take, even if it plays a positive 
role as a form of withdrawal from the present 
imperialist bloc. In fact, as it is the might of the 
Socialist world system that plays the decisive role 
in checking the danger of a world war, the conclusion 
may naturally be made that a nation depending on a 
military bloc can contribute more to the enterprise 
of peace by positively aligning itself with and partici
pating in the collective security system of the 
Socialist countries. Apart from the question of 
participation in the collective security system, it is 
generally recognized that a nation v/hose leadership 
is won by the democratic forces, rather than by the 
reactionary imperialist forces, can launch a more 
positive counter-attack against the aggressor when it 
is not tied by the obligation of military neutrality.^®"

101. Ueda Koichiro, Churitsu Nihon no K5s6 (Plan for Neutral Japan) 
(Tokyo: Godo Shuppan sha, 1960), pp. 99-100.

102. Fuwa Tetsuzo, "Nippon no Churitsu to Puroletaria Kokusai Shugi, " 
(Japan's Neutrality and Proletarian Internationalism), Shiso, 
no. 447, (September 1961), p. 27.
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Despite its assumption that the form of government 

take is a
a neutral nation will

purely domestic problem whereas neutralism itself is a 

question of foreign relations, the JCP claims that Japan’s neutralism 

be achieved only through the two-front struggle of domestic 

external politics: struggle against the bourgeoisie at home and struggle 

against American imperialism abroad.

1

can
and

Therefore, the 

communization of Japan is the first step for neutralism.
argument goes. 

But in the case
of Socialist countries, "there is no room for neutrality, 

imperialist military bloc exists, 

the Socialist camp. Among the capitalist

can take a neutral policy in order to avoid being drawn 

Japan's

as long as the

admittedly preparing for war against

countries, however, a nation
..103into war.

communization is considered the first step toward neutralism, 

yet the above argument leaves 

The Communist theory of Japan
room for Japan's permanent neutralism, 

s neutralism is theoretically contra
dictory and the Party’s drastic change and equivocation

no

in less than a
decade leads one to doubt its sincerity concerning neutralism.

Neutralism as advocated by the Socialist Party needs to be

dlslingulshed from ,ho JCP's nculralism in degreo .athcr than in Itind, 

despite the leftist Socialists view that seems to blur the distinction.**^^ 

As a practical policy, the Socialists subscribe to "unarmed neutralism" 

while the Communists consider armed forces necessary to ensure Japan’s
neutralism. Also, while the Communists regard neutralism as being

103. Takei Takeo "Churitsukoku. Churitsu Seisaku, c 
(ApriMoS^^p”'4o'^^^’ ‘^^ Policy and Neutralism)

Churitsu Shugi, " 
Zenei, no. 153

104. Cf. Allan B. Cole, et al.. op. cit., 
between the right and left So^hTilsts pp. 200-205 concerning the split 

the problem of neutralism.on
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tied in with the process of communization, the Socialists 

neutralism as a more fundamental policy, at least in degree, 

unarmed neutralism of the JSP resembles the anti-war pacifist neutralism 

that we discussed, as far as policy is concerned. It differs from this paci

fist neutralism in one important point: the Socialist brand naturally seeks 

power, whereas the other turns away from power. The JSP prescription 

is also designed to weaken the capitalist establishment. Therefore, as 

far as concepts of the nation 

different categories.

For the Socialists, the mainspring of neutralism is the renunciation 

of armaments in the Japanese Constitution. In other words, first there 

is disarmament, and then neutralism. They see rearmament, with its 

industrial and other aspects, as reinforcing conservative politics.

seem to view

The

concerned, these two belong to totallyare

The Japanese choice of the neutral wav
to the question of securing the safety of Japan, 

v/hich has abandoned armed forces. In the case of 
Japan, it is wrong to insist on protecting neutrality 
through armed forces. 105

was in
answer

Article Nine had a decisive impact on the Socialists' neutralist

policy. Their notion of unarmed security is based on the prediction that 

once military power is allowed, no matter how limited, it will grow to 

be uncontrollable. The Socialist policy of dealing with external aggression 

leaves room only for people's resistance. 106 The official Party plan

105. Yamaguchi Fusao, "Hibuso Churitsu no Jissaisei, " (Practicability 
of Unarmed Neutralism), Jjyu, July 1961, p. 64,

lOG. The Mainichi Shimbun. January 8, 1969.
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maintains that although the security treaty with the United States should 

be abolished immediately, dissolution of the Self-Defense Forces should 

be carried out gradually, at a step-by-step pace determined by several 

These conditions are; (1) degree of stability of the 

Socialist government; (2) degree of Socialist control of the Self-Defense 

Forces; (3) development of a neutral foreign policy; and (4) popular 

Some critics have found "realism" in the Socialists' plan

From a

different viewpoint, however, the Socialists "transitional" policy for 

the defense forces embodies the same kmd of potential danger that the 

theory of proletarian dictatoi'ship of the proletariat was supposed to 

reign only during the transitional period between revolution and the 

achievement of Communism. The danger is not theoretical but 

practical, for the transitional period can be extended indefinitely, 

without really contradicting the stated theory, as long as the proletarian 

dictatorship is considered necessary or even convenient by the rulers. 

The above-mentioned four conditions can become quite arbitrary excuses 

for prolonging dissolution of Socialist-controlled armed forces.

As for domestic politics, the JSP maintains that certain reform 

measures are indispensable if neutralism is to be realized. These 

include abolition of defense and related agencies, abolition of the

conditions.

107support.

for the "gradual" dissolution of the Self-Defense Forces.

107. Nihon Shakai-To, Hibuso Heiwa Churitsu e no Michi (The Way for 
Unarmed Peaceful Neutralism). 1908. ----------- --------

108. The Yomiuri Shimbun, Editorial, March 28, 19G9.
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Ministry of Education, and 

the Ministry of Peace and Disarmament.

reorganization of the Foreign Ministry into

In sum. Socialist 

control of domestic political institutions would be inseparable from

a reflection of Socialist distrust in the existing political 

system. Asa foreign scholar put it:

1

neutralism

.. .their skepticism boils down to the fact that 
Japan is not Switzerland or the United States. They 
cannot forget the oppressive police state. . . .^^0

The Socialists' distinction between "peace" forces and "war" forces 

further blurs the line dividing their policy of neutralism and the 

Communists' policy. The Socialist attitude toward neutralism 

flexible when compared with other brands of neutralism.

as Ishibashi Masatsugu, Chief of the International Bureau of the 

JSP, maintains:

is much
more Further
more,

When the Socialist Party talks about neutrality, it 
means neutrality" in a military sense, and not 

neutrality' between Capitalism and Socialism. Thei'e 
can be no neutrality" between war and peace. We 
shall support the peace force when the situation becomes 
clear as to which is the peace force and which is the 
aggressor. We will not take the neutral position,

In a confrontation between the Capitalists and Socialists, it goes without 

saying which force the JSP will see as the peace force.

109. Nihon Shakai-To, op. cit. 
pp. 152-159. --------- '

Cf. Allen B. Cole, et al. op. cit.. p, 209.

The .Mainichi Shimbiin. January 0, 19G9.

Cf. also Ueda Koichiro, et al, op.cit. ,

110.

111.
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"Nationalistic Neutralism"

The third brand of neutralism can be called "nationalistic

fur lacK oi a Dettern:erm. The first and second brands 

are not vvithout nationalistic elements, but the primary motive is 

pacifism fot-the first brand.-'-ima Socialism for the second, 

type of neutralism, national self-assertion is the prime 

have briefly indicated, the Komei-to represents this neutralism 

political party. Labeled "perfect neutralism" by its supporters, it is 

quite distinct from Socialist neutralism in that it attempts to keep Japan 

out of-anjrinternational-drsputcs, regardless of their "neace" or "war" 

nature-; -ft^ccordln^to-The-Komei-to*-5 Plan for Foreign and Security 

Policies, pifglislfed m April iniiK- - -

'neutr-atlsm=

In the third

mover. As we

as a

The perfect neutral policy of the Komei-to consists 
in not becoming a party to any kind of war, not supporting 
any side in a dispute, not participating in any military 
alliance, and in always keeping an equal distance from 
all nations. It also promotes an improved international 
situation in which .lapan's status as a peace-loving nation 
can be secured.

Going beyond the military neutrality of Marxist-oriented neutralism, the 

Komei-to's neutrality means ideological as well as military neutrality. 

Kqroyanagi Akira, Chairman of the Komei-to's Foreign Affairs Committee, 

explained philosophical and ideological neutrality as follows:

The majority of the Japanese people favor perfect 
neutralism. In other words, the neutralist orientation 
of the Japanese is in the field of thought and ideology, 
as much as in the military domain. Here lies the value

112. The K5mei. no. 67 (August 1968), p.46.



of the komei-to's neutralism of equal 
distance.

Accordingly, this ideological neutralism will be especially meaningful 

when '^the rigid war of ideologies becomes futile" and the "phenomenon 

of the 'end of ideology' prepares fertile conditions for the realization of 

neutral policy. .,114
This relativistic view of ideologies, the origin of which 

is the middle-of-the-road principle of Buddhism, makes the Komei-to’s

neutralism a unique one. Instead of ideologies, however, nationalism is 

given the central place in this neutralism as can be seen by such remarks 

as "neutrality in order to exclude big power intervention ' and "neutralism

of the people makes a national consensus possible and brings about open
„1!5nationalism of tlie Japanese.

As to the present U.S.-Japanese Security Treaty, the Komei-to's 

attitude is a fundamentally negative one.

The U.S.-Japanese Security Treaty has now become 
a nuclear security treaty in the Far East. The existence 
of this treaty fixes Japan's position as a subordinate one 
and intensifies international tension in .Asia. It is not 
only contrary to the achievement of eternal world peace, 
but it also contains dangerous elements that drag Japan 
into a war slie does not want.

However, the Komei-to argues, immediate abolition of the security 

treaty as urged by the Socialists and Communists

113. Ishibashi_ Masatsugu, et al, "'Mamoru' to iukoto — Churitsu Kolcka 
no Boei, ( To Defend — Defense of a Neutral Nation), .Asahi 
Jyanaru, vol.ll (January 19fi9), p. 33.

114. Yaoi Ilidehiko, "Nihon no .Anzen to Churitsu Seisaku, " (Japan's
Neutrality and Neutral Policy), The Komci Shimbun, January 1, 1999.

115. Ibid.

lie. Komei-to, Churitsu Shugi ni yoru Sekai Heiwa no Michi, (The Way 
for World Peace by Neutralism), 19G8. ^
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. . .will cause unnecessary division in national 
opinion and, therefore, is irresponsible. We insist 
on the gradual disolution of the treaty in harmony 
with the spirit of our peace Consti^t^ution 
realities of international politics.

and the

Gradual dissolution includes such steps as (1) gradual shut-down of U.S. 

bases; (2) strict practice of prior consultation; and (3) abolition of the 

Along with gradual dissolution of the security treaty, 

the Self-Defense Forces are also expected to undergo modification rather 

than abolition. The Komei-to claims it is necessary to maintain

118MSA treaty.

"a minimum defense capability that will not present a threat to neighboring
.,119nations when perfect neutralism is achieved, 

force is not to exceed the present scale of the Self-Defense Forces.

Komei-to policies toward the security treaty and the defense 

forces have attracted great support from the people, according to 

several public opinion polls. For example, Yomiuri Shimbun (April 19G8) 

polled the reactions of the people to tlie defense policies of major 

political parties with the following results:

This minimum defense

120

117. The Komei. no. 67, p. -16.

118. Cf. Nishijima Hisashi, "Dai G-Kai Komei-to Taikai no Ketei 
ni Tsuite, " (Concerning the Decisions of the Gth Party 
Convention of the Komei-to), Komei-to (Tokvo: Scikasha, 1968). 
pp. 210-212.

119. The Komei Shimbun. .April 10. 19G8.

120. The Yomiuri Shimbun. April 22, 19G8.
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LDP — continuation of the present treaty ... 8%

DSP — treaty with no U.S. troops in Japan . . 15%

JCP — abolition.............................

JSP -- unarmed neutralism . .

Komei-to — gradual dissolution

i

1 13%

. 9%

33%

A recent Asahi Shimbun (January 1969) survey also indicates greater 

support for gradual dissolution of the treaty. 121

Extention of the treaty indefinitely 

Automatic renev/al (decided yearly) 

Gradual dissolution................... .... .

4%

15%

42%

Abolition 12%

Other 1%

No answer 13%

Thus, as far as popular support is concerned, the Komei-to's advocacy 

of neutralism with limited armed forces has the greatest potential of 

forming a base for a national consensus. 122 As demonstrated by the 

fact that more people subscribe to armed neutralism than to unarmed

neutralism, the hostility of nationalism toward heavy reliance on the

121. The Asahi Shimbun. January 5, 1969. According to the Mainichi 
Poll of July 1968, 9% for renewal of the treaty for a long time;
31% for automatic continuation; 25% for weakening the ties with 
the U.S.; 16% for the abolition; and 19% for no answer and others.
The Mainichi Shimbun. July 1, 1968.

122. The Komei Shimbun, Editorial, April 11, 1968.
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United States is gathering momentum quite rapidly, reinforced by Japan's 

economic growth and the accompanying restoration of confidence. It is no
longer a purely anti-war feeling that provides the basis for Japan's 

neutralism. 123
In one poll, among 29% of those who answered that the 

security treaty was harmful for Japan, as many as 6% based their answer 

on the belief that "Japan has no independence, " 

expressed anti-war, pacifist sentiment.

as opposed to 2% who

It is clear, therefore, that

nationalism is playing an increasing role in the security treaty controversy 

There are some who insist on neutralism with no limits on Japan'

. Morris called this type of neutralism "toUgh-rnindedrearmament

neutralism, " and the best e.xample of this is found in the statements of 

Tsuji Masonobu.^^^ His publicized view of neutralism is based on the 

following understanding of the international situation as of 194R.

Iho Soviet Union will obtain military power or a war 
capability equal to that of the United States between 
1955 and 19G0. The Soviet Union will then possess 
atomic weapons. If the two nations wage war. both will 
fall. Therefore, if Japan should fight with the United 
States against the Soviet Union, she will surely be 
annihilated. I cannot see Japan being defeated twice.

In this sense. Japan should keep a neutral position 
and must possess minimum armed forces to secure 
her neutrality.

123. Wada Takayoshi. 
"Neutralism"

" I Churitsu' wa Hatashite Genso ka? " (Is 
an Illusion? ) The Ushio. Winter Issue, 19fi9,p.229.

124. Cf. Tada Minoru, "Nihon no .■\nzen Ilosho to Kokumin Ishiki "
The U.shio. op. cit.. pp. 254-258.

125. Kmoshita Ilanji, Nihon no Uvoku. (Right-Wing in Janap.UTokvo- 
Kaname Shobo. 1953). pp.l7(i-182. Cf. also. Ivan I Morris.

the Right Wing in Japan: .A Study of Postwar Trends 
(London. New York, and Toronto: O.xford University Press, 190077“ 
pp. 131-132. .Also the .s:ime author's "Japanese Foreign Policy and 
Neutralism, op. cit.. pp. 18-19.

Tsuji Masanobu. Churitsu no Jyoken (Conditions of Ncutralitv) 
(Tokyo: Kinsci sha. 1981), p. 281. ~ -
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He divides "minimum armed forces" into a regular army and a militia.

mobility to meet the needs of modern warfare.

The armj' for meeting indirect aggression of the 
Communist Party must concentrate on the defense of 
local towns and workshops. It is desirable to have 
a progressive militia organization that is directly 
connected with the people' s daily life. 127

and

This former colonel considers 

and the Soviet Union, and maintains
neutrality only yis-a-vis the United States

a plan to establish ".Asian Self- 
Defense Neutrality. " His theory of neutralism is, therefore, 

selective and not in keeping with the
quite

correct sense of the word. Tsuji's
view was also adopted by the Ky5wa-Sha (Harmony .Association). ^^8 

the general rightist trend is anti-Communist 

little room for neutralism.

but

and pro-.American. leaving 

According to Fundamentals of Janane.se
Foreign Policy. published (1964) by the Nippon Kokumin Kajgj f.lan 

People's Conference) which is the liaison body of 42 rightist groups, 

the security treaty and cooperation with the United States 

tion of the present Japanese foreign policy. "

anese

is the founda-

It further states:

The Communist camp sometimes takes a fle.vible 
policy, but it has not abandoned the ambition to 
communize the world. Japan must, therefore, firmly 

aintain her position in the Free camp, prevent war 
and secure her safety and economic development. Also 
she must strengthen cooperation with neighbouring A.sian 
nations. If world war breaks out, Japan cannot possiblv 
remain uninvolved as a neutral. Moreover, it should be

127. s’h“u|^pa";ha? CrlnaJaa;^) ffoUyo: Kyodo

128. Kinoshita, op. cit.. pp.174-175.
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ExcepMn.the case of Tsuji and his small group of followers, 

organizations generally subscribe to the idea 

Bin of the Dia-Nippon Aikoku-To

the rightist

of collective security. Akao 

(Patriotic Party of Great Japan) took 
this approach when he cried out "The world is divided;

no neutrality, 

or pro-American and anti-Soviet.

Tsuji's view, therefore.

Either pro-Soviet and anti-American,

Be thoroughly pro-American and anti-Soviet.'"^^® 

cannot be identified with those of rightist 

Thus. Japanese "neutralism"

131groups.

embodies many different motives
and policies. There is the neutralism that fundamentally rejects state

power, finding e.xpression in anti-war and pacifist movements, 

the "transitional" neutralism
There is

of the Communist and Socialist Parties,
differing in degree of commitment and sincerity . There is, thirdly, the
nouiralisn, of nationalism, which is hostile to big power domination and 

intervention. These three concepts of neutralism are mixed and inter

woven to such an extent that it is only possible 

for purposes of analytical interpretation, 

elements of all three.

to distinguish them clearly 

One individual may possess

For example, the first and third - pacifist and

nationalist — can work in a compensatory rather than a conflicting manner. 
When there is widespread belief that the national mission

should be an
anti-war, pacifist one, nationalism may well be combined with inter-

129. U;^okujioJJm^vaku (The Personal Flow of the Riahi- 
wjng) (Tokyo: Keisatsu Bunkasha, 1904)7 p. If^----------------------- ^—

130. Araliara Boloisui. Evoku^gayoku (Hight-Wimr and Left-Wincfl 
(lok>o: iJamippon Kokumin-to, 1900)7 ------------------- -

Cf. Sugiyama, op.cit.,
p. 45.

131. pp. 422-423.
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nationalism. In any case, it is only partly correct to say that neutralism 

is an expression of nationalism, when the main driving force can be the 

universal idealism of pacifism or Socialism, as in the first and second 

types of Japanese neutralism. The argument that readily combined 

neutralism and nationalism cannot explain why those who subscribe to 

the idea of collective security can also be nationalistic. In the following 

section we shall examine the reasoning behind the U.S.-Japanese 

Security Treaty.

Justification of the U.S.-Japanese Security Treaty

Japan's first blue book on foreign policy, Waga Gaiko No Kinkyo 

(1957), named three principles of Japanese foreign policy. They 

further cooperation with the United Nations; 

nations;

are:

cooperation with the Free

and firm maintenance of Japan's position as a participating 

member in .^sian affairs. In the light of history, it is obvious that 

second principle has enjoyed the highest priority and has been thethe

cornerstone of Japanese foreign policy ever since 1952 when she recovered 

her sovereignty. We have noted the fact that only one out of five in Japan, 

as of 1968, supports the security treaty with the United States. This 

apparent contradiction has two explanations: the people's neutralism is 

more an expression of desire than a choice in practical policy-making; 

and, the security problem has not been tlie major standard for deciding 

on party support at election time. 133

132. Gaimusho. Waga Gaiko no Kinkyo. 1957, p.7.

133. The relations beUveen the attitudes toward security problems and 
the supports for the Sato government are as follovvs. according to 
the Asahi survey as reported in The .Asahi Shimhun. January 14 19G0-
Among the supporters of the military alliance (2-Fj), 57-: suppo-t

^ on®™?'"'"''"'"''"*' Among the supporters of neutralism
(58%), 39% support the government while 48% do not-
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The government party's view of national security naturally 

out^veighs other views in importance as that party determines actual 

Japanese foreign policy. "The Mission of the Party, " drafted at the 

time of the merger in November 1955.

-----policy oXwo rid domination"
warns of the danger in "the 

held by international Cbmmunism. 
platform calls for "the establishment of defense for

The Party

ces matched to the
national situation in order to prepare for the withdrawal of foreign troops. " 

The platform does not specify whether the 

withdrawal of "foreign troops" at a certain time or not.

treaty of 1960 froze the situation for 

either party to the treaty is entitled to withdraw

Party expects to request the

in any case, the 

ten years, after which time 

at one year's advance

revised

notice. .At present, with one year to go before the treaty review, the 

mind
Some rightist members demand renewal for anothei

LDP has not succeeded in making up its concerning tiie treaty.

• ten years, while
the majority tends to prefer the so-called "automatic" 

the Japanese government makes 

keep it effective

extension, that is.

no move concerning the treaty in order to

yearly basis, in expectation that the U.S. govern- 

necessity of the present security

on a

nient will take the same policy. The

treaty is explained as follows:

she establish too military a svstem.she would then have to adopt a militaristic system.
exfen? dr’ff."' individual freedom to such an
extent that the free system becomes untenable. A
nation that subscribes to liberalism mirst. therefore 
adopt the collective security system,

134. Jiyu Minshuto, ed., Nihon no .Anzen to Boei. op.cit.. p.315.
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It is rather dogmatic to conclude that all nations aspiring to liberalism 

must join some form of collective security in order to maintain both the

Thissecurity of the nation and a liberal domestic political system.

does reflect, however, the conservatives - deep-rooted antagonism toward 

Communism. The theory of collective security is simpler and clearer 

than that of neutralism. Armed forces are inevitably given the
conviction that international Communism prepares for war. In the

national defense cannot be achieved unilaterally. A 

collective security system is. therefore, the only way to 

safety.

nuclear age.

secure national

The Cabinet's decision on the basic principles of national defense 

in May 1957 e.xpressed the e.xpectation that U.S. military power would 

play the major role in Japan's defense.

Nations will beable effectively to assume the function of preventing

The LDP further maintains that the Self-Defense For 

v/ithstanding aggression by conventional
ces arc capable of 

means for several months.
whereas any further aggression, especially that involving 

could not be met without reliance 

nuclear deterrence.

nuclear weapons, 

on United .States armed forces and
13C

In the present international situation where

peace is maintained by a balance of power bet-.veen the Fast 

the Socialist policy of unarmed neutrality will.
and the West, "

in the final analysis.

od^, An.,n „nne. (Pjjc^^uH.v, and13G.
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separate Japan from the Free camp and dr 

camp. "
her into the Communist 

stand is a tactic of the

av.’
137

According to the LDP, the Socialist 

Communist forces as well as 138a utopia. The Socialist policy of 

deceptive than the Communistunarmed neutralism is 

since it is advocated under the

more
counterpart

cover of pacifist idealism.

's view of neutralism as put forth 

Neutralism, first
upsets the balance of power between East and West and threatens 

world peace. Second, it necessitates increased

We will next examine the LDP

to justify the security treaty with the United States, 

of all.

armaments and
consoquo... oconcnlc difficu!!,.. Thi. d, Japan's cco.u.mk. sldbillly « ni 

be fui lhei- endangered by Ihc dolcrioi ation 

nations.
of foreign trade with the F 

and Communist 

resulting in Japan's communization.

ree
And lastly, infiltration by tiie Soviet Union 

China will be inten.sified.

Despite the fact that ■helming majority of the Japa 
people are anti-Communist - only a few percents support the JCP - 

the conservative.s and the

Communism, concluding that Japan

an overv. n<‘.se

gove)-nment take a more serious view of 

s neutralization, and the accompanying 

an eventual Communist seizure ofeconomic difficulty, would bring about 

power. Granted that such 

anti-
a view is designed to provoke the people's 

conservatives that theCommunist feeling, tlu- suspicion of the

people will easily turn to Communism resembles in a

of the pry-Mcdji lyrU,,.s people mlghl conspire v/lll, ,hc "barbarians"

against the central

way the anxiety

government. In this connection. , it has been pointed out

137. Ibid., p. 87, 

Ibid.. p. 88.

Ibitl., pp. 88-89.

138.

139.
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that the conservatives have only an insecure sense of being the rulers 

and are obsessed with a

support from the people.

"persecution complex, " despite their wide 
140.

The positive values of the security treaty' 

The Affirmative Theory of the U.S.
are, according to

-Japanese Secuintv Treaty by 
Nakamura Kikuo: (1) assistance from the U.S. Seventh Fleet in the

protection of Japan's maritime transportation; 

the development of Southeast Asia;
(2) U.S. cooperation in 

(3) introduction of U.S. defense
technology; and (4) U.S- nuclear deterrence. The government, as
we have discussed, emphasizes the last point as the primary benefit of 

the security treaty. The second

ment of Southeast Asia - is not truly rele%^anl since

reason ~ cooperation for the develop- 

a military treaty 

s maritimeis not essential to such a goal. The security of Japan 

transportation presupposes a particular pattern of enemy-ally relations, 

be realized that modern weaponry hasMoreover, it must
overcome

geographical limitations to a considerable extent and that other coinmuni-
cation, such as that of information, 

for national defense.
is becoming increasingly important

The same criticism applies to KSsaka -Masataka's

thesis that "the fundamental of Japan's security is control of the 

With differing degrees, all those who support the

..142ocean.

security treaty base
their arguments on the balance of power theory. Xagai Yonosuke

IS one

140. Cf, .Maruyama .Masao, Nihon i. 
(Tokyo; Iwanami Shoten, ItToiy;

Nakamura Kikuo. ed..

no S.hiso (.tapanese Thought) 
, pp. 141-111.

141.
0-1,,.^.... ^ (Affirmative

frok^-YiMrindD.

Cf. KSsaka .klasataka. Kaivo Kokka .Nihon no Kosb (Plan for ihe 
Occanic .Nation, Japan) (Tokyo: Chuo Koron slia.

142.

IkkS), p.!7f;.~
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of the protagonists of this thesis. 

Choices
In his article, "Jjimitations and 

in Japanese Foreign Policy, " he commented on neutralism
as follows:

Any action that attempts fundamentally to change 
the sjatus quo under the Sino-U.S. tension would T

and non-alignment would promote peace in the Far 
East completely neglects Japan’s position and the 
political influence of such an act on the United 
Mates. Formosa, and Korea, 143

not

Summing Up

In essence, the conflict between neutralism and collective 

security is a conflict between the challengers and the supporters of 

the status quo . The balance of power tlieory of those who 

the security treaty with the United State’s demonstrates
support

precisely this
point. The advocates of anti-war, pacifist neutralism are in fact

challengers of the state power and the prevailing concept of national 

sovereignty, .^s such, they have remained so far exclusively in the 

When neutralism is channeled into realrealm of theoi-etical interest.

politics, either by the Socialist Party or the Komei-to, it inevitably 

loses its "anti-power" aspect in becoming a viable political policy. 

Thus, neutralism is argued and supported on two separate levels with 

at the non-political party level 

primarily concerned with 

at the other, the political party 

virtually all Japanese political parties are primarily concerned

little communication between them:

intellectuals and private citizens 

"ought to be" concept of the nation; 

level.

are an

143. Nagai Yonosulce, Ileiwa 
(Tokyo: Chuo Koron no Da is ho (Compensation for Pcnccl 

sha, 19G7). pp. iry-120.-------------------------
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i
with the establishment of a practical security policy designed 

s national interests.
to secure

what they conceive to be Japan 

There exists no nation in the world today, whether an avowed
permanent neutral or a neutral through temporary policy, that 
armed forces altogether. The policy of unarmed

renounces

neutralism of the JSP
therefore is unique, and. as the JSP is the largest opposition party in
Japan, presents a grave challenge to the conventional view of national 

sovereignty protected by armed forces.
The question remains whether 

all armed forces.the Socialists would really abandon 

would, should they come to ! 

of challenge" is confined to

as tliey claim they
po\ver in the future. Otherwise, the question

a highly hypothetical level. The Socialist
negative attitude tov.-avd both state and „„i,anv pov.-ei- can bo pantiy 

explained by the Pantys relative disiance tron, pover and scant 

of gaming power in the near future. If this is eor.-cct, should the

can be expected to undergo a 

present pretense and gestures

prospects

Socialists assume power their attitude 

change: the stronger their
are, the

greater the change will be. 

the most
The military, tliey do recognize. is one of

important elements of power.

The following two diagrams demonstrate 

between the JSP's attitude
a clear contrast

loivai d ihc Eccurlly treaty and its posl- 
necurity treaty policy, as well as the positions of o.hei

political parties
with respect to Japan's national security.
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Diagram 1 - Policies of National Securitv^^^

Tough-Mindedne.ss

JCP (National De
fensive Measures)

Komei (National Guard 
and Neutralism)

DDP (US-Japanese 
Security Treaty)

DSP (Treaty Without 
Stationing)

Radicalism Conservatism

JSP (Unarmed 
Neutralism)

T ender- M indedness

Diagram 2 — Attitude To.vnrd the U.S.-Japanese Security Treaty

Tough-Mindedness

JCP, JSP (Immediate 
Abolition)

Komei (Gradual 
Dissolution)

DSP (Base Willidrawal) 
J-iDP (Firm Maintenance

Radicalism Conservatism

Tender- Miiulcflness

144. Cf. IlansJ. Kysenck, The Psycholoev of Politics (London- 
Routedge k Kegan Paul Ltd. ,"l9!rr)7"pnr/T-------
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4I
Only the Socialist policy falls under the Radical-Conservative 

axis. However, toy/ard the security treaty with the United States, the 

Socialist Party takes a very tough-minded posture as contrasted to its 

proposed tender-minded security policy should the treaty be abolished. 

It is difficult, therefore, to assess different security policies unless 

they are put in the overall context of Japanese views of national security 

and the nation.

1
.!

The main difficulty about the anti-treaty neutralists is their 

assumption that dissolution or abolition of the present security treaty 

with the United States would automatically solve the question of Japanese 

security. In other words, they tend to think that by undoing something 

with the present collective security system Japan will be relieved of all 

the evils of the system and will then enjoy only the benefits of neutralism.

The opposite is claimed by supporters of the collective security 

system; they can see only the benefits of the security treaty and the 

evils of neutralism. A prerequisite for a national consensun on national 

security, therefore, is a balance sheet on neutralism and collective

security compiled with utmost objectivity, with open references to Japan's 

course, foreign policy goals, and so forth. For example, the

following dichotomies somehow have to be compromised and reconciled 

in order to reach a national consensus on the security problem.

145. Mushakoji Kinhide and Hidaka Rokuro, "70-nen Mondai o Dou 
Kangaeruka" (How to Think About the Problems of 1970) 
Gcndai no Me. vol.lO, no. 3 (March 19G9), p. 51.
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I
1

1
Positions

Items
Collective
Security

Neutralism
j

International
Politics Withdrawal from all 

military blocs Participation in the U.S. 
military bloc

War Emotional repulsion 
toward the last war, 
fear of nuclear 
weapons

Over-expectation from 
and deification of the 
Constitution

Fear of indirect 
aggression, belief 
in the balance of 
power theory

De-emphasis of the 
Constitution

Constitution

Nuclear
Weapons Provocation = War Deterrence = Peace

In this picture of confrontation, what 

of the people. The people 

the political struggle 

this, in tur

is left out is the majority 

s pacifism is the meet neglected element in

the neutralism and collective security, and 

n merely lengthened the gap between the right and the left.

over

All these conflicting views on national security and defense

remind us of Nakae Chomin's discu.ssion of Japan's security problem 

in his book San .Suijin Kerin Mondo {Three Drunken 

Politics) written in 1887. This book
Fellows' Debate on

published 20 years after the Meiji 

debate involving "a gentlemen of Western learning. " 
"a strong-minded guest, " and Nankai Sensei who is. 

himself.

Restoration recorded a

in fact. Chomin
HG

14G. Nakae Chomin. ChoniifLByn-'l'^ (Collection of Cho-nin’s Work) 
(Tokyo; Bunka Shiryo Chosa-Kai. 19{;aT7'pp.-17-~T8r89-&7.
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1
The strong-minded guest maintains that "the small country" 

fJapan] should send all her

and conquer it in order to exploit
able-bodied men to "that big country" [ China] 

vast new territories.
on the contrary, argues that the best way to i 

complete disarmament. He continues;

The gentleman, 

national security isinsure

Tt importance is morality.It is not my concern whether America and Franck
and'fh greatness of our spirit
and the excellence of our enterprise; or whether 
other nations like Russia, Engird, and Germany 
p otect us out of balance of power consideration.

Tho strong-minded guest naturally asltst at do you do If some violent 

nation should invade us.

The gentleman answers;

I do not believe at all that such a violent nation exists 
If here v/ere such a nation, we could think only as hidi
sinPleVea°“^ r '^'i^hout taking up a
sav^^"wrha°"’ ^ ^'^ould calmly
say. W e have never been impolite to you. W^e do not^
have any reason to be criticized. W^e have governed our
rernaVsti ffe^'u'T'^'""" witliout

If they refused to listen and 
Lout^ln^fni" their guns at us. we would only
shout loudly how impolite and immoral they are.' U'e would 
simply die by their bullets, for there is

taking advantage of our disarmament? "

no solution.

Then, Nankai-Sensei 

achievable when all people 

guest's theory is impossible unless

comments; The gentleman's theory is only

cooperate together; the strong-minded

an emperor or a chancellor
dictatorially decides . He supports 

defensive war.
the concept of a standing army for 

rejecting both those of complete disarmament and
aggression. Asked by the two guests to summarize his 

Sensei urges the establishment of
points. Nankai- 

a constitutional monarchy, gradual
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I abolition of restrictions 

development, and a
on speech and press, efforts toward economic

friendly foreign policy toward neighbouring nations. 

At this point, the guests laugh and say that 

such things. They complain that this 

who is noted for his

even a child knows 

is too simple for Nankai-Sensei 

However, Nankai-Sensei 

not permit the drawing of a grand

uncon''entional ideas, 

warns that unconventional theories do 

design for the nation.

2^

Our more recent controversy, like that of Nakae Chomin
, occurred

20 years after major social upheaval, that is, the Defeat and the 

Occupation and the Meiji Restoration.
I

Unfortunately, Japan, by invading
China, followed the urged by the strong-minded guest. The 
Japanese paid the price for this and similar action.

course

The gentleman's 

the new Constitution but
theory of complete disarmament is written into 

the actual situation contradicts it. Nankai-Sensei 
unconventional" theories when the national futur

s warning not to play with 

e is at stake holds true
at present as in his day.



CHAPTER 7

NATIONALISM IN EDUCATION

A. Prewar Education

The establishmen;: of a modern national education system was
critical in the Meiji Government's endeavor to

transform society, without 

The policy of "Rich Country and

of able men for nation-building

delay, into a modern nation-state.

Strong Army" necessitated both education 

and inculcation of national awareness in the general public. 

As early as 1871, the Education Ministry launched
a thoroughly 

regions backed 

The first task of 

the feudalistic status orientation and. 

-oriented attitudes, to turn the 

of their o.vn social and

centralized education system composed of eight university 

up by 32 high school and 210 primary school regions, 

education reform was to overtlirow

1

by introducing pragmatic, achievement

people's energy' toward the advancement 

positions
economic

• In this connection, it is interesting to note that the influence

of American pragmatism during the early years of .Meiji was "extremely 

great, " for the initial post-World \V 

American
ar 11 reform was also developed from

■■cconmu-nd^ions and advice. ’ The statemenl |s.„iod to CNplaln 

BihSlSi (the Kdecatiooal Sjslem) ha.acd its importance on the tollov. ini;

points:

EdueJoJ n^?‘oikug1iku'zenMiuv^^^^

- IP 1 -
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f (1) It is necessary to discipline oneself, to enlighten, 
and develop one's ability and talent in order to succeed’ 
in life and to promote national industry.

(2) The new education is not based on feudalistic 
learning, which is impractical, but is based on the 
practical knowledge and technology necessary for all 
kinds of occupations.

(3) Since study provides the "capital" for advancement 
in life, everybody, irrespective of class, has to study.

(4) Since study is useful for success in life, its cost 
should be paid by the people. ^

Although the emphasis was put on the success of the individu: 1 in life and

not on national development, the government's purpose in promoting 

national education can only be appropriately evaluated within the broad 

conte.xt of "Rich Country and Strong .Army. The initial emphasis on 

individual benefit was considered necessary for freeing the people from 

feudahstic bondage and, in this respect, was in harmony with national 

policy. During this early Meiji period there were few efforts to awaken

the national consciousness and little evidence of government interfer 

in the teaching of morals and history.^
ence

We must also note that this was a

period of confusion ' as far as educational content was concerned, and 

an age of translated te.xtbooks" when the 

to e.x-ert tight control. ^

was

government was simply not ready

3. Cf. llorimatsu Takeichi, Nihon Kindai Kvmikushi (Ilistorv of Modern 
Japanese Education), (Tokyo: liishosha, 1959), pp. 43-45'^ ’

4. Cf. Kyoikushi Ilensankai, ed., Meiii Iko KvBikuseido llattatsushi 
(History of Development of liducational Svstem Since AleriiT 
(Vol.l, Tokyo: Kybikushiryo Chosa-Kai,‘"1904), p. 340.

5. Cf. Tamura Eiichiro, Nashonarr/umu to Kyoiku (Nationalism and 
Education) (Tokyo: Toyokan. l9Gin7p.' 7lT-------- -------------------- ----

Kybkasho no Hekishi (History of Textbooks)
(Tokyo: Shobunsha, 1950), p. 59 and by the same author, Alciii Hyakunen

(Ijducation of Mci.ji One Hundred Years). ('rokyoV Nihon Keizai 
Shimbunsha, 1903), p.28.
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1
1 When the government reali^ced the danger of individualistic education, 

a realization brought on by the popular rifhts movement, it lost no time in 

replacing the prevailing education of enlightenment by the Confucian 

emphasis on submission.’^ Motoda Nagazane, the emperor ' s lecturer, 

played the major role in ‘•his change. The Education Ministry began to 

edit textbooks to emphasize Confucian ethics and principles of government, 

striking all reference to foreign names and proverbs in 1863.^ 

for Primary School Teachers" issued in the

i

The "Guide

same year maintained that.
since "much knovMedge" often becomes politically dangerous, primary 

school education should be concerned, above all, with creating "good" 

subjects who were submissive to the State order.® The apparent problem 

of Confucian teaching was that it could not effectively foster the national

consciousness necessary for Japan's emergence as a modern nation-stale.

Thus, the government and bureaucrats, dissatisfied with Confucian teaching 

alone, began a struggle to gain control over educational polic}’.

In 1885, the first Minister of Education, Mori Arinori, established 

a nationalistic and pragmatic course for Japan's education, 

had stmlied in England and served as a diplomat, was aware of Western

Mori, who

advancement and. therefore, did not preclude tlic study of Western civili- 

Ile thought, nevertheless, that only the elite should be entitled tozation.

such a study whereas the mass should he educated to become good imperial 

subjects, llejecting the view that education should cultivate peopl 

natures through enlightenment, Mor i installed

e's

a system designed to produce

Karasawa, Kyoltaslio no Hekishi,

Ikiii' pp- ni-iih.
9. Kyoikushi Hens.snkai. op.cit. . \V.1.3, p.lG.

7. p. 103.
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submissive subjects^ and declared that schools tvere for the benefit of 

the State and not the people. ” State-authorised te.vlbooks ivere Introduced 

in 1886 along with the Imperial University Decree.

"Imperial Universities aim at teaching and studying arts 

meet the nedds of the State. "

The Decree stated that

and sciences to

In addition, by providing details for the 
education of Imperial subjects, he placed emphasis on the training of
teachers equal to that on the training of students. 

This educational policy logically led to strict supervision 

school textbooks. The introduction of 

1886 contributed to

over

a te.xtbook authorization system in 

uniform content according to standards set by the State. 

- instrument in developing a national conscious- 

Promulgation of the Imperial Rescript on

Textbooks became the basic i 

ness among the people.

Education in 1890 marked the end of the controversy which had 

educational policies and goals since the Restoration, 

of compromise between Confucian ethics

surrounded 

This was a product 

represented by Motoda and the 

Ilirobumi who primarily stressed 

Since the Rescript became the basis for

emphasis of such bureaucrats as Ito 

Japan's modernization.

Japanese nationalism.
modern

v.'e quote the document in its entirety here.

op.cit., pp.G-10.H, Kyoikushi Rensankai,

12. Komatsu Shukichi,mont ivt 4- , Kyoikuscido no Seiritsu. "
ment of Kational Educational System), in Tsuchiya (Establish- 

• op- g‘t- • PP- G0-G3.
13. Karasawa, op. cit.. pp.145-148.
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i

Imperial Rescript on Education

Know ye. Our Subjects:

the beauty thereof. This is the glory of the fundamental 
chm^acter of Our Empire, and herein also lies the 
of Our education. '

.;1
on

f;

source
^ Our subjects, be filial to your 

parents affectionate to your brothers and sisters- as 
husbands and wives be harmonious, as friends true- bear 
yourselves in modesty and moderation; extend vour

learning and cultivate arts and 
thei eby develop intellectual faculties and perfect moral 
powers; furthermore, advance public good and promote 
common interests; always rc.3pect the Constitution and 
obsei ve the laws; should emersenev arise ntiTr
selves courageously to the Sinte;~^l^-lb[rF7aiTr7;ni^----
maintain the prosperity of Our Imperial Throne, coeval

Uoodand faithful subjects, but rander illustrations the 
best tradition of your forefathers.

your-

pecendants and the sul.jects. infallible for all age.s and 
true in all places. It is Our wish to lay it to heart in all 
reverence, in common with you. Our subjects, that we 
may all attain to the same virtue, f Emphasis added, j

The family-state prototype is evident in the llescript 

and ethics in the person of the emperor became the 

of kokutni. 

a religion. ^ ^

. Congruence of power 

essence of the ideology' 
As one scholar pointed out. the Hescript became the creed of

As international tension increa.sed, 

of the individual in preparation for state
emphasis sliiftcd to sai-rificc 

emergencies. The Rescript was

H. GovL-,.„mt.nt Sc-pion, SC,IP, Pnlilk;.! lic-c.rk-nu,tir,r, of s,.,,,

Ullice, 191i.) .Appendix 13: 9a, p. 584. ^

Tamura, op, eit., p. 92.15.
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accompanied by detailed instructions 

toward the imperial throne.
as to the teaching of a proper attitude 

The most important ritual was worship of the 

prescribed place in all 

This observance
highlighted on national holidays and other important occasions 

national solidarity under the emperor.

picture of the emperor and 

schools and
empress located in a

adminstered by school principals. was

to mobilize

Nationalistic sentiment, 

its first concrete satisfaction in the victory 

national education was 

schools of 1900. Another 

the nationalist move for State te.^tbooks

greatly aided by the Rescript, experienced 

over China in 1895. Uniform
reinforced further by the revised decree on primary

important development during this periodI wasi
I as part of the policy of "Rich

Country and Strong Army. " The military mfluence was by no means
negligible in this development, as indicated when Kodama Gentaro.

army
general and one-time Minister of Home Affai 

Minister.
irs, was named Education

The inception of tlie .State textbooks 

year before the Russo-Japanese War.

Pacific War,

took place in 1903, a

From then until the defeat in the 

Japan issued five versions of State textbooks in the following
years;

(1) 1903;

(2) 1910, after the Russo-Japanese War;

(3) 1918, after the First World War;

(4) 1933, after the Manchurian Incident;

(5) 19-11, the year of the outbreak of war
and.

in the Pacific.

10.

Karasawa, op.cit.. p. 210.
pp.125-120.

17.
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1
History and moral textbooks were the first targets of State control,

Karasawa Tomitaro 

a kind of histoi'y

followed by Japanese language and geography textbooks.

maintains-that "history, as it was taught, became in effect

for the sake of natiooalism. "■» By the turn of the century. State control 

over

3

1

I education had become increasingly important 

national awareness, but also in
not only in fostering

preventing the spread of dissatisfaction
among the people arising from tensions of a rapidly' industrializing society, 

nationalistic era of Taisho Democracy,^®After the short-lived liberal and less

the fourth edition of State textbooks in 

emphasis was placed
1933 reflected ascending militarism as

the spiritual training of dutiful subjects, and theon

social sciences were virtually banned. Military training 

increased.
on the campus

Stricter thought control was intended by the establishment of

the Student Section and the National .Spirit Research Institute 

of Education.
in the Ministry 

were placed in charge of 

The impact of the Russian Revolution

In addition, specific teachers 

thought supervision at each school.

on the students necessitated further "thought unification" by the government.2® 

The first lesson for entering pupils consisted of concepts of the divine 

and soldiery. Filial piety, absorbed
country

as one of the highest vii-tues, became 
linked with loyalty and assistance to the imperial throne. "Study must find

18, Karasawa, "Changes in Japanese Education. " op.cit.. p. 372.
19. It is..Of general framework of educational

established during the Meiji period did not 
in the Taisho

system
receive any vital blow 

Cf. Jamura, op.cit., p.105.era.

20. Tamura, op.cit.. p. 120.
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Its goal in kokutai and assist the imperial 

teacher's manual for moral 

It is through study, invention, and
ii22

cause, " maintained the 

teaching at the elementary school level?^

discovery that subjects are to assist 

This distorted view of study reachedimperial prosperity, 

when Minobe Tatsukichi
one climax

's Emperial-Organ Theory

School teachers iocrcaslngly became "military men i„ civilian 

clothing" faithfully discharging their duties

came under attack
in 1935.

as conveyers of tlie will and
orders of the militaristic State.

"the national school" (Kokumin Gakko), 

lengthened from six to eight years 

elementary education to train 

between this educational goal and that 

decree of

In March 1941, primary school became

and compulsoz’y schooling 

• Its purpose was to provide general

was

the people in the Imperial Way. A comparison

of the revised elementary school 
1890 shows the degree of change in Japanese educational policy 

in half a century. The decree stated that "
elementary school aims, with

due attention to development of the pupil's body. to provide oi-dinary

necessary as a basis for moial and nallonal 
teaching and life. "23 inception of a national school

knowledge and technology

marked the transforma- 
lion of an already highly nationalistic edneation into an imperial fascist 

"The Way of the Subject"education.
distributed in July as a preparation 

The following principles.

was
for commencement of the war in December.

21. Quoted in Karasawa, 
Japanese Education)’, »lili;ij:^on^KyoikusM (Hi.story of Modern 

(lokyo: Seibundo Shinkosha. IfdJ;), p. 219.
22. Ibid., p. 219.

23. Tamura, op. cit.. p. 121. 

24. Tsuchiya, op. cit.. p.187.
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I

written in pupils' reportbooks. clearly indicated the 

tion for elementary education:
government's expecta-

(1) l am an Emperor's child and will faithfully 
Him and brighten the light of the Empire. serve

a Dai-Go National School
and will abide by the.etiquette to become an obedient 
and cheerful child.

The one moral taught in ethics class emphasized duty 

subject, and, as a result, the role of the individual 

Genshi-H5ko (Self-denial and 

of the educational system

as an Imperial

as such was played down, 

public service) became the slogan. Collapse 

with the student mobilization act thatcame

suspended all regular teaching. By 1944 students 

and fields instead of in classrooms.
were working in factories 

The contents of textbooks are an
important indicator of a society’s orientation, 

of the material in ethics textbooks is
The following breakdown

especially interesting in that it

The table indicatesreflects the shifting emphasis in educational policy, 

a gradual de-emphasis on the individual and an increasing emphasis
on the nation. Thus, prewar textbooks "failed to 

tendency toward self-reliance or self-assertion. "
encourage any

25. Karasawa,

2G. Tsuchiya, op. cit., p. 202.

Mciji Ilvakuncn no Kvoiku. op- cit.. pp. 152-154.
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•I
A_Breakdown of the Materials in Ethics Textbooks^'^ 

(Figures are percentages)

Period of PublicationClassification 
of Contents I II III IV V1903 1910 1918 1933 1941

Home 10.7 14.2 11.5 10.5 5.7
Individual 41.5 37.7 35.3 34.6 28.7
School 3.1 1.2 1.3 4.3 6.6
Society

National

27.1 24.1 27.6 25.3 13.9
15.1 17.9 18.6 19;8 37.8

International 0 0 0. 6 0.6 1.6
Miscellaneous 2.5 4.9 5.1 4.9 5. 7

Karasawa concludes that:

. .. the books issued by the national 
contained little or 
or commercial ethics.

government
mention of justice, responsibility

W03.e..„ concept ot
or Obedience to parents. Basis for these qualities
fex-fs ?nnL . t' Thus, school
texts failed to teach a modern system of ethics,
inculcating instead a mistaken form of thinking.-®

no

v.'as

B. Postwar Kducatinn

1. Institutional Centralization

Occupation Hefor and the .Aftermath (1945-19561

One of the pressing tasks of the Occupation, following disolution 

of the ar.my and the rightist organizations.

ms

was a re-education of the

27. Karasawa, "Changes in Japanese Education. " op-cit.. p. 373.
28. Ibid.. p. 365.
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1
Japanese people for the complete elimination of militarism 

reforms had to rely on initiative and 

idea or intention for fundamental education

in Japan. The
!

power of the Occupation since no

reform was presented by the
defeated Japanese. Formation of the Civil Information and Education (CIE)

under SCAP in September 1945 marked the beginning of postwar educational 

reform. CIE recommended the complete elimination of militarism and
ultranationalism from the Japanese educational system and establishment
of a new 

principles.

educational curriculum designed to foster-democratic ideals and

Recommendations were delivered to the Ministry of 

Education through the Liaison Conference , composed of SCAP and the
Japanese government representatives, 

ment Section
Active participation of the Govern-

(GE) in educational reforms brought about some friction
among the Occupation authorities, but did not affect the overall function of 

SCAP in matters of education. Directives were issued one after another

educational system and policy. 

(October 1945), 

s and Other Concerned

to facilitate democratization of the Japa 

"Administration of the Japanese Educational System" 

Investigation, Purge, and Recognition of Teacher

nese

Personnel" (October 1945), and "Prohibition of the Teaching of Ethics. 

Japanese History, and Geography" (December 1945) 

for the Occupation-sponsored reforms. A report by the first American 

Educational Mission in March 1946 set the basic course for 

Japanese education.

were the first steps

postwai-

It urged an educational ideal based upon "recognition 

of the value and dignity of individuals" and recommended the so-called

29.

Postwar JapanP(Hevised Ed., -fokyo: Sengo Kyoiku Gui-upu, 197r5) 
pp. 16-17 and p. 22.

Suzuki Eiichi,

ms
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6-3-3-4 system, decentralization through the establishment of boards of

education and overall reorganization of curriculum.^®

full support from SCAP, "determined the 
! 13 1

and the Fundamental Law

The report, with 

education policy of the Occupa
tion, on Education of March 1947, together
with the School Education Law, laid the foundation for postwar education, 

in July 1948 represented 

to popular control, 

summary concerning types of education by generation 

some aspects of differing vi 'ws of postwar

Establishment of the elective boards of education 

the transfer of education from bureaucratic 

An overview

is helpful here in understanding

education.

A characteristic of those who were born and grew up in the Meiji 

strong ambition accompanied by the idea of hard workera is a
and self-help, 

state textbooks 

They are usually most 
devoted supporters of the Emperor and the imperial institution and identify 

the Japanese nation with the person of the Emperor.

They received education by the first (1903) and second (1910) 

and witnessed tw^o victories over China and Russia.

The so-called "Taishoits, " who grew up under a relatively liberal
and international era of Taisho (1912-1920). value "cuture" highly and are 

greatly influenced by German idealistic philosophy, 

textbook (1918) was a product of "Taisho Democracy." 

they witnessed social contradictions

Their third state

At the same time, 

caused by rapid modernizations, and
the growing labor movement, 

stimulus for some of the intelligentsia, 

their children to be individualistic and 

not find postwai- education reforms hard

The Russian Revolution of 1917 was a great 

In general, they tend to teach

men of culture. Therefore, they did

to accept.

30. Tsuchiya, op. cit., p. 230.
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Those who were born in prewar Showa (1926-1945) and received 

prewar education by the fourth (1933) and fifth (1941)

literally brought up as children of a militaristic state, 

who were sent to battlefields

state textbooks
were

It was they

as students-soldiers. Generally speaking.
however, they were young enough to re-orient themselves-and-adopt 

democratic values after defeat, becoming most critical to old values and 

those who subscribed to them.

new

In this respect, they make an alliance with
the Taishoits in defense of postwar education.

Thus, the reaction of the Japanese leaders, who 

"Meiji People, " to the 

entirely favorable.

v.^erc largely

educational reforms of the Occupation was not
'Educational policy for Reconstructing a New Japan!'

issued by the Education Ministry on September 15, 1945. simply pointed 

out that "education from on shall endeavor to maintain kokutai andnow

at the same time to end militaristic thought and policy. " 

cratic education was not considered
The new demo-

a contradiction of kokutai, which, again, 
manifests the illusory view of kokutai prevalent in the Japanese ruling 

cu'cle. We will return to this point when we discuss the relation betw een

Education and the Fundamental Law on Education. 

Let it suffice here to note that, just as political and economic reforms

the Imperial Rescript on

were carried out only through the decisive power and determination of the
Occupation, educational reform became possible only by the determined 

will of the Occupation. AsI
a result, reforms were subject to policy changes 

of the Occupation. Such a change is clearly evident in the report of thej

second American Education Mission of 1950 which recommended increased

32. Cj-. Karasawa Tomitaro, Nippon-jin no Rirekisho (Curricnbim Vitnr. 
of the Japanese) (Tokyo: Kodansha, 19G1), pp. 13-1BT""------------- --------
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restrictions on teachers organizational activities. This report was 
in the drastic change in the educational policy of the Japanese 

Intensified Cold War, hostilities and

instrumental i

government.
the outbreak'of the 

encouraged the conservatives to "rectify" the 

However, it is important to-know 

een education policies and other political as

Korean War permitted and 

"excesses" of Occupation reforms.

what a time lag existed betw 

well as economic For e.xample, the Education Ministry 
publishsd'a high school textbook entitled "Democracy" In Auguel-October 

of 1948 in which the individualistic views

measures.

and reflections on war and
state power wore unique In the history of postwar Japanese education. 

Also,in 1952 the Education Ministry instructed the boards 

that teachers were to have priority
of education 

the boards in the selection ofover
textbooks. That same yeai-. conservatives, reacting to the reorganization
and increased jurisdiction of the Education Ministry, and attempting to 

rectify the Occupation-made educational system, "

v/hich led to the passage of two laws in May 1954 dealing with the political 

activities of teachers. As

began a campaign

Education Minister Odachi Shigeo himself

stated, these laws aimed at prohibiting the political activities of teachers 

"who were directed by the well-planned guidance of the Teachers' ii34Union, 

as part 

The following month
party began publication of pamphlets entitled "Deplorable Textbooks. " 

designed to attack what were deemed to be "prejudiced" textbooks.

In 1-ebruary 1955, the Japanese Democratic Party adopted 

of Its platform "the integration of state textbooks. "

the

33. Nagai Michio, Mombusho to N'ikkyoso 
the Teachers' Union),

Cf. Mausumuia Takeshi. Kvoiku no .Mori (Forest of Fducatinni 
vol.il, (lokyo; Mainichi Shimhun-.Sha, 19G{J)'; ^—

—r—— (J he I.ducation Alini.strv and 
Chuokoron sha, 195L07^~ri9:---------

34.

p.4«.
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Establishment of a Highly Centralized System (1956-1968)

The government presented two bills to the National Diet in March 

1956 which aimed to control textbooks and

i

to transform the hitherto
elective boards of education into appointive 

contx'ol bill failed to pass, the board
ones. Although the textbook

of education reform passed, thereby 
giving the Education Ministry access, by way of the appointed members

of the boards, to the lowest ranks in the education system. The new law 

provides that members of boards of education shall be appointed by the 

consent of local assemblies.chiefs cf the local governments with the 

However, the chairmen of prefectural boards shall be appointed only 

the consent of the Education Minister, 

and city boards shall be appointed with the

with

and the chairmen of village, town, 

consent of prefectural boards, 

can "guide.

There have been cases where board

In addition, boards at higher administrative levels 

and "assist" boards at lower levels.

I) tladvise, "

members, disobedient to a superior's advice, have been rejected for 

promotion to the chairmanship of their boards. The function of
appointed boards of education has become largely the 

directives from the central government to lower local units.

Education Minister Kiyose Ichiro insisted 

inspection of textbooks, which, he

communication of

on tightening government 

argued, could be done by administrative

measures without relying on legislation. The Ministry established the 

Textbook Research System in October for this purpose. Until then, 
textbooks had been inspected by five Alinistry officials, designated as 

Messers. A. B, C, D, and E, whose judgment was final. It was reported

35. Ibid.. pp. 77-79.
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i that a sixth man, Mr. F, joined in this decision-making and that his 

political opinion affected the whole inspection after October 

the widely discussed "F-Clause Purge.

The Ministry of Education instructed, 

of choosing textbooks rested with boards of education, 

its instruction of 1952.

Teaching Guidance" in the Official Gazette and

j

1956. This is
.,36

in July 1957, that the right

thereby nullifying 

In 1958, the Ministry published "The Outline for

claimed that the Outline
had legal binding power. Textbooks were expected to comply with this 

outline. The textbook inspection of 1958 proved to be a hard oie for 

editors and publishers, as 30% failed to pass the test.^"^ 

school textbook inspection of 1961, only 28% passed the first 

the second inspection, held three months later, 

the requirements set by the Ministry. Textbook companies naturally 

attempted to get favorable rulings by eliminating those which 

considered to have been written by "prejudiced"

Some went even further than actually required in an attempt to anticipate 

the hidden intent of the Outline.

In the primary 

test, but in 

98% succeeded in meeting

editors

Scholars or intellectuals.

A high school textbook of social studies
edited by Associate Professor Hidnka Rokuro and others failed to 

the inspection of 1955-1956.
pass

Hidaka and his fellow editors resigned in 

response to the publisher's compromise move to include one of the
Ministry's favorite scholars in the work.^^

Kyoiku Nendaishi Nempyo" (Chronological fable of Problems of Postwar Education)
no. 86, April 1969, p. 90.

37. Tokutake Toshio, Kawariyuku Kyokasho 
(Tokyo: Shin Nipponsha, 1968), p. n 9.

Ibid., p. 127.

Shiso no Kagaku,

(Changing J^extbooks).

38.
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A Ministry document issued in 1961 concerning the plans for

issuing free textbooks referred to the textbook inspection system 

effect as follows;
and its

Since the present inspection is carried out very 
strictly in accordance with the standard set forth 
Outline for Teaching Guidance, the textbook contents 
are the same as those of the State textbooks in substance. ^0

in the

The document reported that the Ministry expected only five textbooks 

each subject to remain in the near future.
for

Textbooks became free for
primary school pupils in 1964 and for junior high school pupils 

The law concerning State-supplied textbooks 

textbooks to the city, town, and village boards of education.

in 1965.

conferred the right of adopting

In practice.
however. the prefectural boards of education have exercised the 

textbook selection for local boards.
right of

As many as 37 prefectures out of 
44 followed this method for primary school textbooks in 1968.^^ Between
19o9 and 1967, choice in textbooks for primary schools decreased 

half, and that for junior high schools
to one-

to one-third. Moreover, the three 
best-selling textboolis received a market share of 77.2°'o

school level in 1965, and 82.9% at the junior high school level in 1966.
at the primary

These figures incontestably demonstrate the effect of Stale 

inspection.
textbook

The above-mentioned statement that present textbooks 

the same as the State textbooks
are

seems not far from the truth. "Progressive

"^0- The Yomiuri Shimhun. May 8, 1969. 

Tokutake, op. cit., pp. 146-149.41.

42. Ibid.
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intellectuals" have been turned away fr 

power of Ministry inspection. The leftist Teachers 

members, was unable to launch

textbook writing by the indirect 

Union, with 500, 000

om

an effective resistance despite its 
diametrical confrontation with the Ministry. The controversial right 

conferred on boards of education in 1958 

and the restoration of moral teaching in 1959,
to rank teacher performance,

resulted in further centrali- 

content of instruction, 

the "Ideal Image of the Japanese" (1965 

prepared by educational committee members of the

zation both in terms of organization and 

The report on
-1966),

government whose 

or Meiji type people, officially emphasizedaverage age was 68 as of 1965, 

the need for a national awareness and the people's responsibility as 

to the individualistic values setmembers of the nation, both in contrast

forth by the Fundamental Law on Education. We pointed out in Chapter 4 
that the Emperor was the patriotic focus in the "ideal Image of the 

Japanese."

A noteworthy event in 1965 

the State for alleged unconstitutional
was lenaga Saburo's lawsuit against

textbook inspection, lenaga.
Professor at Tokyo Kyoiku Daigaku (Educational University), 

that the high school textbook he edited.
ma intained

A New History of Japan, had 
received unfair inspection from the Ministry since 1952.

an attempt to "restore justice by resorting to law."
His lawsuit was

We will discuss some
of the contested issues between lenaga and the Education Ministry in the 

following section. This lawsuit inevitably led 

in both progressive and conservative
to political repercussions 

"The National Liaison 
Conference to Support the Textbook Inspection Lawsuit" was organized 

in October 1965, symbolizing, in

driven to the defensive by the inspection and control of the Alinistry.

circles.

ay, the first resistance of thosea w
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Against this move, more conservative "scholars, critics, and men of 

knowledge who wish the normalization of education" established "The 

Council on Textbook Problems" in December of the same year. This

group, in fear that the Japanese educational world will be used for

ideological struggle and paliticaLconflLct, supports stricter textbook 

inspection. Oishi Yoshio (b. 1903), a law professor. Oka Kiyoshi (b. 1901), 

a mathematician and critic, and Fukuda Tsuneari (b. 1912), a critic, 

among the originators of the Council. The appeal of this
are

conservative
group reads in part as follows:

We fear that, if the State should lose this suit, 
confusion in the world of education will be inevitable 
will encourage a revolution in education. There will 
even be the danger of a Red Revolution. ^3

and

According to a recent report, an "Association for the Protection of 

lextbooks" was established in June 19G9 by scholars and politicians who 

support the State in the suit. Kosaka Masaaki, Chairman of the 

responsible for the "ideal Image of the Japanese, " and Naito Yosalxiro, 

ex-Education Ministry bureaucrat and member of the House of Councilors, 

are instrumental in this new pro-inspection group.

Despite all efforts by "progressive" scholars and the leftist 

Teachers' Union, State control of lextbooks has

committee

proven to be decisive in

setting up the course of Japanese education. The Ministry decided in 1907 

that the myths of the foundation of the nation should be 

education.
included in history 

over the intentions of the MinistryFurthei" doubts were raised

43. UnoSeiichi. et al, Rekishi Ks'oiku to Kydkasho T5so {History 
Education and Textbook StruggleOTokyo: Nihon KvobunshaTTgCfi) 
pp. 3-d and p. 71,

The Asahi Shimbun. June 11, 1909.44.
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when its members argued that confusion in the minds of children when 

combining myth with historical fact would actually provide desirable 

stimulation to their imagination.^^

Thus, centralization of the education system has been largly 

completed by a sequence of events: the 1954 law concerning the political 

neutrality of teachers, the making of boards of education appointive in
195C, and through strict inspection and State control of textbooks. .A.S a

result, some of the important principles of democratic education, 

"decentralization" and rational, unbiased textbooks.
namely

have disappc; red

from Japanese education. We must understand, however, that it has been

almost impossible for education alone to remain decentralized when 

political, social. and financial decentralization in Japan has been only 

marginal. The idea of local characteristics and control of education was
hard to accept for the centrifugal-minded Japanese, accustomed, in 

prewar days, to State textbooks. As for the central government, centrali

zation was indispensable if education, believed to be divided unproductively 

betv.'een "individuals" and the "world, " was to become "nationall'

contributing to such awareness. In retrospect, centralization of education 

seems almost inevitable, given the organization of Japanese political

culture and the imbalance of power betv/een the strong central government
and weak local government. As we have seen, institutional centralization

has always been accompanied by similar trends in education. Increasing
emphasis has been put on fostering students' awareness of the nation and

the State, on the inculcation of national pride through re-e\’aluation of

•^5. The Alainichi Shimbun. August 12, 1968,
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Japanese histoi'y, culture, 

patriotism centering on the Emperor and

In theory, the basis for national education

and tradition, and finally, on the need for a

a will for national defense.

as it relates to concept 

on Education. This 

- is both spiritually and-physir-fiHy to 

strong in their independence of spirit.

of the nation is Article I of the Fundamental Law 

states that the purpose of education i

develop healthy people. 

School Education Law
The

contains more concrete articles such as: "To lead
pupils to a correct understanding of the realities 

home towns and the State, 

tion"

and tradition of their 

and to foster a spirit of international 
(for elementary school. Article XVIII); "

coopcra-

To cultivate those
qualities neccssaiy for the future formers of the State 

junior high school. Article XXXVI);
and society" (for

and "To cultivate those qualities
necessary for the future able formers of the State

and society. " (for high
school. Article XVII).

In practice, however,

forth the contents of education

the Education Ministry’s Outline for Teaching

in detail, and plays a far 
the abstract legal clauses in determining

Guidance sets

greater role than
v. hat is to be

taught and how. Moreover, such an 

by administrative initiative within 

conclusion of the Mainichi Shimbnn

Outline is subject to change simply 

the Education Ministry. The following

after conducting an e.xclusive study of
postwar Japanese education, is convincing:

contiollmg power of the Education Ministry resembles
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2. Changing Contents of Social Studies Textbooks

The teaching of ethics, history anc3 geography became

dealt

most
problematical under the Occupation since this instruction has 

directly with the question of the State and nationalism. Following the
Defeat, the Japanese government at its own initiative ordered that all

militaristic references be permanently struck from the textbooks

Almost overnight, or within the same month at least, subject 

the schools underwent drastic change as teachers were in.structed 

to alter their emphasis. Karasawa Tomitaro described 

Tgxtboolvs the resulting confused state of affairs as follows:

with
Chinese ink.

matter in

in his History of

Before the pupils' eyes, the prestige of education 
fell to the depths. All prior supports collapsed as if 
attacked by a great earthquake. Two things in particular 
impressed the students most glaringlv: the trans
figuration of teachers who had praised 
alter-ation of textbooks previously held

war, and the ^ 
most sacred. ^'

SCAP prohibited the use of wartime textbooks in August U'-IG. 

emergence of ShalmiJm (Social Studies) symbolized the postwar educational 

principle of liurnan dignity and democracy. Social studies 

given a clear basis by the "Outline of J'eaching Guidance: 

of May 19-17. Actual classes began in the following September, 

studic.s aimed at "giving the young

The

courses were 

Social Studies" 

Social

understanding of social life, and 

cultivating the attitude and ability conducive to the development of society. "

an

46. Muramatsu, op. cit., p.l93.

47. Karasawa, Kyol;asho no Rekislii. op- cit., pp. 608-60.9.
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The social studies outline. in a moment of historical reflection, 
that individual consciousness and the desire for

stated

a human life did not
develop soundly as they were suppressed by the external pressure of 

State and family. .,48
Social studies were designed to be comprehensive.

including moral .caching, historj., and geography. The basic philosophy 

behind them was to create of fundamental human rights.'^® 

became one of 

History and geography acquired 

of social scudies.

me separate in 1959. We will examine in this 

concepts of the nation are being taught in the schools by 

analyzing the changing contents of social studies

an awareness

The postwar record of social studies, however.

gradual disintegration of the subject, 

de facto independent status within the loose framework

Moral teaching beca
section

what kinds of

textbooks.

Moral Teaching

The Imperial Rescript on Education was rescinded in June 

a resolution of both Houses of the National Diet, 

tives maintained that the fundamental ideal 

contradictory to the spirit of the Fundamental

1948 by

The House of Repi-esenta- 

of the Rescript on Education was

I.,aw on Education, although 
many people seemed lo think the Rescript tvus still in effect and valid in

postv/ar education. We must note that Education Ministers immediately
after the Defeat had urged that the Rescript be made the basis of the 

education.
new

as late as March 1947, Minister Takahashi madeMoieover,

48.
ce).

49. Karasawa, op. cit., p. 632.

in wc u- no Kybiku" (Education Under
in Jsuchiya, mj.cit..

50. Ichikawa .Sliogo, 
tion, " • - the Occupa-

pp.222-223.
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the following statement concerning the relation between the Rescript 

the Law;
and

There is no contradiction between the Rescript 
and the Fundamental Law on Education. The 
Rescript that was issued in 1890 had to be supple- 
inented in many respects in accordance with the moral 
changes of the times. We are not going to replace the 
Rescript by something new. The fault of the Rescript 
was that it was misused and distorted- 
mistaken in itself.

it was not

Thus, there took place a drastic transfiguration of leading people 

concerning the basic goals and policy of education, which helped postwar 

management by making personnel continuity possible, but, at the same 

time, they often ended in irresponsible or half-hearted reforms under 

pressure from the Occupation authorities. Education Minister Araki Masuo

criticized the Fundamental Law on Education in 1960, siy ing that "the Law 

was forced upon us during the Occupati 

ment
era, and it hinders smooth develop- 

of the superior quality of the Japanese people. Therefore, it must be

on

amended to suit the national situation. The LDP also made its stand

for revision of the Law public, reasoning that the Law "aims at weakening 

Japan. ..53

It is significant that all te.xtbook inspection is carried 

this basic educational policy and attitude.
out within

52. The Asahi Shimbun. Editorial, .September 23,

53. The Nihon Kei-/at Shimbun. September 27, 1960.

I960.
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The stated policy toward education of the Yoshida 

included "the enhancement of patriotism, 

and improvement of history education. " 

that the government attempted to draw 

Rescript in the same 

1951, however, that 

from social studies 

or pupils.

Cabinet in 1950 

promotion of moral education, 

Minister Amano Teiyu stated 

a national moral code in lieu of the
54

The Council on Curriculum reported in January 

should be established separate

year.

moral teachingno course

should any theory be forced from above upon childrennor

The Outline of Guidance for Moral Teaching" 

Education Ministry in 1951 was based
put out by the 

report and urged well-planned 
and consistent moral teaching for the entire school system.

on this

The conservatives were not content with either the report or the

Minister Amano urged that a moral standard be establi^>hed to 

serve as a lever for

outline.

-departure of the Japanese people, 

could not bear to see elementary school children lacking any trace of 

Japanese nationality. Although opposition in 

plan, on his resignation he published in 

Ethical Practice for the Japanese People" in 1951. 

attraet as much attention 

However, it was rather i

a re He said he

and out of the Diet barred his

a private capacity "An Outline of

This document did not 

as did the later "ideal Image of the Japanese."

important as it offered a prototype for 
education in postwar Japan. The outline consists of a

moral

Preamble, Section I: 

The Family, Section III: Society, andThe Individual, Section II:

(Tokyo: Meijitosho, 1958);

Eijiro, Meijiiko Kvoikumokulcki no Henscn (Chances in 
Educational Goals Since -M^) (-j okSm: Dobunshoin; imTHTlTS.

T""rh,‘nrl°'tTrr‘"’''T (Cornmcuarv on Nov.- lloool
—— “^n.g) (Tok>o: Gakugei Slupprmsha, 19587, p, 10. -------------- ---------

Dotoku Jisshi 
the Outline of Moral Teachmc)V on

p. o.
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Section IV: The State. The following are exerpts from the last section:

Patriotism. The fortunes of a country depend on the
over'tlrn'smt 'f'" responsible for taking
over the State from our forefathers and passing it on to

contribution to the world. True patriotism is the 
as love for humanity.

possess an FJmperor who is a 
S^natioLroor^^^’ wherein lies the peculiar nature of 
counf^v fa ^ ^ characteristic of our

? ! there has always been an Emperor throughout 
Its long history. The position of the Emperor partakes 
of the nature of a moral focus as the symbol of the State.

the State The cf 1 ■ Morality is the lifeblood of
the State. The State, in essence, is founded more deeply

“hlrSroffte’l.a.rsr'' ‘he fundamenlal

same

The ethics of the State.

The Council on Curriculum, under a new staff, made a report in
1958 on the desirability of setting up a one-hour moral teaching class to 

The Education Ministry lostmeet once a week.
time in accepting the 

concerning moral teaching in the same 
According to this outline, the purpose of moral instruction is:

no
report and issued an outline

year.

^ culture and the develop
ment of a democratic state and society; and voluntarilv 
to contribute to a peaceful international society.

One important characteristic of this outline is that one of the foui- principles 
of moral teaching called for a "moralistic attitude and practical will as

57.

58. Monbusho, Shogakko Dotoku ShidSsho 
School). i95oTirw; ----------------- (Book of Guidance for Elementai-v
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members of the State and society. " The Education Ministry emphasized

especially important in the present stage of moral 

The other three principles

that this principle was 

teaching.
{
Ia were:
I

To guide pupils to understand and acquire the 
basic patterns of behavior for daily life;

—cultivate their moralistic 
sensitivity and to train their ability to judge right 
from wrong, virtue from vice; ^ ^

;

pup® To and
attitude in life.'

ide'er
Under these four principles, 

a concept of the nation.
3C items are given, one of which concerns

"^ith an awareness of being 
contribute to the development of the 

State which is part of international society. (4s the 
central theme it would be desirable to culUvate national 
istic sentiment m the elementary grades, to teach^appre-

m the middle grades, and to foster the will to contribute
soc etv *'international 

awareness of a responsibility as 
Japanese nationals in the upper grades

The emphasis on the awareness 

as nationals to the State was also the basic tone of the " 

Japanese" of 196G.

of being Japanese and responsibility 

Ideal Image of the
The report is an example of how the above-mentioned 

abstract principle can be interpreted and applied to
more concrete guidance

59. Kyoiku Kishanokal, 

Ibid., pp.29-30.

op.cit., p. 17.
GO.
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of teaching. Therefore, the trend and 

far more significant than particular 

they may be.

course of postwar education 

events or cases, however controversial

are

An examination of moral textbooks for elementary and junior high 

a concentration 

national consciousness in the third 

-half of the teaching

schools published by the Futab&-e©mpany in 1959 shows

of materials relating to patriotism or

year of junior high school. Approximately one
materials are related to the subject in 

Obligation" appeared for the first time 

holidays" in the sixth grade.

in the War" in the third grade of the junior high 

teaching the disaster of war and 

the difference between

"Right and 

in the fifth grade and "national

one way or other.

"Letters of German Student-Soldiers Killed

school was aimed at 

value of peace, which characterized

prewar and postwar education about patriotism.

remained very moderate and balanced. "Patriotism" 

s culture, tradition and home 

not as political chauvinism or defense consciousness.

Such instruction has since

is taught as love for one town and country,

In order to Illustrate the difference behveen preivar and postwar 

moral teaching, a section entitled. "The Good Japanese, " 

the ethics te.xtbook of 1933-1940. 

in Chukun-Aikoku (Loyalty and Patriotism).

and admires virtues of the 

is not only absent but is

is quoted froin
"The Good Japanese" can be summarized 

He obeys laws and respects 

emperors. TJic idea of individualism 

rejected as inconsistent with the ideology of
kokutai.

62.
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by ?n ‘= “ -‘8-=' over

;L°rr„Tero^Vi;3\';,^.:Vt.rer“l‘rdrWr''^
|=i.“”;i"z,£si~—“"'^
in mind, and sacrifice ourselVes, should 
and to work hard in time of peace in 
professions so that the 
observe national lav/s. 
laws and re 
love for

i

I

our
is to bear kokutai 
emergency arise; 

our respective
country may prosper. We must--

eulationq nf important national
couStry 63® tillages and towns is the same as

I

i

It is apparent that the Amano Outline of National Moral Practice
(1951) and the "Ideal Image of the Japanese" (1966) ha 

with the above-quoted passage from the
ve much in common

war-time textbooks First, both 

center of morality and ethics.place the Emperor in the
Second, both

maintain that the imperial system is the unique 

Japanese nation. Third,
and superior nature of the 

sacrifice, service, and obligation of the people
is always emphasized while 

emphasized.
people's rights are subordinated and de-

These posbvar documents ha ve been produced by men who 

critical of postwar education.
received Maiji type educations and ai-e

Tliis
tha, those aspects that they consbier missing in post.var edncation 

overly emphasized in these documents, 

festations of the

linked through the medium

means

are
In any case, these are mani-

prewar concept of morality in that the State and morality
arc

of the Emperor.

It remains to be seen whether this
type of moral concept prevails

in textbooks.

63.

1962), p; 326~------ Tokyo;
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Social Studies Proper

Social studies classes began in September 1947. 

Minshushugi (Democracy) in 

symbolized the anti- 

is worth quoting at 

postwar education, 

referred to the relation betwee

The publication of 

volumes by the Education Ministry 

war democratic mood prevalent at that time.

1
!

two
in 1948

The book
some length since it did set an important cours^in 

This textbook. written for high school students, 

n State and individual in the following manner:

in ^ reckless war that ended

Indeed, the nation and the State are imnortant

On education, the textbook amounted to a confession of the government.

subloil r=X,Sn1 p7“‘.s"’"?he7S7,l"r‘.'7

Although this textbook. Democracy.
V, constitutes an exception, it

The phi-ase, "reckless 

the Ministry from another histor 

The postwar history of social

represented a prevalent aspect right after the defeat, 

war, " was later omitted by the demand of 

textbook written by lenaga Saburo,
y

studies

concept of the nation described in Democracy
has been a process in which the
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(individualism and pacifism) has had to undergo a substantial change. Now

we Will examine some of the te.xtbook contents concerning concepts of the 

nation.

With Japan's resumption of independence in April 1952, the Social 

studies course came under_j 

studies"
"nationality-lacking social 

This subject was 

to ethics in

S PVP»r^ A ^tacJt as

or as the "brainchild of the Occupation. "

greatly revised in 1955; much more space was allotted
"Society" along with three other subdivisions

"World History, " and "Geography. " Before the revision of 1955, there 

were six kinds of textbooks

3.5% in terms of

of "Japanese History, "

Society for high school. An average of 

pages dealt with 'patriotism" as compared to 20.7%, 

or six times as many, in the revised textbooks.

on

Comparison of Patriotic Materials in Social Studies Textbooks 
Before and After the Revision of the Curriculum in 1955. G5

A BT e.xtbooks D E F
Old,N ew O , N O , N O , N O , N O , N

No. of pages on 
patriotic 

description
221 80 23i 70 29i 62 12i 75 7. 70 10 75

Total pages 504 I 392 524.380 498 .301 550.375 500.303 386.310

Percentages
(%) 4.3,20.4 4.4: 19 5.9,17 2.1, 20 1.4, 23 2. 5, 24

04.

05. Ibid.
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However, the increase in patriotic materials after the revision 

a basic change in views on national consciousness and the 

Thus, one critic could write:

i
did not mean

State.

As far as textbook contents are concerned, there 
IS no deteriorating sign in the "reverse course'Us—

qSlSrof patHotLTfe"
As an example, we will 

textbooks edited by Kimura KenkS and others 

(which corresponds to textbook "A" in the above table).

compare pertinent parts in the old and new

published by Kogakusha

Old Textbook (1946-1955):

of people, adopting only superficial forms
hL riTiii ? w ?' conclusion that they
with th®. , complacent
wirld K nation in the

began to be obsessed with a fanatic
nationalism that only the Japanese were a superior nation.

traditional culture aswell as rectifying shortcomings from a world viewpoint, 
and start adopting new things from abroad. (p.71)

New Textbook:

Patriotism does not mean a complacence that the
wnMH ’’^tong is the best in the

a 7 ? "^tional society in which we live must have 
many defects and the State that forcefully integrates 
society must possess various defects. Patriotism means 
a s.™„g w.ll oliminalc Ihc-so dofacla in oi dor maSf 
our State and society more beautiful and more peaceful. 
Thci efoi e, it has nothing to do with extreme nationalism 
that will lead the nation into an invasion of other nations 
to e.xpand her power. Those who love their own country
We ° K lore for their own countries.
We must distinguish true patriotism from mistaken 
patriotism and cultivate true patriotism. (p.Gl)

66. Ibid.
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The latest textbook of "Ethics and Society" (authorized 

same publisher, but written by Oshima Yasumasa, marks 

this subject.

in 1966) by the 

no change on

constituted by a strong awareness that he belongs to an 
association that has certain culture, tradition and 
common destiny and responsibility in the present world. 
Moreovei it is based on a positive conviction that only
world the”’ own country can contribute to
world peace. Therefore, true patriotism must be 
accompanies by modest reflections on the defects of his 
for"th?bPH the nation, and by the spirit of cooperation
for the betterment of his country, (p. 184)

History

• Postwar historical education started with the publication of Kuni no
Ayurm (Tlie Course of the Country) by the Education Ministry 

1946.
in September 

one of the editors, the 

accordance with the principles set forth

According to the account of lenaga Saburo,

textbook was practically written in 

by the Occupation within two months, 

however, in harmony with beliefs of the editors. 

This first postwar history textbook 

on the ground that it centered

The Occupation principles

according to lenaga. 

was attacked by the leftist historians 

around the mistaken view of the imperial

a strong influence in determining 

as the first systematic and
general introductory textbook written under the auspices 

Ministry.

were.
67

68throne. However, this textbook exerted

the course of postwar historical education

of the Education

67. Karasawa, Kyokasho no Rckishi. op-cit., p. 623.
68. NjjXon no Hekishi: Kuni no Ayumi Hihan 

The^:m.rso of the CoTimiw) andTTR^,
Toshio, Mull Kyokashoi on (J okyo: Sanichi Shobo, 1961), pp.85-95,

69. Karasawa, op.cit.. p. G28.
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It is an historical irony that lenaga is presently a plaintiff against 

the State over his high school textbook that has 

Education Ministry for authorization.

History.) written by lenaga had been widely 

textbook until

been turned down by the

Shin Nihonshi (A New Japanese

used since 1953 as a high school
the Education Ministry rejected its authorization^-t^4-860 

1963, demanding approximately 300 revisions
and

in the text. lenaga took an
action in June 1965 against the State 

unconstitutional
over what he claimed to be the 

inspection and demand for revision."^® The following 

of the controversial historical descriptions whichexcerpts illustrate some

were presented to the court as evidence:

jl) The Position of the Emperor

Original Manuscript:

[ In the Tokug

small feudal lord's territoi'y. ^

awa

Critique of the Education Ministry:

The manuscript says that the "Emperor lost his 
hrs^nosUion^a? monarch, " but the Emperor did not lose

lenaga's Counter-Argument:

Professor Ishi Ryosuke- 
(19o0) and Professor Mizuhara Kenjie s Tenno (The Emperor). 

's N ill on Hbl’.en Shakairon

70, Kyokasho Kenteisosho o Shiensuru Zenkoku Renrakukai ed
Kyoka.sho Saiban 'v^l 't'

Uapanese History under Judgment- ----------------------
(Tokyo: Sogotosho, 19G7X

Ibid,. p, -111.

Ibid.. p. 256.

lenaga's Textbook 'rriall
p. vii.

71.

72,
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(Study of Japanese Feudalistic Society), there is almost 
no opposing vieiv in the postwar historic society 
tact that the emperor lost his to the

position as the monarch, 

attitude of the Education Ministry that denies

free from the ideology of kokutai of the Meiji

Ii3
i on

f
Constitution.

(2) The Meiji Constitution-

Original Manuscript:

DieTdemanSd^hv^Ih Constitution realized the National

co„s.uu.rrL^>3:ct^rT“'fe7a‘fSe';;°.r;;“
power and at limiting the jurisdiction of the Diet as much

Critique of the Education Ministry:

Such a description, being indulged in over-cmphasizim? 
the backwardness of the Constitution from a vantage point 
o the piesent, lacks consideration concerning the hiLorical 

ignificance of the Constitution and its background (For
StTblishe 1 a to any other .Asian country.

a modern constitutional polity, only twenty years Restoration that ended several Lndred years 
of feudalism. The significance should be duly evahmfed 

viewpoint of world history.)even from a

lenaga's Counter-.Ai-gument:

73. Ibid., p. 442. 

Ibid., p. 225.74.
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i (3) The Pacific War:

Original Manuscript;
!

to the^LkTes/.var’!"" enthusiaettcally

on

not

Critique of the Education Ministry;

description as a whole one-sidedly criticizes Japan's

lenaga's Counter-Argument;

"reckless war" was dropped by the strong

Pacific Uar was a reckless war. The educational
areTfoufinT, Ministry speaks about is nothing but

^ blur Japan s war responsibility and implicitly 
protect war leaders and to ban the pursuit of the mistake!

Next, a brief comparison of high school textbooks befor 

inspection of 1963 demonstrates increasing emphasis 

ness in Japanese culture.

e and after 

on national aware-

Thc following excerpts are examples of such 

an emphasis that appeared only after that inspection. (Emphasis

the

added.)

75. Ibid., p. 465.

Ibid., pp. 238-239.76.

77. Ito Tadashi,r "I,- ^ "Kyobasho niokeru 'Rekishizo
Oul^ Images" in Textbooks), noZittai." (Realities 

Rekishigaku Kenkvu. no. 290
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(1) .. . Asuka Culture was more than an imitated 
oreign culture. It possessed an independent aspect 

supported by national awareness, (p. 26)

p) With the development of the lawful State system 
(Kitsuryoseij, national consciousness increased and 
stimulated the movement to compiTFlhe history and 
geographical description of the State, (p. 43)

(3) Owing to the Mongolian Invasion, strong national 
^nsciousness became prevalent, (pp. 80-81) ------------

j

It • • - Kitabatake Chikafusa's "jinno Shdtoki" 
(Orthodox History of the Imperial Throne) criticized 
political history with a strong State consciousness, 
(p. Ill) ----------------------- -------

The following positive evaluation of the Meiji Constitution as "the first 

constitution in Asia" reminds us of 

against lenaga's textbook.
the critique of the Education Ministry

(5) [By promulgation of the Meiji Constitution] Japan 
became the first constitutional State. [ By this Constitu
tion] the people were given, although limited, various 
kinds of rights and duties and the way was open for 
participating in national politics through the Diet. (p.210)

A passage which said that the Constitution 

in the textbook before 1963 

Another

was "not thoroughly democratic" 

was omitted from the new version.

comparison of descriptions of the Pacific War in the 1961 

a very important change in the interpretationand 1965 versions manifests

and evaluation of the war.

78. Based on Kara Tadahiko, "ShiryS: Kyokashowakokawatta"
pp 25^-257 ^ ^huo Koron, December 1965.
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1961 Version of the Texthnnk-

Pacific War: Japan claimed that the reason why 
the Smo-Japanese War did not easily come to a conclusion

that by cutting the supply route and by liberating the 
^Southeast region from European and American colonial 
domination, she could establish, under her leadership, 
the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere" whose 

psoui ces could be freely exploited by Japan. Thus, 
taking advantage of the French defeat by Germany 
concluded a treaty with France which 
send

Japan, 
in 1940,

To counter this
expoH or
deterioration in relations between the two countries. The 
United Kingdom and the Netherlands, who had colonies 
in East Asia, began putting pressure on Japan. The 
Japanese-Russian Neutrality Treaty of 1941 was interpreted 
as Japan s preparation for moving southward. In Japan 
Army General Tojo Hideld organized his Cabinet in this ’ 
year and furthered preparation for war. Japan declared

America and the United Kingdom on December 8, 
1941. Geimany and Italy also declared war against
America.

1965 Version of the Textbook-

The Pacific War:

this area, Japan made a plan to establish, under her leader- 
ip, the Greater East .Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere*

lil^^^^t^^fi.thc^area from European and
^merican colonial domination. In 1940 (the l3tiryeaFFf-----
Showa) when France lost power by her defeat by Gormans. 
Japan negotiated with the French government, concluded a 
treaty and sent troops into French Indochina.

and^iron to^Japa^in m-Ser to comF?r°ilpan ' s°mov^^^^^ 

relations between the two countries became worse. Tiic 
United Kingdom and the Netherlands, who had colonics in 
East Asia began to e.xert pressure on Japan. The Japanese- 
Russian Neutrality Treaty of 1941 (the 16th year of Showa) 
was inteipieted as Japan's preparation for moving to the
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Japan, Army General Tojo Hideki 
nis Cabinet and further'ed preparation for

TT gave a grave blow to theU.S. Navy by attacking the American naval port in 
Hawaii froni the air and the sea and declared war against 
pSc Wa?-® Kingdom, thus entering into the

organized
war.

N.B. - This clarified the war, , purpose and attracted the
people who v/ere previously not enthusiastic 
about the war.

Pacific following the custom of the Allied 
after the war. Powers

The clear difference in these two descriptions 

re-evaluation of the war.
amounts to a

The latter description justifies Japan 

and the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere.
s cause

The footnotes are 

. The following statement by 

presents "the 

reason for the change in the above

indicative of the changes in historical views

of the textbook inspectors of the Education Ministryone

official view of war" and reveals the

quoted textbooks.

We understand that conflicts and struggles among modern 
States arise from the entaglement of national interests
tion thlt to accept a simplistic interpreta
tion that some States are virtuous and others evil. It is an
cTlm'nf^ pupils to learn this kind of
calm observational method. We want to be especially
cautious when we think about the position of our own ^ 

the historical image of Japan that 
lormed forcefully during the Occupation is full of 
irrationality and prejudice, textbooks tha 

this influence required correction.

was

ijjiave not overcome

79. Murao Jiro,, T Kyol^asho Chbsakan no Ilatsuren (Statements bv a 
lextbook Imspector) (Tokyo: Harashobo, 1909), ~^^p. 85.
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It is safe to conclude that, as far as textbooks are concerned, the 

government has been successful in reinterpreting Japan's modern history, 

fostering "love and respect" for the imperial throne, and inculcating 

national consciousness and patriotism. Although the current changes in 

textbook contents cannot be regarded as the re- emergence or restoration

of fascism and militarism, as charged by some of the progressive and 

leftist critics, the general self-asserting and nationalistic trend in 

textbooks has at least restored some of the ideas that 

absent during the first decade after national defeat.

were practically 

Moreover, an

examinatton of the situations in which nationalistic textbooks are called 

for makes one more concerned about the nature of the resulting nationalism 

for such a demand has always been closely related with the 

defense policy, from the Ikeda-Robertson Conference

government' s 

in 1953 to the recent 

appeal by Education Minister Hadao Hirokichi for "defense education" in 

December 1967.

It has been only a decade since the inception of moral education 

and It may be premature to make any judgment now concerning the effect 

of the changing textbooks upon the young generation. Nevertheless, there

are signs that more nationalistic textbooks are having an impact. Oha ra

vice-schoolmaster of Mihara Junior High School attached to 

Hiroshima University, was concerned with the lack of national conscious-

Munenori,

ness among young people and made special efforts to cultivate it among

his pupils in his Japanese history class. Jiyu (Liberty) in its July 1969 

issue carried 35 essays on the State written by his pupils. It is surprising 

that all of the essays literally reiterate the views of the Education

Ministry. These young junior high school students 

lack of national awareness

seem worried about the 

among their fellow students, and emphasise the
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need for people's sacrifice and contribution to the State, 

was made to the tense relations between the State
No reference 

and people. These 

to nationalism

The following excerpts are by no 

exceptional but representat ive of the tone in all the

essays clearly manifest the susceptibility of the youth 

fostered by governmental influence, 

means 80essays.

The fading of national consciousness means the 
fn o!" 1 country. That is, it means difficulty
in oiu life. In order to make tomorrow's Japan 
better, wo must understand the meaning of the State 
and always be grateful for the State that our ancesto: 
have built through the long history of 1,800 years

. . .1 believe we must think what we can do for the 
State rather than expecting what the State can do for
for us for the State is in itself good

1 ostwar democracy and liberalism have had the 
good effect of diffusing fundamental human rights 
equality of se.xes, but, at the same time, they have 
made the people loo free. . . . Where is that sense of 
solidarity of the past? Where is that memory of

‘'"O'' old, men andwomen, all together?

and

on1vwJ,"/n significance of existence
only when he belongs to the State.
there would be no order, 
there will l)e no hope for

. . .Japan has waged many wars. But I believe 
was for llie sake of the State. . . .the Japanese 

people have grown listless because Japan is too 
peaceful.

But for the State,
If the people are disintegrated, 

progress.

everywar

Another report by a critic on "The Concepts of the Emperor 

Nation, and the State"

among the young generation in the 

For example, the follov.T

. tile
(1987) demonstrated the resurgence of nationalism

same direction set foi-th by the govern

ing comment on the Ihnpcror by a girlmcnl.

80.

ESS'“ S?- >“ ™ k'Sm” s-
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student who attended a night school shows the degree of educational 

influence. She wrote:

I hated the Emperor until very recently. For he 
makes trips abroad in the guise of good-will trips, 
using money taken out of us poor people. But now'I 
study world history and believe that Japan can exist 
and her history can continue as they are because the 
Emperor exists. Without the Emperor, the people 
in power would do whatever they like

This view of the Emperor is extremely naive. But the past 

Emperor worship was no more sophisticated.

Although these examples are neither typical nor representative
of the young generation at large, they arc important indications of what 

education can do about nationalism. It still remains to be seen whether 

will win the hegemony in deciding the future of 

The major limitation for young students is that 

they are merely repeating uncritically what they are taught at school and 

perhaps such comments should not be counted at their face value.

this type of "nationalism" 

Japanese nationalism.

Moreovei-,

necessary to realize that school education, however tightly controlledit is

by the government, is less effective today in forming "ideal" Japanese than 

it was in prewar years. Other sources of social education and 

fundamentally free from government censorship, 

opinions and viewpoints from those at school.

mass media.

can provide different

81. Umeda Masaki, Kokosci no Tenno, Minzoku, Kokkakan" 
of the Emperor, the Nation, and the State of F 
Asahi Jyanaru, Februarv 19, lDfi7 pp 87-91

(Concepts 
High School .Students),



CHAPTER 8

THE QUESTION OP THE IMPERIAL INSTITUTION

The question of the Emperor and the imperial institution iIS one

that has not been adequately studied or discussed despite its important 

position in postwar concepts of the nation and nationalism.

"new patriotism" which
Theories of

immediately after the surrender rejected 
the "ChCikun" (loyalty to the Emperor) of "Chilkun-Aikoku" (loyalty to the 

Emperor and patriotism) and maintained implicitly that the question

came

was

automatically settled by eliminating the former. Takeyama Michio
pointed out that "the question of the imperial institution is discussed as 

a Constitutional matter, but it seems to sink deep under a pile of facts, 

without being really resolved as our spiritual problem.

patriotism under the absolute imperial system was indeed denied by the 

postwar Japanese, and the sumbolic imperial institution has become fi

„1 Prewar

rmly

the fact that the abso-

primarily responsible for prewar ultra-nationalism 

appears sufficient reason to e.xamine the significance of the present imperial 

institution in the light of contemporary national concepts.

We will first e.xamine the proce.ss of the drastic change fr 

absolute imperial system to the present symbolic imperial institution. 

Secondly, we will analyze the bases of the imperial system

in order to determine the possible function of the institution in future 

Japanese nationalism.

established with strong national support. However, 

lute imperial system was

om the

and institution

1. Ta^rna Michio, "Tenno Sei no tsuite" (On the Imperial .System) 
Shincjio, vol.no, no. 4 (April 1901), p. 108. ^

- 23G -
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A. The Change of Knkiif.ni

We have already pointed out that the 

leaders at the end of the

Yoshitake described the situation as follows;

central concern of Japanese 

was the maintenance of kokutai.war Oka

It was remarkable that the political ruling class

pi-'‘ 51-4
inevitable. When the ruling circle was forced to 
decide between either a scorched-earth strategy or 
surrender, they were not concerned with the miserable 
and desperate victims of the severe air-raids, but
r^hinei"^ how to save "kokutai. " The Suzuki Kantaro 
Cabinet accepted the Potsdam Declaration because it
kSuTal "2surrender would enable Japan to "maintain

And the single condition requested 

status. The attitudes of the 

belief that kokutai had been maintained, 

tional draft would not

was preservation of the Emperor's

government after August 1945 indicate its

It claiiTied that the now Constitu-

change the national polity even if the 

became a "symbol" of the integrity of the people. It reluctantly 

nized the change of Irckutai in a legal sense, but argued that it did 

change in the general spiritual sense of the term.

National Diet representative insisted

emperor

recog-

not

Furthermore, "no 

the contrary.on the change; on

(Political Process(roKyo: Iwanami Shoten, HiBlJ. pTs---- 'rTTrTiTiTbTTe
government sent the following qualification at the c^^-ptance oi'Um 
Potsdam Declaration; "The Japanese Government are’ ready to accept 
«ie terms enumei-^atpl in the joint declaration which was issued at 
Potsdam on July 2Gth, ]94o. . .with the understanding that the said 
declaratpn does not comprise any demand which preindices tlie

bection, SCAP, Pc^trcal Peorientation of Japan, Appendices
Offiem'T'kit^^ tP -n-J. The

"T1 e u iuiswer to this qualified acceptance-the P iV government of Japan shall, in accordance w^Ui
of thcX,pX..c''^op‘ic'.'"' n’ki':';';';'A.'s.'' “ "■m
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many indicated, either implicitly or explicitly, that it not be changed. 

"Kokutai" in the "general and spiritual

,,3

sense" is quite ambiguous.
According to Kanamori Tokujiro, a Cabinet member, the government's 

view reflected emotional relationship between the Emperor and thean

people. He maintained:

To be a little more specific, people's hearts reach 
out and are deeply intertwined with that of the Emperor. 
In this way, the Japanese nation becomes a stable, 
mtegrated body. There is no substitute for the Emperor. 
Therefore, the basic characteristic of kokutai has 
been changed. We believe that the nation 
identity.

not
-----possesses its

If we mean this by kokutai, it is unchangeable. ^

The postwar question of the imperial institution was first discussed 

from legal viewpoints by scholars of public law.

Yokota Kisaburo insisted

maintained that the status, base and function of the

Sasaki Soichi and

the change of kokutai. The latter, for instance,

emperor had undergone 

He declared that 

or 'the

on

a complete change, resulting in a different institution, 

"it is not appropriate to cal] the new institution 'the Emperor 

imperial institution' as we called it before the war. " ^ Sasaki, although 

prewar type imperial system, concludedhe was an earnest supporter of the

that Imku^i had changed. The division of kokutai into political 

concepts did not satisfy him since they 

other hand. Dr. Watsuji Tetsuro maintained that the

and spiritual

mutually dependent.^were On the

imperial right of reign

4. As quoted in Yokota, op. cit., p.l48.

5. IhjcE, p.9G.

fhe‘EmnerrrV (I^lional Symbolism of
me J.mpei oi ), (j okyo: Kobunsha, ID HJX i)p.3-I-3o~! -------------------
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:1

established only after the Meiji

postwar chaige of the imperial status did 

The

was era, and that from a longer range point 

not mean a change in 

was imperial

1

of view the
7

kokutai. generally accepted meaning of kokutai 

sovereignty as defined by the Peace Preservation Law of 1925 and by the
Kokutai no IJonp-j in 1938. Moreover, Dr. Watsuji's criticism of Sasaki's
theory has little validity since the concept of kokutai

established onlywas
after Meiji.

There were also arguments concerning the relationship between 
the people's sovereignty and the imperial institution.

Miyazawa Tosh'yoshi

concepts were incompatible, while Odaka Asaomaintained that the two 

the opposite position, 

produce an}' conclusion 

The in

took
8

In any case, these arguments by scholars did not

or solution nor did they attract public attention, 

vestigation by the Constitution Research Committee concerning these 

"In theories of this kind, we find, 

might of the spell-binding power of the traditional rule and 

a typical Japanese way of meeting value transformation.

questions revealed the same conflicts, 

above all, the

At the same 

v.'ere not ready for a change in 

sovereignty. These changes were gifts of the

of victory won through a people's

time, it indicated that the Japanese people 

kokutai and tiie people's

Occupation authority rather than fruits

8. Cf. Mipzawa Toshiyoshi, Kokurnin Shaken to Tenno qr-t 
Sovo^ijinty_a_^jheJmpj.mal_S^

9. Kobayashi Naoki, Nihrm,JlLo!ieruJ<cm|m (.Mrilvsis
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struggle against a ruling class, 

the policy "to use the existing form of 

And it did not take much time 

of the imperial household for the 

MacArthur is reported to have told Prime

The Occupation authority, however, 

government, "
adopted

if not "to support it. ..10

for the Occupation to realize the utility

General

value
stabilization of Jap;an.

Minister Yoshida that "although 

is still as important as it was. 
reconstruction will be impossible unless the Japanese 

the imperial household.

States policy as follows;

Japan was defeated, the imperial throne 

Japan's
unite around

abolition of the Throne would have won
pLie w^wold J^'^P'^^nese

n.o3e.l\ihT!;;j’s;ro^r-o?‘;L^rerivSdV’^^

imperial institution as it stood in 

under the Meiji Constitution.
supporl for a symbolic Emperor hud been revealed prior to the publiealion

Here we must bear in mind that the 

1946 was not the imperial system
The people's

“■ siiiiili!*' -, op.cit..

' ’ ■ ?;ere^i ‘seJlefdSS-^iv: fZ;iSc-c‘b?ru '-'«!
democrati? clemenrs '‘^nd°L (T "■'eaken the

. 1'illiain Slonne Associates, Inc., 19-16), ---- -

"■ lh"nehosh!,’;‘=S'S.^i|i^’^^^i'!ffiai' vol.l. (Tohyo:

13. Edwin O. llcisehauer, The United 
Cambridge, Mass.; ___ 5Jlilf:S.>^nd_J_:yum. (Thii-d cd.

Utiiversity Pres.s, 1965), p.262.’Ilai-vai'd
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of the Constitutional draft by the Mainiclii Shimhun opinion survey in 

Fcbi'uary 1946. Among the 91% of the supporters of the imperial thi- 

16% supported the absolute imperial system of the Mciji Constitution; 45% 

supported the idea of a symbolic Emperor v.'it];LOut political p

one.

ower; and

28% supported tJie idea of the Emperor's sharing soverei^gnly w ith the 

National Diet. With defeat, less than one out of five remained loyal to

the ideology of kokutai.

The symbolic imperial institution was acceptable to the Occupation 

authority and General MacArthur "made the final decision concerning the

maintenance of the irnpei’ial institution" in accordance witli the E.S. 

in Japan. 

divisions.

policy

To MacArthur, the imperial thi-onc equaled 20 armed

In the circumstances, the Japanese ruling circle had to 

contend with the symbolic imperial institution and, as we have discussed 

v/as v.'illing to accept Article Nine. General MacArthur's decision to 

maintain the imperial throne in some form was a decided relief to the old 

ruling class.

I 1 ime Minister Yo.shida expi'O.s.sed his sense of relief as a conserva- 

time when he wrote in liis Memoirs:

. . .tlie respect and understanding shown by the General 
toward the tlirone, and his decision to exculpate the 
I'lmperor from all and any relationship with war crimes, 
did more than anything else to le.ssen the fears of the 
Occupation and to reconcile them to it. I have no

14. Kobayaslii, op. cit. , p.5f>.

15. Gf. Kempo C'hosa-Kai, hansurii Sho-Iinkai 
Iw .Sub-C'oiniiiitlec Concerning ilie Constilutlonril 

Formulation Pi-uccss), l!it:i, ppcTl-}-;;! 7.“' ' -------------

Tlie .Asahi Shirnbun, July 9, 1948.
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rtnm i\/r f ‘ attitude adopted by
Genei al MacArthur toward the throne, n^ore than any 
other single factor that made the Occupation a ^ 
historic success.1 '

B. Hlg-Lgfj.^Ving ajK]_jjT£_^ht Wing Over the Imperia 1 Institution 

The symbolic imperial institution, 

of compromise and political convenience, 

support of the people and appears stable throughout the 

The left wing and the right wing 

imperial system despite their numerical weakn

which is essentially a product 

has ivon the overwhelming 

postwar years, 

resolutely opposed to this symbolic 

ess.

arc

The appeal by Shiga Yoshio and Tokuda KyOichi for the complete 

overthrow of the imperial throne did reflect ; 

defeat but that of only a small segment of the 

Communist Party had consistently advocated

some altitude toward the 

’ people. The Japanese

overthrowing the imperial
system, especially after the "Thesis Concerning the Situation in Japan

and the Duty of the Japanese Communist Party" by the Comintern in 

1932. 18
Pven the symbolic imperial institution has been regarded as a

For example, Kamiyama Shigeo wrote in 1953menace by the leftists.

as follov/s:

Judging from the present mood of the people it is 
easier to figlit against the enemy that comes from the 
Iront, such as the re-armament, but we must be very

1) that enters from the back door,
such as the fortification of the imperial system.

17.

Ashikai. 1953), pp, 123-159. -----

19. Kamiyama Shigeo, Shin Tennr, Sei lion (Tlieory of the 
System), (Tokyo: Siiin K'agaliusha, 1953)" p. iTT

Imperial .System'). ('J-bll37c^

• New Imperial
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Another Communist, Shiga Yoshio, defined the imperial system as "a ■ 

living ghost that clings around the neck of the Japanese people.

These statements arc candid confessions of the leftists who had 

through the oppression of the militaristic imperial slate. A leftist 

historian, Inoue Kiyoshi, in his book Tenno Sei (The Imperial System) . 

criticized the theory that the Emperor himself was powerless before the 

militarists and thereby not responsible for the 

represents a typical criticism of the 

it is worth quoting a paragraph from his book:

„20

come

war. Since his view-

responsibility of the Emperor.w'ar

The fact that the Emperor himself did not enjoy the 
despotic rights of European absolute monarchs docs 
not mean at all that he is not responsible for the 
unhappiness of the Japanese people. The pow'erlessness 
of the Emperoi’ has been always used by the supporters 
of the imperial system to protect the crimes of the 
Emperor. It is an extraordinary deception. The fact 
that the Emperor was not involved in the real politics 
smiply means that he did not take part in the oppression 
of the people but docs not deny the grave fact that he sat 
on the apex of such an oppi-essive mechanism.

Under the new^ Constitution, the Emperor is deprived of all political 

power, but it is again impossible that he, 

and aloof from politics. Therefore,

as a symbol, can remain neutral

a leftist contended, the Japanese ruling

class has a "class intej-est" in the symbolic imperial institution for it 

helped exploit the people. 1 he Immediate Demand.s of the Japanese

p.5.

21. Inoue Kiyoshi, Tcnimjicn (The Imperial .System) (Tokyo; Tokyo 
University Pi-ess, 19531, PIJ. 23fi-237. ' " ‘

22. Moriya Norio "Sengo no 'Tenno-.Sci' ni tsuile" (On the P;istwar
Imperial System ) in Nihon Kindaishi Kenkyu kai. ed., Tenno Sei ni 

Shoinondai (Problems Concerning the Imncrinl Sv.-mernr 
(Tokyo; Kawade Shobo, 1904), p. 153. ---------- ---------- '
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Communist Party - New Party Platform" of 1951 called for 

of the imperial system and the establishment 

maintained that "the i ’ '

and more devastating war than the last.

m23

the "abolition 

of a People's Republic" and

imperial system again attempts to drag Jap

The people will only benefit by 

"The Summary and the Immediate

an to a new

abolishing the imperial system.

Duties" of 1955, however, 

against the "reactionary government" 

throwing the imperial system, 

dropping this slogan was only a tactical change.

put more emphasis on a broad "united front" 

and dropped the slogan of "over-
,,24

The JCP made it clear, however. that

On the other hand, the right wing has not been satisfied with the 

symbolic imperial institution and has been 

old imperial system. Although 16%
demanding restoration of the

of the people supported the absolute
Emperor of the Meiji Constitution in February 1946, the stabilization of 

the .symbolic imperial institution has drastically decreased 

The rightists often consider this
this group.

tendency "the crisis in Japan" and use it

as vanguards of Japanese nationalism.to eonfirm their sense of mission 

In fact, according to Nakoura Taro, a critic, in a fundamental sense
"the rightist groups without the ideology of the Emper

of unemployed. To this extent,
„25

or become gangs

the right wing and the Emperor 

In order to overcome this crisis.
are

inseparable, 

agree on "a
right-wing groups

strengthening of the family system and a restoration of the

—(Jokyo: .Shin-nippon .Shippan.sha, 19rF/ynip'.T6CPT9T:

24.

eror).
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1,26I'jmperor. It is interesting that the rightists have found the basis of
the imperial system in the traditional,

patriarchal family system. The 

for most of the right-wing 

to establish the true kok^ii by making the Emperor the

restoration of the Emperor is the final goal

groups; that is, 

head of the state " (Kol;umin_DSshM<cu, The National Comrades Association);
to consider Japan as 

Kokumin-To.

Japan because she has the Emperor" (Dai Nippon

The Nationalist Party of the Great Japan); 

subjecthood of the nation under the i
"to establish the

imperial system" (Chian Kakuritsu 

Establishing Peace).r^iPKm, Associ ation of Comrades for
We must

bear in mind, however,

have retained the slogans of anti 

restoration, many of them are

that although most of the right-wing bodies 

-Communism and imperial

only a few can bo 

and organizational sophisti-

since
the war

mere groups of bullies;

recognized as political groups with theoretical
28cation. According to figures published by the Public Security investiga-

Commission of IJ.n Minisl.-y of Jnstico. "thorn nro »bo,„ forty mojo.' 

rightist groups Witl, „ tolul .„cmborsl,ip of morn than tn„ tbousant. 

the final analysis, the Emperor remains

tion

the central image of rightist
concepts of the nation.

Fujiwara Hirotatsu pointed out the generation gap that exists 

behveen the old rightists and the
young rightists and wrote that the latter

2G.
(Oxford:

27. Ar.ahara Bokusui, od. 
('I’okyo: Ih,i Nippon

in -UM-I28. ]'ujiwarn llir-otat.su.
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"express a sort of distrust in and parting away from the imperial system. 

For the young rightists who were born around the time of the Manchuri 
Incident, when Japan made the first step to invade China, the wartime 

imperial system appeared as an absolute and ruthless stale 

the good old image of the strict but bciievolcnt father.

They did not have the opportunity to experience the sense of 

toward "the head of the family" as older generations did. 

in this connection, however, that Fujiwara

lan

power without 

the Meiji Emperor.

awe and respect 

We have to note

s survey was made in 1951-1952 

independence and the traditional rightist 

The present writer

when Japan had barely regained its 

bodies were still at a low ebb due to the Occupation, 

had a chance to observe "The National Convention celebrating the National

Foundation Day" held at Hibiya Park in February 

the meeting was entirely in the hands of
19fi9. The hegemony of 

rightist groups who displayed
their power by militaristic unifor 

various banners and organization crests.
ms and propaganda trucks decorated by

The majority of the rightists 

A young rightist student declared in hiswere in their early tv.-enties.

speech that "l hate this world of the National 

be Kigensetsu.' "
Foundation Day.' J’oday must 

filled with antiquatedThe National Convention hall 

phrases such ns "nostalgia of the nation, "
was

"history of Japan, " and
Kigensetsu, the base for .spiritual independence. " The present writer was

impressed by the enthusiasm of the 

were far from "parting fr 

success of the old rightists and the 

and partly the failure of postwai- idealism of "demc

young rightists for the limperui'. They 

the Emperor." This demonstrated the partialorn

conservative education of pali-iolism 

icracy" and "peace. "

30. I'ujiwara, op. cit., p.R3.
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The Ilinomaru Youth Corps aims at establishing the "perfect political 

system where all people can rest at ease. " The relation between the 

Emperor and patriotism remains an important question for the postwar- 

generation. Those who think about "loyalty" and "patriotism" among the 

postwar generation tend to 

and the imperial tlmone.^^
express favorable attitudes toward the Emperor 

We can find in the students impressions of
the Emperor's visits to their home towns that even those young people 
who have no clear idea about the Emperor can easily be converted to

earnest supporters of the imperial throne if they

A high school girl student in Nagasaki Prefecture felt that the
are given certain oppor

tunities .

welcome for "a person like us, the Emperor" was filled with "enthusiasm 

and expectation. " In hei- mind, she wrote, there 

evolving, that is, yearning for solemnity and 

against such things. When the Emperor's 

she was "stunned

were two conflicting emotions 

greatness and youthful repulsion 

automobile passed by, however.
momentarily. "

I might have been intoxicated by the atmosphere. . .
1 did see the Emperorface, however. Amidst tlie 
intense excitement 1 found myself crying out and waving 
the national flag. I felt no longer the indescribable 
contradiction that I had felt a moment ago. I was, as it 
were, in an integrated situation that transcended such a

resistance again.st authority 
and intellectual repulsion to the imperial throne had 
blown away. I felt completely refreshed. 32

She has eloquently described the general 

Emperor that is so highly ".super-rational. "
emotion of the people toward the 

A middle high school boy in

31. ^£l'lS£L5i-i’=T'jloiirki.shi Ishila to sono

32. ^^‘e^‘rrd.:i-ken Shibu dyomu lli,ikai. ed.. Tenno {iSurTllfT'—--—— of Imimession.s cm Wetomin-
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Gifu Prefecture confessed that when he the Emperor, "all worldly
thought vanished and he became grateful for having been born

saw

„33a Japanese.
Although not all writings by young students about tlie EiTiperor are of this
sort, these quotations demonstrate that the postwar 

necessarily immune from
generation is not

a very emotional Emperor worship, thr-ough a 
simple experience of "seeing" him. This kind of reaction is far from 

conscious or rational support for the symbolic l-mperor. 

may very well cultivate emotional attachment 

the young people. The status of the imperial institution

School education

to the imperial throne among 

is thus still an
important factor among the concepts of the nation i 

wing groups have been attempting to instill
m postwar Japan, llight- 

an awe and respect foj- the 
Emperor among the people. Due to their anachronistic ideology and 

approach, they have not been successful in this respect. However, they 

against the Emperor, as tliehave succeeded in silencing criticism 

unfortunate Shimonaka Incident of 1961 

attacked the residence of the president of the Chuo
proved. A young rightist boy

Koron Company, killing 

wife of the prc.sident, in February 1961; 

1’ iiryu Mutan (Graceful Story of a 

since the story - a phantasy - 

Chuo Kbi-on became

a maid and injuring Mrs. Shimonaka, 

for he found unacceptable an essay.

Dream) in the monthly, Chuo K5ron,

ridiculed and insulted the imperial family. more
cautious about dealing with the imperial throne, 

affected the press and critics of criticism
an action which profoundlv 

on the imperial institution. The

same monthly soon began carrying the "Affirmative Thcoi-y of the Daito-A 

War (Greater Asi War) by a oncc-pui'geci rightist, Ilaya.slii Vcin usao.
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as mentioned in Chapter 4. The chief editor of the 

told the present writer that the decision 

taken in order to provide the 

voice itself.

magazine, Kasuya Ikki, 

to adopt Ilayashi's serial was 

right v/ing a forum through which it -could

It is significant that a r epresentative monthly should feel
the need of giving scope to the right wing after the Shimonaka 

Hayashi Fusao devoted 

Emperor, " in which he argued that the i

Incident.

one of his serials to "The Theory of the

imperial system was, rather than
a political system. a tradition that w'as deeply rooted in the minds of the 

Japanese people. He further contended that the imperial system appeared 

Therefore, the s^nnbolicsometimes armed and sometimes 

imperial institution meant

unarmed.

simply a change in its form of manifestation 
from the armed system under the Meiji Constitution

to the unarmed system 

Ho also maintained that the normal form in 
the long Japanese history was the unarmed imperial system. 

rightist tendency to make light of the political aspect of

under the new' Constitution.

The

the imperial 

traditional aspects of thesystem and to emphasize the spiritual and

System leads to the view' that the

Odamura Torajiro, Professor of Azia

emperor is a perfect personality

University, for evamplr,

or as the soi ereign

oj’ a

saint.

argued that the reason why people rc.spected the Ernper 

in prewar years was that he possessed the highest "authority" in his 

personality and not because of his absolute political right. lie claimed
that the people’s sovereignty cannot be compared with the tradition 

"holy sovereignty" of the Emp
al

• 'J’he follow'ing quotation is a good 

I’egarding the Emperor.

cror

example of rightist sentiment

34. Hayn!3l,i r„.ao, Daitu-.A Smist, Kril.-i ro„ (Arfirm.ii,...
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of o people t„o„. that the people are sovereS , "ut

such anllmo7lSu'eXerpI'ovSl°^TM'";‘f°' 
is no possiblliij. for thc°go'’,;er'ri' p„b’l c o attl'rule

pe^'son of the Ifmperor"’ The 
difference can never be overcome. 35 > ■ -l dc

In a recent interview in Tok^'o, Odamura expressed to the present 

but again
writer his support for the symbolic imperial institution, 

emphasized that the Emp eror symbolized "the way of the .spiritual life. "
Based on his study of the Empc

poems, he told the wi-iter that 
emperora have been benevolent philosopher kings who ahvajs wish for 

peace. The mistake was committed when 

Western idea of the absolute

j'ors

the Meiji leaders adopted the 

Be argued that themonarch. essence of
loyalty-pa trioti.sm 

militarists.
was not wrong, but wrongly taught and 

h or Odamura and the rigJit wing.
practiced by the

the good-will of the present
Shov/a Emiieror, as expressed in his poetry, is tantamount to an indulgence
for- the war and the defeat.

'Die emotional I-.’mp 

^ Sonchi)-Ha (wartime-
worship often takes a much more violenteror

mode.
generation) novelist, klishima Yukio (b.l925)

(1959). .After 

and declaring his intention

recently announced an "Anti-llevolution Declaration"

rejecting "the thought of the weak"

"the thought of the strong" >i la Nietschc, Mishima indie 

oppos cd to Com mun i s rn.

to adopt 

•ates why he is

ed. ,
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Because Communism is not compai^able witii ou - 
kokutaj, or culture, history, and tradition. And, it is 
mcompatible theoretically with the existence of the 
Emperor. The Emperor is the sole and indispensablc 
symbol of our historical continuity, cultural inteerity 
and national identification. 3G ^

I^or Mishiina, the Emperor is not, i - 

but is something that reflects "like a mirror" 

of Japanese culture. 

the Emperor and system is "a

in any way, a symbol of political power, 

the integi-ity and continuity 

common in the rightist view ofTherefore, what is

nonpolitical spiritual backbone" of Japanese 
culture and tradition. They do not necessarily attempt the restoration of
the imperial prerogatives of the Meiji Constitution.

In the light of the development of the people's political awareness 

and the direction of the monarchy in world history, many of the right-wingers 

seem to realize the overwhelming difficulties of 

Emperor.
restoring the absolute

Moreover, they fear that the political Emperor might hurt his 

spiritual value and prestige. What has been saved out of the i-uin.s of thcr
absolute imperial system is ambiguous nostalgia for the past and thean

mythology of Emperor worship. Maruyama Masao pointed out that while 

the central concept of Chinese cthnocentrism "cultural superiority, " 
„38

was

the crux of the ideology of kokulai 

postwar right wing found the sour

"m i I i ta ry s u p c r io r i ty. 

for legitimization of the impci'ial system 

in the amorphous but preculiarly strong Japanese worship of tradition

was The
ce

and
There was no solid foundation for the imperial system to be builtfolklore.

3(;, Mishirna Yukio,, "Ilan-Kakumei .Sengen" (Anti-llevolution Declaration)
Ron-o J.yaantmu, vol.3, no.2 (I'ebruary 1959), p.lf;2.

37. Ibid., p.l9.

is;-;;::-;-Politic s), Cfokyo: AIir-aisiK77Tdri(;Trp:TtT2 '
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upon at the time of national defeat.

Japanese nationalism is combined with the I’ightisl view 

-w-ill become as exclusive and irrational 

A representative theoretician of the poshvar right- 

Aslnzu Uzuhil'o, maintained that "the reason why the thought and politics 

of the Japanese people have been in warlike confusion is that after the defeat 

they lost sight of the spiritual authority of the unbroken line of Emper 

and have been obsessed with foreign cultures.

of the himperor is intricately interwoven with ethnocentric xenophobia.

This constitutes approximately half the core of the rightist concept of the

the other more positive part emphasizes the value of continuous, 

integrative traditions.

These indicate that , if an when a new 

of the Emperoi’, it 

as was prewar ulti-a-nationalism.

ing nationalist type.w

Ol'S

The right-wing view

nation;

C. The_Symbolic Imperial Institution Stabilized

We have pointed out that many people supported the sumbolic 

imperial institution before the

The support for this kind of institution has been 

ever since.

announcement of the Constitutional draft.

constant and fairly stable 

According to a government survey, the supporters of the

present imperial institution were 41;% in 1D5G, G2% in 1DG5, and 72% in 

19G7. Other private public-opinion polls have confirmed this high 

support for tlie symbolic impci-ial institution. In the survey of 19G7,

support for 

'j'he following

more
than GOTo of a random sample of respondents expre.s.scd their 

the retention of the Emperor in one form or another.

39. Ashizu Uzuhiko, "Tenno Sen.sen Umareru"
Front), Kon.so Jyaanai-u, vol.3,

K'ambo Kr.hos!,itsu, "Kempf. ni kansuru Yoron Chbsa" 
U uhlic Opinion .Survey Concerning the Constilution). ]nG7,

'J1. Ibid. , p. 2G.

(Emergence of the Imperial 
no. 2 (Februai-y 1DG9), p.-H.

40.

p.27.
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table indicates tlie breakdown of popular sentiment for 4P
the Emperor.

Toward the Emperor, I feel;

1961 1962 1963

Sense of worship

Friendly

Neither friendly 
nor antipathy

Antipathy

Hati-ed

24% 24% 24%

40 41 38

30 30 33

1 1 1

0 0 0

Unestablishcd 5 4 4

100% 100% 100%

A Tokyo University survey in 1965 gave "awe-inspiring" instead of "woi'ship" 

as an alternative; 7.9% answered that they felt a sen.se of awe toward the

Emperor. In the .same survey, 52.3% answered tliat they felt fj-iendly 

emotion to the Emperor. These figures indicate that more than half of 

those who answered "worship" in the above- quoted government survey of

1967 did indeed mean friendly attachment rather than a .sense of "awe.

About 8% still maintain the old attitude toward the absolule imperial system, 

and one out of four feel more tlian friendly attachment to the Emperor, 

apathetic group of 30-33%. ai'c more or Ic.s.s potential supporters of the 

imperial .system as the previously cited young students demonstrated.

The

42. Ibid. , p.27.

43. Kobayaslii Naolci, ed. ,. Ishiki (Constitutional
('J okyo:' 'ikikyo I niverViunvess-

p.9.
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Very few express positive antipathy toward 

support the abolition of the system 

The above government survey shows that

the Emperor, but those who

are not confined to this small group.

3% in 1956 and 2% in 19f;5 -
supported abolition, and the Tokyo University poll found 

of abolition.
10. 1% in favor

A significant age difference 

imperial institution reflects the sharp generational 

of those who were in their twenties 

the Emperor, whereas about 50% of those who 

expressed the same feeling. About half of the 

indifferent to the Emperor, while only 15% of the older 

apathetic. The following table shows 

ages as of 1905.^'^

concerning support for the

gap. I.ess than 10%

expressed a "sense of worship" for 

were older than GO

younger generation were

generation remained 

contrasting views of the Emperor by

Views of the Ernpei^- by Ages

(Figures in parentheses are for female . )

Neither 
I'riendly nor 

Antipathy
Age Worship Antipathy

Hatred
F riendly Un

established
20-29 8 (9) 30 (44) 5G (42) 3 (2) 3 (3)
30-39 14 (17) 39 (4G) 4 3 (32) 2 (1) 2 (4)
40-49 2G (27) 40 (42) 23 (19) 1 (0) 3 (4)
50-59 39 (37) 35 (39) 23 (19) 1 (0) 2 (5)
above
GO 19 (28) 15 (14) 1 (0) 5 (9)

44. Naikaku, op. cit.. p.2G.
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Students take a strong negative view of the imperial system. A 

survey of 4G7 college students in Tokyo in 1 959 indicated 

46% supported the abolition of the i 

its maintenance.'^^ 

abolition.

education and views 

of the Constitution tend to

1
lliat as many as

---- irnperLal system as opposed to 35% foi- 

Among Tokyo University students, 61% supported 

a high degree of correlation between levels of
;1

There is.1

of the Emperor. Those who have a bettor knowledge 

support the present symbolic imperial institution
while those with less Ic 

Emperor.
nowlcdge are inclined to strengthen the 

The same tendency is observable betw
power of the 

een living standards
and views of the Emperor, wliieh 

educated usually enjoy better living standards, 

opinions, JCP supporters manifest 

toward the Emperor, but there e.vi.sts

may be understandable, foj- the better- 

According to political 

uniquely strong antipathy and hatred

little difference among other 
political party supporters. With the small Communist and perhaps other 

more e.xtreme leftist exceptions, the present imperial institution appeal's 

Eor example, 

IDGl concerning the

to enjoy national support regardless of political ideologies, 

a nation-wide poll by the government in December

Constitution .shows the following result.

45. Kobayashi, op. cit. , p.340.

Loc. cit.

Kobriyn.shi Naold, "Kaiken IMondai to Minshh no Kemi)5 I.shil-i " 
(1 lobkms of Constitutional Itevision arid the Con.stitutional 
Consciousness of the Ala.ss), Asalii^ . Xoveml,er 5,

4fi.

47.

1 961,
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Xi£^_^lhe Emperor by Political Opininn^^^

Supportei’s Neither
Worship Friendly Friendly

Antipalhy
Unes

tablished
of Antipathy Hatrednor

LDP 31% 43% 22% 1% 0% 3%
JSP 13 41 41 3 0 2
DSP 17 42 38 2 1
JCP 11 19 49 9 11 1

Unes
tablished 23 3G 31 1 0 9

The attitude of the youn^ter generation toward the imperial institution 
IS the key factor in predicting the future of the imperial throne, 

following table shows the findings of two opinion surveys 

ten-yccar interval; 82% of those who

The

carried ou( at a 

were in their thirties in 1956 

supported tlie Emperor and 87% of those in their forties i 

the l:.mperor, a 5% inci-ease among the 

same applied to all age groups, thus both the total 

suppoi'ts I'cmain unchanged.

in 1 965 supjiorled 

same age group in ten years. The 

and projioi’tional

op. cit. ,
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Support for the Emperor hv Aj.. Cxi'oups^^

No difference, plus 
those who think it 
would be better if the 
Emperor did not 
exist.

It is better that 
the Emperor 
should exist. D. K.

1956 1965 1956 1965 1956 1965

20-24 67% 67% 31% 29% 2% 5%
25-29 75 72 23 23 2 5
30-39 82 82 16 14 2 4
40-49 87 87 12 10 1 3
50-59 93 92 6 6 1 3

60 and 
above 92 92 4 4 4 5

The intellectual and rational view of the imperial institution of the 

young gradually gives way to the

traditionally existing imperial institution of the

more emotional acceptance of the

more aged.
The rapid process of urbanixation does 

for the symbolic imperial institution.
not affect popular support 

leather, urbanization, together with 
the so-called information revolution, has tended to increase the

Suppoit

It is safe to conclude, therefore, that 
there is no indication that the symbolic imperial institution

for the new form of that institution.

may undergo 

The following table is based on tlie govern-
-.50a change in the near future, 

ment survey of 1 967.

49. Naikaku, op. cit., p.27. 

Kobayashi, op. c it. , p. 129.50.
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Are you satisfied witli the pi^esent symbolic EmpororV¥
;■!

■i

Hard to 
Answer

Satisfied Not Satisfied D. K.

Tokyo
(Wards Only)

Six Largest 
Cities

72.3% 12.6% 4. 6%‘ 10. 5%

74.2 9.1 5.4 11.3i

Cities of 
more than 
100,000

75.2 9.1 5.5 10. 2

Cities of 
less than 
100,000

70. 5 11.4 5. 1 13.0

Towns and 
Villa.gos 69.0 9.7 G.O 15.3

Total 71.8% 10.1% 5.5% 12.6%

The strongest national consensus on the presoni status of the 

Emperor leads us to the que.stion of the 

Did tlm Japanese people subscribe to the 

Ernpei-o]’ as a living god? The fact 

people regarded liic E 

rather as a 

limitations such

1 eal pj’ewaj' image of the limperor; 

officially given image of the

is that the greatest majoi-ity of the 

mpcj-or not ns a god in the Christian sense, but 

.supc)-ior human being. The following survey has

as the inadequate sampling, qualification of inteiwiewers, 

and the difficulty of evaluating the postwar description of

several

prewar opinions

51 . Kaikaku, op cit., p.114, Cf. also, Nishidaira Jyuki, "Voron 1 ara
vV/w IinP^'i-ial System and Article Nine
Vk.\. ed from the Public Opinion), ^yu_ (lUay 1962), pp. 56-57.
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as given by respondents. In some degree, liowever, it does suggc.st prewai' 

views of the Emperor and how they changed after the war.

Relations Between Ages and Views Concerning the Emperor^^ 

(Survey of September 1959)

Age Under 25 2G-30 31-40 Above 40
V i ew s 
on tlie 
Emperor

Pre- I Post
war I war

Pre- , Post
war I war

Pre- , Post
war I war

Pre
war

Post
war

I think 
he is a 
god

42.1 I 1.0 33.5 . 0.5 23.0 I 0 32.8 7.2

I do not think 
he is a god, 
but more than' 
an ordinary 
man

4G.0 I 11.2 49.5 I 13.0 55.0 I 23.0 41.0 , 29.0

He is an ordi
nary man, but 
somebody like 
head of fa mil;)

5.0 I 27. 5 9.0 I 32.5 14.0 , 33.0 18.0 . 38.4

He ih an 
ordinary 
man as we 
are

G.O I GO.8 8.0 . 54.0 8.0 , 44.0 8.2 , 25.4

Tliose who were undej- 25 (younger than 15 years old at the time of 

national defeat) indicated the- strong influence of the official .school education

52. Kato Sliuichi, "Tennr) Sc i to Nihon jin no Ishilii" ('J’he Imperial 
System and the Japanc.se (’onsciou.snc-ss), Chi.sei, vol.4, no. 2. 
(rebruary 1957), p. 252.
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as 42.1% of theni ansv/ered that the Emperor god. This young groupv/as a

than any other, drastically changed their views toward the Emperor 

and by 195G more than 60% held the

more

tliat the Emperor was anview ordinary

age group that has felt the greatest 

impact of the defeat as far as ideas of the Emperor are concerned.

human like themselves. It is also this

The
predominant view of the Emperor is that "he is an ordinary man" who 

is like the head of a family (for the old) or who is exactly like other 

ordinary people (for the young). The fact that 80%-of the people changed 

their minds about the Emperor demonstrated the impact of the defeat and 

subsequent postwar education concerning this matter. Ninety-five percent 
of those who thought that the Emperor was a god changed their views,

whereas most of those wlio considered him 

feel the need to change their minds.

to be an oi-dinary man did not

Percentage of those 
who changed their 
views

To what kind of 
views have they 
changed?

Prewai- Views

(1) The Emperor is 
a god

95% (3) + (4)

(2) Not a god, but more 
than an ordinary man

84% (3) H (4)

(3) An ordinary man, but 
like the head of family

53% (4)

(4) An ordinary man just 
like other people

8% (3)

53. Ibid., p.25].
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!
We have noted that the image of the Emperor as "the head of a 

family" once led to the concept of the "family-state. " Today, about 30%
irrespective of ego, support the aoalogy betweoo the E„,„oror end 

head of family. However, the
the

drastic postwar change in the family system, 

prewar headship, must be borne in mind 

even if practice and individual attitudes

especially the abolition of the 

when we use the word "family, " 

are known to have changed in these respects more gradually than the
reformed legal status of such institutions.

D. Chj!M£s_althe Base of the Imperial 

The prewar imperial system 

nation of Emperor worship with the value 

of the army and bureaucracy on the other.

sustained by means of the indoctri- 

-system on one hand, and the force 

army and bureaucracy 

the Imperial Diet under the 
The army began to challenge government control

was

The

possessed a high degree of independence fr 

Meiji Constitution, 

after the 1920

orn

s, and by the J^ondon Confei’cnce of 1930, 

against government "encroachment
it openly pj'otested

on the supreme command.
With the defeat, the army was demobilized and the bureauc 

new National Diet.

racy
was put under more effective control of the 

institutions such
Traditional

as the absolute monarchy, the army and the bui■eaucracy
were only the more conspicuous pai-ts of the old system that underwent change. 
The foundation of the family-state system, like the family system, 

e.vperienced basic reorganization afte r the war.
also

In this section, we shall 

socio-economic foundation
discuss the family sy.stem as the rno.st important 

of the imperial institution.

O'!.

lii|sSsi3SESS“(lol._>o; Iwanami .Shoten, 1.95.9), p.Td:i.------------------in.e
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The siiccesKful manipulation of the people iindei- the prewar imperial
system depended-to a considerable degree on the fiction of the state 

family. The ideology of the "family-state, "
as one

as discussed by Ishida, is a 

organism.combination of familism with the theory of social 55 The sourt:e
of legitimacy of tlm imperial rule lay in the "natm-al village 

sisting of Shintoism,
_e oj-d(-r, "

gerontocracy, familism, feudalism, and what 

meaning localized mentality.

con-

Kamishirna calls mental autarchy.
If it is

correct to conclude, as IMaruyarna does, that the old nationalism "had 

vanished fj-om the political surface only to be inlaid ai tlie social base in 

wc iTiust examine what has happened to "the .social 
during the postwar years in order to discover the nature of the base 

of Ja.paneso nationalism.

,57an atomized form, 

base"

The fall of the old imperial system 

at the apex, but also the dismen 

abolition of thtj

meant not only disintegration 

ibermenl at tht; botiom of the sy.stem. The
powerful headship and heir-ship in the 

cratized the .b,panose family system in which all family mcmlK 

given equal )'ights and duties.

new civil law deino-

‘I'S aj’c

Paternal righ.ts

In sum, the old fanuly .system was "abolished" by these revisions.^'*
di-astic-ally ciu'tailed.ai’c

Po.*^ tw;n- changes in the family syst cm were not confined to those of rights

55.
-iVy o: ■ ’ ■ A

hlm-uyama, ciU , p. 1 67.

U'agalsuma Snkae, Jj. no .Seido: Sonollini-i to Hbri (Tim harhlv

56.

57.

56.
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and duties of family members in the legal sense, 

family system was the basic unit of the 

and the head of the iiouscliold 

family. Ideologically, the head

For example, the old 

government's political mechanism 

was responsible to the Stale for control of his 

man was obliged to govern his family for 
his familial ancestors and to make his family "a place for the training of

loyalty and filial piety through which his family 

miglit contribute to the development of the nation whose epitome was the 

imperial family.

his children based on

It is understandable that the revision of the family system

mam concern of the conservatives in the process of Constitutional 

for the old family system was essentially an embodiment of the old value 

system. The family, as the basic unit of the

was a

r.' \-ision,

governing mechanism and
the seedbed of the value- 

thnn individual family members. Tliis
system, was naturally regarded as moi'c important

produced the concept that "it is 
natural that individuals should be neglected and sacrificed for the sal;e of

n60the family. The almost absolute status of the patriarch 

inevitable to maintain and develop such
was considered

a family. The spirit of Wa (harmony) 

was condemned aswas a categorical imperative, and individualism a vice
of Western cultures that ought to be replaced by the Japanese virtue of 

^^ushi (selflessness). There was practically no room for "independence 
of personality" to grow in the old family system where "individuals v/er e

59. Monbiisho,

Kay.oku Seido ()• arnilv Svstem). (Tokwi- 
pp. 7i>-7(r. -------- ‘ ■

_______ >r Wartime
i ich i“ancF] sc)no FiTiTkc), 

Iwanarni .Shoten, ] 93tl),‘

60. Fidiutake Tadashi, cd Koz^^,kmgaku (1 .eelures on Sociolo^w)
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I
completely submerged beneath the alleged natural order of human relations 
in the hierarchic ranking of the family under the absolute control of the 

head man ' s authority.

!

■Sociologically, the existence of a small community such as a
village is prerequisite for such a family system to continue, 

honor of the family becomes less meaningful in large cities v/hcre individuals
"Face" or

more independent and live insulated from their neighbors 

with life in small villages and towns where inhabitants 

other but each other

are
as contrasted

knov/ not only each

s ancestors as well, 

village order proposed by Kamishi7ua c.xisted within
The five factors of the natural 

the old family system.
The new Constitution and civil laws liave contributed to the erosion 

partial destmiction of the old family system and the familistic patterns 

Moreover, the postwar socio-economic transformation

and

of value-attitude, 

has greatly affected the once more static natural village order, 

zation and urbanization have produced the so-called "nuclear family" i 

large segment of the population in wliich

Industriali-

in a

pattern the Japanese people have
begun on a largo scale to establish functional relations directly with their 
companies and oilier organizations without the medium of the family.

As an index of .socio-economic c hange. we can e.xarnine the distribu
tion of population by occupation during the past 50 yea More than 50%rs.

were engaged in the primary industries at the time of the defeat, which 

meant little change since 1920. As economic recovery and growth gathered

momentum after 1955, tfie percentage decreased rapidly to 32.8';', in 19G0. 

24. G% in 19G5, and less than 20.0“'u in 19G7. This i-apid transformation

ikilL' PP- 75-76.
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resulted in an erosion of traditional familism and in diffusion of the indi
vidualistic value-attitucie system. . Urbanization has changed the base of 

human relations from the blood and locational relations 

relations, producing new norms such

i

to functional 

as rationality, utility, individualism.
universality, and anonymity.

Distribution of Population by Occupation^^

1920 1930 19^10 1947 1950 1955 19G0* 1905'-:=^:= 196 ?=:==:-

Primary
Industries 53.6 49.4 43.G 53.4 48.3 41.0 32.8 24.6 19. 3

Sectondai-y
Industries 20.7 20.4 26.2 22.3 21.9 23.5 29.1 32.3

80. 7Tertiary
Industries 23.8 30.0 29.6 22.9 29.7 35.5 38.0 43.0

Undassi-
fiable 1.9 0.2 0.7 1.3 0.1 0 0

Total
Numbej-(%) 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Uuj’eau of Statistics, Office of the Prime Minister 
Population of Japan: 1960 (Pub.1963).
Tlie Asalii Nenkan. 1969.

The phenomenon of urbanization 

First World War.

Nagoya, Kyoto, O.saka, 

as compared witli 17.9% in 1 960.^’^

was already remarkable after the 

3 he six largest cities in Japan (Tokyo, Yokohama, 

and Kobe) held 20.2% of the total population in 1910

On the other hand, the vigoi-ous postwar

62. Bureau of Statistics, Office of the ]>rime Minister 
("ensus of 1955, pp. 334-360. Population of

63.
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movement for the merger of villages and towns into larger administrative 

units of cities has doubled the number of cities from 

The number of villages decreased 

same period. Owing to this

percentages of city inhabitants have increased fr 

These figui-es are

system is not taken into consideration.

206 in 1.945 to 55G in 

to less than one-third during the
1960.

•ganization of administralive units, thereoi

om 27.8% in 1945 to 63. 5%
in 1960. misleading when the change in the administrative

However, the progress in transpoj-tn- 
tion and communication has blurred the traditional distinction

between urban
and rural areas to the extent that Japan itself has become urbanized, 

massive and large-scale
The

socio-economic transformation that has taken place 

one generation has produced a deep schism in theduring the period of 

traditional "value-attitude" 

able to develop a modern urban standard.
standard of human relations, before it has been

The fall of the State and the family with the defeat 

fell of tho voluc-ayslom in boll, il,o "public" anti "private" life of ,|,c pcppin. 

It IS not hard, therefore, to imagine that the defeat left

amounted to the

a grave spiritual
vacuum as well as severely divided opinions as to the new family .system.

We have pointed out 

find their greatest reward in working fc

in Chapter 4 that the Japanese people tend to

the family. As many as 68.7"r,)r

answered that they felt most rewarded when they worked 

"husband-wife, "
for "parents, " 

"children, " and "family. " Only 8. ]% mentioned "the

State, " "society, " "mankind, " and "class.

64. Cf. Wagalsuma Sakae, op. cit.. p.45.

65.
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According to a survey (1.966) of those age 14-44, about half feel a 

purpose and a satisfaction in "family-gathering" anri "growth of children. "

The percentage increases v.^hen the sam.pling is Incited to married people, 

The same survey investigated value-attitudes by getting rankings among 

five choices as follows:

Group A.

1. Propei-ty 2. Love 3. Freedom 4. Health 5. Work

Group B.

1. Myself 2. Family 

5. Mankind

3. Company 4. The State

Group C.

1. Parents 2. Husband-Wife 3. Children 4. Sweetheart
5. Friends

Among Group A, "Health" received 70. 1%; 

"Freedom, " 4.6®o; 

received 60.3%;

"Love, "15. 5%; "Work, " 5.4%;

and Property, " 2. 5%. Among Group B, "Family" 

"Myself, " 28.2%; "Mankind, " 4.3%; "The State, " 2.4%; 

"Parents" received 34. O';::; 

"Children," 19..5%; "Fidend.s, " 4.7%; and

Company, " ] . 6%. Among the last group, 

"Hu.sband-Wife, " 32.4%;

"Sweetheart, " 1.6%^’”^

ana

The overwhelming choice of "Health" and "h'amily" 

attests the people's strong inclination toward "my-homism."

We have e.xarnined postwar socio-economic changes which have 

virtually disintegrated tiic one-time base for the imperial system. It is

G6. Cf. Mita Munosuke, Gcndai no Seinen-Zo (Image- of the: Youth in 
Modern .lapan), (Tokyo; Kodansha, 1 968), pp. 14-"] 9.

PP-h6-82.C7.
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necessary here to distinguish the paternalistic 

postwar family-orientation which is 

"my-homism. "

nature of the new type of familism.

prev/ar familism from the

usually referred to in Japan as 

The possessive "my" is higiily indicative of the i
insular

Prewar familism
analysis, essentially an integral part of a large

was, in final

community and nation.
Its value-system was fundamentally "outward-oriented."

On the other hand,
the basic characteristic of " 

indifference to the 

"my" home's well-being.

my hornism" lies in its insulation from and
surrounding community and it.s- exclusive interest in

The emergence of the nuclear family has also 
changed the old family hierarchy and human relations, r

Once emphasized
filial piety and the respect for elder

•s appear to have been replaced by the 

to and affection for children.voluntai'y parental devotion
The fact that

as many as 41.5% of a 

purpose in life dernonsti-ates the
surveyed sample found in their childr 

centi al position that children

The follov/ing definition of "

on their

occupy in 

my-

sums up these points in the language of the far

contemporary attitudinal patterns, 

hornism" by Tsuda Michio 

left:

68

[My-homism] is nothin^ but 
of mass egoism under the p^resent capitalistic system
'4 Lneinutw'^r’’' "restoration^'and ‘
enianc pation fj-om alienation from the labor nrnco^c,

m the pleasure of consumption life; it is a sentiment 
that attempts to pursue and secure primarily a small 
peace and stability in the small world of the^amily by 
restricting one s own interests to his home G--* ^

the pattern of existence

68

69.
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Whereas prewar faTnilism was established as a result of vigorous
cdl.c»li„„a. political, and legal eflorts by the govor„p,e„l. postwar " 

homism " has
my-

comc into being as a result of the governrnenY 

this respect and the economic growth which has
s TnacTIon in 

made the famil3^ ^ place 

The decrease of self-employed 
labor and the increase of employees in large workshops indicate that the

for consumption, separate from production.

family is more and isolated from the production process. The

into the home strengthens this

more

Japanese attitude not to bring "business"

tendenejn

It should be borne i 

affairs does not mean that it i
in mind, however, that the indulgence in family 

-- is a necessary compensation for the impersonal,

"my-homism" hasbureaucratic life outside the family. On the contrary,

its exact carbon copy in "m^'-company-ism. " 

labor unions are
Even most Marxist-oriented 

organized by companies instead of industries so that

interests of "my-company" are not jeopardized by other companies 

A survey in 1968workers. the "National Character of the Japanese 

People" investigated a preference for two kinds of section chiefs: 

does not force

on

(1) Ho
you to work beyond regulations but also does 

of you outside of work; (2) He sometimes forces 

regulations, but he takes care of you outside of work, 

chief.

not talie care

you to do hard work beyond 

The latter section 

received moreor Ninjo Kach5 (Sentimental Section Chief) always 

than 80% support during the past decade.'^® 

image is a stable preference of the J;
Thus, the benevolent father 

"M^'-lfomism" and "1 pa lies e. ■"ny-

private and puldic way of 
Little attention of the people is directed to what is left from these 

two values such as society and the State.

company-ism" regulate the Japanese people's 

life.

70. The Mainichi Shimbun, l''ebrunry 13, 19G9.
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The relatively weak interest of postwar Japanese in matters of 

groups can be largely attributable to the fortunatemass human
success

on the part of the government in providing both welfare demands 
national security, as well as to a natural

and

reaction to the prcwai’

a militai-y menace will 

The Japanese have been

over
emphasis on the State, 

inevitably arouse people 

fortunate 

threats to their 

Vietnam.

Economic difficulties and

s concern for the nation, 

in the sense that they did not have to fee!1 serious and immediate
security, despite wars in neighboring China,

The <,uoslion here ih; Whether ''my-h„,risn," can provide the 

base for future Japanese nationalism.

Korea, and

as familism did for prewar
nationalism, when Japan confronts domestic 

As wc have discussed, "my-homisrn" 

that tends to

and international difficulties, 

is a closed small- group conscious n e s s 

community and rejects becoming an 

Moreover, the completely different

separate family from the

integral part of the governing system, 

norms of family relations and 

of prewar famili.srn indicate that "
systems that lack the authoritarian hierarchy

my homism" will possibly become a
negative factor for "integral nationalism" or ultranationalism. 

Jhe "symbolic" status of the Emper
or under the new Constitution

refleci.s not the 

amicable father of "my home."

prewar hcadmanship but the postwar image of a more

Thus, the imperial family appears in 

an ideal type of my home, 

are

The mai-riage of the Crown Prince

mass-comm unicat ion niedi;1 as Photographs
of the imperial family members 

and monthlies.
extremely popula)- in ladies' wecklie.s

to Mis.s Shoda Michiko,
a commoner, was received with nation-wide enthusiasm 

democratization of the iinpei-ial household.
as an ac:t of

We may conclude that the

■ 71.

re--T
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Emperor is supported as a symbol of the 

"my-homism" rather than as the i
nonpolitical and decentralizinq-

integrity of the people. Ishida Takeshi
pointed out that the postwar imperial institution' has been 

maintain "continuity in its nonpolitical and
attempting to

emotional aspect by curtailing 

tegst-sanefion by 

cases, the

its own realm. " 

the new Constitution.

And this transformation has been giiven

Except perhaps in extraordinary

imperial institution based this kind of support can hardly be effective 
if It should demand serious endurance and sacrifide

on

in the people's lives. 

To the extent that the 

egoism, it can hardly resist

A few words of final caution are in order.
new familism 

"national egoism" which

remain.s a .self-centered

promises to raise the people's living standai-d. 

"my-cornpany-ism, "Ihe flow of "m3''-homism, " 

is a natural one, and
and "my-country"

there will be plenty of room for rny-home egoism 

to be directly expanded and projected to Japanese nationalism.
Since

military expansion is considered undesirable as well as impossible for
present-day Japan, the primary focus of Japanese nationalism is and will
be placed on economic expansion. or even the defense of the m_a tins- 

The role of the imperial 

one in this kind of 

to discu.s.sed structural and attitudinal

c|Uo
as a major economic power in the world.

institution, however, will be a modest and limited

nationalism because o’f the hither 

changes after the war.

72. Cf. Tshida Takeshi, "Tenno Sei no Mondai" (Problem of the Imnerial 

Dcrie.s, \ot.ll. (lokyo; Iwanarni .Shoten, 19o7), p.l]2.
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THE MEIJI CENTENARY

Postwar Japanese concepts of tlic nation are determined by evalua
tions of the period from the Meiji Restoration 

by different views
to World War II as much as

of postwar political development.

The Japanese people- experienced a sense of historical di.scontinuity 

estructuring of the imperial system, 

to the fact that the changes after the

with the defeat and tlie fundamental r 

This feeling was especially due 

surrender, unlike those of the Meiji Restoration, v/ei-e brought about
chiefly by an outside power, 

the wai-
The interests of the people immediately after 

survival and other postwar affairs.
lay almost exclusively with

with the result that much of Japan 

it is the nature of
s history since Meiji was neglected. If

man to search for his past, the desire to re-examine
Japan's modern history was a natural reaction.to the excessive emphasis
on this discontinuity of history. 

Thus, as the Meiji centennial drew 

Pestoration and its aftermath became 

commentaiy and criticism.

near, the controvcr.sy over the 

one of the major issues in circles
of

Kuwabara Takeo of Kyoto University first 

re-evaluation of the Meiji Restorationcalled for a
in the A.snhi Shimbun

of January 1, .saving that we have no liope unless 
despite many shortcomings and cuntradiction.s

we recognize that, 

in the history that followed.
the revolution in Meiji was 

that the social critics and scholar.s
a great naiional acliievemc-nt." He demanded 

re-evaluate tlie firm will for indopende 

that the Meiji people demonst
nco

and the re.solution for bold modernization
m1rated.

1. Kuwabara J'akeo, .
Xjje Asa hi Sh[mjmnj. Janu; a” (Re-evaluation of the Meiji),

- 212 -
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There was no immediate reaction 

the time was ripe for the 

Takeiichi Yoshiini, critic and scholar of

to Kuwabara 's appeal. riowever,

re-evaluation of the Meiji Restoration when

modern Chinese literature,
proposed in February 1.960 to "set up a common subject in the world of 

criticism preparatory for the centennial year 

celebrate the Meiji Centenary or not? If so, how? " 

the Japane.sc should evaluate "

19GS; Should we either

lie maintained that 

national viewpoints" more highly, but at
the same time insisted on the necessity of discussing this matter not only 
by students of Japanese history, but also by students of Western history. ^ 

Shiso no ka_gaku devoted its November 1961 issue to "Re-examination of 

the Meiji Restoration" and Chuo Koron 

"Re-evaluation of the Meiji Restoration, "
began a year-long serial entitled

from its January issue of 1962.
Hayashi Fusao-s "Affirmative Theory of the Greater East Asian War" 

were so

J akeuchi maintained, for example, 

came fundamentally from outside by the Occupation, 

truly Japanese and viable, 

recognmm the dark side of Japan's history. For this purpose, he continued, 

reconsideration of Japan's modernization was essential.^

appeared in the context of the attempt to rewrite the events which 

violently condemned after the defeat.

that postwar reforms 

and that, in order to make them wc must

o "Minzokuteki Narnono to Shiso" Chhinus National
ri Tk™'"?,’' JSeSJl.ltl,!L!22l™.Sho.iln, 15, 19PO
Mm- o’’ -^hinobu, iMeiji Ilyakunen no Shiten" (Viewpoints of the 
Meiji Cen(enary), Shukan Dokushojin. February 20. 1967 Cf also 
lakeucly Yoshimi,-Ti-hin noTlycTkrto IlyakuneiV' (I c-evaluat m. o^ the 
Restoratmn and the Centenary. " ^so no Kagaku. no. 35. (Nm-ember

no Yo.shimi, and Mani Goro,
no Imi (Meaning of the Meiji Restoration)
(January 1962), pp.174-189.

"Meiji Ishin 
Chuo Koron, vol.77, no.l,
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When the tendency in the scholarly world to re-examine the Mciji 

Restoration became stronger, the government decided, in April 19fiG, to
celebrate the Meiji Centenary in by establishing a "preparatory 

Committee for the Commemoration of the Meiji Ccntenai'y. " The rc-
exam+na-tion of the nation's history since Meiji 

historians without political motivations.

was first initiated by 

The government decision to 

made the whole issue pj-imarily a 

political one, which resulted in revealing once again the deep schism

celebrate the centennial, however.

existiTig-bctv/-oen the over concepts of

In the following section of this chapler, we will examine these 

conflicting views on Japan's modernization since Meiji and the people's 

reaction to these views.

the natren.

A. Conservatives^^ Progressives on Japan 's JOO Years Since RIciii 

Ihc Preparatory Commitlee, presided over by Prime Minister 

Sato Eisalm himself, in its third meeting of November 2, 19f;n, 

that the government-sponsored ceremony be held 

pi'escnted an outline of other commemorative

recommended

in October 1 fiGS, and it

events and enterprises.
According to the official plan, the Meiji Centenary 

(1) a commemorative
to be celebrated by: 

(2) commemoi-ative events such

was

cei'emony in Tokyci; 

as a lecture series on Japan's modernization, exhibitions, and presenta- 

(3) commemorative enterprises which would includetion of awar-ds;

national afforestation, maintenance of historical treasures, 

of "the Ship of the Youth; " and (4) public relations activities."^
and a cruise

The

Tho Asahi Shimbun, November 2 
(January

lOGfi. .M.so, Sc-ifu no Mado, no. 293
pp.a-ll.
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government publication entitled, "The Basic Attitude Toward Commemo

rating the Mciji Centenary, "

ti^c^f_UTe period. It reads as follows:
represents the official historical interpreta-

(1) The Mciji period was one of 5lan and enhancement
frm-from histo!-y. Japan shook herself
free from the feudal system during this period and the 
whole nation struggled on toward the goal of buildinn a 
nmdern nation with astonislung courage and energy

(2) ̂ During this century, the Japanese nation realized
gj and schemes that inspired the world, though not 
without mistakes when we look- back. ^

However our predecessors built a great and solid 
base lor politics, economy, and culture. This fact is 
eloquently demonstrated by Japan's recovery and ' 
prosperity conceived by most of the world as a miracle. 
We cannot but express 
our predecessors

As the centennial draws near, it is natural that the
anlfT;-'"’ be- grateful for this inheritance
and dc.mi c to enlarge this happiness and pass it to (he 
coming generations. Needless to say, this wish is not 
cl mei e admiration of our pi'ct’eee.s.sors.

Idling up and surpassing Bnrope and
^c^I^liVed f -^^Pan so far has been
icalized ton certain extent. Therefore, Japan, which
was concerned with absorbing civilizations of the advanced 
countries and following their examples, is now in a 
position of being asked by neighboring developing 
for guidance and assistance. ^

our respect and admiration to 
courage and wisdom.

countrie.s

(‘}) The changing international and domestic .situations cund 
Japan s international position demands of us Uk-
people, a new creative will and re.solutir)n. ipanese

Hspecially the young generations who are to shnuldoj- tlie 
1 espon.sibilities of Japan in the future are expected to make 
more effort, both spiritually and malerinll. EO lliat they
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can be able to deal with such situations and solve 
problems.

(5) We must not only reflect on the past but also 
experience and lessons that we have inherited to meet 
he presen situation. We must manifest our res^ution 

to make a firm step toward the new century, corrcetl-
and from an international viewpoint.

\Ve, the Japanese people, celebrate the Meiii C'cnfiMiarv 
with unlimited hope for the future. ^ ^ t cutenar^

various

use the

The official view of tlie century since the Restoration is that it was 

a bright nnd srcccs.,!,,) period of mo.lcrniee,i„„ f,:„„, i|,e p.-eroiu

people must learn, in particular, a national spirit and a resolution for ad-

When the postwar spiritual situation is juxtaposed with that of 

Meiji, the implication is clear enoufxh: 

authoritarian concept of the nation th;

vancement.

the con.servativcs prefer the 

Jt wa.s widely held in the prewar day.s 

emerged since the war which 

governmental authority, 

preparatory meeting in

rather than the various concepis lliat have arc.
to all intents and purposes, less submissiwi to 

Prime Minister Sato addressed himself to Iho first
these words:

I believe Japan's material civilization is no lonccr 
infcrioi- to llic'it of Pu.-ope and America. Is it only rnv 
persona] bia.s, however, to feel somethitvf that'
in liT' u ^ieiji people’is lacking
in the mind.p of present Japanese? Though Meiji was '
not as ricli a.s today materially, the spirit of Mru-ji 
has mucli to offer- to the people today.

The major political purpose of the government in commemorating 

the Meiji Centenary consisted in awakening the people's n-.tional consei
lOUS-

5. "Meiji Ilyakunan" (Mei ii 1 00 Year.s) 
(January 1, IPGf;)

6. As quoted in Heliishigaku Penk

Sf-ifu j_in_j\l a do, no. 2r);-lpp.n-7.

no. 330 (iN'nvemlier 19G7), p.3J.yu,
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the Centenary on the ground that IJie governn,cnt-spcn.aorod commemoration 

would endanger free htntorica] tliinhingand education. ’ Marxist-orier/ied
histoi-ians or the "progressives" condemned tJjc official interpretation of 

the 100 years as a "reactionai'y histoi-ical " that "totally lacksV 3 ew

reflection on the past aggi-essivc warn " In their further contention, tlie 

conservatives "advocate atjti-dcrnocratic, inililaris.tic ideology" 

attempt to mobilize the national Sf)iril to fasci.srn and

in an
n The protago

nist in opposition was Ilel.ishikagaku Kenkvulmi (Council of ITislorieal

V/ a r,

Studies). The Council maintained that "if we can sircmgtlien the unity of 

the working cla.s.s and develop the integrity of the people, the final victory 

is ours. With this conviction in our minds, let u.s slop the celebration of

the Mciji Centenary and enlarge and develop the
1.12

movement for indcpendciK-c,
peace, and democracy'. Some oilier hi.storians thought iJiat the 

rnent's motives foi- celebrating the centennial were threefold:

govern-

(1) to

elevate the State (kokka) and thr- Nation (minzoku); (2) to inculcate 

militaj-istic thought; and (.1) to pi-opare for the problem in 197e — the 

review of the security treaty, b'rorn tlii.s perspective, this group felt the 

need to make anti-centennial efforts on a nation-wide scale.

10. Akita Kindaishi Kenkyukai, and otliers, "Meiji Ityakuncn-sai ni 
kansuru Scinici (Slalcrncnt Coiicci'niiig llic Meiji Cc'ntcnary),
Nihon Kindaishi Kenkyu, no. 0 (October 1.968), pp. 70-71.

11. Rckishigaku Kenkyukai, and others, "Meiji llyakunen-.sai ni Ilnntaisiu-u" 
UVe Oppose the Meiji Centenary), op. cit.. pp.1-2. I'or a coinprc-
hensiyc essay by a leftist ci-ilic, see 'J'suda Michio, Nihon Na.shmiari/umu 
ii2D (2Llrl‘lPrl>l«iejSbitJonaljm_n (Tokyo: Moriin-SholenrT9fT8)'p[7r!"60-T9T.

Reki.shigaku Kenkyuliai, "Sen.so to ITakai no Sailen Meiji llyakunen- .sai 
o kol'uhatsu su)-u ('i'o Prosecute the Meiji Centenary, k'eslival of 
War and Pcslruetion), {.Statenuut, 19G7). p.lf).

12.

13. Rekisliigaku Kcnliyukai, "Meiji Ilyatumc u-sai ni laisuru Kihonlel:i 
Shnsci (Ba.sie Attitude Tov.-anl the Meiji Centenary), Rckisbi<alai 
Keiikyu, no. 330 (Novt rnbej- 1 967), pp.6 14.
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ness and solidifying national unity for further advancement of the 

a la Meiji.
nation

There was some criticism of views which opposed the Ccnteniiial. 

Takcyama Michio, for example,

Meiji consisted of a period of "war and despotism" 

years witnessed only "peace and democi-ncy. "

attacked the thesis that the 80 years since 

and tint the postwar 

lie claimed that the postwar 

genuine pacifism

Ilayashi Kentaro also criticized the "progressives" for- 

evaluating only the "confused state of affairs immediately after the war" 

or "the postwar- five years" instead of "the postwar twenty years" and 

"the present democratic system.

progressivisin was a disgui.sc-d Communism rather than
n

and democracy.

On January 1, 1908, the Japnnc.se Socialist Party 

basic historical interpj-etation in a statement, "Let Us Overcome the 

Kcactionary Nature of the Meiji Cenicriary. "

announced its

. . .can we define the past 100 year-s since the jMeiii 
Restoration as 100 year-s of developrnonl as the govern
ment and the LDP claim? Indeed, the Meiji Re.slor-ation 
marked one stage of social development L-om feudalism 
to capitalism and wa.s liUstoi-ically progressive.

However-, it was the gover-nment of clarrs and 
bureaucracy with tJie Ibnper-or on top that was established 
by the Restoration. Japan, under the leadership of this 
government and under the .slogan of "Rich Ckrunlr-y and 
Strong Arrriy, conrpeted witlr Wc-.ster-ir powers to^hocome 

economically and rtrilitarily strong perwerr. That is, 
dome.stically, the government oppressed and c-xploilc-d 
the working masse.s and inter-nation.ally invaded and 
exploited A.sinn coiintrie.s star-ling with Kor-ea and China. 
Thus, Japan hecarne a powcrfttl nation of rnililar-i.stn 
and irTipc-rialism.

an

The A.sahi Sliimlniir, April .5, 198.7.

8. Ihid. , April 7, 1985.
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. . .Japan started the war in the Pacific only to be 
miser.ably defeated. 7'he road of militarism and 
imperialism foi- 80 years since the Resloration ended 
here and the new Constitution was promulgated on the 
denial and reflection of the past. However, the 80 
yenr.s since Alciji is not only a historj' of militarism 
and imperialism. Our predecessors fought against the 
clan-bureaucratic government for people's liberty and 
democracy. This movement of popular right.s 
continuation and development of the strength of the 
peasant and the town people who supported the trans
formation of the Mciji Restoration from below. I.ater, 
this movement developed into the .Socialist movement. ’
The hard struggle against war, for the enlargement of 
rights and betterment of life of the proletaidat continued. 
The struggle of our predecessors for peace and democracy 
bore fruit after the defeat in the Pacific War. 
the Constitution of Japan.

New Japan started by the promulgation of this new 
Constitution. Twenty years have passed .since then.
The 100 years of history is not, therefore, 
continuous 100 years, but is divided into the first 80 
years and second 20 years. The first 80 years i.s a 
history of militarism and imperialism tha\ oppressed 
the movement for peace and democracy. What symbolized 
this pc]-iod v.’as the Constitution of the Greater Imperial 
Japan. The second 20 years is a history of a new, 
peaceful, and democratic Japan in which the people prevent 
the conspiracy of I’cactionary force.s from reversing the 
course.

was a

This is

one

. ..the aim of the government wlion it deliberatelv 
neglects the divi.sion in the 100 years history since Itlciji 
and admires the "surprising development of'the pa.st 1 o'o 
years since Meiji" is to revive the 80 years of militarism 
and impei’ialism in the historical conseivousnc.s.s C)f the 
people as "a good old age.

Ili.storians were rno.st arliculatr' and vigor'ous in opposing the Meiji 

Centenar-y by issuing oppo.sing statement.s and holding opposition mceiing.s. 

1'ifty-foui’ liisloi'ical as.sociatitjn.s e.xprcs.sc-d "deep appi'clicnsions" about

Mtdji Ilyakunc'iisai no llando-.sci o kolaifuku shiyo" 
(J.ot Us Overcome the Reactionarv N:iturc of the klciji C'cntcnarv) 
Januai-y 1, 1008.

9. Nippon Shakai-To,
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the Centenai-y on the ground that tlie government-fiponsored coinniernoration 

would endanger free historical thinkitig and education. ^ ^ 

hi.storion.? or the "progi-ossivos" condemned the official interpretation of 

the 100 years as a "reactionai-y hi.slorical view" that "totally lacks

war." In their further contention, the 

conservatives "advocate anti-democratic, militaristic ideology" in an 

attempt to mobilize the national spirit to fascism and

nist in opposition was Rekishikagaku Kenkyilkai (Council of Historical 

Studies). The Council maintained that "if v/c can sti-engthen the unity of 

the v.'orking class and develop the integrity of the people, the final victory

M a r X i s t - o r i e n t c d

reflection on (he past aggressive

11 The protago-wai-.

is ours. With this conviction in our minds,' let us stop the celebration of

the Mciji Centenary and cnla}'go and develop the inovcmcnt for independence,
>,12peace, and democracy. Some other historiar.s thought that llic govern

ment's motives for celebrating the centennial were lhrec:fold: (1) to

elevate the State (l.old;a) and the Nation (minzoku); (2) to inculcate 

militaristic thought; and (3) to prepare for the problem in 1 970 — tlie 

review of the security treaty. From this perspective, this group felt the 

need to make anti-centennial effoi'ls on a nation-wide scale.

10. Akita Kindaishi Kenkyukai, and othei-s, "Meiji llyakunen-sai ni 
kansui-u Seiniei" (Statement Concerning the Alciji Centenary),
Nihon Kindaishi Kenkyu, no. D (Clctober 1 Ofio), pp. 70-71.

Rekisliigaku Kenkyukai, and others, "kleiji Hyakunen-sai ni TInntaisuru" 
(We Oppo.se the Mciji Centenary), op. fit. . i)p‘. 1-2. Fo)' a compre
hensive essay by a leftist ci’itic, see T.sucla Michio, Nihon Nashonarizurnu 

(C)n Ja|)auc.sc NatioiKili.srn) (Tokyo: Mai'ita-Shotenj H'fT;;') pp.ffrO-UH'.

Rekisliigaku Kcnkvuhrji, "Sen.so to IJahai no Sailen IMoiii Ilvakunen-sai 
o kokuhat.su suru (To Prosecute the Meiji Centen:u-y,' I'cstival of 
War and De.struclion), (Statement. 1 907) p.lf).

13. Rekishigaku Kenk.yukai, "Meiji Ilvsikiinen-sai ni tai.sui'u Kihnntoki 
Shisei" (Ha.sic .•'\ltitude 'J'oward the IMciji Centenary), Rel;ishitciku 
Kenkyu, no. 330 (Novembei- 1 007), pp.O-M. ‘ '

11.

12.
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Noma Hiro.shi, a novelist, declared that he would side with the 

postwar Japan which is founded on different pi'inciples and methods from 

prewar Japan, that is, peace and democracy.

TSyarna Shigeki, criticised the so-called theory of modcjmization, by 

pointing out that the theoi-y evaluates unci-itically tlie speed and success 

in developing industry and culture and pays little attention to the exploited 

masses and colonized or semi-colonized countries such as '1 aiwan, Koi-ea, 

and China.

A leftist historian.

He argued, furthermore, that the theory totally neglected tlie 

pei-iod between the monetary panic of 1 927 and the Korean War of 1950 in 

which contradictions of the imperial system jind capitali.sm exploded. 

Some of them were reminded of the commemoration of the 2fi00th year of 

the Japanese calendar in 1 940 which was used for erihai.cing ultra- 

nationalism under the military dictatorship.^^’

Watnnabe Yozo of Tokyo University sinrirned up the opposition 

viewpoint when he described it a.s follows:

15

. . .the Meiji Ccnlen.ary which is to be celebrated bv 
the government amid a reactionary wave is harmful 
rather tlnn incliffej-ent to our consciousne.ss concerning 
this issue. Ber-ausc, to I'C-evaluate higlily tlie ])r 
histo)-y that completely dcsiroyed democracy, and to 
re-cstirnate acb.ic'veii-i(.-nts of the prewar Japanese 
capitalism which wa.s realized only by suppre.ssing 
democracy, mean.s an acceptance of the situation 
where the government and the IJJP are ruining derno- 
cj'acy. ^ '

ew a r

14. The Asalii Shirii)>un, .Apj-il 9, 1 905.

15. II)id., April 8, 1 905.

Cf. IMasujima Hiroshi, "iXiehibei K}odo Sekinin .lida.i to Alciji Ilvnlc 
(Age of .loint-Bespon.sibility of the U.S. and Japan and tlie Meiji" 
Centenary), M( iji llyakuncn Mond.-ii, ('rokyo; Aoki Shoteii, 1908), pp.9-10.

Watanahe Yozo, "Meiji llyai.unen-slii o doii tnraerului" (IJow to Undci-- 
stand the 100 Years History of Meiji), op.eJt., p.25.

10. linen

17.
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Thus, the)-(’ existed an unresolval>]cr conriicl between tlic' supiiorters and 

opponents of the govei’nTnent' s idea of proper relobration C)f th.e centi;nriia]. 

The fundamental differenee wa.s that while tlic conservatives tended to find 

glorification in Japan's I'apid inriderni/.rition ;ind continued history siiic.e 

the Hestoi-ation, the "progressives" tendew) to emiynasi'/.e the oppression 

of the people by the rlan-lnireaueralic govej'nnu-nt and clnirned ihat there 

should be a clear division in interpreting the 100 yea.i-s iiUrj the 80 years 

of prewar histoiyy and the 23 years since 1945. 

primarily conceimed with the )’esult of tlw ad\ aiK tnnent tif the naiion as a 

whole, whereas tlic; progressives aj’e coiicerned with liow such an advance 

merit was brought about from a people's lii.storical viov.point. 

progressives' hi.storica! view of clas.s struggle, reflecting Marxist 

influence, is essentially incomp;dible with tlie eonst'rvaIi\ es 

systenjatie but more nationalistic hisfr/v-ical interpretation, 

conflicting evaluation.s of llic century .since the Aleiji lie.storation appoar 

to have .spilit national opinion intrj sliai-pl-.- opposing iderjlogies.

Tlie conserwitivess arc

'file

less

'J'he.se two

1 8

l^ojvMajr llyactmm.s

The majoi-iiy of 1!ie people, however, rinnained i'idifferrmt to the 

controver.'iy over the Meiji Centenary and the conflicting historical views. 

In .luly l.'Kif:, lhn(;e months after the eslal)] ishni'-nt of llie prt'-p;ii'alory 

comriiiltee by the govei'umenl, mrire than hall' the .lapant’Se were un.awai-e

13.

18. 'flic riglitis! and Ir'lijai crur ntinlatioi: o\er the- ('eni eniuw n -ulted in 
a lawsuit of a Aiarxi.st hi.siorian ;iiai tlie editor of thr byiiiku Ihbi-on 
by a riglit-wing group of tla- ].I)P, the So;hi n-l;a i, foiMln- ariiele' 
"The Aleiji Centenary and (Ije Way to War, " ’
]'’cl)i-uarv IT'J; issiuo Cf. al.
.Shiso

IsybiJ:;) IlNaoroii,
;o, Cdagiri llideo, c'd.. 'fajfetsn no

___ {'fho’':,ht_of CoiTrontation) ('I oltvo; keiso Sholjo, j!hi;;)7
[111.1:78-213. ' " ■
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of governmental preparation for the Centenary. 

two montlis before the central

Altliougli by Augunt 1068

comjnerriorative ceremony, 89';' of the people

answereci that timy had either licard or seen tlie woj'd "tiie Mthji Cent 

the Centennial celebratiori

ennrv.

was not a subject of much interest to the public, 

supported the commemoration asThe same survey- indicated that oS"',. 

compared to 26"; opposed.^®

However, the most important fact is that the mass of the people

have rejected the simplistic historical views of both consei-vatives and

progressives and have manifested 

of the: 100 years since the Hestoraliou.

complicated, diversified pir lure 

1 he .'X.sahi Siiimbim public opinion

a inore

survey on people's impressions of Mciji, Taishd, and Showa (prewar and 

postwar Showa) eras demnnsli-ated that; (1) the ideiji era is largely 

(2) the Tai.shbregarded a.s a progressive and lively period: era is a

conservative, stable, and .stagnant pem'od; (3) the prewar Shbwa era i.s 

turbulent and dai-k period; 

briglit, and lively period.^^

"stability" and "lurlDulence, "

and (■']) the po.sbvar Showa era i.s a progi-c-ssivc, 

-Apart froni the ambiguous valu ronceiiis ofC.‘

if we define "pr-ogressi\ (;, " "lively, ” and 

briglit as positi'.c irnpression.s and "ccin.serrativc. " "stagnant, " and 

we gel the following figui e.s for re.specli\e"dark" cS.s nr;galive irnpres.sions,
22eras:

19. Nailsaku Soridaijin Kamho Ko!in:diii.su, 
ni Kan.snru A riron Clio.s;

Hyalcuneii Hinenjifyo 
(Public Opinion .SurvL", CoiKu i iune the 

Commemorative Hvents of l!ie Aleiji Centenary),' If) fit; p.3.J ,

20. Sept (■ 11'ber 20, 1 968.

21. Ibid.

22. Ibid.
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Positive Negative

Meiji (]8G8-19i2)

Taisho (1012-1926)

Prewar Sho'.va (1026-1945) 

Postwar Showa (1045-1068)

74 30

25 66

32 63

98 20

Therefore, the apathy among the people in general toward the
heated controversy over tlic Centenary was based partly

attitudes concerning the issues. The narro-.v and dogmatic interpretations 

of the century since the Pestoratinn

on different

on both exi)-cme right and left seemed, 

to this observed and participanhs, to alienate the general public. It

appeared to be the judgincnl of most comrnentalors tliat it seemed lo leave- 

mark and to have little meaning foi- the public majority.no

Yet. the IMeiji Centenary produced a commercial boom, 

records, and TV films flooded the
Pooks,

It was reported tliat about 1.000s e en e.

publications which had something to do with the centennial 

the preceding fenv years.
were printed in

23 Ilo'.vever. the boom v.’ns generated mainly 

by the commercial spirit and benefited chiefly economic interests.

The world of big business took a favorable attitude toward the Centenary 

Commernoration !iut remained fundamentally indifferent lo it. 

publications by the Kikeiren, Keidanren, and other
Numerous

C!cono!n i c orga n i-/,n t ion.s

23- October 23, 1968 cOnd the Mainichi Shimbun
December 6. 1 968. ------- --------------------- ’

'J’lie Tokyo .Shirnbun, cyp. cit.24.
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virtually ignored this issue and were fully occupied with the 

capital liberalization and other
prol:i]em of

economic problems. Shinojimn Ilidco. 

president of the Mitsubishi Chemical Company and chairman 

Keidnnren 's public relations office.
of the

agreed to the celebration of the Meiji

Centenary simply because the passage of a century was worth commemorating.
However, he qualified his statement about "historical continuity" by adding 

that the defeat in 25war marked an end of the Meiji period.

Editorials in major newspapers agreed that the Meiji Centenary 

Commemoration should be an occasion for reflcciions on the past and an 

opportunity to think about Japan's future. Evaluating highly the .‘successful 

modernization carried out by the Meiji leaders, the Mainichi Shimbun 

called for the return to the original spirit of Meiji and the tackling of 

problems at home and abroad with modesty and courage in the hope that 

Japan would fully attain the statu.s of an advanced nation en.crging from 

its recent position as a serni-advanced nation.^*’

.stressed the necessity of deep reflection on the pasi so as not to 

the same mistakes and continued:

The Asahi Shimbun

repeat

We cannot allow the Meiji Centennial to end rncrclv 
formal festival; by looking back on the course 

taken during^ the [last century, we should rnal.e tliis an 
opportnniiy lor profound reflection and silent thought 
on the future form which oui- nation should as.-.urne 
and on its course.

as a

For this purpose, it is important that not only the 
leaders iti tlit; vai-ioas .sucdi as poIitic'S, econnniirs,
and culture, but also the people. . .eaeli and every one. 
should i-efleet on tiie duties with whieli h,'- o)- she is

2 5. An interview with the present wj-ito- at the Mitsubishi Chemical 
Company in'J'okyo, Januai-y M. 1569.

The Alainichi .Shimbun, C'ctnbe;'24, 1 96.'!.26.
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individually Inn-dcuad, and fortify liis or her 
dcaxa-rmnation to avoid repeating tlic mistakes 
of the past. '

Shirnbun eoneludcd that the true 

brating the Centennial
sigriific:anc:e of eele-- 

v.-as to conduc t "grave reflections" on the more 

recent state of affairs such as self-righteous fanatic student disturbanc 

and tliC deterioration of politics thrd indulges itself
e‘S

in factional strife and
28cori'uption.

In rni inlerviev; editorial meivbei-s of tlic Yomiuri bhimhun 

explained to the vriter that they would neitheu-

suppoi-L tlu' celebration of the C'cmtennial and said tliat its

positiwdy oppose nor

only significance.

gen-ernmont' s 

■ss liad had the effect 

oppcised it and those wh.o sui)p;>rted

would be to encourage introspection. They observed that the 

intention liad not been widely aeeepted, hut rie\-er(heli 

of widening the gap bc>tween tliose who
20it.

The cer emony commernoi-ating the kleiji Cen!.'nar^ was hebl 

Oelober 23, 1988, at K ippon lUidol

(>!1

can in 'J oh.yrj attendc.-d by llie iinjiu-ria 1 

National Diet inember.s, fo)-cign d('h‘galions

1 n b. i s a d d i ■ e s s , ] ’ j • i m c

iarnily, Chaljinet mctriliej-s, 

in Japan, and representalives of various fields.

Minister Sato called for the utmost effort to dele•rmine a iKitional consensus 

However-, the alrseiic-e of 

synilioli/ed (lie degree of opposition.

concer-ning the long-range futui-e image of J;;pan. 

the Socialisbs and C^(Jmnlu^lis^^,

27. 2.'L‘ ‘illL 11 ■' en i 1 e; X (•. ■ s. Oetolrej- 2-1, I'Ki:;. 

Oelolu-r 23, I'lGtJ.

An inter vie-,■; wjfh foui- (-diioi-ial im-inkjer-.-; of Tie- Vc 
Tokyo, IJeceinbc-i- G, 19G8.

28.

29.
i'li i Shi>1 ''oun

30. £X-_ fletoln-r 23, ]9G!!.
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As we have discussed, 

could achieve their goals as far 

The people remained aloof from both the 

solidarity and the leftist appeal for

conspiracy" to destroy democracy. The -significance of the 

histoi’ical views and the 

Centennial can be

neither the conservatives nor the progre.ssivc.s

as the Centennial celebration was concerned.

conservative call for national 

a united front against the "reactionary

conflicting

controversy over the coim-nemoration of the

properly under.stood only within the whole context of 

ont forms of the State and differentpostwar political struggles for diffei-

political orientations.

Centennial as only 

controversy became 

political and ideological conflict 

general public remained rather indifferent, 

the status of national consciousne.ss of 

articulate opinions. The latter do reflect

J3oth conservatives and progressives regarded the 

one major occasion for this struggle. The Centennial

one of the most illustrative e.xamples of a sharp

over the image of the nation.

It is often misleading to judge 

tlie people only by the trend of

to whicl) the

some of the general tendetu-ies
of public opinion, but they are also )nanipulnled by small polit 

groups. Various concepts of the nation in
ically- minded

postwar Japan have, above all. 

out particularistic ideologies .ratherbeen pi'oducts of consciously thought 

than projections of the iously developing slate of the popular "mind. "unennse

The Meiji Centenary, by revealing the difference in historical 

evaluations of Japan modern ccniury, symbolized the depth of conflict 

the concept of the nation in poslwai- Japan.over
It nhso manifested a 

general jiublic to the question of the Slate andrelative indiffercnco of the

nationalism.

I will attempt, in.tlic following .section, to 

and reach a tentative conclusion about the 

nature of the Jajianese nation.

.summarize llie findings 

possible C()n.sensu.s as to tlie
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Images of the Mciji. Tai_gh^:>. aixl Sliowa

8’urbiilonl

----- ATniji
------Taisliii
----- Sho'.v
-----Sh(,v.'

(Pri-v.-ar) 
(I’osl\v ai-)Staf;nnn( 1

Stall] e

Asahi Shimbiiti, Sciit.-tvibc)- 20, lOfiJ'.



CONCLUSION

TOWARD WHAT KIND Ol'' CONSENSUS

CHARACTER OF THE NATION?

AS TO THE

Resurgence of nationalism, 

been a popular topic in contemporary Japa 

scholars and comm cniators . 

been adequately studied. Some are concerned with 

prewar type of ultro-nationali.sm;

along with high economic growth, has

n as well as among foreign

'the nature of nationalism, however, has not

restoration of the 

others lend to discuss this subject 
without making a distinction between "ideal" and "actual" nationalism.

For those who observe ,Tapa 

position of thij-d persons, the

complex and conflicting images of the nation as in certain visible political 

tendencies oi- movements

these images. The i-

political development from the 

main interc-.st has been not so much in

n as e

as an outcome of the cornpetiti\’e pi-occss of 

esui'gcnce of Japanese nationalism, like 

gi owlh, is an incontestable fact for tlicse obse

cen nomic

rvers.

On the other liand, those who deeply involved in domestie* e

political sU-uggles, whether as politicians or critics, have remained 

mutually disagreed wiih opposed concepts of the nation, re.suUing 

serious lack of "national consen.sus. " The severity of views (hat h; 

characterized the critics has exposed them to accusations for being anli- 

nationalislic.

I n a

ive

'J'he nonexistence of Jr.pancse nationalism is loudly deplored 

by the u.sually moi’e conservati\ i! counicr-cr itics. 'I'hcy have paid only

marginal aiteniion to llie implications of tlicir actions lo foix-igncr.s. 

somewhat confused .state.s of mind of these people when thr^y licar foreign 

observers talking about

'I’he

resurgent Jaiianese nationalism resembles the

- 2:;n -
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puzzled reaction of the Japanese, mixed with pride and licsitntinn,
thesis presented initially frnm fereigno.-s tbnl Japan is a greet ennntry. 

Tlie differejK-e in vicv. points

to the

stresses diffrn-ent as,poets of the 

1‘or example, tlie anti-military base struggles 

interpreted, especially by Americans,

same issue.
can Ije casily 

as cxin’essions of anti-American 

Any conspicuous
nationalism, That is only partially correct, hov.'cvcr.

presence of a foreign powci- will inevitably 

between the countries involved, 

to a great extent, howevc)-.

cause some kind of friction 

the nature and degree of friction depends

the background and the form of it.s 

Without military bases, for example, the American

on presence.

p]-escnce in Japan
would not have caused the same degree of anti-Ameri 

addition to nationalism, the anti-base
lean sentiments. In

struggles became a political 

movement only when tlicy were comkiined with Maj-xi.st -J.eninist political 

around tlie bases, and a

It is sornc-wliat misleading, 

any anti-foreign movement directly and largely nr wholly

tactics, (he actual suffering of inhabitants

univcrsalislic and idealistic creed of pacifism, 

therefore, to link

to nationalism.

On the other hand, we should examine 

believe that they 

pacifists or Marvisl5j.

carefully wliotlicr tliose who

•ry out anti-base struggle.s are doing so only

Those people tend to dismiss the doubt that a

car as

nationalistic sentiment against the foi-cign 

role in tlieir atlilude.s.
in-esence may play an important 

Indccwl, it is not always pleasant for tho.se v.-ho

I'ogai’d tlieniscJves a.s committed to universalistic 

nationalistic elc.nicnt.s in iheir motives, 

judged by opponents n.s the inverted nationalism of

creeds to face up to

Moreovei-, Iheii- actions can he

a 111 i - A n 1 e r i c a n i s in and
in Ihi.s regard thi'y actually playing a nationalistic I'ole.are
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It is obvious that those foreign and domestic viewpoints have much 

to learn from each other. One is not necessarily superior to the other. 
Both viewpoints arc indispensable to understand nationalism. A.s til is
pape-r has studied the natur 

concepts of the nation, the 

ancalysis of the political consciousness of

c* of pos!'..'ar Japanese nationalism by examining

main emphasis has naturally been placed on the

the Japanese. In this conclusion
I will attempt to examine the nature of Japanese nationalism which is 

based on various concepts of the nation as di.scus.scd in preceding clic.plers. 

power, a basic theme in the Japano.se press, hasCriticism of

contributed more to the destruction than to creation of a "national'' image 

coneeipt of the nation has been of littlein any sense. Creation of 

intcrenst to Marxist-leftists, 

view of a "people's republic, " 

nothing of it as a practical prolilem.

Immediately after the war it was argued and agreed that the 

concept of the nation must be ''democratic" and ''peacoful. 

this kind of idealistic image embodied

a nev/

They have neglected it, apart from a dogmatic

even as a theoretical Cjuestion, to sav

new

" Ilo’.ve\'ci'.

some problems, 

deep understanding nor consensus as to what these
First, there was

no
concepts meant.

Secondly, de.spite .serious difficulties in applying them in the real world, 

their perfect and idealistic applic.'ilion wa.s demanded, 

meant for

"democratic" was often interpreted as 

and ju.slified "dii’cct.

To be ''peaceful" 
many ''ab.soluto pacifism" and "complcle disarmament. " To be

moi-e than parliamentary democracy 

extensive dem.oo-acy" and exlra-parliamentaj-y 

An emphasi.s on ''inlcn-nationalism''h.as boi

n n

activities.

"the individual" can and should be linked directly with 

minimixing the real natnee of world politics as relations ninoi

•nc an idea that

"tlic world, "

g nations.
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These particular images of the nation, formed 

provide basic disorepaacies in the controversy

undiu' the Occupation, still

over the nature of the nation.

The pump-prirning of nationalism by the 

resumption of independence in 1.952 became effective 

backed up by high economic growth. Tlic 

to pj-osent a nenv idea] image of the nation;

conservatives after t!,e

only when it was

conservatives have been unable

Son'i;' of them have urged in a

self-complacent 

who support modm-nization

manner a retuim to the Meiji spirit; others, mostly those 

as the first priority, seem satisfied with the

nonidcological view of high economic gi'owth and welfare, and have 

avoided philosophical and political controversy over nationalism, 

this less do'fined and nonidcological 

the greatest popular support, 

governmenl-autliorized teexthooks sliow moderate.

Ironically, 

conservative concc.pt seems to enjov 

patriotic" descriptions in 

rational and balanced

foi' instance.

views and do not represent the kind of patriotism urged in "The Ideal Image 

of the Japanese, " •itten by eldciTy Mc'iji-vintage people, 

question of national defense, the insistence of the

W2 As to the

r- i gl11 i s t CO ns cr \’a I i \' es

large military build-up is doomed to failuion a
•e againsi the dominant

economic i’atinnalis)'n of (he go\'ernmcnl. 

live ti'adilionali.sts, such

'J’he events that pleased 

as the establishment of the National Foundation

consorva-

Day on February 11 and the IMeiji Cenlenary Commemoration, have proven 

to be no moi-o than "festivals" and have not ignited the cxpectcnl spark of 

Meiji-typc nationalism. .Any radical change in the imperial in.stitution i.s

not even seriously con.sidered by the conservative 

political foi-ce the IFirnci- th.

majority.

prcsenls p’-agmalic, nonideologica] viev.s of 

>ort, c.spccially for that

A new

the nation which have obtained strong public supi 

parly's defcTi.sct policy.
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I'he welfare state. as a contemporary and universalislic itoal, is
a most v,l,lc!y sapr.o. lod coocopt 1„ pospva,. J„po„, ,,, 

I’irst, let us examine this seemingly contradictory phenoruenon marked 

concepts of elites coexist with 

there being little communication betv.nten

by highly ideological and poliiicized

nonidcological concepts of the 

them.
m ass,

I'ltlinic ITomogcn ei ty

Hans Kohn distinguishes nationalism that 

and the past" from nationalisin that looks
"ancestry 

to some "univfcrsali.stic idea.

is based on

According to him, nationalism tliat is 

"some peculiar and
generated b^- given factors sucli as 

exclusive biological or traditional characteristics" 

or ideological rationalization as doe.sdoes not require intellectual

nationalism based on a universal idea, 

in discussing .lapancse nationalism
Indeed, it is to be borne in mind

that the Japanese peo]Dk- are an

ethnically, culturally, and historically homog
people living ineneous an

insular country. Wnriime Japanese nation.alism went so fa 

divine origin of the Yamato people wlio
r as to claim 

wci'e .superior to tlicir neigh.bor.s
and de.stiimd to be the leaders of Asia, 

that dominated tlie central thmnc of prewar Japane 

nationalism.

It wa.s racial and ethnic tone.s

so nalionali.srn and ultra-

Defoat certainly disrupted the Japanese Stale as a polit

It left the Japanese NMicrT_^m_anj;thm^p!waKmie^^ almost 

intact, even if it shattered

k-a lji!ir-nome linn.
Ilowevru',

enneepts of ethno-national nupei iorily. J'lii.s

] . H.'ins Kohn, 
(New York: Hra of Cilobal llislorvII<n-pc‘r L J-'ub].. ------V“*

i .
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means that defeat did not affecd the very core of ethnic identity. Postwar 

reactions of the people indicated strongly that their identification witli kokiitai

was by no means their basic identity as Japane.se. Or, they did not feel 

difficulty in maintaining a distinct identity aside frorn theii' Meiji-t^'pe 

political system. Most theories of Japanese nationhood have taken this

ethnic homogeneity for granted, partly becainse it was not ba.sically affected 

by defeat, and have tended to discuss exclusively political aspects of 

various concepts. Nevertheless, the firm existence of ethnic identity in 

Japan paradoxically has provided more room for political sclrlsm and

conflict, and has made severe political-ideological struggles tolerable 

without endangering fundamental national unity as a State.

We have seen that the postwar history of Japanese nationali.sm has

indicated little progress in developing a consensus as to the ideal concept 

of the nation. This has primarily been because attempts to esiablish a 

consensual concept have so far emphasized paijicular ideological views 

of the .State and the Nation to such an e.xtent that they have bc.’c 

dictory to the realization of the goal. As discussed, therefore, the most 

successful attempt a1 enhancing national awareness has bec-n Ihrougli 

economic development, simply because it is a much Ic.ss ideological and 

deliberate attempt. Thus, ethnic homogeneity has remained the basic 

identity of the Japanese, despite its neglected existence.

ornc contra-

JJmiled ('onflict

Secondly, the conflict between cnnservative.s and pi'ogi-essives ha.s 

been confined to j-elatixcly small politically-orienlcd segments of the 

population. W'c have slio’wn that thei'c; is agreement among the majority 

of the people even on the mo.sl controvru-sial issues such as -Ai-ticle Nine
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of the Constitution, the Self-Defense P’orccs, and the imperial institution. 

Conflicting theories of the nation often interpreted as signs of national 

disintegration but have never presented a real threat to the unity of this 

nation, largely because of the existence of popular

are

agreement. Also,

nonideoiogreal, centrijietal foi'ces have always checked cxti'emisrn. 

It sliould-be noted that-this consensus of the majority of people 

by no mean.s is it the product

of lack of interest in , or of sheer apathy toward, State affairs, 

it is ba.sed on the people's own value-judgments.

constitutes the basis for national unity';

Rather

The leftist concept is fundamentally derived from the theoretical 

emphasis on elite e.xploitalion of the "masses'.' in addition to tlie klarxist view

of the bourgeois State. Moreover, leftists continue tlieir attitudes of 

alienation stemming from experiences of prewar and wartime oppression 

as well as from postwar frustration.s in the role of 

Leftist insistence
permanent nppo.sition.

on the cumulative character- of rcactionai-y force, 

however, appearsTn-the general public to be unfoundc-d. In.stead, people

in general seem to evaluate in positive terms the cum-ent ti-end of affairs.

On the other Iiand, rightist concepts similm- to tho.se of the Meiji 

Empire have won little support among the people. Considering the stable 

suppoi-t for the .symbolic impm-ial system and the (irastic cluinges in the

socio-economic basis in po.stwar Japan, the re-emergence of tlie old 

imperial system is quite unlikely. The changed intm-national 

particularly in Asia, also tend.s to pi-cclude such 

live cffoi-ts. cliiefly by the LDP and the governmr-nl 

effective and succe.ssful than those by the progressives, 

tliey )-e.sort to nostalgic, bac-kwai-cMooldng efforts, ns in the case of the

e n\'i ron men t.

Consorva-a re-emergence.

ha\'e bc-t.-n rnoi’p

1 lowf;\ er, when
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commemoration of the Meiji Centenary, the extent of effectiveness and 

success have proven to be only marginal.. The government has succeeded 

in ccntJ'alizing public education and has tighlcned 

textbooks and administration so as to eniiance national 

the younger geno-ations. 

school education, henvever, also depends 

media

control over curricula)-

consi-iousncfus among 

The degree of inculcalion of nationalism through 

on government control ovei other

of communication including inter-personal teaching processes.

Popula)- Concepts

The next question concerns concepts of the natioii that arc popularly

hcld m contrast to the above-)iicntioned ideological concepts which lend to 

be liiTiited to small segments of the population. It is difficult io grasp 

clearly the political thought of the )na.sse.s as distinguished fro]-)n articulate

opinion lenders largely because it roTiains amorphous, 

however, to discern genera] patierns among the inasses. 

Let us fir.st e.xaTiiine a few sur-vey rc-.sults

It is possible,

conco-ning co)-^epts of

-An Asnhi Shiinbun poll of Septo'nber 19fiS indicated ; 

whelming concern with domestic prohlern.s of the nation. Foimign policy, 

peace, and security received less than 20% of the tola] attention 

respondents.

the nutif)n. in o\ e)'-

gi\ en by

I. What do you think is most needed for .lapan, looking 
hack at the past 100 yeai-s? (multiple answej-) ^

Ext e)-nal

To .secure peace l)y independr-nt fm-eian 
policy.....................................................................

Sl)'engthening of ai-mamont and national 
defen.se................................................

2 or.

3%

The A.sahi .Shiinhun, Seplcrnhei- 20, lOOo.
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Domestic

Education 14%
Ciood politics...............................................

Promotion of industry and economic 
development....................................................

Price stabilization and other household 
problems.........................................................

Social policy....................................................

Urban, housing, and traffic policies .

10%

1 5%

15%

. 11%

8%
Other

Other answers 3%

No answer 22%

121%

A Majnlcdiijhjmbim sui-vc-y of January 1968 demonstrated the
O

tendency.
same

II. In your opinion, what aspeci.s should be empha.sized 
in order to make Japan a better country? (multiple 
answer)

External

Positive effort to'.vnrd peaceful foreign 
policy............................................................................

Strengthening c)f defense force's...................

Assistance to underdeveloped couniries . .

Domestic

. . 37%

10%

S'):,

Enlargement and improvement of social 
security policy....................................................

Devcloimient of economic- powc-r . . . .

I’rogj-cs.s in science and technology . .

54%

. 50%

. . 43';;,

January], 1968.
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Pi’omotion of educ^ation.................................

ModeiTii>:ation of politioa] circles 

Promotion of education and culture . .

42%

. . 26%

. . 10%
Othc]'

' No ansvvc)- 5%

277%

A recent survey' of April 1 969 by the government shows that the

people arc largely satisfied with the present state of civil rights and

liberty and expect primarily aoedo-economic Icadorsliip from the govern- 
4

ment.

III-l. Name two functions of the St.a.le that you want to 
see performed particularly in present Jaiian.

College
Graduates

Total Others

Pj-omotion of social 
v.'cTfai'c 66% 76% 65%

Development of 
industry and economy

Protection of life 
and pi'opeidy

Promotirtn of freedoms 
of meeting, associa- 14 
lion and speech

48 44

40 41 40

2 7 13

4. Naikabu Sorirlaijin Karnbo Nohosliiisu, Kokurnin no Kuni_ni tai.suru
ililiiiii (People 's C.'on5Jciour. ness tow a r cl Th e ’ N a t i on) V 1 iJ i, 9' p.n
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III-2. Wlial functiojis do you think arc most essential 
for the Slate? Name two.

College
Graduates

Total Others

Promotion of social 
welfare 31% 21% 32%

Development of 
industry and economy

Protection of life 
and property

Prornotion of freedoms 
of meeting, associa
tion, and speech

40 ■ 39 40

G9 79 68

28 56 26

Ihe first characteristic of the popular conccrpt as revealed by 

these survey figures is a domestic orientation. Approximately 80% of 

the interest of the pf^ople in national affairs is concerned with domestic-

problems as contra.sted to about 20%, with international affairs. The

popular concci-n with national security, though it may rise under condi

tions of tin-cat, ns normally negligible compared with other concerns with 

domestic social and economic, problems. .Since nationalism is, at least 

in part, an exprc.ssion of national self-assertion vis-a-vis other nations.

this domestically oriented concepi indicates that the Japanese people 

not too "nationalistic" in their foreign relations.
are

fl’lie same government 

•survey shows, dc.spite the government's call for leadei-.sliip in Asia and

international responsibility as a great powcj-, that more people still gi 

prioi-ity to domestic ratlnn- than to iiitcj-national efforts.

V o

As for Japnn ' s

. international role, as many as 4-T;.;, answe-red that Japan .slionld worl: for
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world peace through the United Nations whereas only 12% favored her 

playing a leading role among Asian countries^'’ Thus, the popular attitude 

to\yar_^^i^crnational relations remains highly general and abstract, as 

Shown in the strong support for the United Nations, and hardly matches

the^^mgrsaMng cjnphasis by the government on Japan's political leadership 

in Asia.

A second characteristic is a beneficiary consciousness. People 

expect the State to provide better social scliare sei-vices and other benefits 

produced by high economic growth. The State is regarded almost 

service organ and the people ns beneficiaries of its

as a

Services. This

beneficiary consciousness is often expressed in a reversed authoritaiuanism, 

or an easy demand for protection 1^ power rather than protection from

power. People feel more the absence rather than tlie excess of State power 

when serious socio-economic problem.s arc left unsolved for some tiinc; 

they start making eomplaint.s, asking; "What is tlie State doing? " 

interesting fact is that the px'oplc are aware of tliis liencficiai-y conscious

ness. ]'or example, 431(. answci-ed lliat the Japanese people expectc-d

An

something to be done by flic St.ate wliile 23';n cnxpresscd a sen.se of contribu
tion to lljc Stale. ®

The third ch.'tractoristic is a jr;^sitjA^affir?ratmrgof the poslw; 

Japanese nation as a wliule. Despite boih leftist and j-ighfisl criticisms 

against postwai- developments in the nation, the majority of the people have 

positively accepted Ihcmi as dcsiinablc trend.s. For cxarniile, a.s many as 

0710 think that postwar Japr;n as a whole has been moving in the right

ir

5. Ibid.

n. Ibid.
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direction as opposed to 12% in the negative."^ It is significant that tiir-re 

is no major difference by age, education, sex, profession, and urban-rural 

bicakdcmns on this point. Tliese figures are even more significant when 

compared with the survey results of 1956 concerning postwar reforms.

At that time, 34”; thought they 

were bad, and 34”.j neither good nor bad.^

People have found that Japan has made most progre.ss in her 

domestic sphere, especially in socio-economic development, exactly as 

they wanted to see. The same survey of April 19G9 indicated this 
faction. ^

generally good; 11% tliouglit tlicywere

satis-

In whicli of tlio following fields do you tl)ink Japan 
has made the best progre.ss? (multiple answer)

Politics 6.6%

Industry and economy 

National life . . . .

4 G. 3%.

44.9%

Foreign relations G.7%

Morality 2.1 %

Education and cullui-e 34.1%

None 3.5%

D.K 13.2%

1.57.3%

• lilifl:. ’ P-'19.
3. Naikaku .Snridaijiu Eambtj Sliingi.shitsu, ;

(jjc*tro.spc-c-t and Prospect of Pcistwai■ e'ai•%iTTifa%

Naikal'u, Koinlaimiii, op^cU. , p..52.

Semgo 1 O-nen _n^yKan.;_o 'rembo 
,■ p.G".

9.
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Thus, there exists a strong coi-relation betv.-een domestic orientation and 

a positive affirmation of postwar national 

content with the essential functions of the State such 

properly, and freedoms, 

and tangible socio-economic benefits.

tiends. People aj-c generally 

as protection of life,

They tend t(j expect of the Stale more positive

The fourth characteristic' is that, as far as these three 

characto'istics 

difference.

major

are concerned, there exists no fundamental gencj-ational 

Despite a varying degree of disagreement 

issues and some specific policies, such as when national foundation day 

should be celebrated and whether military expenditures slionld be 

increased or not, the younger generation agrees basiccolly with older groups 

concerning the evaluation and expectations of the .Japanese nation.

on certain minoi’

National Consensus

Our examination has sliown that conflictiiK' 

do not divide the general public as deeply as llie Icndersliii 

therefoi-e. true only in part to say that Japan lacks 

concerning national concepts.

Achievement of significant national

conceits of the nation

It i.s.1.

national cmnsc-nsus

consensus in tlicse matters

v.’ould I'ccjuiro at least two furtlic')- dex-cTopnients. 

of highly ideokigical or 

leftist and rigrjlist leaders, 

force v.d'iiclj would channel the: peojilc''

One is dcj-politicization 

dogmatic concept.s of nationhood lield by some

'J’he other is a healthy growth of a political 

s amorphous national con.sciousncs.s 

into clearer, better focused thought, l.'or the time being, it is the rc'sponsi-

bility oi the leadership, first, to recognize aiul appiu-ciale eoncei>ls that 

are held by the general puljlic; then, to guide the people toward more ojien

and liarinonifjus conce])t.s.
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Conservative efforts to infuse their national 

people as the sole concepts i-eflect their traditional view- 

are always to be guided in every field.

It is hirbly misleading to make

concepts among the 

that the people

analogy between functions of theai:

State during Meiji and those of the postwai- period. The primary function 

of the State in the early years of the Restoration 

as a modernizi?ig nation-state;
integration of Japanwas

the government was directly in charge of

economic development and building up strong military fc 

not been the case in postwar Japan.
Jrce.s. This has

Ihere has cxisied a solidly uriified
nation. even though Japan's sovei-eign po’wej- lo.st during the Occupa-'was
tion. Her immediate security has lai-gcly been secured by tlie United 

States and her industrial enterpreneurs have been capable of restoring 

and further developing the economy without assisiaiu-e from the govern

ment on a scale proportional to that of the Meiji period.

As Maurice Duverger has pointed out, the State is "the statute 

of Janus" and is "always and at all times"

both the instrument by which certain gi'oups 
dominate others, an instrument used in the interest 
of the rulers and to the di.sadvantage of the ruled, 
and also a means of ensui-ing a particubu- social orde: 
of achieving some integration of the individual into the 
collectivity for the gencr.al good.^0

These two face.s of Janus can bo called "the administrative 

function" and tlie "coercive fuiietion" cif tlic State.

or service 

Needless to say,

the service function is b.ncked up by the coercive State power and diffei's

10. Maurice D turn r g e r, (ti'anslatcd by Robert North
and Ruth Alurpliy, New York: h'he Robbs-Merville Co', 
p. xiii. , Inc., 190 0),
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from other privalo services. When we cxanune tlie present trend of the 

State from Uiis dual chr.ractcr. find that the military and political, 

oi coercive, function is far more limited, tlie sei'vice function 

remarkably cxparidi;d as compared witli those in the Rlciji period.

\'/ c

This

relative decrease of coercive elements of the State is fundamental!y 

related to the popularly held domestic-and bsiicficiary-oriented concept 

Both consc-rvalive and progi-essivc leadershiixs 

with this popular concept and demand people's allegiance to their 

respective ideas and pj’ograms which, in one way or the otlier, put 

emphasis on tlie coei'cive aspeed; of the State, 

coercive functions depend 

the surrounding international envir-onmonl.

L .

are unsalisfi cd

more

The tk'gj'ce of neceF.;;ary 

the domestic political situation as well ason

In postwar Japan, except for a few brief c:rises, when the political

and social situation has reinaincd relatively stable, the necessity for 

increasing coercive functions has been explained pi-imaidly in touns of 

Japan'.? foj-eign j-clations . The c:all of the conservatix cs fo)- patriotism 

and national awarenes.s has increasingly acquired the tone of na.tional dc--

This emphasis runs diameti'icnlly counter to the 

previously examined popular concept. Security-oricnled nationalism.

fense and secui'ily.

if it becomes the accepted form, will naturally favoi- a stronger military 

build-up and ag.gravato the suri-ounding intcj-national situation ]il;o a self- 

fulfilling prophesy. 'J liis inlifrent vicdou.s circle of tlu: armaments race

would again apply, as in the post, to Japan interacting wilh her neighbors. 

As we have seen, Ja[);!ri'.s political leadci’.shii) is divided 

concerning thc' undn'i'-Standing of ini( ruatioiial politics and mct’nod.s of

achieving national .security. Considfrriiig all tlicse disagreements a.rncifig
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leaders as well as between them and the people, any hasty attempt to 

consensus would be not only undesiiable but harmful. 

Fortunately, .Japan can afford the time for a lengthy discussuon and 

persuasion to acliieve such a goal, thanks to its ethnic homogeneity, the 

existence of a degree of popular agreement on the natiom-^xcLihe

form a national

surrounding international situation from which there is no immediate 

and urgent threat to .Tanan's security.

The next ciuestion is: What can or should be the basis for achieving 

a national consensus? I believe, if the popular concept is accepted a 53

the basis of fiirthei- discu.s.sion, we have overcome the most difficult 

part of the task. From a pragmatic viewpoint, it is the concept supported 

bj tlie greatest majority of tlie people that i:an provide a common ground. 

At the same time, this concepi ha.s certain valuable' merits such as

wclfai'c and limitation of armament.s which are funda:nentall\ 

witli a desirable future image of the nrstion.

The insul.ar nature of "my-homism, " howevc}', has to be suppli- 

mented by interest in public affairs, and thei-e i.s need for developing 

community and civic organizations which will guarantee some more mature 

sense of participation in public affairs and enliaiicc.' indi\iduali.slic c-itizen- 

"A1:>-hornisrn" can only pr-c>vide a passive resistance to extremism 

and needs lobe fortified by an int ej-mediat e zone of interest in oi-gani/wations 

(bc-LWeen home and State") liuit ca.i offf.'r nnirc' po:';iti\‘e re.si.stanee to 

exti'cniism as well as make coniribution.s to the nation.

Internationally, pjopuhu- concr-pLs manife.st Ihcan.seh'e.s ii; 

scientific, and (ailliiral naiionali.sm which is fai- more de.sii-ablc than the

in accordance

ship.

economic.

politica'U and milit.ary co;pansionism of the past, 

the deep-rooted pacifist tendein-y i.s b

W’e may rcclize that even 

■:ecl on t.angible economic benefits
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as well as on Inimani{arianism. 

expenditure lias helped Japan's rapid

Dorneslically, the relatively low military- 

economic' growth, and internationally 

peace has always been tlu^ basic condition foj- foreign trade on which Japan's 

econonay depends. The relatively low military expenditure and high 

economic gi'owth has made Japan capable of contributing 

development in Asia than has hitherto been po.ssible.

more to economic

Self-ccnfered

insular "iny-homisrn " has to be redirected to the open world.

Nationalism as a Manifestation of Such Concepts

Unless Japan faces some unforeseen, urgent 

either militarily or economically

national crisis,

such a concept of the nation will be 

manifested in moderate, open, and relatively rational nationali.sm . The
inherent nature of economic tran.saclinn.s to develop beyond national 

boundaries will provide a ba.sis for overcoming at least self-complacent 

nationalism.

Economic nationalism is far more condueixe tiian military,

political and ideological nationalism to the betterment of inter-"national"

relations, for in current circumstances it is in the national interest to

cooperate in limiting protectionism, 

has rr.ade the traditional nation-state obsolete -

Scientific-1 ech.nolo,gieal jirogress

- with probable exception 
of the United State.s, the Soviet Union, and China — as a self-sufficient

economic unit and an an effective unit of ciuitc autonomous military defense. 

The emergence in 11,e world economic cornnmnilie.s and region.:,] . 

collective security systems on an unprecedented scale is proof of this

pattern.

Another rnorif of popular concepts is that, when they hec-omc too 

domestically oriented, a built-in stabili'/.er begins to 'worl;, thanl.s to the
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other characteristic of boneficiary-conscioii.sjiess which has to depend 

on oconornic development and for^hgTi trade.

pan ha.s provided a pioneering cxperii 

in Internationa] politics, by proclaiming a high idea] that ;

for its realization

d’hc Constitutioii of ,1
jKJllt

1 nalir)!! i.s to

pursue. Practical difficulties in bringing thi.s experiment to 

outcome were Ciciginall}-- conceived and 

experimental value of this idealism.

a .successful 

expected and do not nullify the

Ingjatirnt and immediate applica
tion of tins principle is destined to fail in the present world where 

nationalism roars with a propi-ictary air. At tlu; same time, however.

the return to the old complacumt nationalism would only be detrimental 

to Japan's own national interest in the long run ■ What is wanted today 

experiment with 

Popular concepts of ilie nation

is the Japane.se people's resolution 1o pur.siie this 

caution and with a realistic attitude.
i-naN

very well constitute the basis of thi.s pui-pose.
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Oclianomizi! Shoho, Iknl). 

rUink.a Shi.’-'.-o C'liu.sa Xai, Th;:.),

(-11= !li. (Ul (1' o 1 (J: Shio(l;- Shuppan Sha .

Nakamura Nikuo, od.. N_irliil).-i Ainpo Kolr-iroii (Tok^ 

Njpp_nn no Ni iida i (■.|■ol.;yu.■

Kinrkii 11! (

o: li’u.nhiralo, 

Nungoi Shii:jyu Sha, Ihf;!;). 

CJ'okyo: Saiiirhi Shoho. 

('-frikyo: Tokyo Daig;,];.; Shuppa

Kakaimira A'l il.auo.

Krikasr Juniclii,

Naiil)a)-a Sliiaau'u, 
1957).

P)ii!ika to No!;! - n Kr' i

’ (^ok-oki! o C)]._o.='u i'So'io (h'c)l;vo: 'J'ok\ o IJ;: igalai Joim'haiShupjia r,hu , lij.fp). 

Ikaramr/, o 'J’al '-ai va Alfiji kahii.-ron (To' 'Jk'kuiiia Shoion, 

^k(Tim!ih',jii Isiiiii: {'i'ol-.vo:Nippon I’aanka iiongo 1 
l?uij!;a iS iigo Kai, ILTii).

Niki;an ];ouo Ihnu.aliin Slia,
'J'sur.liin S’la, Iha-}).

Ninagav, a Aj-afa ,
Nolrun Siia,, Jfaky).

Nip|)o:ijiii noSaikon lir-p.ahu lii.l.ai, rd. 
]]a.ra Slioho, l.'i'ki).

Nippon KitK'airlii )■:!•nl,.^ “ Kai. ori. , 
(1'okyt); J'iav, adi- Sholio, li'.a i).

.ai, 0(1., Niji,);!!!

0(1. , ^ .yoh" I ruin 7 ("ran ('J'ol:\ o; Niklau) Kocirj

'rciuio; ('-lk>kNa,.:

Ma’-afdii Kokk; (■J'okx o;! 70

'I o Soi nikaI1 ris .Si tolaino

Nip[)o>i l.okusai Aiondai l-h ukva i. 
(Tokyo; ' ■

N ippcai ):
llThl'il (■I'oiiNo; l-ki.ohini;. )■:

Nippon Sci.ia.hai Clal.u.a-i JAm n I-.ai, 
lil'.’.S ('-hoi;,\o: Kohiin Sh.a, l.'n'.n).

>. od. , Chiririisu SfiU' i no I’ 
Inol'.lir.ai ?\!oiii',;i ]\!'i i;\aii;

2 \vt!
jS 1 pj) an li'Cl).

oinn ai Ah.ndai lo id: jo and ! 
yu Sh;-pi,;.n lu-i.

inn, Knnk'.n J'Ld:;'• : j: >, !• { \ i'l.

nd. ’ Kilo; \\'ad:;|;. r I no
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Nippnns!-!) I\ciik_\'u!;ai, od.. 

Nishijiiria ]1 i.salii,

jio k>ajl;_c^ (Tokyo:

j£diTir:i-jf) ('J'okyo: Sokloi Shr;, THlf;).

Ci't’lT'ti: Saniclii Shoko.

^.Va'kkiLfT'L (Tokyo: Kav.oulo Slioho Shiiislia . I'U::-;).

-Aol:i Sliotc-n, JfTfl).

Odn Jiro

Oda TV'lakotf), Kijinon o 

Oho Kfnzabui’o,

Oho Shino’.'u,

G( i!shiil;i,!n'j Tf;an;uvajary (7’okyo: ITu.aoi Shinjyu Sli; 

k'jfiji i'kild-::! nf< Sftiritsu (Tokyo:

IDGa).i .

Alifierooa Sho’io, lfi5D).

Oka YosIiit;:kc. cck 
Shoion. inr.3). ■ Chokyo: a nci m i

Okaiviofo Sr-iichi, Naf:hon::ri-/.iirriU no ITmi-i ('J'ol:\ n: ]\1 incrul).'! Sholio.

Okun:a, Nobnyuki, 
C'lnio l\t)j'C)n Siin, 1

Kc'kka A!:n: Ikua'iK) AYuioka (Tokvo:

Ono b oslnffi, 
Sfibunclc),

khiso no Ttnikai ('J'okyo:

O.'^hi'.ma Yrisurnas: 
('J'okyo: Oogaku.oha,

, Sln'inijon:
IblikjA '

Tokishiaaku Konk,.u Kai. ed. , 'Ib-kialnka wa '.rcnno Sci o Or,,, Aiiri,!- 
(Jol;,\0(\ iNyolo, Saniohi Slroln,. b’]!!') ' '

Kriib Oakl-:o JJim-i Sh:il;ai (incf; Ken(c'i)

Jioynnia r'.'ia.-'.amiclii. 
C.'hiJo l\ot oij Sha, ]nr;7)'.

• Nipijfin no Iji 'i.islii- ■)''nmi;;:o'rn Kipp (Jio:Y'')

, Npppoi;, iH, /onjo bpKybikn S.-isaku ('i'ok klii-ybi!
k y;, i 1; u i\ \a, ’: a i, " fn 3 b).

Jyvri S!iinlai-n, 
Shinsha. IT')!)-

JkanisVn'b- 20-S ‘ Jl'jJ nol_n fuk.a ('J'oky o: lJunyci ShinJVI,

Sakntnol n \ osh il:a/,ii, 
Shotcn,

'k'L' nojvo'-.usni SiiJ, (Tokvo: Iwanami

Sakala 'I'o.vbir,
]V1 ira i.sli:,, I!!.',;;).

rd . , !. nrp\ar.!u)naidy limn ('i'oi-vo:

Sanal:, Stdclii, Tnimo no ]:td:kni ;-l.i Sliocd, i ('J'ol-.yo; K'obuii Sha, Ifi-i!,').)k.

Sato 'J'adao. trd. , K\ oil.,, iri Shi. (To’; Vo: (rn:i SkiTo. inr,;:).

St'iji M -.nfiai IJniikv ri l.ai. 
('J'o):yr,: At)!; i S'v.l

kAioiir!;,! ibinknn Shu
fii.

t
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Sekai Kaizai Chc.)sa Kai,
Chosa ]\ni, IDaf;).

Sengf. Kyoikii Kaaliyn Ckii-upii, cd., Songo_Nini)on no Kvoiku KaiPakn 
(Tol^yo; Sengo ]<yoiI:u Kenl;yu CuriTpuriXifia) T ' ...... '

Sengo Nippon Idyoilamhi Knnko Kai, ed. ,
(Tokyo: Sn/iiki,

Sliiga Yofdiio, kl iio:Ivj:- 
194 fi).

Shigfla ScTiji,

SliiiTji/ai Shoao

I^\shi>_na_riy^nng^ noJyonl^s li (M'o!:yc';; S'okai Nci/.ni

SfgtT N ij'jI’j nn_]\ V(.) ijj ni

ll!:*!?''i.' Jo Tc'tin.o Soi_ {'J’ol-; n u: Siiinsc'i Sha,

Vyokn nn^irjn yvakn ('i’okyo:

Ckokyc):

_fk'iyf]ai_ oinp

Kodsatsu ]lL!!]l;a?;]ia, ]rir;4). 

Sill cdiiyo Siia , ] Dfla) •

Shimizu Yoshihir 
Shuppan Kai, ICTka).

j no Isvuilai (Tokvo:C), 'i'okyo Dai i];u

Slii iii 111 c“i kiar, li 1 r; i rli i, 
Kyoikn Tosho, ]9fk;).

Sliinolii: Soi'/f:hi!)-o, 
Ilyuroii Slia, Kik-’r-]!'.');').

cd. , ^j^ii.’inan Piiifi Sha] i_ (]:' d(i Ki nli'i) (Tolgvo:

Tair-iio Damul-.iirashi Shi, 3 vo];-;. (Tol-yo: Nippon

Shinoh,':>';i IjpjirrK', Ni|y[X)n_n() S'ai jii

Sliinohai-a Soioi,

Shi.sc) no Kagak.u IK-nlo',"! Kai, 
'J'oknn:a Sliolon, l.'Jfi?)'.

Sugimori Ki.y,”

iJ'khlk. (’hok\f): Iwanaini Simlon, 199:;). 

liiiy.iiT.lTKkKrii]iP'ld.iI ('J'ok^o; lYKun Sha, 1992).

cd. , . 1 YcijM>lhti_ Cj’okvo;% '.• o c. o iuym

ILki'J *'■' ’• ('I'ok >'o:c, Dungci Siiinjcu Sha, 

Nippon no Siii.st

1993).

Suiniya l-Loii, and oiiicr.y, 
(Tok^'o: Ikiga Sholcn, 1997).

cdo., Sen cki 'l airikai' I

I'akaha.ylii Kenzo, J)a i K-.lyd (Trjl;\ u: 

i.ahp .y iJd'djy! (’Jkikyo; 

djynno .Sei_Siiino_U) Kyoiku (Tokvo;

k'liki Sholni, 1993).

Takashirnu kO.diiya, Aia 

Takeda Kioko,

Kobunrio 1950).

kleiji '.I oaho, 199-1).

'J'akeli.ara Yor.hii'unii, cd., Nashonarizin.iu noSoJji 
('J’okyo: .‘kinic-lii .‘Ihohr), ).9f;7).

Takrufdii k'o; Inloazn,
Ilydrrjn Slia, 1959).

Kokio in K'.oiku In Dotoloi K n.u (r.-.kvo; Shin

Tamni-a Kiiehiro, 
. Sh;., 1-995).

Nk'cdiuhai'i/n kili'i. (to i; 'J (o okan Shappan-. I
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Tanahe Yosliitoslii, od. , Kokka lo Kaikyu ('i’okyu: Kokiiritsu Sk.oin, I'M-t;).

Tanaka Kunio, NippcMiJin no Sliaknil.cld Ta klo ('J'nl; Sc'isldn S!;oIx). 19G4).y(j;

Tanalaa Sf)gorcj, Tcnno no 14atikyu (To!>;\’o:

A ikokushi n no k'lovriiin- {'I'okyo: 

__, Sokoku o IMiiKiosou ('J'olcyo:

Ka'.vadi,: Sho])C),

Tanaka T:-ikaslii, ]\'obiirido, ]r)f;2).

ditsujiyo no SokaioJia, ]9(;7).

Taoku Tyoichi, and olhors, Chur-itsu ovohi rirjritsur.hufi (Kyoto- 
Kokn.sai Mrmgo Kyoto I-Jombii, lOfilK “ ‘ '

Tochiku Shic-hiro, Kyoku no Kokishi ('j'okyo;

Togawa Isatako, >'£’n^b2iT_siiiyn K-'riKd-to (T:

Tokoro Sh iyemoto,
Toyarnabo, Itlflf,).

Tol^utake 'J’oshio, IKiv/ai-iyuku )y>;;o!ra2To (I’okyo;

_____________ . Sl'iin Kyuioi.ylu) Ton (■]'ol;yo:

K ippon

Tniilr-nsa Shoin, ]9P7).

ITmsu Shni)pan, Ibfifi). 

Ixindai Nippon no SbDl:yo tri K:. dionaj-iy.i.i;nii (Toiiyo;

)Kyo:

Sliin Nippon Sha, 1907). 

S:inii;Jn .Skiobn, lfjf;7).

' Kinda i l-tyoikunlii (Tolo o:l.suc'l'it\a Tadao, and nflicJ'S, 
19G8).

od Sboyaknlain,

'J'fjuji ]-Ciyoaki, cd. , 
llyoroii Sl>a, I'Tifi).

20-nc-n Shi (Sc-iji-llcn) ('j ol:yo: Nippon

4’snji klnsoiifjbu. C'hili'ilsn rni ,1 s-olo-n (Tc)k;\’o; Kiny.fi Sba, If'f;]).

__. Kono Nippon f) ('J'o]-.\o:

Ck'diyo: Takubun Sha, inkf;).

C'h~r ii5-.u Nij>pon no^lyyyo (i’okyo: Gbdo

K;\ odo Shuppa.n Sba, lOfiS).

Tsukui 'J'adao,

Uc'da }\fjii-]iii-o, 
Shuppaii Sba, 1^'iiO).

and othoj-s.

U L'£ a nia Slni n ipi-i, .U.'lilTr/Vy, o nr)_lj:ly (']'oI:yo;

________________ ]'_{|_Pi2£''2 no k'iayl'ot.ari-'u -in (M o]

Umoirioto ]-.ai;ajiri, and fitln r.-;,
Kawado Skiobo Sliinylr-, Ibcf;).

Chiio I'iorcm Sha , If'fid).

'.-o: Sl-iiacido, ll’Ca).

C' aHa^'i I'Jiy in no I HT'T-' Siiioo (M'o]:\o:

lino Soiii-hi, od., 
Kyolv.m.sha ,

TfTkshi K_\iiikn Pi Kvol:; ho 1 (M'ol:;, o; Nippon; 1 )

I’siiijiina 7’o:;hii o;no, 
Kanoliri Shribo, Ififi]).

Siiir tp XiPi’''''>liii,bTMAihi;k‘n r>:'ik'd_ (m'o1;\o;
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Usui Yoshirni, UlL'-glL-D” 'r.-ishikainu ('J'okyo; Biinyen Sliinjyn Sh;;. IfJfUi).

__ Kiripo,'ii!i
Yippon Jidso Shupiuin ]\yo!:;!i, iSUiV)". ' "-----

Ic- no Sr'ido:

VV;i oatsuina Uii-osiji nnti Yoneyarn:. 'I’osliiM.ao, 
no .;i insiiukan ('ro!.):);

lieu!

Wa 13 u n 1 a S a k a c, 
1948).

Soiio TUiji-j Jp_J ;_oj;i_ {■ J'o 1;yo; }\'anio Ska,

Wakainoi'i 'J'aj-o, ]\cl~.islii if) J)')tr)]-:u J'ivui

Vv’aianabo 7T):/o and Oknkura Kosljiro, 
(Tokyo; Hddo Jyurnpo Sha, ]!if;8).

(Tol-.yo: kiciji lo.sl-o, 1958). 

K icliiiici A n ij)o ..K oy a 1;u

kii

c-ci.s. ,

Watanabc' Yo/,o. NJpoon nif>k 
Shotiui. 1907). '

Walsuji 'J’otsuro.

i JU inphij3kiufypn') .k. oj;;] (J•■•ru Iwanai'iii

Koluimin 'J'oy.t) no Shric l-.o ('J’ol;yo:

li-TdlblTTilk 1 luliP ('I' o!. yo;

Kc'i.so Sliobo, 1948).

Yagi Hidf-'ji, and othnrs, 
Sha, 1993). .'liji 'i'susliii!

Y a n J a d a IV11; i i,rn j i .s u ■■ (d'ol’.yo:

_aish£ (’J'oliyo;

Ko!)unSh:!, 1999).

, Senc'O nno .Snu.s Shoi.o, 1995).

.§i)‘J.88>_bkj3 0K!ii (liyoio;

dJ>Li2k’.l' '1' npd Ka j3 h;' 1; u (1'ok>■ o;

I, Saijibi), od,
1998).

aiid 7 f)!;'..iia ]\ i.\;;d)n ro, od.s.
;:y (Tokyo; ]-!unri Shoin, 1948).

Ifei'.'. a Aloud

Sanichi Slu.bo, 195,9).

Abn.’iauchi Ka/.uo, od. , Yij.3!iindo, 1995).

A^oiniuj'i Shii.nbu;, .Sb;
(Tol.yo; Ala iinb lii Sliirnbiui Sli.a,

Kiia,]:n Koldcai Aiiipo Ton. . 2 \o]s.

Yan:;f;ib'i Tan jure 
Mini'9

Aij.ol'.u nr> liiso |o

ATuiailiard T;u]ar) 
1950).

(Tokvo; ]4av.’a.ck‘ .Shobo,1

7^ol;ot.'f 1\ i.3:il)uro, ('J'okyo; THrlb Timka Slia, 1949).

ru. Nijipon o KnT oi.-Idi;, 100 non ('J'ol vo- 
1997). • ■

Yonhid;, Sitif, 
Sliirnbun Sli.y

I ‘ i\ii)po;i

7'osljid:. 7 bit l.i .and Ni.shiliira ,Sbi' 
Sholon. Ibpr;).

7'o.shiino1o 'J'.akni.aki, ed, ,

Yukawa Ilidol.i,
Shot'll, 199.';).

7 Ot'Oil Cl! C (Tn!;\o; lv.;iinini

Na_sl. ana j-i;/iin n. (Tol'. s 

ffl.s., Takuiid;n' u

Clni.iun;! S! 1 )0. 19(;.j).<>; Kj!

;ind otlioia". K^ooru ('J’okyo; 1 'nan.i
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Ai'ticlcs :ind ]A'--.k;ivh;

Abe Yoshiiiai’i, "jieiv.'a eno i nti'an, " S'2^an_, no. 52 (April 1550).

Aida Yuji, and oihers, "Nashonarizunri' no Nij>ponteki Kiban, " 
vol.ao, no.l (,lanu ’,r\ IPCa).

Amano 'JY iyu, "liikyu Ilciwa c-no Xetsi4;aii, " Sydoyk no. 52 (Apri 1 1550).

_______________ , "Kokurnin Jissen 5’bryo, " Kokoro, (.lainiai-y 1953).

Chuo Koron,

"Anipo Kc'itoi fi-twu no Clirnon, " AsaliiAono Suelnelii, a.nd otluo-.s,
Jyanaru, vol.l, no. 34 (NYn'innber 1959.

Aiase Yuialai, "Nipponjin no Kokka Lsliiki, " fYii.so, An^aisl 1900. 

________________, "Sengo Shiso niokej-u 'Nashonaru naiaono' 1," Sliiso,
.lunc 1901.

"Jlisci C'hvii'iisi; J-'iil;ario 11 on, " llungaa Shinjyu (SpacirdA.shida liiftrshi. 
Issue, 1950).

"Nippon no Kindailat lo Nashcaiai’i/.iiniii, "Ashizu rzuiiiko,
Shakaigal'u, no. 5 (No\ embcr 1904).

Kokan-

, "'J'enno Sen.soi; rrnnj-erii, " lionso .ivanru-u, vo].3,no.2
'(i'eb)na ry jOOf!).

"Nnshonarizinnu no Aiara.sliii Kadai, "llguclii I ’.nIaii'O, 
(OcloljLT !i?53).

Kaiy.o, no. 12

, "Nippon niokei'u ]\'lin:-,oknl.el.iiiannon' ), " C'liuo I'ioi'on ,
Aiirfl'lnfiY.

, "jlcki.s’'ii no TacljibakaramiL:* Hen" troll no Ylondailen, "
_C’huo_]\oron, .April 1955.

"SekkyokuiL'ki ('l■.^n•i;su.sh^g;i to Nipipon, " C'buo Koron,
ApHTD '. >

yippoii no .An/ri! llo.-.lio o ckiu lal-..'.inervika , " Chuo Koi on.Elo Shinl.iolii, 
July liifif).

_ _ _ _ , and otlir j-s,
Cenda i nt) .Me, \ ol. 3 ,

.Sakai Saiirval ti lo Nir^oa no .Aifo-n lio.^dib, " 
iio.lt {SapoTiiluT l!)f;7).

j\Iiir/oknsliiig;i, " lU'l-.i.shi'aku Koakyu, no. 292J-'ujinia ll'.udai, "'I'smla .San n; 
(k'nliruar; 1992).
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Fu'jiwara ] rirotatsu, 
Octohci' 1953.

'Minzolui Bunrc'i.au no l-.Jki to Vvoku, " ]\aizo,

Fukazawa Shicliiro, "Jluryi; Aliitan, " CJluin Itoron, DL-carnliOi- inoo.

"llfiwa Uoi'i no susuniokata nilsnite nt) C;imo:i,Fiikiula T.=aiiu:riri,
ChiK) Koron, Docc-rnbor 1954.

"Kernpo Isln'ki no Doko, " ('.crKlai no MeFuruka’.vn .Tun no.,5,3 (,Tu!;c IDCf;).

"Figensrtsu klondai to 'Kitai.oarou Ningcnzo'," 
Reki.shigalai Konl;\u, no. 299 (April 195;)).

Finva 'J’ot.suzo,

Funpya Tobsuo

"Kokuaai.shugi lo IMinzolaislinni, "• Shi.so, no. 4.54 (Ap.-il 1952).

taiia Kokins a islujgi, " Sliiso,"Nippon no C'k.uj-iisu to Pui-o]-
no. 4-i7 '(Sop*;c-riboi’ 1951).

Goto Rbichiro, "Atara.ohi ' Ailtolaisliin '

Il.'ini Go)’o, "i\'UiJi llyakunon k,a 1970 ka, 
(Novcnibor 195.9,).

no Koi.sei, " .livii. Auga.st Ifif;!!.

" Asahi jyanaru, vol.lO, no. 45

"Kokumin io Clnn no llyakuncn Shi, "Ear a Keigo, ^iNsp, A|)ril l''G9. 

"Shii-yo; Shakail.a Kyoka.sho \va kou Kac-.ata,"Earn I'atlahiko, cd.,
C.'huo Koron, Dooombcr 1955.

llariioiu-hi klnuehi.sa, '
Kyoiku, vol.l2, no. 1 (.lanuaj-y l.^'y]).

E a .s ega’i',' a M a.s a yr;.su,
(Juno l.'i54).

"jiyu Min!.on I lalo lo Nasliunari/.iur.u, " I’ekirdii

"Gok.cii Kudo no 'J'oinop.j'uru K.'.dai, " S'-kai, no. 222

"Aikolanshin sono Kiko no Eyoi'i, "E a .s h! ] ■: aa I in n 7 o, 
Novemboj’ 1952.

Gondo.i no Mo,

Jlyashi Kontaro, "Ail;oku.shi nt) llij-oii lo ,lisf,oii

„_______________. "Jk'iwa Fndb no Sliinri to 11 iron, "

_________________ , "Son;;o Slii o doinriiriil.:

Eay.sbi Shioerii nnid In,: 1 S.'iicdii,
(.lunc- 1952).

GrlobiT 1952.on,

.livfi, Sop! oinijor l;i52.

1, " GljiioJ\Oj"on, .S( p!oilibor H'(;4. 

"'J'onno no St ijitoki Ghii, " Shi.; IK). 335S r' ,

Ec‘iv.',-i Mo'uliii IK'iidan Koi 
(Dccunib.-o- 1950).

"Alit.ibi lioi'.va ni T.sui1c," S(T.;d, Hi). 50
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"Ocni'i iDsJiilc-no C’liurilsu, " Si-kai,

rndo o clou su.-uimc'fuka, " Sc-kai,

Iliclaka nokiii-o. no. 220 (Octo’ocr 1903).

, and OLhoi-.y. 
no. liiOlciciTiiicu- 1002).

____ _____________ , "liiiniso C’hui iisu, " Shisc

Iliclakn llolcuro rind Mu.'-hrd.oji Ju'nliiclr;, 
Gondai nr> M.-, .klarc-h 1900.

110.4-17 (Sc.-pLernbr-r kkll) 

70 IMondai o Don Kanaai-ruka,

) ,
I f

".Nippon Na.yhuiiari/.unni no lliinki Ten, "Hid,aka llokuro,
January ]9f;';.

Him no yoshil.aro, 
(SepternbcT 1.901).

Hotla Terulii.aa,
Asalii ,1\';!i:arii,

Ic'liii Saljuro, and oilicr.s, ' 
Hnliio, no. 74 (.Aueuyl 1906).

Ten-ibo,

"Clendai niolo-ru C'buril.yu ', " Slii.so, no. 447

" 'lenaga Saihan to 'Knni 
vol. 9, no. 22 (ATay 1907).

nci Hek.ishil.an Kyoik.ukan,

jAleiii llyalcunen to Na.sbon.a-ri/.umu no Hoko, "

lenaya Sr4n;ro, and otlier.a, "Gandai Nippon no Na.olionari/urnu, " 
HknnomiKulo, vol.43, no. 1 (.I.:! n;i:;ry 190,a).

"Haik.i-n Hon \va Nani o A'Tcaoasliitniruka, "len.aya R.abui'c), 
(.lura- 1904).

Sekai, no. 222

, "d'enno Soi Hiban la. Denfe " Gun.'^.o, Vol. 10, no. 3} ,
■(Aiarciribi,)/:

' RliidfJiara Gaiko ni okeru Scisaku Hetlei, " 
'I'aiyai Seifialn; no Hidud Katei (’J’ok>o:

Irnai Seiielii, 
cd. ,

Ni;,a;)on Seiji 
Jv. anaiai Siioten,Gakkai,

195.9).

Ini.'ii S'dicki, and oHioj-.n, 
1 )eca'Tnbc'i 1904.

"Seii.so no Soil;! kara Nanio Pdanabuka, " 'J’c-rnl)o,

Inoki Akif at.iiclii, 
Aiiyuat

Nijipon no ('liuj-iisu \va Kano k; " Hiinai'i Shunjyu,{ ,

, "Nippon 

, "Nippon no A’in/ol:a.'dina;i \va Itaijo!;

11')). )," C'liuo KortJii, .Apj-il 19.52.10 I

a,
TVlarcai HUfo

'.Nippon niol.rru A1 itr/okunlniyi no Dc-iitb,liioue Kiyo.abi, 
Al.ay 1952.

S !i i11,

Irie Ki-inliir- "Nipponiin no I’.oci Isliil.i," Jicii, S. pinTnber 190f 

".‘viainoru to Iiiliolo, " Ana'ii .U’Pnriru,

o, and oilicm,

Lsliiba.slii Alasaf .all "ii, ,'od nil 
.latuiary 12, 1.''09. "

I.sliicia 'J'.auyuo,
1905.

I .

i' rs,

"I'kikoehri N.a.-Jion: ri: iiniu encj Kcihai, " Ksliio, .1 aiiua I'v
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"Nfislionarizunni no Kyn/,o lo .Titsuzo, "Ishirl:i Talu'.-Iii, 
Januai’y 7, U.iGfi.

A.salii .j anaj-ii

______ __ ______ , "'I'enno Soi no Alondni
('I'okyo: Iv.'aiiaini Slirdoa, 1337).

i, " Iv.'ann ii'.i Ko; :i: Gciulai Shiso, vol.]]

" 'Seinon no KuniIshihai-a Shiniaro, 
vol. 9, no.] (.kimi,-;i-y inr;;;).

onn Nynkoluislio, ": I Gyndai no IMo,

"Nasliunarizumu lo Scka.i lloiv.a, " l.'.shio,Itagaki Kdiclii, arni ollioas,
Jajjuary 190:5.

Ito G’adashiA "Kyolmsho nio]-;cj'u ' 11 oki.'^;]ii'/o 
Kenkyu, no. 290 (duly lOOd).

no ,1 i1 la i, " 1_; ik!;'hi_g;d;;.n

"i\o];]-.a ,Un-il'.-'.u U) k.a-slKur .r i/iunii, " Ikslrio,

Itoiwa Ivon, " .Hyry Sorihaokcr 1903.

" A .s; i li i .1.111 a.

Kaizuka Sljigoki, da.nuary 1005.

"'I’aikcniukiKaiviakura !\obo!'u,

"]\ol;l,a ?>'ioku!'i\o no Sai ITakkKr'm-iisliima Jiro, 
vol. 9, no.d {.January 1907).

on, ru.

Kaniiya l-'uji, "AnzrTi IJofiho Mono:;! to Kigpon no Yortm, " Shiinhun }G:nl;vr!, 
no.lo;: (.Ianua?-\ l90;i). ' ’

Krirniya I'uji and .So]:i IJirobaru, 
Gond.ai no T^Tc, ilkirrli 1903.

]]ilju.-:o C'hui'iGm l;a SaULkin liov i 1 ;a ,

"Na.slionai'i/uriiu iro Pdoiro, " Grndr i no i\la. vol. 7,Kairiiyaina Shi goo. 
(Si’p! oinbi-j- 1900).

no. 9

"li obitai Tgo no Aikol'.u.'diin, " l-’.iuiaoiKanainori Tokiijiro, and ollior.a, 
S’litijyu, i\oOJi.b'.a 1950.

Kaio Sliuirhi,, GIliu ilaiisjuigi no 20-non, " Sekai, no.22d (Au;:u-;i IfiO.o). 

"‘Viumokuliyr. Siiaka.i no lioio'i, " Cluio boron, Api-il 190.3. 

".Nasir.'nai'i/iiniu no 5'iik.ua," A.ualii .IvTuiarii, Golobcr lo, 190-].

Kato I i idoLO.-Jii,

Kalo Shuiciii,

, "'J'(.-nno Sid to I\ippa)!jjin n.o Inliiki, " Ghi.'-nd, \'ol.-! no. 2
Tl 'obriuai'_\- 1957).

"Sliakaito (o 1 j:: i i-.Sa.i gunbi rnn , "Kalsuaiada Sciiaki, ' 
vol. -1, no. 3 (Aiarch 195]).

S: u;!' . o b > S a n a;',- bJ in.

Ibi^a Gl.inori and f)rk: n,
Cioiidai no Ala, Alandi 190,3.

.\'a:a/ionarizuiou to KDkutninb lii Cibi
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Kishi .lunnosu]:f', and oll-'ccrs, 
J.yannri^^iinni K<-11!;\ u,

Kobayashi Yo;;!ii!ii]:o,
no. 5 (Xovcriiboj’ ]!)f;4).

Kojiina Moloviiki,
Jiko ShioJio,

"]3ooi ] :on.so to iVla.suk.ouj i, " Sdrn 
.10.42 (j-'Lbruai’v )nn3). '—

iKiiKn-iaLumi to Ail.r.laiah'io " Jxikan Shakai

"Vuyamcj’arota klinzoku Isliiki;
no. 2k (April IPfil).

C’hnyala. Sh::l:ai 3 ('J’okyo:

dyun.oc’i Uyoku no

Kbsaka .kUnsaal;i, 
Shoscki, 19 02).

a.nd othor.-y c (Is., C:al-;l-;en

Kosaka i\l asiil.'i!.; 
January IDG3.

"Genjil::;ushuni.qna no Jleiwaron ('hno Kfnajn,

, "lAipponjin no Sonzaitoki Soi.sliinr n!;n, " .livu ,
IJoeeiiibor l.Gfi'TT

Koiichi .Saburo, "Tennn Soi Idooi-oyie no llcnyo, " kic-iii I.'vakunon klondai 
(Jokyo; Aoki Shoban, ].n(;G). ------ '----------------------------------

Kuno O.sainii,
January 19,J,5.

"Nippon niokci’u Tlriwa j^ii-fin to IJoi l-ndb, " .Si'kai,

-------------,_____ ' "l)ai-fl Jyo to Ifibuabiolci Rooirvokii no Gonri, " Sokai
no. 222 (Jiir.p ]Df;i). ‘ --------- -

]\U'.vabaiTi Takoo, 
(J 'obj-uary IDf'ifi).

Aru no Na.Jio.jarinnto, " Sakai, no. 230

___ ____ ____________, "Jloi^va no Jlal.aun i r-i, " _Se’;ai, klay 19-1!>.

___________ __ , "b-.hin Saijiybka to IJv.akuncn Sai, "
no. 3.0 {:\o,-,':i:bai- IDGl).

SJu'io no lNar;.'il.:ii,

and Ot.qiika IJiiuio, "Kunio Ai.srru toiulioi " Gliuo Koronf ) ,
Jnii-a ]i)(dV'

t rand o!!n.-)'.^ kioiji l.'bin no Inii, " C'huo boron.
January IDG'v."

, "baslionarixurnu lion iiibsuito, " ^Sbi.so, Soj-.U rnbo r IDGl. 

"Ghu)-iG;u to Slunkni .Anzon llo.olirA, " 

o, "i;.).a to r>.]9," Cliuri boron,

, "Koni|)b 9-Jyn oinoyuru J;,nl;kan no bo^noou.

Kuzuini 'J'.'ulao,

Mr u ; 11 a AI.on Auyns! IDslO.

.Snka i,no. 23.0 (.lime ]:‘ ).

L



r
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Ma‘Ha}:i 'J'ad;'sin'.. Aikokus'm'n, " no. 2'?,4 (105;').and oMici-.s.

Mashiln Shiniclii, "Ail;oki!shii] ni 3’suiic, "

Ma.suini dunnosuko, "l-'ntatsu no Aikokush'.igi, "

IVIatsutani Mi.sao, '
Shiso, no. 33n (.Tuna ldr>2).

Chuo Koron, -Aiij-i] 19,33.

K;".]': ;), Ocioln'r

"Taiiiirhi Yoron rjyolji Scnryo Sei.^nkii nitil.ern T i.'mio,

"Jl.'iri ]\a]-,uinf'i Sc-ngcn,

"Songo Nippon no K.ac-hi Isliiki, " Chuo Koron, Augu.st IkUiri. 

"Kcivipo K;iisei nih-nii!fno.Knngacl-,;;t;i, "

Mishim;,;! lii'idu'o,. Nc'ii.so .Ty:ii!ax-ii, k'olji'uary IfTiO.

Miyala idil.suu.

Miya/awa d'oshiv o.shi. 
no.'222 (.liinc 1904).

.Sol:ai,

"Min.nhii.-jlrtigi lo Na.shonari’/.umu, " Vs]no, no. Gl (July IDGa). 

"i\'IS.A lo A ii-.okushin Kynikii, " l\;dy n, khjrch 1953. 

"Na.sli''na.ri’/.nnn! lo Nipprm no liooi, "

Muciai lli.sak.Li,

Munak;it;5 IManayn ,

IMuranniksn. 'J';ikc:.Si]i. 
(A'lay ll'GS).

,I_iyu, \'ol.7, no.,5

"Nanhonarizunvu 1.:Murao ,Hro. 
(.June ]fjG2).

'Nip’pon no Chishikijin, " \ no. 5

"jMeiji ljyakun<'PS;:N lo Scn.ao eno IMiclii, ” KymkuJiNan-on,)\inr;)o SlToichi, 
]’c-l)J li:o-y IGG.'i.

"C’husL-i lion, " (YpHyKoroa, .Augn;'; 19.57.

"llc.'iwa no IJom-i, " ^'.‘^hjO’ 3 >e.ss;.t,sii, ll'fif). 

Jliga.slii Ajia no lloiv/a eno l-Cmonei, " jliyu

Mui-ala Yichio,

Ivl u .n h: ■ Iv oj i K11: Id d r-,

vol. 9, 110.4
’(April lir;;'/).

, "Nippon Nn.'-lionai izurnu no Tenk.a Lien, " C.^'^hio,
January U'Ga.’

Mulo 1.1 ii!-;uo, "Karhikan noNonnird," Jiyu, IMareh iriGl!. 

Mu1o 'I'c'iji, "l)iilo-A S; n ;o Ndc-iroii ni K;in-ykisuru, " Ilikarp Ceiober IDG-l.

Nag;'!! YAnosuk'n "Kf.kk:! Yloknhyd (r^.liiicno Anznn lo Dolandlsii, " Chuo 
JCoron, ,lul\' ll'Gfi.

Nakau'iir;! Nikuo, "'I'enno .-'.(.j lio 1 len.-'hil ,'U!, " Ji'. ii, lf)f;2.anti ot'ic)-.:,

"]''u!:u/,av.'a Yiik.ir l'ii 1;Nakar:lura !\1 iI Uio, 
llaj'fli IMGa.

Naslionar i/u;viu , " ( 'lino 1;(iron ,

i
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Nakast; Juichi, 
OctolDcr )n(;4.

Daito-A Sc'i'.s!) lio Shisaahi Icki Kcii'u, " nn kli'.

"I’yol-.u no M'ci'iio Kan,Nakoura Taro, 
(May IDGS).

Getiil.ai no Ala, vo]. 4 , no. a

"Sanyo Kynilai j\Io!Kia is'ni Naiijjyo, " S'niRo noN a rn i rn o (u K; 11 s n!' o .s! i i, 
Kapalu!, . BG (Api'i] IkfiO).no

Nanbarai SliiinTu, 
January ]!!<';5.

" 'Naalionariaurnu ' nilsuita," Shi.aoand othi.TS,

"Minshu Sc-nacn no Tci.sho, "Nos a Sanzo,
194 G.

Shakai Ifyciron, " ]-'abr’LUir\-

"Sandano Naishonarizurnu, "

Ohara jAlunenori, and cithers,
\-ol.ll, no. 7 (,Tuly 19G9).

Ohi Kni, "Ailcol.ushin Siio.shifsu

_________ , "Nipjicjn Kaslionaj'izurnu no Kcisci, "

CMiii-a Aiasavci.shi and J.'da Saljuro, '
Chuo Koroij, vol.4G, ncj.J (Ajn-i] Ik'GB).

Olvurdii Jlvoc:', ' 
no. 2.73 (.Inne IhG.j).

0!airna N-obnyuki, ".A il.oIlu.sIiin;
no. 1023 (Novernl.ier 19G2).

Oda M.'iknto, C'huo Koroi., Octn’oei- 1992 . 

"OhnyakuHci no Itokka ];on, " d_iy_u,

no Nipponleki Jydk\d, " Nshio, June 1994.

duly 1PG.3.

eidka karano .liritsu no .lyoken, "

"Kc'inpo \va Ima Aralar;iera]-enu bekidewa nai, " SL’kai,

'Ik li.bo lo Alopida ii r n, Alonbu .Tibk

, "Aikokurdnn tov. a N.anika, " NopkSo, Auyu.s: 19G2. 

, "aikoku.skiin to C'lin.oei Cinni no Alondaitcsi, "
C'luio ]\or .iiiiu' 199;;.on.

____________________ ■ llei'.va Shuyj.slKi |o Itoldca, " Cdliuo Isoron, Sepicir.b.n- It'Gk

Ornori Sliieiro, "Arnpo niolccrii Koineil;
April 21, k'GB.

0.;a\'.-a S.hiiiicliiro, 
no. 54 (Sent oi.ibor 19GG).

Oia. Ala.sac), "'JCnnn Sci l.shik.i no llnn.- ol 
(Alarcdi li'f;;;).

no Sent.-dcu, " Asakii .■lyatKiru,r)

"Seiiyo Ka.slionai'i/nnm no Shit i.'n.

" Doshisli 1 loyakn, no. 73: 1

"Nipixpi NashonarkuMnu no Shisoleki Alondai, " 
N.na ’iiliar IfJG-

()1 c .1 S!ii ra-al. i, 
Shaia.il :4;u,

Ki'p.an
i .

L
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"WiKiatsiuni tin Koe \va r'ulatnbi Kalcu Kotau, "Oya Soiclri, 
l^ecejriba]’ ]ba]. K;u7o,

"Senso Rckiniii to 3’enno no 'J'aii, "Oyania lliuri. _rhlK) I\C>'r'!)ll, Aiiyiirit

Koya?na I\bn;ami(:hi and Sonn "Xippo;! no Cliurilsu to Rai lAiao "
Nippon nyoron, \-ol.25, no. fi (SopicmbcT 1950).

"iViinzoku no Dokuritsu to C.huribsu, "Hoyatna ^'of.hio, 
(Sopiei.n);-:'!- Riiiso, no. 447

Saij/o K;)l.ju1.‘-'una,
Hvon^y. April 19G9.

Raitn Doicdii, "I'oron Cihu.na nijnij-n O'ennol; 
(b'cl iiaiary ] m;'';).

Salon IGakinsaburo,
Augii.st 19(;fl.

Sakanluto Yo.shil;azii.

"Nippon no Shinv.'a to Kokumiii, " llekinbiand otlior.s.

" \'C)1. V,an, no. 2

"Cdiin-rnol.ii no lionri to Borvcdni no Tjoj:i, " C'bao K.oi-on,

"C'huritsi! Nippon no Booi Kn.so, " Rok^i. Auga.st 

" 'IJoiv.’a K'vbzoii lo Chni-il sn Sbn yi, " shi;;r), no.447
(Scyitor.iljor lOfij).

"lleiv.-a I ndb niokoru Rhini-i to lionri, " Rokai, no. 200(August l,9f,2).

, ' Kalui.sliin Na.sbonarizurr.u Rhiron, " Chuo Noi’on,October l!;Ckr.

, l^alu ornc'gmai Xriltuniin no Renla
no. 270 ■(Aicy JOi;:)'. '

Salta la Yo.sbio,
Jannaj y IDO-l.

"kleiji Zcnpanki no-Nashonai-izunai, " HOiisbi Nvoikii,

Sakisaka llsuro. "j'Utatabi .Aikokusliin nit.snile, " 

"(kdntsit!;!' lb
dl'J'J.'r.iilb no.3V (1950).

'’■pn llonyi no Kilo-tsu, " Ibdon, no. 222 (.'lune ]9(. 1).

no Kokusai Reijil.an,

!Sai Seijikan, " Asahi .Uairn u,

Sato Lsao,

Sato tkuirco. "iMil.ka no An/.cnto ('liib i: 

"C'bin iiHu Rhuyialia

no. 4.17 (Scplcn.ber l.^'fll).
S'-ki Jli roirij'U, diyu, Ain roll I'ln.'l.

_____________ ''Gct.ji'r,. S' ucii.ba no Ino!..
I\ovc:ii;l)r-r b', lOaV

1 olljr-j'S, Nippon no C'lrrifit.siika eno .lyb!., n J
Told (W inltr) 1

i.
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Shil';;il;i Slio, ' 
(Novotn’-ei-

"Yiikcato Scdai karaiio Tfi<a-)]. " As a hi. .tyaniru.. vdI.IO, no.'ifi

Shiini/.u Havaci, and otbcrf;, 
vol. 11, tio. 6 (.luiu: Ikfi.'j).

S.hirni/'u Kitaro,

"Gouda i Nippcai no I'hdd-.azo, " Ji'-u,

'Aikokuphin' Xt.npo, " Tordio, no. 3 (daiiuary Ifi.aO). 

"Ayanir-roj'u llciwa Hon, " CMipsad., Ajiril lOa.a. 

"Chiip;oku no Kakubnno to Nippon, " C'huo Koron,
liiarch

"J'uta1a1)i Arnpo Kailci iiil.puite, ", and o(lio.rs, ScNai,
Feijj'uarv Ihilfj.

lindo nr; laoknseki, " Chno Isoi’on, 

"SOil go Kijypunji

October 1932 

wa, Kawattaka, " jliyil, October lt)G4. 

"Nippon no Anzen Ito.slib fti ]^oku^ain J.shiki, "

Suzuki M'atsuzo,

'J'ada klinoru, 
Winter 1939. r.nhio

"Aikokunhin, " Shal.a isliugiii, no.3 (1993).

"'J'enno Kan nt; licn.sen, " DW: liiWliap] logakii.

"renno Sci naj-abini Ko.shit.au no klondai, " Chiio Idoj-on,

'J’akah.-i.shi .Wasao,

3’a k a! 1:; .s li i N ob u s 11 i, 
(klarcd; 19G3). no. 7t!

dkakai.ui'a 'I'erai, 
August ]9.]G.

Tsud,; Sbkichi,
Api il ]94().

'J’al;a.-:hi: ;i:i Zen \ a , 
Scplf-mljor lb';;!.

"jCcnl;oku no Jijyb to ]3:iiHei llikrd no Sliirry So!:ai,

' Shake ioluiei to N.alif>!!a rizinru , " Gendai no Me,

------------------- "Sengo Minishurluigi to AtaraOdi NarJloaari/umu, "
■*■''' (Oel.o].,e]- ]9f;9).

'rakayanagi KimjZo,
(.lune 19fJi).

Takeda Jtiviko, "Ailmkuehin ur) Aionda

'J’ak.ei 'J'al-.eo, "Ohuritsukioku, 
no.].")3 (April 195!').

"Keinpo (.'h!.>.-;a 1; a i 7- ncu no iko, " Sekai, no. 222

Nvoilag^ir) .tidei, .tune 19G-]. 

:u, C'liuril: ushiiei, " /cnid,

iten.

C'hui-itr.usei
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TakciU’lii yo.-;])inii, "Xokuniin I^un^i'alui no IM: ndaiicn, " Knizo,

_____________________. "Nanhonariziunu to Sl;nkn i ICnkumci, " Ninttrn, Julvji'^

Takouchi Yonhii’o, "iN<)!;ka no Gc nri to Hansen no Itonri, "
ScpU'Miber

Take^ an';a klirhio,
(Apri'l I'Jilj).

Taninrn Itiioliiro, " Aikoloishin v/a ]joii Kanaa-ararel eii-uk;
Jiclai, June: Ikk j.

Genda i no I\' a ,

' 3 enno Sei ni 'J'.suite, " Shhujl'f), IK). -1

a.

"Nipponkols'u Itenipo no ]\]in.shuk-a, 

'kanaka j\l icin'tat o, "A il.ioiajslii n lo IXashonarizurnu , " 

"l\if*pon no ' isosliuf;)

Tanal.a .lire. I ’ _Sak;ri, no. 5 (May ]ri l(,).

Apj-il l:k)7. 

o HiJiar,.aKi'r(, " llonso.'['anaka Na.okiclii, 
I’chmary

"Gendai 'siiiponjln no Hold.a JtTanaka Yoskiihiko, 
no..23 (Au{fi!.-'.( Ik'fvf).

\aii. " \\ a d: Ki 1:1 i no lioi'a

Tanigav. a 'J'oksuzo, and others, 
no.,3(i (,1u]y iridO).

"Aikokiisliin Iowa ktanik: " XeradiiM.

, and othcT.s, "Sa n,a.yocn-u Aikolai.shin, "

"C’huritsn no .ly()k'.'!'i ir.) Sono dissai, " divfi,

'J'osaka Slneernoto, "jMeiji Slioso nif.kerii kwodiunariznniM 
''Yi:1’. nc). ] (Ai'piist ll'flO).

'J'oyan.a Sliiget!;i, "Alarashi Shilsu no lieiwa Undo, " SM;ai.

. "j''utatr.u no Na.s.'ioirn’izniiiu no 'failio.

Usliio, .Inne IPd-!.

3'anka Hyoiebi, ,‘lidv infil.

r.o Uiori,

, Alipusl l!a.lb.

Glino 1 Kicon .
.'lune hTijl.

"ivieiji Jlya'-iiMen Sai o Du:i 
no. 3 (l,)ecenUei''lCf:V).

, and Ilidal a Itokn 
I’ekiahi Jo<)ro!i

r C),
torik.ii nud !,

''S!,r)'.va Aliir'okns!'ksul’.ui 'J'at.K'.o, 
vol. 70, no. f! (SeiileoiUer ]; :d).

iiK .d no Cboio'U, " ( 'nno ] na-ri)-;,

"Tair.iclii KtV.'. a'J’suncio l\;.d,
Seka i, April Ib.aO.

no Uo.rbiki 1o .'‘mi/i n Ilosiir) no l^eilai, "

"lienipr, ]):!,• .a-Jyd to N iijpon no Aiiatn lia/.-.h'i'Jksiiru .Slnpelo, 
.dune IbfiS." Sakai,

: l

i
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"j\’ippon Shi.sc) no Tf)ku;;!inku to ^’cnrio Soi, "Tku]-u Shipoto, 
no. 3,3 8 (.luijo in52-).

Shisf)

II oh nr a Sonroloi,. 
Align.St 13:32.

"jAIii:xoku ksliilii no It[■ f kishitvi Koifni. f t r>,

I
Tj e^-arnn .Slnirnpici,
Soptoiribor intil.

))ai!o-A .Scnso no Shi.so.shi(cl:i ]gi " Koi'on,i,

, "I'liiatalij Ikiito -A Son.so no Jgi niljniiifn " Chun Itoi-on,
March inThr

, "Nippon Ka.^iionariy.uruu no Shilen, "i. Ttpmbo, October138 o.:

"Nippoii o Air/.cn ci Ilris'no sui uUkai KoljU;;]iigo. mono," Sok.ni, ,Tunc lfi.33.I

"Soifu no Airipi.. ]trite i 1-p,___ _ __ , and nthi'r.s,
A no.lGG Cciclobcr 1353).

i
.no o Jlihr.n suru, "!

I
So]

"Kokiisci no ’I'cnncn Aiiir/.oku. 
■J''eb2'uary 13, 1387.

IJ rn eda kla.-ia ro i, 
.iNgnjciru,

Kok.’m ]\nn, " Asahi

I’rncd:! 'j'o.nliiliirlo, 
no. 224 (Api-il 1333).

"Shogakko Kyoikii niokcru Shinwa, " ]U_k b.! li Ily orn n,

Wada '■.ralaiyo.'jjii,

W'agalsi’ina Fkdiac, 
no. 222 (.liinc bin 1).

" 'C'iuu-itsu \va Ilaiashilo Gcn.solia, " Usiiio, Toki, bifiP. 

I'.oliLunih no br-m i l:a Kokioiiin no Clirnula:I
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